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Introduction by the IFIP President

I take great pleasure to welcome you to the 15th IFIP World Computer Congress on "The Global 
Information Society on the Way to the Next Millennium".

This Flagship event of the International Federation for Information Processing (IFIP) is a product of 
the active involvement of hundreds of IT specialists and many national computer societies around 
the globe. 1st program and agendas are targeted at topical areas of information processing intended 
to catch your interest and stimulate debate to suit the needs of IT professionals from academia and 
industry alike.

The debate will aim to disclose the current state-of-the-art and to project the trends for new 
developments, which will transcend the threshold of the 21st century and lead society in the magic 
future of technology.

Moreover, the venues of this IFIP Congress are in the heart of Europe. Vienna and Budapest are 
historical, cultural and technological crossroads of achievement and civilization. These beautiful 
cities host the IFIP Congress which in turn provides a forum and a platform for people to meet and 
discuss issues of common interest and concern.

I hope that you will benefit from this exceptional IFIP Event for your daily work and that you have 
opportunity during the Congress meeting old friends and making many new ones.

Kurt Bauknecht, 
University of Zurich,

President of the International Federation for Information Processing - IFIP



Introduction by the Chairman of the International Program 
Committee

I am proud to be able to present this technical program. Out of more than 700 contributions from 86 
countries, the program committees of the 7 conferences have carefully selected 350 papers, which 
are presented at the conference and printed in this proceeding

The conferences which you are allowed to switch from one to another cover the main technical 
aspects of the global information society, like basic theories in the Fundamentals and IT&Knows 
conference, the hot topics security and legal conditions using net and computers, and important 
applications such as teleteaching, telecooperation and the use of computers by people with special 
needs. In the keynote sessions, outstanding experts will introduce the fundamental technologies 
which made and will continue to make information society possible.

The congress is accompanied by a set of panels, tutorials and workshops. I would like to draw your 
special attention to the Youth Summit. It will be for the first time that young people will have the 
opportunity to articulate their views and expectations to the IT community and politicians.

The program gives a good opportunity to study the major technologies and applications which will 
be the base of future society and to discuss its impact with colleagues from more than 80 countries 
of our globe.

I hope you enjoy the program, which was so carefully assembled by about 200 ladies and gentlemen 
in the various program committees, and that your attendance at the congress will have a positive 
impact on your professional work.

Furthermore, I am sure, that this proceeding will gain a good position in your personal technical 
library.

Egon Hörbst 
Siemens AG Munich, 

Technical University of Munich, 
International Program Committee Chair



Preface

This fifteenth World Computer Congress is a historic event and it is entirely appropriate that the 
Sixth International Conference on Computers Helping People with Special Needs (ICCHP) should 
form a part of that congress. The advances intechnology since the first World Computer Congress 
are well known. Accompanying the technology development have been changes in attitudes and it 
is easy to suggest that if one looked at the proceedings of the early congresses, current attitudes to 
Information Technology were completely unanticipated. The technology is ubiquitous and is often 
treated with resignation: ‘Love it or hate it, it is here to stay.’ On the one hand, what is now possible 
in terms of computing power, was beyond the dreams of most people, on the other the way it is used 
is often the source of frustration and discontent.

Yet there is one area of application of the technology which was both little anticipated but almost 
universally approved -  that of information technology as a means of assisting people who are 
identified a shaving disabilities or special needs.

The very title of the IFIP organization reflects an early recognition that the technology is concerned 
with the processing of information, but it must have been hard to realize how fundamental that 
ability is. It is because information is so important and so flexible that machines that help process it 
have such a broad range of applications for people with disabilities.

The range of contributions in these proceedings reflect that breadth while we are naturally confined 
by the current state of the art in the technology. Visual representations dominate mainstream 
technology, but increasingly it is feasible to implement non-visual alternatives. So it is that 
contributions on applications for people with visual disabilities have been most common. Among 
the newly emerging technologies, voice input has (it seems) suddenly become viable and that is also 
apparent in the submissions received.

A conference such as this can sit in an uneasy position between being adisplay of academic 
achievement and the channel for communication at a more practical level. I hope we have got the 
level right. One device that the ProgrammeCommittee introduced was the Poster with Short 
Presentation. This we hoped would give contributors the chance to demonstrate very practical work 
in an interactive marmer, but also to explain the work and theory behind it more formally. Those 
contributions are also represented as short papers in these proceedings.

A conference such as this -  and its accompanying proceedings -do not happen without a 
tremendous amount of work by many people. The members of the Programme Committee are listed 
elsewhere in these proceedings and their contribution of time, effort and expertise must be 
acknowledged gratefully. The programme and the proceedings would not have emerged without 
long hours of work by the staff at the Austrian Computer Society and the John von Neumann 
Computer Society and I particularly would like to mention Wolfgang Hawlik and Daniela Poetzl.

I wish to avoid writing anything here that I will regret at a later date when some future ICCHP chair 
looks back on these proceedings. The safest course then is not to try to make any predictions. 
Instead let me hope that this work will be looked on as a small but significant step along the way to 
the future -  what ever it may be.

Alistair Edwards 
Programme Chair
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Universal Support, Opportunities and Challenges

Professor Alan F. Newell, F.R.S.E.

Department of Applied Computing, The University of Dundee, Scotland, 

tel: +44 1382 344144, fax: +44 1382 325509, email: afn@computing.dundee.ac.uk

Keywords: Disability Research, Methodologies, Elderly People, Priorities.

Abstract

This paper suggests that there is a window of opportunity caused by the growing understanding of 

the importance of research into computers to help people with special needs. It suggests some of 

the important research challenges, and comments on the infrastructure needs and research 

methodologies which could assist in realising the full potential of technology in this field. It 

also recommends that a greater priority should be given to research into how computers can 

support elderly disabled people, rather than elderly and/or disabled people.

The growing awareness of how computer can helping people with special 

needs.

The field of “computers to help people with special needs, and/or people with disabilities has 

now reached a very exciting watershed. Despite many breakthroughs the field has been “in the 

wilderness” for a number of years, with the perception that it is a very specialised academic 

backwater, the last refuge of the poor quality hobby researcher. With few exceptions, it is 

perceived as a commercial disaster area without the levels of profit likely to attract large 

companies. The field, however, is now beginning to “come of age” and be recognized as very 

important, not only in its own right, but also for the effect has on computer developments in
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general. In 1997, Muller et al [3] made the point that “Computer Human Interface (Research 

and Development) has maintained a long tradition of concern for access to computer systems by 

persons with disabilities. However, in practice, much of the field’s progress in this area has been 

slow. More often than not the field’s attention to this area has been an afterthought: design and 

access has been based primarily on able-bodied populations rather than users who are disabled”.

Although there is still a long way to go, there is evidence that this situation is changing. Within 

the industrial sector, major manufacturers such as SUN and Microsoft now have “accessibility” 

programs. Mircosoft now require vendors to meet certain accessibility design requirements, and 

have made available a software developer's kit to encourage developers to design their 

applications for use by people who are blind, deaf, or mobility-impaired. {More details of these 

programs are also available on the Microsoft web page (1998) (wvw.microsoft.com/enable/).}

This changing situation is good news for all users of computer systems. The importance of all 

research and development in Computer Human Interfaces taking into account the full diversity of 

the potential user population was addressed by Newell in his keynote address to InterCHI ‘93, 

where the concept of “Ordinary and Extra-ordinary Human Computer Interaction” was developed 

[see: 5 & 6] Newell made the point that design which takes into account the needs of people with 

disabilities can produce better design for everyone. A similar view was expressed more recently 

by SUN Microsystems when they announced their Enabling Technologies Program, with the 

comment that it is “....driven by the belief that design to meet the needs of users with disabilities 

can improve the productivity of ALL users”, {see Suns web page (1997)}.

Research Challenges

This growing awareness of the needs of people with disabilities has been seen within the USA, 

particularly in relationship to access to information via the National Information Infrastructure.

18



The National Science Foundation of the USA have mounted two workshops with the theme of

“Every Citizen Interfaces to the National Information Infrastructure [10 & 11],

These workshops laid out a research strategy for the science and engineering community in the

USA. The themes from those workshops included:

• Understanding and representing the functional characteristics of ALL potential users, and the 

development of creative interfaces capable of understanding user diversity in motivation and 

interests abilities knowledge and experience

• The development of technology that adapts to the users requirements rather than the user 

having to adapt to the technology, including self adapting and learning interfaces, and 

interfaces which predict user behaviour.

• Understand what kinds of information each modality is more suited to expressing, and how 

do people with disabilities (particularly sensory ones) perceive particular types of information. 

How can we present information in different modalities without changing its meaning (e.g. 

subtitles), and what are the most effective ways of translating information across modalities.

• How best do we present information most effectively to people with disabilities in the 

various modalities (e.g. slow/fast speech etc.), and what does this tell us about improving our 

presentational techniques for ordinary people. Is it possible to provide universal 

representations of data, and give appropriate “hooks” for those situations were one modality is 

not appropriate (e.g. icons and pictures, when the user is visually impaired or their eyes are 

busy).

In addition, I believe that engineers need to take account of:

• What information do people want, and what they may be prepared to pay for. How do we 

assist people with disabilities in the navigation of large data bases
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How do we present information through very narrow bandwidths. For example even non- 

visually impaired users find that accessing data solely using a computer screen essentially 

gives the user severe tunnel vision, poor resolution and only a limited dynamic range of 

intensity. How much worse this is for a visually impaired user.

Other more detailed research challenges include the need to develop:

• Interfaces which are not gender biased nor demand a high level of computer literacy, nor good 

language abilities and which can cope with the variety of age, class, education, language, 

ethnic origins and abilities which are present in society, particularly bearing in mind 

demographic and medical trends.

• Remarkably easy to use interfaces which facilitate storage, communication and retrieval of 

information, browsing and data mining, for a wide range of data.

• Interfaces which automatically adapt, and learn the behaviour of users and what they want to 

do with their systems.

• Prostheses for remote interpersonal communication. For example, in what ways can email 

be improved and made more efficient and effective for people with special needs

• Cognitive prostheses - this is an immensely difficult problem, and one for which there is a 

very great need. A diary is, of course, a cognitive prosthesis, but not a very good one. Elderly 

people are a very rapidly growing portion of the population for whom memory prostheses are 

particularly important. As the world gets more complex, and more reliant on vast amounts of 

data, however, we will all need good cognitive prostheses, not just the elderly.

There is a clear perception of a great need for research in this field in the USA, and there is the

TIDE initiative, and other national programs in other parts of the world. There are more than

enough research issues in this field, but we should also bear in mind that different cultures have

different research methodologies. For example, the European and North American models of
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research can differ very greatly, (Europe, for example, offers a more holistic approach less 

dominated by counting and measuring, but the USA is more interested in developing exciting 

innovative approaches). It is thus important for a fully international approach is taken in this next 

stage of the development of our field and this international congress will make an important 

contribution.

Infrastructure Needs

There are certain infrastructure needs to support these activities, and one is dissemination of 

information. In our field that there are a large number of sources of data, not all of them reliable 

and it is not easy to obtain a picture of the whole field. We need to bring together this 

infonnation, but if a data base is too broad it is useless, if it is too narrow you need to access too 

many different data bases to obtain appropriate information required. In Dundee we have recently 

been asked to provide for the UK an information service for technology to support students in 

Higher Education with disabilities. A major activity of the DISinHE (Disability and Information 

Systems in Higher Education) is the provision of a web site which will provide such information 

in a structure easy to use form, via a web site which will be fully accessible [1]. We are aware of 

the dangers of duplication, but an advantage of a Web site is that it is relatively easy to cross- 

reference other sources of data, and we intend to take full advantage of this. We intend 

collaborate with other providers, such as the TRACE Center Web Site, to ensure that there is 

appropriate linkage between data bases in this field and any overlap between data on different 

sites is necessary and essential.

Research Methodology

It also need to increase the quality of the research done in the field. This can be done in a number 

of ways. We need to be aware, and take advantage of the leading edge issues in these enabling
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technologies. Assistive Technology research can often be the first to take advantage of the early 

manifestations of new technologies. There are many examples such as hearing aids being one of 

the first commercially successful examples of miniaturization, speech recognition and synthesis 

systems were, and in many cases still are, used much more widely as Assistive Technology rather 

than in mainstream application areas, and many AAC devices are a very fruitful application area 

for Natural Language Processing Research [9].

Researchers must be sensitive to the needs and wants of the current generation of people with 

disabilities, and this should illuminate their activities. The main responsibility of the research 

community, however, is to the next generation of people with disabilities. Particularly in this 

field, there is a tendency to avoid leading edge issues, because these are thought to be of little 

practical value, or to involve new, expensive and/or untried technology. We do a great disservice 

to disabled citizens of the future by not giving such work a high priority. People with disabilities 

have as much right to eventually reap the benefits of Blue Sky research as able bodied people, and 

a number of the more successful ideas which have come from my research group, and other 

groups in the world were very much less than popular with the majority of clinicians and users in 

the early stages of their development than they subsequently became. Some were positively 

pilloried in these formative stages [4 & 8].

A User Centred Design methodology is absolutely vital in the field of Assistive Technology. The 

involvement of clinicians and potential and actual users is very important, but this needs to be 

done with care. At Dundee University, we take into account the needs and wants of users, but this 

is often greatly modified by our own visions of what can be achieved by Assistive Technology [7] 

We have a number of panels of users with disabilities who have contributed greatly to our 

research. Some will have eventually been provided the commercial outcomes of the research to 

which they contributed, but this can be a number of years after the particular piece of research in 

which they were involved. We also have two non-speaking researchers [2], who, for various 

reasons, have a volunteer status. We try to ensure, however, that our research is generic, but 

informed by individual users, rather than focused on the particular needs and wants of particular 

individuals. This is a model I can strongly recommend to research groups.
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Elderly People

The field also needs to decide priorities for research areas. An analysis of the papers presented to 

one of the sections of the recent TIDE conference, Newell [10] noted that the spread of papers did 

not reflect the statistics of prevalence of disabilities: the most striking case being the lack of 

attention to hearing impaired people, and the amount of work focused on the needs of visually 

impaired and blind people. To some extent this may be because acoustically amplifying hearing 

aids tend not to be considered as “Assistive Technology”. Also there is a sense in which blind 

people in “cyberspace” are analogous to wheelchair users within the built environment: a very 

important group, which are obviously and extremely disadvantaged within the environment, but 

with a potential danger that they can be mistakenly thought of as the only ones who need to be 

considered by researchers and developers. A little more disturbing is that, although there are a 

number of projects investigating “smart houses”, there is not a great deal of research investigating 

the special characteristics of elderly disabled people and research and development of 

technological support which is appropriate for them. This is a very difficult field which is often 

perceived as being very unglamorous. Nevertheless it is very important application area 

demographically, and, if we do not ensure that technology plays an important part in supporting 

the quality of life of elderly people in the future, society will be significantly the poorer. We need 

to increase the priority placed on research into how elderly disabled people (as opposed to elderly 

and/or disabled people) can properly be supported by communication and information 

technology.

Conclusions

The advances in current technology can be used either to support people with special needs, or to 

put them at an ever greater disadvantage. The papers in this conference show what can be 

achieved, and the need for this type of research is being recognised by people, governments, and 

industry. We have the opportunity to provide the technology which can underpin the political
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will to provide a better quality of life for people with special needs, and we should grasp it with 

both hands.
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EVALUATION OF INTERACTIVE 
TACTILE DISPLAY SYSTEM
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Abstract

We have been developing a support system for the visually disabled that actively recognizes three- 

dimensional objects or environments. This is a total system that has input, processing, and output 

functions. The visual information is converted into tactile and auditory information, which can be 

^understood easily by the visually disabled. Experiments on the hardware o f an interactive tactile 

display which we have developed, and the interface o f this system were conducted for some blind 

persons. In this paper, we report on the experiment results and evaluation thereof.

1. Introduction

Much research has been done worldwide on support systems for the visually disabled. As virtual 

reality technologies have progressed in recent years, tactile devices for 2D and 3D worlds have 

[advanced remarkably. One of them is a tactile display [1-8]. Our group has been developing 3D 

computer vision, and has applied these technologies to some fields. We have been developing a 

support system for the visually disabled.

There are two senses, the tactile sense and the auditory sense, for the visually disabled instead of 

sight. The former is superior for understanding relative position in 2D and 3D space and the shape 

of objects, the latter is suitable for understanding concepts. It is reported that the level of 

understanding is improved by the combination of the two senses [9]. We have therefore been 

developing a computer aided system with a multi-modal interface, using tactile and auditory senses 

(see Figure 1). It is not only an information conversion system but also is one which the user can 

:ommunicate with.

\s an output device, we developed a 3D tactile display that has a digitizer function. Since the 

actile display offers familiarity with image data, we selected it. We added the digitizer function so 

hat users can not only be given tactile and auditory information but can also select the required
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information from the system to make it easier to understand the 3D world. At the present stage, the 

system functions of vision input, image processing, translation, tactile display, and voice output 

shown in Figure 1 have been developed.

Some evaluation experiments on the hardware and interface of this system were conducted, and the 

results are reported here.

Fig. 1 Conceptual diagram of the support system.

Table 1 Specifications of the tactile display.

Pin arrangement 

Pin area

Diameter of pins

Spacing between pins

Height of pins

Shape of pins

Drive

Sensor

Size

Weight

16 X \6 pins 

175 X 175 mm 

5 mm 

10 mm 

0-6 mm

stepping motor 

tact switch

550(W) X 530(L) x 195(H) mm

2?, kg
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2. Outline of System

An overview of the system is shown in Figure 2 (a) and the structure of the system in Figure 2 (b)

[ 10].

Stereo Camera System

The stereo camera system has two cameras, which are controlled by a personal computer. Each 

camera is panned and tilted by pulse motors with an angular speed of 50 degrees/sec.

Tactile Display

The tactile display (see Figure 3) represents visual patterns by tactile pins arranged in a two- 

dimensional lattice. The pin height can be set to several levels to increase the touch information and 

to represent a 3D surface shape. The major difference is the function of the digitizer. Also, the 

display has three pushbutton keys for selecting the display mode and hearing voice messages. Table 

1 shows the specifications of the tactile display.

Voice Synthesizer

The voice synthesizer, which is another output device, is used to add more information to the tactile 

display system, and for reporting the results of recognition and the concepts.

Interactive Interface

Since the resolution of the tactile display is not enough to represent a lot of information at one time, 

we have developed a multi-level display mode (see Figure 4) consisting of the Position mode. 

Boundary Shape mode and Surface Shape mode. In the Position mode, the user can recognize the 

relative position of each object by indicating the object position with a single pin. By pushing the 

voice guide button, the user can hear an auditory explanation about the number of objects. The 

user can also hear an auditory explanation about the name of the object by pressing the 

corresponding pin. By pushing the information selection key to change the mode to the Boundary 

Shape mode or Surface Shape mode, the user can learn the shape of the object. In these modes, 

detailed information about the object such as its size and color is explained by voice. In the 

Boundary Shape mode, the user can feel the wire-frame shape, and in the Surface Shape mode, scan 

die convex or concave shape. The user can select one of the three modes easily by pushing the 

information selection keys, and can recognize each object and the environment by repeating these 

processes.
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(a) Overview

Voice Tactile Selection

Synthesizer Display Keys

(b) Structure

Fig. 2 Interactive 3D tactiie dispiay system.

Fig. 3 Tactiie dispiay.
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Boundary Shape mode Surface Shape mode 

Fig. 4 Concept of interactive interface.

3. Evaluation Experiments

Evaluation experiments of the specifications of the 3D tactile display (Experiment I) and the 

interactive interface (Experiment 2, 3) were performed. The testers were two visually handicapped 

persons who usually use a tactile map, and three persons who do not. The former two persons were 

a completely blind man (acquired blindness) and a weak-sighted man whose visual index is about 

20 cm. The latter three persons were weak-sighted persons who have sufficient eyesight for living.

All subjects were male university students in their early twenties. The purpose and the outline of 

the system were explained orally first, and after about ten minutes of practice, the experiments were 

started.

Experiment 1

First, we experimented on the specifications of the hardware of the 3D tactile display. After some 

practice, the display size, as well as the size, interval, and shape of the pin, etc. in Table 1 were 

evaluated without voice information. There was no particular problem concerning this. The 

subjects considered it was a suitable size and shape to scan by finger. They wanted a better display 

of objects having a detailed shape, namely resolution of length, breadth and height. However, if the 

object had a simple shape, it was possible to understand enough even at this resolution. It was also
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felt that the response speed of the pin should be quicker. Generally, many of the comments were 

limited to the specifications in Table 1.

Experim ent 2

Next, various experiments were done concerning the interface in Figure 4. First of all, we tested the 

subjects’ understanding of the shape of a cup and a ball in the shape display modes. For the cup, 

some patterns were displayed, which were the three shapes viewed from the side, upwards and 

oblique-upwards in the Boundary Shape mode in Figure 5 (a), (b), (c), and one from the side in the 

Surface Shape mode in (d). The users selected the best display, and found that (a) was the best, or 

(c) was better when combined with (d). The subject who considered that (a) was good wanted a 

simple expression since it was hard to understand when tactile information became complicated. 

The subjects who chose (c) said that (a) looked like other objects, however (c) seemed closest to 

their knowledge of a cup. (d) was not the best, because the display collapsed severely in the 

direction of height in (d) or the edge parts were hard to distinguish from the smooth changes. We 

cannot thus decide which display mode is the best.

On the other hand, the Surface Shape mode was appropriate for the ball shape. The subjects could 

not recognize a ball even if voice information was provided, and thought that it was just a circle.

Cup D O Ö I I3
(a) (b) (c) (d)

Ball o o
(e) (f)

Boundary Shape mode Surface Shape

Fig. 5 Two explanations of shape.

(Brightness shows the height of the pin.)

Desk o
• •  
•  •

Trash can

o o
Chair Table

oDesk
• Trash can

o o
Chair Table

(a) (h)

Fig. 6 Two explanations in the Position mode.
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Experiment 3

We experimented on various aspects of the display method concerning the Position mode in Figure 

4. As a result, the display from the upper side was chosen, because it was considered most 

comprehensible similar to a general map. Moreover, we examined whether to project the size of the 

object. Two kinds of display method, “one pin = one object” and “some pins mean one object”, 

were compared as shown in Figure 6, namely, whether the size of the object should be represented 

with one or more pins. The result was that the subjects confused the number of objects in the 

display of the latter, thus the simple method “one pin means one object” was easier to understand.

4. Discussion

The following conclusions were drawn from some simple experiments with the visually disabled 

persons.

The following points were found concerning the multi display mode.

• The scene can be understood from the three display modes. Position mode. Boundary Shape 

mode, and Surface Shape mode.

• In the shape mode, the users should be able to select the Boundary Position mode and Surface 

Shape mode from their knowledge and preference.

• “One object = one pin” is good in the Position mode regardless of the size of the object.

Though the restriction of the hardware of the tactile display has a major influence, as simple a 

lepresentation as possible is preferable because complex visual information is not understood easily 

by only the tactile sense. Moreover, issues such as faster response speed, the need for an Urulo 

button, etc. were raised.

Concerning the method of displaying the voice information, subjects felt that not only the object 

name but also more detailed information is necessary in the Position mode. However, the output 

amount was also felt to be useful. It is necessary to note that the amount of voice information 

should not be too much to remember. Moreover, two subjects, who always use braille, said that it 

was good to always obtain information by the tactile sense through the braille display because the 

■voice was transitory. It is thus necessary to enlarge the braille display part under the tactile display, 

but the design must not cause confusion in the tactile sense.

$. Conclusions

We performed evaluation experiments of the interactive tactile display system, and examined the 

ipecifications of the display and the method of expressing visual information by the multi-modal 

method using the tactile and auditory senses. By integrating these senses, it is possible to use voice
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to make up for the lack of tactile information that cannot be displayed due to restrictions on the 

hardware. Experiments showed that understanding was improved by the combination. In order to 

increase the amount of information provided by the combination, it is necessary to conduct a 

quantitative examination of the ratio of tactile and voice information, and to qualitatively examine 

the contents of the display and the form, etc. In the future, we will work on improving the response 

speed of the system, enlarging the braille display part, and developing a display method that can be 

adjusted to the user’s preference, etc.
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Abstract

Texture plays an important role in the display of images and in the forming of subjective impressions 

for blind people. An electromagnetic textured tactile element has been designed which can emulate 

static and dynamic states of a surface structure. The surface of a spring has been used as the initial 

model for a surface unit (texton) where the perceived surface relies on the thickness of the wire used,
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the diameter of the spring’s coils and the distance between each coil. The controllable parameters are: 

the density of elements forming a display surface, the frequency of vibration and temperature. These 

determine the number of possible display states which can vary from 9 (if f  = 5Hz, t° = +20°C) up to 57 

(if f  = 5, 10, 20Hz, t° = +20°C, +30°C, +40°C). A current prototype has an active display area of 15mm 

X 5mm. The elements of a surface (spring coils) are mechanically coimected and do not require any 

additional interpolation for the display of continuous dynamic objects. Such a TTE design can easily be 

integrated into a Tine’ and therefore into more complex matrices allowing the display of pseudographic 

and dynamic objects.

Keywords

texture, texton, electromagnetic textured tactile element, pseudographic objects

1 INTRODUCTION

In designing a graphic information display for blind users, it is likely that we (the developers) 

with normal sight will find it difficult to conceptualise the overall design from the perspective of a 

blind person. Simply closing our eyes is not a sufficient way of understanding the true depth of this 

design problem as we heavily rely on our visual based preconceptions of the kind of form an interface 

should take. Neither is it adequate to expect a blind user to learn to use an interface which is initially 

more comfortable to us.

If the dialogue between user and computer is based entirely on textual information, then there is 

no necessity for a graphic tablet. The textual information may be effectively presented on a Braille 

display or with the help of a speech synthesiser. However, if the user interface also includes graphical 

objects then navigational problems begin to arise. Therefore, if menu structures, icons and other 

graphical widgets are to be accessible to a blind user, then a large tablet will be necessary to present 

these objects and their cormections.
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As graphic objects can be of a mnemonic, associative or abstract geometrical type, the linear 

conversion of visual graphical spatial objects to tactile images cannot always be executed through an 

adequate mode [Kurze, M. & Holmes, E (1996)]. Furthermore, quasi-graphic and complex graphic 

images heighten the need for a display capable of presenting a variety of types of surface structure. It is 

important to appreciate that the two best characteristics for the recognition of such surfaces are a high 

density of stmctural elements and low frequency vibration [Chavas, M. (1996)].

Presently, the structiue of a typical display for presenting graphical information is made up of 

discrete indication elements which are based on a segmented or matrix structure. The diversity of these 

displays is governed by the structure of the elements, the model used to display the information, the 

physical attributes of the tactile screen, including its elements, and the required ergonomic 

characteristics. It is important to note that in contrast to dot indication elements, matrix elements are 

capable of displaying more than two states.

Usually, the embodiments of tactile displays are designed primarily to reproduce Braille 

symbols which are of a textual nature. The dimensions of a whole display are determined, as a rule, 

from the possible number and sizes of standard Braille symbols, displaying from 40 up to 80 characters 

per line and up to 25 lines per screen. If an active area is 20in x 15in then the tablet can display the 

usual format of high resolution screens with a width to height ratio of 4/3 allowing the presentation of 

one printed page [Fricke, J. (1991)].

The tactile pins of a tablet are set so that they correspond to the points of a rectangular raster. 

Distances between neighbouring pins vary between 1/1 Oin and l/30in, depending on both the functional 

assignment of the tablet and any redundancy allowed by a chosen production technology. The value of 

1/lOin corresponds to the usual distance between Braille pixels. On the other hand, the resolution of a 

tablet should be less than 1/1 Oin to allow sensory interpolation of the continuity of a line if all pins of 

this line are in an identical state.

The largest distance satisfying this condition for pin displays is l/20in. This value is not ideal as 

the different movements of pins in horizontal and vertical directions can be felt as uninterrupted lines. 

However, with a line inclined at 45 degrees, vibration will seem to fragment the line. The line will 

therefore be perceived as consisting of separate points. This can lead to other problems with line 

recognition; the user needs to distinguish between a functionally important tactile stimulus and an 

observed effect due to a low resolution display. Therefore, l/30in is considered a more preferable
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distance between pixels for the effective realisation of spatial interpolation forming uninterrupted 

graphical objects.

A conventional tactile screen based on discrete display elements attempts to form an 

uninterrupted pattern, in an analogue way, by applying a controlling homogeneous structure or 

polymeric material to the surface of the display. Unfortimately, these are not widely available for use, 

An alternative approach to tactile displays relies on displacement converters. Each element contains 

electromagnetic, piezoelectric, hydraulic or pneumatic actuators and a pin as a tactile object [Kay, L, 

(1984)]. The number of states for a dot element is usually limited to two, and only rarely encompasses 

three [Schulz, B. & Rainer, H. W. (1996)]. One exception is a 3D tactile display based on extremely 

small linear actuators [Shinohara, M., Shimizu, Y. & Nagaoka, H. (1996)].

There is a concept to drive display elements by wires made out of memory metals heated by an 

electric current. However, the dynamic characteristics of such elements are inferior to electromagnetic 

actuators. We believe that such an approach, which uses an electrical current to stimulate the user’s 

skin, is inadequate for the synthesis of textured surfaces.

The number of discrete display elements (pins) integrated into a tactile tablet varies over a wide 

range. Devices such as the ‘Optacon’ employ the fact that, at any one moment, blind individuals can 

only feel a small region of a tactile display regardless of its overall size. Therefore, with these devices, 

the user manipulates an “electronic eye” over the graphical information with one hand whilst a smal 

but variable part of the whole picture is presented to one finger of the other hand. This method reduces 

the required number of tactile pins to 100 - 150. In contrast to this approach, two German companies 

have developed a tablet integrating more than 7000 pins with an interval of about 1.2mm. This tablet, 

used by researchers at the University of Stuttgart, enables simultaneous scanning with both hands. An 

additional requirement is an input reading device with which the user can scan in a new image 

[Schweikhardt, W. (1996)]. However, the resolution of this display is too low and the cost is 

prohibitively expensive.

When graphical information is presented on large tactile tablets, a high cognitive load is placed 

upon the user due to the large area that has to be explored. As a result, the effectiveness of the user’s 

navigation is reduced and the time taken in forming whole percepts of presented objects increases. The 

consecutive presentation of dynamically varied objects requires a significant concentration of attention 

and leads to a loss of presented information. More promising designs, from our viewpoint, are tactile
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displays that are integrated within multimodal pointing devices [Akamastu, M., MacKenzie, I. S. & 

Hasbrouq, T. (1995), Yutaka Shimizu, Masami Shinohara and Hideji Nagaoka (1996)], as in these 

cases the scan surface is simultaneously the display surface, i.e. feedback will be realised by the best of 

all modes.

To generate a sufficient number of states or levels for presenting complex graphics, dot tactile 

displays must contain a large number of discrete elements. The purpose of our research was to design 

an alternative discrete element, the dynamic texton, which would have the following characteristics:

- a controllable surface structure for each indication element.

- variable thermal stimuli and/or frequency of vibration for each element allowing the 

presentation of a textured surface.

- the number of effective recognisable states would not be less than three.

- the potential to present dynamic and/or quasi-static graphical information by the use of a 

minimal number of discrete elements.

- to provide a simple method of integration of indication elements into the lines/matrices of a 

tactile display which can then be used alongside input devices (keyboard, mouse and joystick) for blind 

computer users.

2 DESIGN

It is possible that the perception of a surface structure occurs in the tactile analyser using the same 

algorithms through which the visual system decides the analogous task i.e. by processing a temporal 

structure of the afferent flow and the parameters modulating a density or other characteristic of this 

afferent flow. In other words, a dynamic analysis of the stimulation of receptors when they interact with 

the researched object (i.e. a surface) results in the formation of a perceived image of that object, or of 

its fragments, and to a comparison of this with an appropriate analogue known from a previous 

experience.
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Research into tactile processing showed that the dynamic range for this analyser is narrow in 

comparison to its visual and auditory counterparts [Sorkin, R.D. (1987)]. This, coupled with the 

complex interactions between vibro-tactile stimuli, which are in spatial-temporary affinity, has resulted 

in a fairly conservative approach to tactile display design. However, recent electrophysiological 

explorations [Anonets, V.A., Zeveke, A.V., Malysheva, G.I. (1992)] have shown that the number of 

possible ‘descriptions’ (i.e. states) of an afferent flow at the time of stimulation of tactile receptors can 

have many more levels than was previously observed (i.e. more than 125).

Tactile receptors, which are functionally specialised by virtue of their anatomy and receptors for 

touch, pressure and temperature, are distributed around the human body. This, by nature, is an 

information attribute for the spatial-temporary analysis of the environment. This specialisation divides 

the sensory fields and extends the dynamic range of perception parameters but does not result in 

isolation. Quite the reverse, a receptor’s specialisation leads to the interaction and integration of sensory 

flows. Therefore, it seems more probable that the physiological characteristics of the tactile analyser are 

not low, but the use of inadequate stimuli, including electrical ones, leads to inefficient action on a 

receptors surface and to a lack of exploration of sensory opportunities.

Motivated by the main problem of the structure discrimination of a surface, we propose to 

design a tactile display oriented on the separate stimulation of the functionally specific tactile receptors 

of touch, pressure and, if possible, temperature.

The initial model of the display surface is based on an array of textons. The essential tactile 

element of a texton is a horizontal spring the surface of which contributes to the overall display surface. 

The perceived surface of a texton relies on the thickness of the wire used, the diameter of the spring’s 

coils and the distance between each coil. In general the form of a spring is cylindrical but it could 

equally be rectangular, trapezial etc.. However, the cylindrical form of a spring is technologically 

superior and satisfies the requirements for the formation of the required surface. The density of surface 

elements can be controlled rather simply: by stretching or compressing the spring coils and by the speed 

or frequency of these changes. Both of these are informative attributes in the evaluation of sensations 

from a presented structure.
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Figure 1 The electromagnetic textured tactile element

1 - a spring; 2, 3 - corpus elements; 4 - electrodes;

5- shafts; 6- levers; 7, 8- electromagnets; 9- layings

The design of such a texture element is limited through technological constraints of 

achievability, ease of integration and repeatability of the product. These limitations immediately 

presented restrictions. Electromagnets are used to achieve discrete shifts in a coil’s density. Two 

electromagnets, located as shown in Figure 1, provide four static states of a spring but only three of 

them are functionally significant when perceiving surface structure (Figure 2 a, b/c, d). These states can 

be produced via the compression of the spring using one, both or neither of the electromagnets.

A necessary condition for the successful recognition of a given surface is the dynamic 

displacement of either the receptors or the actual explored surface during the active interaction. In other 

words the active motion of the receptive surface of the user (fingers) or an appropriate motion of the 

presented texture must occur. Thus, we can generate some dynamically presented structures whieh are 

easily recognised. Using electromagnetic switching to manipulate the spring at a fi-equency of about 

5Hz the follovring dynamic structures can be achieved:

Figure 2 j - simultaneous bilateral periodic compression.

Figure 2 f  - alternating compression in opposite phase.
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Figure 2 i, h - unilateral periodic compression from one end with the opposite edge remaining

free.

Figure 2 e, g - unilateral periodic compression from one end with the opposite edge remaining 

compressed.

Dynamic states Static states Dynamic states

F ig u re  2 The surface’s states o f texton

Note that in contrast to the equivalent sensations of the static states b and c (Figure 2) the states 

i, h and e, g are highly distinguishable. There are three frequency gradations of a texture modulation: 5, 

10 and 20Hz which can be effectively recognised at this embodiment. However, more investigation is 

required into the perception of frequency patterns which depend on the geometrical parameters 

(thickness of wire, coils diameter and distance between coils) of a texture tactile element (TTE). The 

design for an electromagnetic texton described above can be integrated into an electrical circuit (Figure 

1 B) and would allow the addition of the following functions:

1) a heating control for each TTE.

2) feedback on the contact between the user’s sensory surface and the TTE.

The use of high resistance spring materials does not present any technical difficulties. However, the

dynamic characteristics required for thermal stimulation are limited. There are at least three recognii 

thermal levels: +20°C, +30°C and +40“C (±2°C). The realistic use of this parameter would depend on 

the specific application to which the TTE is to be applied. An improvement in the dynamic! 

characteristics of a TTE can be achieved by additional ventilation of the heated element.
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Figure 4

The second function, although not compulsory, could prove useful in the design of the next 

generation of tactile displays where feedback on user interactions and current placements of receptive 

fields within a display will be required.

The TTE design presented here can easily be integrated into a ‘line’ (Figure 3) and therefore 

into more complex matrices allowing the display of pseudographic and dynamic objects (Figure 4). 

The active area for a TTE prototype is 15mm x 5mm which permits the easy integration of a single, line 

or matrix of elements into conventional input devices (mouse, joystick and keyboard). The elements of 

the surface (spring coils) are mechanically connected and do not require any additional interpolation for 

the display of continuous dynamic objects.
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3 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The electromagnetic textured tactile element has been designed which emulates the static and dynamic 

states of a surface structure. The controlled parameters are: the density of elements forming a display 

surface, the frequency of vibration and temperature. The active display area of a prototype is 15mm x 

5mm. The number of display states depends on the control parameters and can vary from 9 (if f  = 5Hz, 

t° = +20°C) up to 57 (if f  = 5, 10, 20Hz; t° = +20°C, +30°C, +40°C). The elements of a surface (spnng 

coils) are mechanically connected and do not require any additional interpolation for the display of 

continuous dynamic objects.

The unidirectional polarisation of a texton only permits the display of ordered and periodic structures. 

The formation of random textures using a similar method (via the controlled compression of a surface) 

is possible by using new elastic materials and 2D bimorph actuators.

Electromagnetic textons are a promising technology and opportimities exist for further investigation 

into the development of new projects that incorporate these alternative textured displays.
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Abstract: the difficulties o f the deaf go beyond the loss o f hearing itself and underline a more 

general problem o f lack o f communication. The paper presents an overview o f  the VOICE Project, a 

European Commission’s Telematics Programme Accompanying Measure. The Project is chaired by 

the Institute for Systems, Informatics and Safety o f  the Joint Research Centre, in collaboration with 

Kepler University o f Linz, Software Solutions and FBL software houses near Milan, ALFA and 

CECOEV Associations o f the deaf o f Milan, the Institut for the deaf o f Linz. The project proposes 

the promotion o f automatic recognition o f speech in conversation, conferences, television 

broadcasts and telephone calls, with their translation into PC screen messages. It also proposes to 

Í tíimulate and increase the use o f new, widely diffused technologies, namely the Internet, with the 

\ objective o f uniting, by means o f an Internet VOICE Forum, Associations, companies, universities, 

i schools, public administrations and anyone else, who may be interested in voice recognition and 

could benefit from such research.

Keywords: Voice, Speech, Recognition, Communication, Deaf, Deafness, Hearing, Subtitling

1. The Joint Research Centre of the European Commission

The Joint Research Centre is the European Commission's own research centre. It was created to 

share, on European level, the large investments needed to carry out research on nuclear energy. 

Over time its tasks have developed into other areas in which a common approach on European level 

is necessary. IRC provides neutral and independent advice in support of the formulation and 

implementation of the European Union’s policies. In addition, it offers unique training services to 

individuals and companies and organises workshops for scientific and technical workers in 

advanced sectors of science.
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The activity areas of the Institute for Systems, Informatics and Safety (ISIS) and of its Unit for 

Software Technologies and Automation (STA) include the innovative application of information 

and communication technology, dependable software, animation in medical imaging, network 

multimedia techniques in training and education.

1.1. JRC-ISIS’s Exploratory Research Programme

JRC-ISIS's role in 1996 in the previous themes was oriented towards the provision of scientific and 

technical support to the EU services and initiatives. Moreover, a levy of 6% of the institutional 

budget was used to finance exploratory research. In 1996 the scientific staff of ISIS made a total of 

65 proposals. The ISIS Scientific Committee judged the proposals on originality, appropriateness, 

soundness and cost and produced a shortlist of 16 proposals, 12 of which were then funded. In 

particular, two projects are carried out by the STA Unit concerning the interface between Life 

Science and information technology to provide help for the disabled and the elderly:

Information technology aids for people with special needs - Voice to text conversion fo r  the deaf 

Brain-actuated control - using EEG pattern recognition to help the disabled.

I had the honour of relating to the ICCHP-96 Conference on the starting of these Projects. Since 

then, they achieved encouraging results and are providing a better definition of the requirements of 

people with special needs and a more collaborative work between technicians and non technicians, 

in these interdisciplinary activities.

1.2. The VOICE Project’s first steps

JRC-ISIS has undertaken, as from the beginning of 1996, a number of the tasks described later on in 

more details and related to integrating voice to text recognition into local conversation and 

telephone conversation for the hearing impaired. The objective was the development of a 

demonstrator necessary in generating awareness and stimulating discussion regarding the possible 

applications of voice to text recognition. Technical objective of this research was the set up of a 

cluster of laboratory prototype applications related to voice to text recognition, intended for any 

user and particularly for the deaf This VOICE Laboratory included the necessary software, 

hardware and network capabilities.

Contacts with producers of voice to text recognition systems, research centres, telecommunications 

firms and television broadcasters, created a coherent overview of the state of art in voice to text 

recognition, voice analysis and text to speech systems. Regular contacts with the Associations of the 

hearing impaired gave the opportunity of analysing the special needs, resulting from difficulties in 

hearing and in speech. Applications of information technology have been considered, in relation to a 

general problem of lack of communication, in many aspects of the life of the deaf (and in a different 

way for the blind) and of the elderly.
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With the aim of facilitating the contacts and establishing a common goal, JRC-ISIS gave some 

Associations the opportunity of creating a VOICE Forum on the Internet, by allocating space for 

them on a Web server and providing technical assistance. Since then, the Associations have shown 

great interest in participating to the Project and they feel reassured by JRC-ISIS' mission, as an 

impartial European R&D centre, with expertise in iimovative applications of information 

technology. The VOICE Forum begins to be a known Internet site and several Associations are 

adding information to it or communicate their interest in testing the demonstrator and participating 

to the foreseen meetings and workshops.

Additional software is being created and integrated into the system to turn commercial speech 

recognition packages into user-fnendly programs modelled on the requirements of the users. The 

technical part of the Project is developed in collaboration with FBL software house, which is 

j tocperienced in applications of voice to text recognition systems to the disabled. The final 

operational capabilities of the demonstrator is to achieve a necessary standard of functionality (in 

order to prove the validity of such applications to companies and manufacturers) in subtitling school 

lessons, conferences, television transmissions, telephone calls.

2. Applications of voice to text recognition for the deaf

Although voice to text recognition packages are marketed primarily as a means of allowing people 

in businesses to create documents without using the keyboard, it is an application that holds great 

advantages for the hearing impaired, blind and physically handicapped, as well as people without 

special needs.

f 2.1. State of the art
f

I A great deal of money and man-hours have been invested in developing voice to text products in the 

i last ten years, but the progress only in the last three years has been very noticeable. This is in part 

' due to the wider diffusion of PC's with greater processing power. Voice recognition systems are 

reaching a very good level of development and begin to be widely available for PCs. They are used 

by lawyers for preparing drafts that will be read and checked for errors and by radiologists, who do 

not have their hands free and make use of a very specific dictionary. The software that imtil now 

could only recognise words separated by short pauses (disjointed speaking), is being replaced by 

new releases, which present very significant improvements and recognise continuous dictated text 

(continuous speaking).

Our interests are concentrated on systems that run on PC's since they are more affordable and 

q>propriate to the final user. In this sector, IBM and Dragon Systems offer systems working in
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several European languages. Finding solutions and ways of adapting such software for the use of a 

disabled person is in fact encouraged by this increase in market, affordability and user-fnendliness.

A widely used application is the subtitling of television transmissions, very powerful help for deaf 

people, particularly for the language learning and training for deaf children. The importance of the 

educational aspect lies in the fact that subtitles are for a deaf child one of the most powerful learning 

tools of any language, just as a hearing child would learn from things it heard. Similarly it gives 

hearing impaired adults the opportunity to enrich their vocabulary. Since subtitling of television 

transmissions is the result of a manual preparation of files to be transmitted in Teletext format, most 

of the subtitled transmissions are films. Subtitling of live programs and of the news is rarely 

performed.

Subtitling of conferences, even those addressed to the deaf, is usually not available. Sign language 

interpreters provide a significant help for the deaf who knows sign language, but other participants 

or partially hearing impaired, elderly and foreigners are unable to understand sign language. 

Moreover this activity is lost after the conference, being of no use for producing proceedings or 

abstracts.

In telephone communication. Text-telephones have already proved themselves vital from a deaf 

person's point of view. These systems do, however, present one major problem, that is, all people 

wishing to contact a deaf person on such a machine must possess one themselves. This makes such 

a means of communication awkward and expensive, both for the deaf and for those they wish to 

call.

2.2. User needs

The difficulties of the deaf are beyond the loss of hearing itself, and underline a more general 

problem of lack of communication. Help in reducing the gap between the deaf and the hearing 

world should be enforced. Automatic recognition of speech in conversation, conferences and 

telephone calls, with their translation into PC screen messages, could be a powerful help. Please 

refer to an other paper {The VOICE Project - Part 3 - The communication needs o f the deaf), 

presented by Alessandro Mezzanotte, President of CECOEV, to the VOICE Workshop.

Hearing impairment is a particularly important disability to be taken into consideration since it 

affects people of all ages and is something that often becomes worse with age. It is also important 

since one of the main forms of modem communication, the telephone, is as yet of no or of very little 

use to this community for oral communication (while it is useful for the transmission of faxes). 

Other modem means of communication, although not completely useless, generate fmstration by 

providing only part of the information in a form accessible to them. An example of this is the 

television which, when not subtitled, supplies very limited information.
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In some European countries, it is usual to think that hearing impaired people would had difficulties 

trying to leam to lip-read and speak and should therefore make use of sign language and attend

 ̂ special schools. In others there is another approach to the problem. In Italy the law encourages the
,1

^ întegration of deaf children in the normal schools, with a remedial teacher, without the use of sign 

! language. Some Associations, like ALFA in Milan, are getting very good results from helping the 

children following this approach, and do so with children joining primary school right through to 

those finishing the University and finding job afterwards. Despite the fact that good results are 

' achievable, they demand an enormous effort, which could be greatly reduced through the use of new 

technologies.

2.3. Market situation and prospects

It is worth remembering that the market of the hearing impaired consists of between 1% and 5% of 

the population (according to the degree of the hearing loss), which represents millions of people in 

Europe. This field can be enlarged to take into account also those loosing their hearing, having 

hearing problems, who can hear but are vocally impaired and even normal hearing people who 

cannot hear due to the noise in their environment. Moreover, a lack of commimication similar to 

that experienced by the deaf also affects the disadvantaged, the people living in foreign 

- environments and the elderly. When united this group consists of more than 30% of the total 

population.

The new products seem well suited for the needs of the deaf The modification necessary for some 

test are of limited extent and could have been foreseen and developed by the producers of voice to 

text recognition systems, if only they could have the time and the willingness of concentrating on 

this aspect. But the rapid grow in the voice recognition systems has as a consequence the fact that 

the experts in this field are very few and they work on the development of other aspects of more 

immediate use.

Nevertheless this could be an opportunity of a great interest for the producers of speech recognition 

systems, since the deaf could accept the present limited accuracy of recognition, as a complement to 

his lip-reading skill. Even the more limited accuracy of recognition over the telephone line, is an 

interesting starting point for the deaf The Associations of the deaf are considered both as the most 

interested and critical user group for all the possible applications in this area, and thus the most 

motivated for testing a system which will be improved for all users, also in related fields, such as 

video-telephones or on-line television subtitling in several languages.

The proposed alterations or additions to existing software could be easily added to future releases 

by the software producers interested in enlarging their targeted market. This will improve the 

quality of life of persons who at present have difficult access to information and communication.
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The proposed demonstrator will enhance a better use of standard products and the definition of new 

services. The market is ready to accept and spread them, as soon as their quality will be improved 

and considered good by the users.

3. European Dimension

Hardware, software and services producers of voice to text systems hesitate to invest more, since the 

user needs are not translated into technical specifications and are sometimes not even known. On 

the other hand, the Associations of the disabled have a limited overview of possible technical new 

solutions and rarely have the opportunity to participate in the feasibility studies of new projects. 

Those who have to take decisions in associations, institutions, political bodies, information 

technology factories, telecommunications services need for a valid reference point. All the 

concerned parties look for Positive Actions, which might be of specific use to them and an 

important reference for others.

What lacks is essentially a better definition, from a technical point of view, of the needs of the 

disabled to enhance collaborative work between technicians and non-technicians. The VOICE \ 

Forum could play an important role in this field and the European dimension of such a broader co

operation is of great importance, allowing a scale factor for the study and the development of 

technical aids and ensuring a large impact of the results. This will improve the mobility and the 

accessibility to information, offering an additional means to participate fully in the information 

society and improving the quality of life.

There are technical solutions, at a pre-competitive stage, to help the deaf and an effort is required to 

promote them at EU level, so as to benefit of a large scale factor. Also the care of multilingual 

aspects should be considered at a European level, since most of the concerned Assoeiations are only i 

at a national level; JRC-ISIS will provide know-how independent of the language. The expertise of ̂  

the Partners, the previous analysis of the user needs, the availability of laboratories (hardware/, 

software) as well as of demonstrations, the experience in organising meetings and workshops, will J 

help in expanding the present VOICE Forum at EU level and to use it as an Internet server for the' 

deaf

3.1. The VOICE Project - a Telematics Applications’ Accompanying Measure

We felt that all the activities started at JRC-ISIS with the collaboration of its Italian Partners, could 

get a particularly important push if the tests and the dissemination of the results could be organised] 

in several countries. So we enlarged our group, proposing at first to the Institute for Computer! 

Science of the Johannes Kepler University of Linz and to the Institut flir Hör- und Sehbildung j 
(IHSB) of Linz to join us.
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We created a Consortium of partners with whom we could collaborate on the Project. In order to 

bring the activities to an broader Emopean level, we prepared a proposal for an Accompanying 

Measure, which we submitted to the Telematics Applications Programme Call in April 1997. The 

proposal; VOICE - Giving a VOICE to the deaf, by developing awareness o f VOICE to text 

recognition capabilities, has been selected and we are at present (April 1998) in the last negotiation 

phases for starting the Project.

The Consortium proposes to continue and enlarge the activities in this field, and to develop 

awareness of the capabilities of voice to text recognition systems. The Consortium will play a 

technical and social role in collecting information and presenting it in a coherent way to the 

producers of voice to text recognition systems and researchers. The aim is that of disseminating 

information on how the producers may help the users with disabilities by limited improvement of 

their standard products and on how the users with special needs may collect useful information and 

translate it into technical specifications.

JRC-ISIS is acting as scientific and technical co-ordinator of the Project and is developing several 

specific aspects of the research. FBL software house, which is experienced in applications of speech 

recognition to the disabled, is developing additional software and integrating it into the 

demonstrator to turn commercial speech recognition packages into user-friendly programs modelled 

on the requirements of the users. Each step of the activity is discussed and checked with ALFA and 

CECOEV Associations of the deaf in Milan. Kepler University examines the Italian results, 

verifying their validity in Austria and helping IHSB in the Austrian validation phase.

3.2. Objectives and strategic approach

Main objectives of the VOICE Project are: to investigate into voice to text recognition for automatic 

subtitling of conferences, school lessons, television transmissions and telephone conversations; to 

spread the use of general purpose voice to text recognition systems and to improve the prototypes 

developed until now; to demonstrate the prototypes to relevant organisations and in international 

conferences; to use a VOICE Forum on the Internet as a Project tool for collecting and spreading 

information on technical aids for the deaf.

The VOICE Project proposes not only the promotion of new technologies in the field of voice to 

text recognition, but also to stimulate and increase the use of new, widely diffused technologies, 

namely the Internet. The objective of the project is that of uniting, by means of an Internet VOICE 

Forum, Associations, companies, universities, schools, public administrations and anyone else, who 

is interested in voice recognition and could benefit from such research. The Forum will become an 

intermediary between the different concerned groups and will help in collecting information on the
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user needs and on the validation of the prototype demonstrator. It will enhance collaborative work | 

between technicians and non-technicians and will help in disseminating the results.

At present JRC hosts and maintains the sites of AFA, ALFA, CECOEV and ENS Associations of I 
the deaf, with information including; Statutes, contact numbers and addresses, meetings, electronic j 

copies of a selection of their newspaper, a research carried out into the hours and accuracy of the 

television broadcasters, a list of their archive of subtitled videocassettes. The current site provides a 

very strong foundation on which the creating awareness side of the VOICE Project can be built. 

This is an important part of the Project itself, since it demonstrates, to all those involved, the] 

effectiveness of this means of communication for the deaf community.

All the phases of the Project will be developed with continuous and tight participation of the users. 

Several European conferences and workshops will be organised in view of helping them to discuss 

their needs with the industry and services providers: ICCHP-98, Vieima and Budapest, August 98; j 

HANDImatica-98, Bologna, November 98; Linz, first semester 99; JRC-Ispra, second semester 99. j 

The demonstrator will be presented and used for generating prototype live subtitling for the deaf] 

participating to the conferences. The meetings will not only concern the technical aspects, but will 

also try to bring the manufacturers and producers closer to the users’ needs.

The Partners of the Consortium represent different sectors of experience and of activity (research, I 
universities, private IT companies. Associations of the deaf and of their families. Institute for the 

deaf) and may ensure the complementary skills in order to cover all the aspects of the VOICE 

Project. ALFA, CECOEV, IHSB, whose members are more than one thousand, represent three 

different ways of approaching the problems of deafhess, due to different culture and language 

aspects. JRC-ISIS, as an impartial European R&D centre, is in an ideal position to facilitate the | 

dissemination of information and understanding of user-requirements.

The linguistic aspect of the software packages has been considered choosing software packages 

already available in several European languages. Since most of the new IT packages are produced in 

English language, JRC-ISIS is testing them in English and the users are doing so in Italian and 

German, as to cover different linguistic approaches. The acquired know-how will be made available i 

for applications in the other languages. Some contacts have been already established with the 

University of York and the NDCS Association in UK, French ANPEDA and Belgian APEDAF and! 

TELECONTAC, which showed interest in following the Project. As complement to the VOICE j 
Forum, a VOICE Special Interest User Group is being created and will hold its first meeting during I 
the ICCHP-98 Conference in Vienna. It will provide the Project with a larger audience and willj 

participate to the peer review of the deliverables for which this is appropriate.
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3.3. Technical aspects of the demonstrator

One of the objectives is the extension of a cluster of demonstrator applications related to voice to 

text recognition, some of which have been developed on the basis of a multimedia laboratory 

prototype. The system could be of use for subtitling conferenees, television transmissions and 

telephone conversations. It involves integrating standard speech recognition software into flexible 

applications that will help in ensuring low costs and easy use. The technical aspects are described in 

a second paper {The VOICE Project - Part 2) presented to ICCHP-98. In view of an other objective 

of the Project, which is the VOICE Forum, the laboratory will also provide a means of generating 

and managing Web pages on the Internet, as well as e-mail capabilities.

On the basis of the first experiences, a new prototype demonstrator of automatie subtitling of 

conferences, based on speech recognition, has been developed. It has been presented in the first 

quarter of 1998 to some schools that had declared their interest to participate to the Project. The 

^wesentation of the Project has been followed by a simulation of a school lesson, with topics on 

literature, history, world explorations, spatial geography, eleetronics and art, by using the prototype 

dononstrator for subtitling the speaker’s voice.

The prototype will be tested in real situations of use for subtitling school lessons for the benefit of 

the deaf students. It will visualise the dialogue pronounced during the foreign language lessons, for 

the benefit of the hearing students, or the lessons of the host country’s language for the benefit of 

any user, particularly the immigrated. Some tests have been also foreseen for subtitling university 

lessons and printing summaries. The use of the VOICE Forum and of the Internet will be 

; ojcouraged, since this aspect is particularly important for the deaf in order to communicate with his 

< hearing friends for home works and social contacts.

4. Final goal, autonomy and quality of life

The impact that such a Project may have is enormous, changing several aspects of every day life for 

an important portion of the population. At present, the difficulties in communication maintain the 

deaf community rather isolated from the world of the others. This demands relevant costs for sign 

f language interpreters or not automatic subtitling. Moreover these services are not available in

\ meetings which are considered less interesting for the deaf, thus increasing the communication
c
s difficulties of the hearing impaired and their feeling of being obliged to a few specific fields of 

 ̂ interest.

■ A wider diffusion of subtitles will greatly increase the interaction of the deaf with each other as well 

as with the society in which they live. When more conferences, meetings and discussions slowly 

become subtitled, there will be an increasing in participation from the hearing impaired community.
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Once started this improvement of their integration and interaction in the society will have a snow 

ball effect and it is therefore: this initial push that is so vital.

By an increase in subtitling capabilities, television will become a more useful source of information. 

The use of subtitles in the telephone calls, which involve everyday communication in society, will 

greatly increase the interaction of the deaf community. This contribution will increase the effect that 

their decisions have on the surrounding environment, which will subsequently improve their ■  

standard of living. If it will be possible to close a huge gap in the distancing caused by inappropriate 

means of communication, also the national spending for benefits for the deaf will be reduced. More J 

integration in society and more autonomy in they every day life are the basis for any further j 

improvement. An easier access to schools and universities will allow a more satisfying life and also 

a better choice of a work corresponding to personal capabilities and, at large, more economic 

productivity for the society.

The demonstrator will be tested not only on a technical point of view, but also as opportunity for 

discussing other problems related to the technical ones. The different implications will be discussed ' 

with the users, the producers of voice to text systems, television broadcasters, telecommunications 

firms, etc. in order to see, foresee and understand the problems that will come out in the exploitation ' 

of the systems. The Consortium will be in some way at the disposal of the Associations of the deaf,' 

that may contact the developers, as representatives of the needs of a large group of users, and clarify 

some precise technical points. Thanks to the gained experience, the deaf users should be in a 

position as to influence, by valid technical results, some aspects of the commercial development of 

Voice products and to convince the services producers of the opportunity of using the newly ] 

available products.

We feel that the proposed way of managing the pauses in speech (as it is explained in the | 

aforementioned second paper) gives a very deep feeling of communication between the speaker and ! 

the audience. The speaker may so decide at each moment the rate of speaking in function of the I 
audience, of their familiarity with the dictionary, of their being fluent in reading, etc. This proposal | 

is quite different from many other projects, since we do not propose to develop specific software. 

We just feel that the commercial products will reach good results in the near future and we try to 

convince the producers to take into account the needs of the deaf At the same time we try also to 

help the deaf to get ready to use the systems and explain their expectations to the services providers. 1

The technical goal of the Project is to develop a prototype with just the basic functions for holdingJ 

conferences. The final aim is not that of developing a final commercial tool, but on the contrary that 

of using a prototype demonstrator of limited life time (possibly less than the two years’ life of the I 
Project) for disseminating awareness so that the producers will include some of the basic functions| 

of the demonstrator into their standard commercial products.
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Abstract: automatic recognition o f speech in conversation, conferences, television broadcasts and 

telephone calls, with their translation into PC screen messages, could be a powerful help fo r  the 

deaf The paper presents the technical aspects o f  the VOICE Project, a European Commission's 

Telematics Programme Accompanying Measure. The Project is chaired by the Institute fo r  Systems, 

Informatics and Safety o f the Joint Research Centre, in collaboration with Kepler University o f  

Linz, Software Solutions and FBL software houses near Milan, ALFA and CECOEV Associations o f 

the deaf o f Milan and the Institute for the deaf o f Linz. The hardware interfaces and the software 

developed by FBL software house, in collaboration with JRC-ISIS laboratory, are presented.

Keywords: Voice, Speech, Recognition, Communication, Deaf, Deafness, Hearing, Subtitling

1. The VOICE Project technical aspects

Automatic recognition of speech in conversation, conferences and telephone calls, in order to 

translate the voice into PC screen messages, could be a very powerful help for the deaf One of the 

objectives of the VOICE Project is the development of a demonstrator necessary in generating 

awareness and stimulating discussion regarding the possible applications of voice to text 

recognition. The Project proposes not only the promotion of new technologies in the field of voice 

to text recognition, but also to stimulate and increase the use of new, widely diffused technologies 

(such as the Internet) with a particular emphasis on the problems that may be encountered by the 

deaf
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The VOICE Project is chaired by the Institute for Systems, Informatics and Safety of the Joint 

Research Centre, in collaboration with the Institute for Computer Science of the Johannes Kepler 

University of Linz, SoftSol and FBL software houses near Milan, Associazione Lombarda Famiglie 

Audiolesi (ALFA) and Centro Comunicare é Vivere (CECOEV) both of Milan, the Institut fiir Hör- 

und Sehbildung of Linz (IHSB).

For a general overview of the Project, please refer to a previous paper {The VOICE Project - Part 1) 

presented to ICCHP-98 Conference by Giuliano Pirelli, the co-ordinator of the Project. For the user 

needs analysis and validation of the demonstrator, please refer to an other paper {The VOICE 

Project - Part 3 - The communication needs o f the deaf), presented by Alessandro Mezzanotte, 

President of CECOEV, to the VOICE Workshop and the VOICE Special Interest User Group 

Meeting, which will be held during ICCHP-98. The present paper presents the technical aspects 

(hardware configuration and software developments) of the VOICE Project.

1.1. SoftSol and FBL Software houses

Software Solutions (SoftSol) is a team of professionals with great experience in networking 

technologies. The Company has also co-ordinated the development, with Master Soft and FBL, of I 
an application for the blind, to enable the interrogation of various telephone directories with vocal | 

orders. The program makes possible the PBX management by blind person using the Dragon | 

Dictate engine for the vocal input, integrated by FBL, whereas Master Soft developed the speech | 

synthesis for the output. SoftSol is in charge of the fmaneial co-ordination of the VOICE Project.

FBL is a qualified distributor of the IBM VoiceType software package and has a long experience as I 
system integrator of Dragon Dictate. With the collaboration of Aries it has gained significant 

experience in the domain of voiee controlled applications for personal computers. In 1992 Aries 

introduced the first version of Dragon System’s dictation software in Italy. This was followed by 

FBL installing the program on machines for motor deficient users. The company has since then 

been responsible for hundreds of installations of this type, using the more recent version of Dragon I 
Dictate for Windows. FBL has collaborated with ALFA and ASPHI in giving presentations on the I 
potential of voice to text recognition at several eonferences and meetings. FBL collaborates with! 

JRC-ISIS Voice Laboratory for the teehnieal developments of the VOICE Project.

1.2 Design for all

The VOICE Project, according to JRC-ISIS background, TIDE policy and FBL methodology, isj 

developing prototype applications of information technology for people with special needs, using as] 

far as possible hardware and software commonly available on the market. This allows reducing] 

development and maintenance costs, improving the quality of products for the normal market for] 

any user, and eliminating new barriers, which often are created by new information technology!
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tools. Also in the case of the VOICE Project, the design fo r  all products that JRC-ISIS has 

developed or of which has asked the development to FBL, should have two mains characteristics: 

ease of use and low price. Experiences show that this goal is possible also with the speech 

recognition technology, even if at the very beginning this could have seemed too ambitious or just 

an impossible dream.

The current voice to text recognition packages, produced by companies such as IBM and Dragon 

Systems, are of very high quality. Their achievements are the result of a huge investment of time, 

manpower and money. Our goals are to integrate their products into systems for the deaf and to 

create awareness amongst the manufacturers, the hearing impaired community and service 

providers. This is being done through the creation of demonstrators and prototype systems, 

introducing the hearing impaired to the available technologies, showing them the possible 

applications (so that technical specifications can be laid out) and allowing them to approach 

companies and government entities themselves.

2. Market Background

The first experience made in Italy using voice to text recognition systems rurming on standard PC is 

dated 1992: Dragon Dictate package (Dragon Systems inc., Newton, MA, USA) was miming under 

DOS on a PC with a Í80486 processor and an audio card developed by Dragon. The speed was 

about 20 to 30 words per minute and the price still too high. At the same time IBM developed a 

speech recognition system on Risk platform. In 1994 two new packages were aimounced using the 

Windows operating system platform: Dragon Dictate for Windows and IBM Voice Type. They had 

the same basic characteristics: disjointed speech, 60 to 70 words per minute, processor Í80486, 16 

Mb Ram, dedicated or large market audio card, price lower than 1,000 ECU.

At the beginning of 1997, at the time of the preparation of the proposal of the VOICE Project for the 

Telematics Applications Call, there were just a few products for general use, with some limits in 

their functionality. The most common products that operated on 486 or Pentium PC's and also 

offered packages in various languages, were those produced by IBM and Dragon Systems. They 

were available in various languages, which included English, French, Spanish, German and Italian. 

No other packages had been released with the same characteristics. The linguistic aspect of the 

software packages is one that had to be considered due to the European dimension of the project.

Dragon Dictate allowed a user to dictate up to 60 words per minute for people who had trained the 

system for a few hours. It also let the user guide the mouse pointer across the screen, by means of 

vocal commands. This system could alter the last recognised word if it felt that it had not been 

recognised correctly. IBM VoiceType Dictation allowed a user to dictate up to 60 word per minute 

and worked in groups of three words at a time, which were displayed as highlighted text prior to 

their confirmation. A dictionary and a series of probabilities (that one word should be followed by
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an other) were used in checking that recognised words had been correctly understood. One of the 

difficulties encountered in the use of these systems related to the yet insufficient quality of the i 

recognition. This was in part due to the necessity for the speaker to insert short pauses in between 

two words {disjointed speech) and also to having to tell the system of punctuation marks.

In July 1997 IBM released in Italy the package Med-Speak for continuous speech recognition. At 

that time it only contained a dictionary for radiologists. Dragon Systems was also releasing the 

package Naturally Speaking for continuous speech recognition. The main characteristics of both j 

systems are continuous speech, dictation speed greater than 100 words per minute, high precision 

(greater than 95%), large dictionaries. The speech recognition engines of both these packages no 

longer depend on there being pauses between words. This will have a great impact on the quality of j 

voice recognition during conferences and more particularly across telephone lines, since the 

problems caused by the background noise of the signal during pauses will no longer be present.

3. The VOICE Laboratory

As from the beginning of 1996, a multimedia VOICE Laboratory prototype was installed at JRC- 

ISIS and FBL started working on the Exploratory Research VOICE Project of JRC-ISIS. The two j 

main applications on which the research was based were the integration of voice to text recognition j 
software into a subtitling system for meetings, conferences, lectures and television, and a system 

whereby voice to text recognition of conversations across telephone lines could allow a deaf person 

to be contacted by someone from an ordinary telephone. The functions of the prototype 

demonstrator are described hereafter.

In the second half of 1996, a prototype demonstrator was developed with just the basic necessary 

functions required and was presented to the users, stimulating their interest and providing a more 

precise feed back on their needs. The prototype made use of IBM VoiceType packages in Italian 

and English languages, with a piece of software developed by FBL for a more user-fnendly j 

presentation on the screen. Both IBM VoiceType 3.0 and Dragon Dictate were installed and tested] 

and VoiceType was selected due to its user-friendliness and accuracy both before and after training.; 

The importance of having high degrees of accuracy in both these situations lies in the fact that, j 
whilst you need accurate recognition from a system to be used by a specific speaker in subtitling,] 

you also need a software package that can recognise almost anyone's voice on the telephone.

In July 1997 we performed some tests with the new beta release of continuous speech recognition! 

for the radiologists and in December 1997 we started the tests on the new releases of both IBM and] 

Dragon continuous speech recognition. We improved the prototype demonstrators for the different! 

applications foreseen in the VOICE Project. The introduction of continuous dictation greatly! 

increased the effectiveness and potentials of voice to text recognition, so that in the first quarter of J
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1998 we could hold several presentations of the prototype demonstrator to Associations of the 

hearing impaired and schools. The suggestions received by them are helping us to bring the system 

nearer to the user requirements.

Other than the specific equipment related to voice to text recognition, the VOICE Laboratory hosts 

the VOICE Project’s Web site, which is accessible at all times across the Internet. The aim of this 

VOICE Forum is that of overcoming the communication problems of the deaf, demonstrating the 

usefulness of the Internet as a very appropriate means of contacting others and gathering 

infonnation. A VOICE Discussion Forum and a VOICE Chat Line will also be provided, as a means 

of collecting and spreading information on the on going activities of the Project and more generally 

on voice to text recognition developments, facilities in tele-education programmes and technical 

aids for the deaf

3.1. Subtitling conversations, school lessons and conferences

The text, generated by voice to text recognition commercial packages, may be of help for a deaf

person during a normal conversation. But it is displayed in complicated windows and organised

more in the style of a word processor rather than that of a subtitling programme. Following

I comments and suggestions from JRC-ISIS and users, FBL developed a piece of software that makes

this more basic use of voice to text recognition user-friendlier. This software puts the generated text
*

on a screen in various dimensions and colours, which can be set by the user, and only displays the 

párt of the output from the recognition system which is of interest. This function of the 

demonstrator turns a voice to text recognition package into a subtitling system, i.e. with a certain 

number of lines, with a certain length and in a certain style.

A first version of this program had been created in the second semester of 1996 and demonstrated to 

the users in the first semester of 1997. At that time the system was based around the idea that it was 

still necessary that a dictator interpreter would dictate the text. This was foreseen with the aim of 

starting the activities as soon as possible, by using a prototype for gaining experience and 

developing awareness of the users, without waiting for new improved releases of the commercial 

packages. We used the voice to text package IBM VoiceType 3.0 that also possessed a function. 

Called VoiceType Direct, allowing the user to select a text window into which he/she wished to 

dictate. This allowed to overcome some obstacles in integrating the programs.

The operating schema at that time was the following. The speaker, or in some cases a dictator 

interpreter, spoke into the microphone headset attached to the PC. The voice to text recognition 

package converted the spoken message into text. This text was displayed on the screen of the PC 

and also converted into convenient lines of subtitles that were passed via a network to a second PC. 

Here the subtitles-files were loaded at intervals and displayed on a black screen. The signal from
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this second PC to its monitor was passed through a piece of video overlaying hardware. This 

superimposed all the information (i.e. the subtitles) onto a video source (in most cases the image of 

the speaker taken by a video camera), converting the black subtitle background into transparent. The 

final result was therefore a composite video signal of the subtitled video source that could be 

viewed on a television set or recorded on a video-recorder.

This prototype demonstrator has been working at JRC-ISIS since February 1997 and has been 

installed in April 1997 at ALFA in Milan, for testing and use at the Association’s meetings. After 

discussions with the users, tests and validation of the prototype, several improvements have been 

developed. The acquired experience helped us in further tests on the new releases of IBM and 

Dragon packages recognising continuous speech. This VOICE Laboratory is being enlarged with 

new releases of the voice to text packages as well as the development of new pieces of software, 

new PC interfaces and video signal mixing systems.

As since December 1997 (when submitting the first draft of the present paper), the working station 

configuration of the prototype demonstrator is based on a PC Pentium 200 MMX, with 64 MB 

Ram, Cd-Rom drive, audio card Creative SoundBlaster AWE 64, monitor 17". The software is 

Windows 95 operating system. Dragon Naturally Speaking or IBM Via Voice and additional 

software developed by FBL. In order to take the input of a video camera and send the final output to 

a video-recorder, a video card Matrox 4 MB with Rainbow Runner has also to be installed. The 

Matrox card gives the possibility of taking the input of a video-camera, while the processor 

Rainbow Ruimer, used in addition to the Matrox card, helps the CPU in managing better the screen.

The PC inputs are images and sounds. The images taken by the video camera are displayed on the 

screen, using the video card internal processor. The sound, i.e. the voice of the speaker, is acquired 

by the sound card and then analysed by the voice to text recognition package. The output is sent to 

the developed application program, which provides to manage the number of rows: either fixed 

upon specific requirements, or defined in automatic mode, controlled by the speaker’s pauses. The 

text is displayed in a textbox, on a coloured background, at the bottom of the screen and is 

organised so that words are never divided between two lines. The user has the options of altering the 

font and size of the recognised text, the number of characters of text on each line and the number of 

lines of subtitles, as well as the colour of the background immediately around the subtitles. The 

generated text can also be saved and filed for future reference or use, as printing reports of 

conferences and minutes of meetings. This aspect, developed for the needs of the deaf, is of 

particular interest also for the hearing persons.

The complete demonstrator set uses a video camera and a wall projector, which are useful for 

conferences or television broadcasts. In the classroom or at home the system may be used without 

this additional equipment and the Matrox and Rainbow Raimer cards may be not installed. We have
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also performed tests on the use of a portable PC, which gives good performances, provided that a 

Creative SoundBlaster card is installed. We have used wireless microphones too, taking some 

additional care in setting the signal’s input level.

3.2. Voice and pauses handling

The vocabularies included in the voice recognition commercial packages are of a general-purpose 

type, but easy to personalise. The voice packages are partially voice independent, but, in order to 

perform higher accuracy, it is necessary for the speaker to train the voice package (this operation 

requires an hour and is made once). Then it is important to check the dictionary with the text that 

will be dictated more frequently. The voice package detects the words not included in the dictionary 

and asks the speaker to type and dictate them, for adding them into the dictionary'. As an alternative, 

the system may process the text (if already available on a file) in batch mode, discover all the new 

words and ask the user to dictate them, for adding them into the dictionary. Then the user has to 

train himself to manage the product, in order to balance the pauses as to handle short sentences and 

avoid breaking in the speech where not necessary, so as to get the best results.

We have often discussed with the users a particularly important aspect. Since lip-reading lets some 

uncertainty in interpreting the words, and also the speech recognition system may produce subtitling 

lines with some errors, the combination of both could help the users to get as near as possible to the 

originally spoken text. When our speech is addressed to an audience with a large number of deaf 

participants, or when they are just a few but we consider as a priority that they should get the best 

comprehension of what is being said, we use the prototype just as any other working tool.

So, we do not mind of a nice presentation effect, but we pronounce short phrases (for instance 3 to 6 

words) that the participants may lip-read on the image of our face taken by a video camera and 

projected on the wall screen. Then we make a short pause (greater than 250 msec). The developed 

application program recognises this pause as a command of completing the recognition process of 

what has been said (this will take approximately an other 250 msec) and shows the generated text as 

subtitling lines on the wall screen. After having read the lines, we may, if necessary, repeat just one 

or two words that have not been recognised correctly. Otherwise we may continue the speech or add 

some details, if we consider it useful to repeat a word or use a synonym. We may do so, either 

because some words have not been recognised by the system, or because the audience seems not 

familiar with some particular words. If necessary, we may also type some words on the keyboard.

3.3. Subtitling television transmissions

This part of the demonstrator's development would allow to subtitle a video source using voice to 

text recognition. It concentrates on testing various ways for displaying the subtitles and video 

signals. We developed a prototype and since March 1997 we could input a signal from a video
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recorder (or television aerial) into the PC, visualise the image on the screen and create subtitles 

using voice recognition software. The accuracy of the recognition directly from the signal was 

insufficient, but could be improved through the use of a dictating interpreter. Some further tests are 

foreseen and we are trying to get experience also by the use of a digital voice recorder as input to 

the recognition software.

Since subtitling of television transmissions is the result of a manual preparation of files to bej 

transmitted in Teletext format, most of the subtitled transmissions are films. Subtitling of the newsy 

and of live programs, even those addressed to the deaf, is rarely performed. Voice to text! 

recognition package could help in subtitling the films, speeding up the subtitling operations and I 
probably reducing costs. This might allow to have more subtitled films transmitted by television)| 

broadcasters. Nevertheless this will not change dramatically the fhistrating isolation felt by the deaf] 

community, who is looking for subtitling of live programs and of the news. For this more important|| 

aspect, the broadcasting companies might use voice recognition systems and produce good results,)! 

But the broadcasters should accept the risk of limited accuracy of recognition of the speakers’ voice)! 

or should bear the cost of training the speakers to the use of the new systems and to build and| 

update personalised new dietionaries.

An other approach could be eonsidered too. Instead of using the Teletext technology fori 

broadcasting the generated subtitling lines, for specific transmissions the subtitling lines may be I  

made available through the Internet. Subtitles lines across the Internet will still have a high reireshjl 

rate and the Web pages will only contain a few images. Uses for such a program could also be| 

foreseen for the subtitling of radio broadcasts. The subtitles do not necessarily have to be created byj 

broadcasting companies themselves. Independent members of the public, with the corredjl 

equipment and programs, could listen to the radio or television, summarise what is being said into a | 

microphone and the subtitles will be broadeast world-wide over the Internet.

3.4. On the telephone line

This function of the demonstrator involves tests on a laboratory prototype of a computer-driva 

telephone, converting voiee to text, where a person ean speak down the phone line, the message willl 

be passed into a PC at the deaf person's end and the words will be visualised on the deaf person's ] 

screen. In this situation only the deaf person would need the appropriate equipment, while the otha 

speaker may use any ordinary phone.

As for the subtitling application, the eonfiguration for the telephone application is based on a PCI 

Pentium 200 MMX, with 64 Mb Ram, Cd-Rom drive, audio card Creative Sound Blaster AWE 64,| 

monitor 17". The video camera and the Matrox card are not necessary in this case, while a telephon 

line and a telephone set should of course be available. A filter has to be foreseen for decreasing the!
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noise in the line and providing a better input signal. The software is Windows 95 operating system, 

Dragon Naturally Speaking or IBM Via Voice (which are used for voice recognition), Dragon 

Dictate for Windows V. 3.0 (which is used for managing the PC menus) and additional software 

developed by FBL.

The application will also include a text to speech system developed by MasterSoft to allow the deaf 

person to reply (should he/she have difficulties in speaking), which may also be useful in providing 

the person at the dictating end with feedback on whether what was said has been recognised 

correctly. It is worth noticing that when a hearing person is speaking at one end of a telephone line, 

and the text is showed at the deaf person's PC screen at the other end, the first user is blind with 

regards to the screen. Feedback of the recognised text is needed, just as a blind person needs text to 

speech synthesis to read a document from a PC. Taking into consideration this aspect, working for 

the deaf will also be beneficial to the blind.

The development of the prototype will, as first steps, improve the filters on the telephone line, make 

an qjplication program to manage the conversation between the workstation and people calling it 

and write the message on the screen. Experiments will also be carried out to see whether reducing 

the number of words in the software’s vocabulary will improve the recognition accuracy.

The technology behind recent releases of voice to text recognition software will reduce the 

problems caused by the background noise present on telephone signals. The recognition engines of 

previous releases worked on dictated words being disjointed. Noise levels of signals taken from a 

phone line were so high during these necessary pauses between words that the quality of recognition 

was very poor. The latest releases from both the IBM and Dragon Systems use continuous dictation 

and no longer rely on periods of silence to separate words. Tests carried out recently (October 1997) 

using a beta release of the IBM Med-Speak software for radiologists have given encouraging 

results. Due to the limitations of bandwidth, as well as the noise on telephone lines, tests will be 

carried out on the signals from various lines (ISDN, GSM).

3.5. Costs

For the final user the cost of each demonstrator may be considerably lower than expected since 

some voice to text recognition commercial package is presently being sold at about 100 ECU (10% 

of the original price). This package contains an active microphone, whose individual cost is more 

than half that of the complete package.

The approximate cost for the basic structure on which the applications are based (a Pentium PC with 

a SoundBlaster 16 Sound-card, a Cd-Rom drive) is 1500 ECU, or 2500 for users demanding 

particular applications (video mixing, etc.). This price nevertheless also includes a fully operational 

PC that can be used in many other useful ways. A great advantage is also the fact that the system is
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not dependent on any particular company or software release. The equipment at the application sites 

(FBL laboratory and JRC VOICE Laboratory) is however slightly more expensive. The added costs 

are due to increased network capabilities and additional pieces of hardware and software to be used 

for everyday work as well as for comparisons, testing and demonstration purposes.

4. Results and fínal goal

Continuing on a well tested procedure, each step of the prototype is developed by FBL with the 

tight collaboration of JRC-ISIS VOICE Laboratory. It has been presented to the users and discussed 

and tested with them. Until now, when the opportunity has arisen, the demonstrator has been 

presented to conferences or general assembly of the Associations of the deaf, for giving awareness 

on the possibilities of the system. In the first quarter of 1998, the system has been presented to some 

schools, where it will be tested in real situations of use, with several constraints and specific 

difficulties. It will be used for subtitling school lessons (for the benefit of the deaf students), as well 

as for the visualisation of the dialogue pronounced during the foreign language lessons (for the 

benefit of the hearing students) or of the lessons on the host country’s language (for the benefit of 

any user, particularly the immigrated). Some tests have been also foreseen for subtitling university 

lessons and printing summaries.

In the next months, we will use the prototype demonstrator for subtitling the speech of some 

speakers in conferences, this being an important opportunity of testing and validating the 

demonstrator in different operating conditions. During the ICCHP-98 Conference we will present' 

the system to the users in an international environment and test it in English, Italian and German 

languages, in real operating conditions. The users will be encouraged to give their comments and 

suggestions in a VOICE Workshop and in the VOICE Special Interest User Group, which will hold) 

its first meeting during ICCHP-98. The suggestions will help in improving the prototype in order to 

show other functions to the hearing impaired, the producers of speech recognition systems and the 

services providers.

This development is foreseen with the aim of discussing of new possible functions as soon as 

possible, gaining experience and developing awareness of the users, without waiting for new' 

improved releases of the commercial packages. But, as it has been stated in a previous paper (The\ 

VOICE Project - Part 1) presented to ICCHP-98, the final aim of the prototype demonstrator is not, 

as in many other projects, to increase its size and its performances. The aim is just ... to disappear! 

We hope that during the two years of the Project’s life, we will be able to help the hearing impairei  ̂

to convince the producers of speech recognition systems of the interest for them to include some of 

the proposed basic functions into the new releases of their standard products, for the benefit of any)
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Abstract

Searching in library catalogue systems is often impossible for visually impaired readers due to the 

lack of accessible on-line public access catalogues (OPAC). The reason for this is that the 

applications are not designed for access with adaptive technology as used by blind and partially 

sighted users.

Part of the Austrian workpackage in the TESTLAB project was the development o f  an OPAC which 

is based on a graphical user interface (GUI). The application has been designed to allow a 

maximum of accessibility.

A set of user interface design principles has been derived from the actual implementation o f  the 

TESTLAB OPAC. Usability tests have shown that careful design o f  GUI-based OPAC may open the 

library world to visually impaired readers by providing an easy-to-use and efficient search tool.

1. Background

The Educational Endeavour "Computer Science for the Blind", Johannes Kepler University of Linz, 

Austria, is currently partner in the European Union funded TESTLAB project. The main aim of 

TESTLAB is to use information and telecommunication technology to give visually impaired 

readers as near as possible the same level of access to catalogues and documents as sighted users. 

TESTLAB will establish a series of practical trials in public and academic libraries whereby blind 

and visually impaired readers can gain access to catalogues and documents in forms which they can 

read.

The University of Linz, in co-operation with the University Library of Graz, is developing a library 

catalogue for literature in alternative formats. This library catalogue will enable visually impaired 

readers to search for books in alternative format (Braille, large print, audio cassette, digital) 

available in Austria by means of a computer.
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Blind computer users may gain access to information systems via adaptive equipment like spee 

synthesisers or transitory braille displays. This devices translate the information shown on the| 

screen into a perceptible format for them. Partially sighted readers may use screen magnifiers whid 

enable to magnify the display as well as to chance colour and contrast appropriately. [6]

The library catalogue developed in TESTLAB not only enables visually impaired users to search fori 

literature, but also allows university libraries to co-ordinate the transcription of study material 

more effectively.

An extended version of the catalogue includes records from German special library catalogu^l 

which accounts for a total of more than 58,000 titles. As an example, the catalogue also covajl 

bibliographic data on the "digital books" from project Gutenberg-DE (http://gutenberg.aol.de) J 
available on the Internet. Consequently, visually impaired users have instant access to this digita 

library and may read books by means of a computer.

For more information about the TESTLAB-project visit the web pages at http://www.svb.nl/ or | 

http://www.mvblind.uni-linz.ac.at/.

2. The Austrian TESTLAB catalogue system

All the catalogue data originating from the various special libraries and catalogue providers are | 

available in digital format. However, the structure and completeness of the data provided differ a 

lot. The catalogue data are delivered in various formats (e.g. MS Access, dbase, structured text).

Figure 1 Library Catalogue System
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The actual storage of catalogue data is provided by a commercial database management system 

(DBMS). The DBMS uses a relational data model. All data definition and manipulation is carried 

out with the Sructured Query Language (SQL). As a consequence, the whole database does not rely 

on a vendor specific product but can easily be transferred to other systems. This is particularly 

required for the provision of alternative search facilities (Win95 off-line OP AC and Internet-based 

search).

The import tool is responsible for transferring catalogue data into the central database system. The 

main task carried out by the Import Tool is the recognition of bibliographic records and proper 

insertion into the database. Since the data records are originating from various sources and do not 

conform to common cataloguing rules the import tool has to provide for basic data harmonisation.

The export of catalogue data either to another DBMS or to another format is provided by an Export 

Tool. This program allows the selection of the whole database or just a sub-set of records matching 

predefined criteria (e.g. library code, format). The range of record formats supported so far cover 

SQL, USMARC and the dbase format.

The maintenance of the catalogue by the system administrator can be done by a special 

Maintenance Tool. This program provides facilities for improving the integrity of the whole 

database. New bibliographic records may as well be added with this tool to the catalogue database.

A subset of the facilities provided by the maintenance tool is available also in the Catalogue Tool. It 

will be mainly used by librarians to add new or edit existing records.

Visually impaired users will have various possibilities to query the catalogue. The primary OP AC 

application is an application based on a graphical user interface (Windows95). The application has 

been designed with respect to accessibility criteria for adaptive software and may be used for both, 

on-line searches on the central database and also as a standalone application searching a local 

database. The requirements and user needs for the query applications have been derived from user 

tests on OP AC access [1].

As the majority of visually impaired library patrons still prefers to use software with a text-oriented 

user interface [4] an alternative OP AC application developed and maintained by the University 

Library of Dortmund can be used for searching.

The range of search facilities for end-users will be completed by two alternatives accessible via the 

Internet:

1. A web-gateway will present a search form by way of any standard web-browser to the end-user 

and perform searches on the central database.
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2. A Z39.50 search interface provides a standard way to query for bibliographic records using a | 

standard search and retrieval protocol.

3. The Windows OPAC

The primary OPAC application has been developed for use with Microsoft Windows, version 3.1 or 

later. The full installation consist of the following software components:

• Microsoft Windows version 3.1 or later

• Gupta/Centura SQLWindows 5.0 nmtime environment. This software is available for free.

• Database: To run the off-line version, Gupta/Centura SQLBase 5.2 has to be installed. The| 

limited version that supports only databases not larger than 5 MB is freely available.

• Database customisations: The sql.ini and country.sql which contain customisations according to]j 

the German language have to be replaced by slightly modified versions.

• Adaptive software: If necessary, the adaptive software has to be installed.

The OPAC has so far been tested with the following software:

• Virgo 2.0 by Baum Products: This software and a small customisation for the SQLWindowJ| 

objects are required. The customisation will be delivered together with the OPAC.

• JAWS 2.x by Henter-Joyce: This software can be used without special customisations.

• Ai Squared ZoomText.

3.1. Navigation

The navigation is a basic fundamental for exploring the user interface. While sighted users can getj 

an impression of the functionality of a user interface within a few seconds, for blind users it causefl 

much more efforts to get this overview impression [4]. Therefore, it is most important to optiraii|l 

the possibilities of navigation. The OPAC has been designed especially for the support of thej 

following navigation methods:

Navigation by thumb keys: This kind of navigation is supported by screen reader software and|| 

involves the braille display thumb keys for navigating through the user interface. Efforts have beenjl 

made to improve the comfort of thumb key usage. More details on this will be described in the | 

section “ Optimisation for visually handicapped users” .

Navigation by keyboard using the tab key: Most GUI applications designed for sighted users canil 

easily be navigated by use of the mouse. Since mouse usage is generally impossible for blind usei^l 

it is recommended to offer comfortable keyboard navigation. This kind of navigation is 

implemented in Microsoft Windows by use of the tab key: The tab key is used to move the cursojl 

from one user interface element to the next. This successor is not necessarily positioned spatially |
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F
near to its predecessor since the sequence of elements is defined by the application developer. The 

sequence of elements may be unimportant for the sighted user because he can get information about 

the logical context of the graphical items out of their locations on the screen. For the visually 

impaired user it may cause serious confusion to jump from one element to a non-related successor. 

Keyboard accelerators (short cuts): Keyboard accelerators can be very helpful for jmnping to a 

well-known element of the user interface or for triggering an action. Therefore keyboard 

accelerators are defined for almost every element.

3.2. Customisation

If the user wants, he can customise some features of the OP AC. All the customisation settings are 

stored in the database so that the user can define them only once and they will be loaded 

automatically at each start of the OP AC. Currently four different OP AC features can be customised: 

Complexity o f search form. The user can choose one of three levels of complexity.

• The simplest level provides a case insensitive search by the attributes “ author” or “ title” . For 

beginners this may be enough, so they should not be confused by additional screen elements they 

would never like to use.

• The medium level provides the additional search criteria “ library” , “media type” and “ subject” .

• The complex level provides additional search fields for “publisher” , “ keyword” , “year from” 

and “year to” as well as the possibility to choose between case sensitive and case insensitive 

queries. The Boolean operators ,,AND“ and “OR” are as well supported for query formulation.

Web browser. Internet on-line documents can be instantly read by the use of web browser. If the 

user specifies which web browser is installed on his PC, he will be able to load an on-line document 

referenced in a database record by simply typing “Alt+w” or hitting the corresponding push button. 

Font face and size. Partially sighted users can adjust the font face and size independently from the 

Windows default settings according to his needs.

Colours. This is also a feature for partially sighted users who can set up their ovm colour settings 

and store them in the database. Background and text colour can be adjusted independently to get the 

prefened screen display.

3.3. Queries

As this is the nature of OPACs, the most important feature is to perform queries on the records 

stored in the database. A query can be performed in a simple way:

Immediately after the start of the OP AC the caret is set to the “author” input field. The user may 

type the last name of the author. If (s)he wants, (s)he can also (or instead of specifying the author)
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f
type parts of the title into the “ title” input field, which the user can reach by hitting the Tab key or I 
Alt+T. Once the user has specified author and/or title, he can perform the query by hitting Alt+S or 
activating the search button. A beep signals that the query has been executed and the focus is 

automatically set to the result list of titles. This result list displays the combinations of authors and 

titles that match the query. The user can navigate in this list of items using the arrow keys, the 

braille bar thumb keys or the mouse. Once having selected an item, the user can activate the details j' 

view by hitting the Enter key, Alt+d, double clicking or activating the “detailed-informations” pushj 

button. The details dialog displays a list of all the copies that are available for the selected titles and 

additional information like media type, library, location, signature, URL etc.

11
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3.4. Display on-line documents

If the user has previously specified his web browser in the customisations dialog he may launch the 

web browser starting from the details dialog: If the media type of the selected copy is “on-line”, the 

user can view and download this document with his web browser by hitting Alt+w or the “www- 

browser” push button. In this case the web browser is started with the URL of the document which) 

means that the desired on-line-document is automatically loaded into the web browser. :
3.5. Save query results

The user may save both result lists, the list of titles and also the list of copies in the details dialog, to 

a local text file.

4. GUI Optimisation for visually handicapped users

The optimisation in respect to the needs of visually handicapped users has turned out to be quite 

sophisticated. The general direction of our efforts was to provide a clear user interface to braille and 

speech users on the one hand and to allow customisations for partially sighted users on the oth« 

hand. The general endeavour was that we tried to combine the advantages that Windows brings for 

visually handicapped persons with the possible simplicity known from DOS based user interfaces.

The OP AC has been tested with but not specifically designed for  two different screen r e a d e r ^  I  

namely “Virgo 2.0” offered by Baum Products and “JAWS 2.x” offered by Henter-Joyce as well 

as with the magnification software “ZoomText” by Ai Squared. In the following sections, g e n e r a J I  

features on the one hand and selected types of graphical elements on the other hand will be 

described.
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4.1. General features

In order to provide a standardised, clear and customisable user interface some principal guidelines 

have been followed;

• Each of the elements of the user interface has its own keyboard accelerator

• The user can choose one out of three levels of complexity according to his needs or interests, 

starting from the “simple” option that only provides search just for author and title and reaching 

to the “complex” options that provides all query options that are possible.

• The OP AC has been designed with regard to non-advanced users: The user does not need to be 

an expert in using adaptive software or navigating with braille bars. The only preconditions for 

using the OP AC are that the user must be able to type on the keyboard and to use the tab key to 

jump from input field to input field (and this only if he does not want to use the short cuts).

• Provide an intuitive interface that permits direct, informed interaction [5].

4.2. Colours & Fonts

Although colours and fonts are unimportant for blind users, special colour or font settings can be 

very helpful for partially sighted users. The OP AC supports colour and font customisation in two 

directions:

• The first, simple but useful feature is that the OP AC uses the colour and font settings of the 

Windows environment, if the user wants this.

• A second possibility for the user is to specify his or her own colour and font settings for the 

OP AC and to save these settings for re-use in later sessions

4.3. Descriptive Texts

The descriptive text (label) is, at least for visually impaired persons, the most important help for 

users to find out one’s way in user interfaces. So the following features have been regarded during 

the design of the screens:

Location. The descriptive texts are always placed immediately left of or above the corresponding 

items. Short distances between the labels and the editable items are of extreme importance for some 

adaptive software, especially screen readers.

Short cuts. The short cuts that the user can use for accessing specific screen elements are displayed 

in the labels. This is done in a way that adaptive software is able to identify and display the 

shortcut. Each of the GUI elements has its own short cut.
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No segmentation o f  the user interface by the use o f  special characters. Separations of distinct parts 

of the user interface by the use of textual elements have been avoided since they often seem to 

confuse blind users. Wherever separation has been useful, it has been implemented by the use of 

graphical elements that do not confuse screen reading programs.

4.4. Edit Fields

So called edit or data fields are used for input of most of the query attributes. Normally, edit fields 

do not cause problems in terms of accessibility if the programmer uses left bound texts and does not 

leave too much space between the labels or the left window border and the edit field.

However, there is a standard Windows feature that confuses braille bar users or at least complicates 

the usage: Whenever there is a text contained in an edit field and the user sets the focus to this field 

using the tab key, the contained text is highlighted and the caret is set to the position after the last 

character. If the text in the edit field is longer than the Braille display, the braille bar user can read 

only the end of the text on his display. To read the beginning of the text in the edit field and the 

label extra navigation is required. To avoid this unfavourable behaviour the Windows standard ji 

functionality has been overwritten: If the user tabs to the edit field, the caret is set to the first]! 

character which allows the braille bar user to read both the label and the beginning of the text.

Additional changes were necessary since one of the screen reader software packages has problems 

with empty edit fields. To work around this bug of the adaptive software, empty data fields are by 

default filled with a blank character. This leads to reliable recognition of “empty” data fields.

It has come out that it is useful to use edit fields not only for input, but also for output. Manyfj 

developers use descriptive text as objects for output. Since these objects cannot get the cursor focu 

users could fail to notice them. Therefore edit fields that can get the focus (although they cannot be | 

edited) should be preferred.

4.5. Combo Boxes

Combo boxes or drop down list boxes were originally created to save space on user screens on the 

one hand and to provide the same features as single selection list boxes on the other hand. Based on | 

this definition the use of combo boxes would not be useful for the user interface design for blii 

users. But the possibility to combine the input feature of edit fields with the list box features mak( 

sense in the OP AC user interface. According to the skill or the preferences of the user he can i 

type in the data or select one entry out of a list or combine these two ways by typing the begii
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of the entry and hitting the arrow-down key once. One should be aware that user interfaces designed 

for sighted users would most probably not use editable combo boxes, because sighted users who 

may find it simple to select one of a non editable combo box entries by use of the mouse. 

Additionally, the standard features of the combo boxes have been extended for the use by blind 

users in another way. If the user has already selected the first entry and he presses the ’‘up”-key, an 

error-beep occurs. The same behaviour is implemented when the user presses the “down”-key 

although he has already reached the last list entry.

4.6. Menus

Menus are mostly known by blind users from their experience with DOS applications. Not all DOS 

menus really support the use of braille bars and often the user has to search where the menu items 

can be found. In contrast, standard GUI menus are in general better accessible than DOS menus 

because the braille cursor follows the selected menu items. As menu items can be activated also 

with short cuts, they are in general a pleasant GUI element for visually handicapped users.

5. Experiences & Recommendations

Our experiences are that it is possible to create applications with GUI that are easy to use by users 

of adaptive software. The most important preconditions for the development of accessible 

applications are that the program developer is aware of the concepts of adaptive software and 

follows some rules that are mostly not specific to the usability by blind users, but more general:

Navigation

• Define a label and a keyboard accelerator for each element

• The logical order of the elements should be equivalent to their position on the screen

• Support multiple ways of navigation

• Use simple structured screens

User interface objects

• Use standard standard Windows objects: The user will already know them. Using them will 

avoid implementing custom elements which probably will cause troubles to adaptive software.

• Place related objects near to each other

• Overwrite or disable disturbing standard MS Windows features

• It may be necessary to add some useful features to work around bugs of adaptive software or to 

increase user’s comfort
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Standards & Customisations

• Use standard environment settings; A user who works with MS Windows usually has already | 

changed the settings according to his favours, so why should you define deviating colours or | 

fonts?

• Offer customisations where useful: different complexities of the user interface will be honoured] 

not only by visually impaired users.

• Accessible user screens can be visually attractive. Be aware of the specifics needed by visually] 

impaired users and you can develop both in one, an attractive and accessible user interface.
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An electronic daily newspaper for blind readers

P. Graziani, L. Burzagli, E. Palchetti

Abstract

We describe a service for blind people developed in Italy in the framework o f the National Project 

on Telemedicine of the Ministry o f University and Scientific and Technological Research. This 

service consists in a Web site containing a completely accessible version o f one o f the most diffused 

Italian daily newspapers. This electronic newspaper is automatically generated with materials 

provided by the publisher. Particular attention has been devoted to the navigation effectiveness 

inside the newspaper with the study o f a suitable document structure and the development o f some 

special reading tools.
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Introduction

Text Blind persons have achieved in the last IS years a large access to information sources, included printed paper, by I 
means of the personal computer equipped with a scanner with OCR programs, speech synthesis or Braille displtji.| 

Nevertheless, the daily newspaper remains very difficult to be read with these technical systems because of the [ 

print quality, the complex graphical structure and the format generally not compatible with the size of the scanner.

A number of projects have tried to find solutions to this problem. For example, in the 80’s a service of nightly radnl 

distribution of an encoded version of a newspaper was organised in Sweden for blind users equipped with a sp 

radio-receiver connected to their computer [3]. In Italy, since 1990, a large selection of articles of a daily newspaper (ül 
Stampa of Turin) has been distributed to blind persons via Telesoftware pages, the binary pages associated to the | 

Teletext service (called Televideo) of RAI, the Italian Broadcasting Corporation. These pages can be received wiÉi| 

decoder card for p.c. and saved on the hard disk as ASCII file, to be read like any other similar file.

A TIDE project, "Communication and Access to information for Persons with Special needs" (CAPS, 1991-94), hai| 

defined an European standard format for the interchange of electronic newspapers, facing problems of different clasH 

of "print disabled" [2]. This format is based on SGML (Standard Generalized Mark-up Language, ISO 8879) anil| 

consists of a CAPS News DTD (Document Type Description). A journal in this format can be read with a special CA 

reader program.

Many daily newspapers and other periodicals are now available in HTML format in a number of Web sites. Generáljál 

this represents a very important source of information for people unable to access the normal printed form of the* I 
publications. In principle, also blind people can benefit of this new possibility, thanks to the availability of specil||l 

browsers or screen readers for DOS and Windows making normal browsers accessible for the blind through a speedjl 

synthesizer or a Braille display.

Unfortunately, in many cases, sites of newspapers present more or less severe accessibility problems for blind reado l̂ 

so that these potentially powerful new information sources can be either used only by particularly expert blind useil,j| 

able to deal with a complex graphical user interface, or cannot be used at all.

We can observe that, even if many organisations are studying the general problem of Web sites accessibility a 

guidelines for the design of accessible HTML documents are available, most designers ignore these problems with tht j 

result of the creation of artificial barriers which could be easily avoided by paying more attention to these aspects.

Taking into account this reality, the National Project of Telemedicine of the Italian Ministry of University and ScietilifitI 

and Technological Research (MURST) has supported a development activity to provide a service of distributioij 

through a Web site of at least one daily newspaper completely and easily accessible for blind readers. The MURS?|
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Telemedicine project consists of 8 different sections, one of which is devoted to the development of support systems for 

disabled people, with a consortium of different institutions, with CSELT of Turin as prime contractor. The development 

of an accessible electronic newspaper for blind persons is one task of this project section and it is carried out by IROE. 

Another partner is the Italian Blind Union undertaking the task of analysis of user needs and evaluation of the results.

2 The structure of a newspaper

A daily newspaper does not consist of a single text to be read from the beginning up to the end. A sighted person 

generally takes a glance at a newspaper in order to choose what is really interesting and what not. In many cases, the 

text of an article is skimmed through rather than really read, that is the reader skips portions of paragraphs and 

sentences, in order to approximately realise which are the basic concepts expressed by the writer.

A blind person who reads an electronic version of the newspaper, finds many difficulties in the exploration of the 

contents and in browsing an article. A sequential transducer, such as a speech synthesizer, or a short line of transitory 

Braille, does not allow the overview of a document.

This means that a newspaper for blind readers must be organised in such a way to facilitate its exploration and a quick 

reading of articles.

The hypertext structure solves this problem, at least for what concerns the overview and the effective contents 

exploration. In our project, a set of HTML pages has been organised into a tree structure to represent the different levels 

of the logical classification of the different components of the newspaper.

Incidentally, it can be observed that the tree appears as a very good metaphor for a blind person since it allows an 

organisation of the exploration following several sequential paths, according to the choices of the reader, well 

compatible with the features of the alternative display, with an easy mental reconstruction of the newspaper structure.

A double tree structure has been chosen to present the contents of our electronic newspaper according two different 

criteria: a logical classification of titles according to subjects and a physical location organised into pages. The first key 

of access allows a quick exploration of lists of titles with a common subject, regardless of the position of these articles 

inside the printed version of the newspaper; on the other hand the second key of access brings the blind reader into the 

same condition of a sighted person dealing with the printed edition, where the reader browses the journal page by page, 

to descry their contents and the articles distribution and location.

Both sets of title lists (subjects or pages) consist of titles in short format, without head-lines and sub-titles, in order to 

make the blind reader able to quickly explore each list and to select an article. Each title represents a link to a short
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page detailing the selected article. First of all, each component of the complete title is presented with the correspond^ 

label: "Head-line", "Title" and "Sub-title". In addition, the page number and the position of the article in the page is] 

specified with the name of the author and the file size in bytes. In particular, this last piece of information allows the] 

reader to realise how large is the article inside the page. In fact, in the articles list each title is written with the samel 

font so that it is not possible to realise the extent of the corresponding article in the printed version. This is an import 

difference between the reading of the two forms of newspaper.

Finally, three buttons give access to three different reading modalities. The main one is the integral reading, that is the] 

sequential presentation of the complete text of the article. The second and third ones represent two different forms of] 

quick reading consisting of pages generated "on the fly" with a reduced presentation of the text: only the first portion of] 

each paragraph or each sentence, respectively.

These forms of reading, based on sentences cut after a pre-defined number of words, try to reproduce the browsing of] 

an article that a sighted reader performs by jumping from the beginning of a paragraph to the next one, befon 

concluding the reading of each paragraph.

The two implemented levels of quick reading (paragraphs and sentences) allow to choose the most suitable one for each] 

case, according to the structure and the style of each article. In the case of large paragraphs, jumping from one] 

paragraph to another can be too much to allow a sufficient understanding of the article. In this case, the presentatioiofj 

the beginning of each sentence can be more suitable to have a general idea of the contents.

As default, the reduced text form consists of paragraphs or sentences cut after 10 words but the user can choose ano( 

length by means of a small form associated to the quick reading buttons.

A preliminary test demonstrated the effectiveness of these forms of quick reading.

Implementation of the electronic newspaper

The chosen daily newspaper is La Stampa of Turin, one of the most common and known newspapers in Italy. Th] 

company publisher of this newspaper has offered the necessary cooperation by making available the files of articlo 

written in their proprietary code, and all useful information to interpret such an encoding. The material of the newsp 

is made available by the publisher free of charge to the MURST-Telemedicine project for blind users.

Every night, a compressed file, containing all articles of the newspaper, is sent to IROE via e-mail by the Turin editail 

office. An automatic procedure extracts the compressed file attached to the e-mail message, explodes it into a world^ 

directory of the server where all articles are converted, in several steps, up to the final version of the elect!
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newspaper consisting in the structured set of HTML pages described above. These pages are immediately available at 

the URL of the server for blind readers, generally starting from 1 or 2 a.m.

The first stage of the conversion necessarily consists of the interpretation of the proprietary code of La Stampa but all 

the re-organisation of the newspaper is designed in such a way to allow the same process to be applied to other 

newspapers which could be available for this service in a near future. We adopted an intermediary format which is the 

basis of the whole generation of the final version structure. If another newspaper is available, written with another code, 

only the first conversion, from this code to the intermediary one, will require the development of a new converter, 

while the main part of the process will remain the same.

I

The intermediary format chosen for our newspaper is the CAPS News DTD [2], mentioned in the introduction, which 

appears well designed to organise all the newspaper components.

All software packages are installed on a Sun Ultra 1 workstation. This machine has been equipped with an Apaches 

hltpd server for the implementation of the www site, an "anonymous" FTP server for the down load facility, a 

Majordomo listserver for creation of mailing lists and the Webglimpse search engine.

The cascade of programs necessary to process the newspaper materials, from the e-mail message up to the HTML pages 

set, consists of several software modules most of which have been developed in the frame of the project while other 

ones are freeware programs available in the network, used to perform particular functions such as Mime decoding and 

decompression of the file extracted by the e-mail message.

Moreover, we installed on the same machine the CERN httpd server in order to implement the special proxy server W3- 

Access for the blind, developed by the Institut fuer Informationssysteme, ETH Zurich, to make available its powerful on 

line filler, allowing to improve the access possibilities to any Web site.

4 Distribution of the electronic newspaper

Blind readers can use the electronic daily newspaper in different ways. First of all they can read the newspaper on line 

on the server, via an Internet address (http://sunmurst.iroe.fi.cnr.it or http://etabeta.iroe.fi.cnr.it). This allows the user to 

explore the journal contents, following the classification by subjects or pages, to browse some articles, to search for 

some strings inside the whole hypertext. The latter function is performed by means of a search engine installed on the 

server and represents an access key to the newspaper following the user’s personal criteria.

Because of the cost of the on line connection, the reading of large articles with this modality can be too expensive. For 

this reason, a compressed file is available to be down loaded and exploded on the user's hard disk for an off line 

reading.
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This compressed file contains all HTML pages of the newspaper, including tables of contents, so that users can read I 

the newspaper by using in local mode the same browser used for the Internet connection. Of course, in this case soine| 

server facilities, such as search engine and quick reading commands, are not available.

A third possibility is represented by a textual version of the newspaper, also available in a compressed file fon 

organised into a structured set of pages, like the HTML version, but in a form compatible with the DOC program, a I 

textual browser developed by Giuliano Artico of University of Padua. This program is well known and widely used io I 
Italy by many blind computer users to read ASCII files in general.

Incidentally, we can observe that the ASCII version of the newspaper can be read by means of a DOS program runnÍB|jl 

on any machine. As an example, a blind commuter declared that he usually downloads the compressed ASCII file froajl 

the server, early in the morning, he transfers it into an Audiobraille (a small portable device provided with DOS,j| 

Perkins keyboard and speech output), and then he reads the newspaper on the train!

A listserver is installed on the same machine of the httpd server so that a distribution via e-mail of the compresM^I 

versions of the newspaper can be easily organised, if users request it.

First result of the experimentation

A preliminary testing was performed in order to verify the different aspects of compatibility of the Web site with the ] 

variety of browsers used by blind users.

HTML pages of the newspapers have been designed in full accordance with the accessibility guidelines of Trace R and 

D Center, University of Wisconsin, Madison [5],[6], and validated with "Bobby", the tools made available by the j  
CAST (Center for Applied Special Technology).

The complete accessibility of the newspaper and ail other pages of the server has been verified by users, regardless the 

browser used.

A separate test was done with a controlled access through user name and password given by means of a small form. In 

this case, people using Minuet and Nettamer (special DOS browsers for the blind) were not able to access the 

newspaper while no problem was found by people using normal browsers, such as Lynx, Netscape or MS Intemetjl 

Explorer, in combination with a screen reader for DOS or Windows. This means that, in the case that the newspapef I  
publisher requests this controlled access, many users will have to change their browser.

Concerning the newspaper organisation, all users found the double tree structure of HTML pages effective and easy li 

explore.
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A more general evaluation will be conduced in cooperation with the Italian Blind Union. This evaluation will concern 

the whole development of the project, including performances of a special user terminal and of an of electronic book 

encoding system carried out by other partners.

Only a few users tested and generally appreciated the quick reading facilities.

Conclusion

The electronic daily newspaper developed in the framework of the MURST-Telemedicine project represent an example 

of Web site, which was designed taking into particular care, not only general accessibility problems, but also the needs 

of navigation effectiveness inside an hypertext by means of the typical technical aids used by blind persons and the 

particular nature of the stored information.

This is important in order to encourage even non experienced blind people to access these new and powerful 

information sources.

This paper described just the development of the electronic newspaper, but other important aspects of the more general 

subject of an easier access to other newspapers available in Internet have been taken into consideration by the 

mentioned project. For example, on the same server, the user finds important information about special proxy servers 

which can be used in combination with a browser to improve the accessibility, such as those developed by the Institut 

fuer Informationssysteme, ETH Zurich, dedicated to the filtering of HTML pages [4], and by Adobe Acrobat Products, 

to convert PDF into HTML pages [1].

Partners of the same project have carried out other important developments but this may not be described in this paper.
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Abstract

CD drives and sound cards are becoming standard components o f  the personal computer, thus 

enabling the Copernicus DIGIBOOK project (coordinated by Prof. Jan Engelen from  KU Leuven, 

Belgium) to introduce the so-called ‘‘hybrid book” concept. According to this concept, the 

structure of a book is stored together with its ASCII text and digitally recorded and compressed 

human speech reciting the book text. The hybrid book processing system and the browser were 

developed in Hungary by the Laboratory o f Speech Technology fo r  Rehabilitation (LSTR) led by 

Dr. András Arató. This article describes the results and conclusions o f the first experiments 

performed in Italy (CNR-INROE, the Italian member o f the Copernicus DIGIBOOK project) and in 

Hungary.

Introductíon

The cost of the technology to record CD ROM has rapidly decreased over the last few years so that 

the production of such disks has become available also for products devoted to restricted computer
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user groups, such as blind people. Electronic libraries containing the books in pure ASCII text 

format have also been founded. In Italy, electronic books retrieved by scanner and OCR prograi| 

are developing, distributed on CD ROMs. In Hungary such electronic text books are distributed m 

diskettes for blind people. To create a hybrid book, a simple ASCII file is translated into a form thi 

is slightly different from an HTML. This form contains both the structure and the text of the 

The concept and creation of the hybrid book is discussed in detail by A. Arató and L. Buday [1]. The 

HTML-like source and the human speech recordings form the input to the pre-compiler. The 

purpose of the pre-compiler is to create three separate files containing the structure, the text, and the 

voice of the human performer. The structure file has been created in order to enable fast aná 

effective navigation and to minimize the CD-ROM search time during the DIGIBOOK n 

program.

The Talking Book Service of the Italian Blind Union has already started to record talking books ii 

digital form to store masters on CD ROM. They have expressed interest in the DIGIBOOK projsf 

and participated in this evaluation. The Hungarian Blind Union (HBU) is taking part in an ongM 

national project to develop a special hardware device for hybrid books in Budapest. The studio o 

the HBU will produce hybrid books for Hungarian blind users applying this technology.

Appraisal of the hybrid book in Hungary

During the DIGIBOOK projects two Hungarian, one English and one Italian hybrid books were 

created and tested by using a specific hybrid book reading software. A questionnaire was formula! 

by the developers of the browser in connection with the reading software. Understanding tk 

concept of the hybrid book and the use of its reading system were taken into consideration in tk 

questionnaire. The Hungarian consortium member invited 12 blind users in four groups (3 people to 

each group) to the laboratory for testing the books and the program. An introduction was given to 

the testers and time was allotted for them to use the books. Upon completion, they were asked to 

out the questionnaire.

The result of this survey shows that all participants understood the structure and basic entities of tk 

hybrid book. 11 people were able to start the browser and to read the books, one person needs 

help. 3 people judged the browser simple, logical and perfect, 9 people gave suggestions for solviig
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seme fiinctions in another way. All 12 people stated that after some hours of training each service of 

the browser could be used easily and they would listen to such books with pleasure.

Description of the experiment in Italy

In Italy the chosen text was a tourist guide of Rome, which is suitable to show the possibility of 

navigation and random access to any part of the text. The Italian experiment showed more 

interesting results. On one hand, the experimental Italian Hybrid book has been developed by 

adopting the Hungarian method, in particular, the pre-compiler and the browser developed in 

Hungary was utilized. On the other hand, after self-made installation, users tried to read the book 

using different synthesizers other than the supported one (BraiLab).

Due to the structure of the browser, with the language dependent section written in a separate file, 

this program could be easily adapted to the Italian language. The browser was tailored to the 

Hungarian text to speech system (BraiLab), development of a small resident program was necessary 

to capture messages sent by the browser directly to the virtual serial port COM4 and to re-direct 

these messages to the line 25 of the screen, making them available for any other system.

The Italian experiment was "off-line". The evaluation package consisted of the CD ROM, the Italian 

version of the questionnaire in printed version and a diskette with the same questionnaire in ASCII 

file, to facilitate the blind user in filling it out. 11 copies of this package were sent by mail to users in 

contact with IROE as testers for the different products of research projects.

Subjects

H
The testers were chosen among those with a personal computer equipped with CD ROM drive and 

Sound Blaster SB 16 card. Unfortunately, only seven of them were able to install successfully the 

program and listen to the hybrid book. Four users encountered problems with incompatibility of the 

program with their software and hardware architecture.

Therefore, only 7 subjects replied to the questionnaire. They are all totally blind; their age ranges 

from 24 to 50 years, with an average of 36.7. One is graduate teacher, 4 are telephone operators 

with a diploma of high or vocational school and 2 are university students. 5 of them know at least 1
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foreign language; English: 4, French: 2, German:!. All regularly use the speech synthesizer and the)f| 

are listeners of talking books; one declared to have heard from 4 to 10 books, 3 have heard moiij 

than 10 while 3 are regular listeners.

Results and comments

All participants stated that the concept of a structured digitized talking book was clear for them as 

well as the structure of the book. Also, the graph describing the structure of the book (tree) was 

clear to all subjects, although the basic entities of the digitized book were not comprehensible for 

one or two people. Most likely, they found some difficulties in understanding some concepts bi 

the introduction was lacking in detail, or because they did not pay attention to some suggestion! 

given in the introduction. In fact, some functions of the program require some reasoning in cei 

procedures.

One subject gave a perfect evaluation to the browser, while another 6 suggested performing somtl 

functions in different way. Five subjects replied that after some hours of training, each service oftb!| 

browser could be used well by them, whereas two subjects were only able to use a few servicéi' lo | 

conclusion, all stated that they would like to use the system

This evaluation emphasized the paramount importance of the development of this new form of I 
talking book. Subjects were impressed by the quality of the human speech associated with the I 
facilities provided by the browser to navigate inside the text. After testing the different functionyfl 

the browser, a list of suggested improvements was provided by the testers. With regards to the digili|| 

audio format, it was advised that different formats other than MS ADPCM should be realized,!I 

order to make the system more flexible and utilizable in different countries where varying standul | 

of digital talking book will most likely be adopted.

Conclusion

The structured digital talking book can be considered the most innovative result of the DIGIBOOl| 

project. Its potential utility appeared evident during the evaluation with the blind users. The inta 

of blind people's organizations, such as the Italian or Hungarian Blind Union, confirm thi| 

conclusion.
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However, there are some open problems: first, use of the system by a blind person who is not a 

regular computer user needs a simplified system with CD player, which can be realized on a standard 

platform or a dedicated device; second, the handling of the material, text in HTML-like format and 

audio files, requires too much man-time. The study and development of automatic or semi-automatic 

procedures of segmentation of the audio file according to the structure of the book appears 

necessary in order to make this technique truly worthwhile in its application to future digital talking 

books.

Fortunately, research has not yet been completed, and is continuing in the direction of automating 

syndironization of the text and audio files, developing simplified multifunctional CD-player, and 

improving the browser functions. Knowledge of digital talking books requirements [2] has been 

|: «immarized by the Helios project, and the answers and suggestions provided by Hungarian and 

Italian testers provide many ideas for improving the browser.
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“AN ELECTRONIC NEWSPAPER FOR THE BLIND”

WORK SUMMARY

Amo, F.; Barreiro, J.M.; Cara9a-Valente J.P.; Lopez, G.; Navajo |

Garrido, R.J.; Montes, C.

One of the many problems facing the blind in the information field is access to the written prt 

PEIN (Electronic Newspaper for the Blind) is a project designed to overcome this problem, giviiij 

this community access to the press by means of a conversion, transmission and reading systeal 

Using this system, the blind now have access to Diario 16 (a Spanish national newspaper) and woilj 

is continuing on other newspapers, including El Mundo and El Pais.

The work presented here basically explains the PEIN architecture, defining the three mái 

subsystems. First, a description is given of the Press Format Converter which convert* tbel 

newspaper from its original format into the PEIN format for transfer along the telephone line, alsti 

explaining the reasons for this conversion. Second, the Newspaper Transfer and Storage subsyáni| 

is described. Its main function is to act as a newsagent (newspaper server), where the newsp 

are stored in such a manner as they can be accessed by blind users and then read from their PCl I 

Finally, the Electronic Newspaper Reader is discussed, which provides blind users with an easjl 

means of accessing the written press using the necessary aids and appliances using for thtj 

tiflotechnical elements, as voice synthesis.
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POSTER OVERVIEW

The poster presented seeks to address the major points of the PEIN (Electronic Newspaper for the 

Blind) project and is divided into three clearly separate parts. It is headed by the name of the 

application and its logo. The underlying architecture of the application is shown in the centre, 

where the basic operation of the electronic newspaper for the blind (PEIN) is illustrated by means 

of a diagram, identifying each phase and briefly discussing the most important features of its 

architecture and operation: the Press Format Converter, the Electronic Newspaper Transfer and 

Storage subsystem and the Newspaper Reader, the features particular to each subsystem being 

briefly described at the side of the diagram. Finally, the bottom part of the poster is divided into two 

separate regions, one showing the Centre of Computing and Communications Technology Transfer 

(CETTICO) logo and references (address, Web page, e-mail, etc.) and the other listing project 

partners (ONCE, national and local newspapers, magazines, etc.).
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Adamlab Re-Engineered: Low-Cost Digital Voice 
Technology for the Speech Impaired

Gregory A. Turner

Abstract:
This paper describes the Adamlab project which has pioneered an entrepreneurial model 
in the governmental (public agency) sphere for the design and delivery o f  low-cost 
assistive technology products to handicapped individuals for whom the otherwise high 
cost of this technology is prohibitive. Particular focus is given to Adamlab's re- 
engineeredproduct line and the transition from synthetic to digital speech technology.

1. Adamlab- a Unique Project for Special Education Technology

Adamlab (Adaptive Devices Applied Methods Laboratory) is an innovative project for 
the design and manufacture of low-cost electronic and microcomputer technology for 
special education students who are mentally and physically challenged. ADAMLAB's 
speciality is voice output systems, in particular Voice Output Communication Aids 
(VOCA).

Adamlab personnel include engineers, programmers, and other technical and data 
management staff Responding to the perceived and voiced needs of special education 
teaching staff, Adamlab designs equipment from the micro-component level up and then 
contracts with local assembly firms for manufacturing runs. Revenue from catalog-based 
sales nationally and internationally balance all expenses and net income is used to 
provide free equipment and services to students locally. By this, custom engineering 
services, repair and help desk type services are available to the local commimity at no 
cost to the taxpaying public.

2. Regional Educational Service Agency of Wayne County

Adamlab’s parent organization is the Regional Educational Service Agency of Wayne 
County (RESA). The RESA is the level of educational administration and support 
services at the county level. Wayne County (Michigan, USA), which includes 
metropolitan Detroit and its southern and western suburbs, is one of the nation's most 
populous counties, with a school-age population of over half million. As an example of 
services provided, RESA's Computer Center operation supports the thirty-four local 
school districts of Wayne County for their finance and student record needs- one of the 
largest such operations for education in the US.
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The Computer Center's field engineering service provided the infrastructure for the 
RESA's special education technology activities in the late 1970's. At that time, RESA 
was collaborating with Michigan State University's Artificial Language Laboratory 
(under the direction of Dr. John B. Eulenberg, one of the co-founders of ISAAC) in the 
development of synthetic voice applications for students in RESA's programs for the 
Severely Mentally and Severely Multiply Impaired. In 1978, the engineering program 
was transplanted entirely to RESA, eventually maturing into the Adamlab project in 
1986.

3. The ’’W o lf  - Pioneer Low Cost VOCA

From 1978 to 1984, several “generations” of talking devices were prototyped, resulting 
finally in the development of the “W olf’ VOCA. Hand-held and battery-powered, the 
Wolf has a membrane touchpanel, on which overlays are positioned bearing pictures and 
symbols meaningful to the student user. Pressing the pictures activates the corresponding 
synthetic voice message (the “vocabulary”) — so, for example, a picture of a television 
could have the voice correlate: “I want to watch TV.” The W olfs electronics consist of 
the Adamlab-designed single board 8-bit microcomputer, with banked ROM and 
EEPROM memory accommodating data storage requirements for programmed 
vocabulary and for the installed software synthesizer. This software synthesizer, a 
customization of the commercial Provoice from First Byte Inc, Torrance, CA, replaced 
the integrated circuit SC-01 in 1993. It has a slight kinship to diphone systems in that its 
atomic units are digital samples. One of the attractions of the Provoice synthesizer 
system is its extensibility to other languages (i.e. besides English), although this feature 
was never implemented in the Wolf

The principal ideas behind the Wolf device are low-cost, durability, and (relative) 
simplicity of use. As a case in point, the W olfs original $250 cost (1984) was some ten 
times less than the then $2,500 average cost of comparably used equipment from private 
manufacturers -  and indeed, only since around 1990 are there now available commercial 
VOCAs in the one thousand dollar and under price range. Low cost made the Wolf 
available and practicable for use with all the speech disability groups, including those in 
the severe categories for whom the purchase of thousand dollar-plus devices will always 
be controversial. As of this writing, well over 15,000 V/olf devices have been distributed 
and total distribution of all Adamlab products is approaching 25,000 units.

4. Digital Voice in the Nineties

The nineties brought the dramatic technology shift of economical digital voice to the 
VOCA industry. Digital voice integrated circuit technology had been available for as 
long as ten years, since the mid 1980’s but the high cost of non-volatile, write-able digital 
memory had militated against widespread usage of the technology. The typical 
application, battery-backed RAM memory, was also highly susceptible to chronic data 
loss. By the mid-nineties, however, the increasing sophistication of EEPROM memory 
technology facilitated a veritable explosion of VOCA products. Many of these provided
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the basic functions that the Wolf had been used for, with the appealing simplicity of 
operation inherent in the record/playback idiom (vs. phoneme “spelling” for synthetic 
voice technology) and at costs driven lower and lower by fierce competition. Virtually 
overnight, the market for synthetic voice equipment shrank to a fraction of its previous 
size.

At Adamlab, we instituted a major design effort to address this situation. The key to 
I these efforts has been, to date, availability of a highly integrated circuit family from 
I Integrated Storage Devices Inc (ISD). ISD microchip devices incorporate both digital
* codec and EEPROM memory into a single chip -  the company also pioneered usage of n- 

ary (also known as pseudo-analog-type) storage in the EEPROM cell, allowing megabit
; devices to have eight-times the nominal capacity for the storage of speech data. Since the 
I introduction of the first twenty-second part, ISD has regularly increased the data storage
* Ciqiacity and currently one- and two-minute parts are available in commodity pricing.

ISD speech technology is paired with the highly integrated single-chip microcomputer 
devices from Microchip Inc to create the standard platform for Adamlab’s current set of

I digital products.

A
The “Hawk” comes in a two-level, two-minute version and a three-level, three-minute 
version; ultra-sensitive touchpanel provides a two-row by four-colunm matrix for 

[ programming the eight messages possible on each level. The device also offers eight 
input jacks for replacement of one, several or all of the eight touchpanel cells by discrete 
single switches.

The “Blackhawk” is a four level, four-minute machine. It sports a downsized form factor 
to provide increased portability and is aimed at ambulatory clientele and users with more 
specific fine motor control. The four-by-four touchpanel (sixteen messages per level, 
sixty-four total) has a fifth column dedicated to level shifting.

5. Superhawk VOCA

The “Superhawk” is Adamlab’s most recent product offering. It combines the best 
program features of the old Wolf VOCA with the convenience and utility of digital voice 
technology. Over the course of its tenure, the operating program of the Wolf evolved into 
a sophisticated set of routines and programming features that facilitated the use of the 
device into diverse assistive, educational and recreational contexts. These features have 
been ported to the Superhawk.

Auditory scaiming allows the device to be used by more severely-impaired persons who 
do not have sufficient fine motor to exercise direct selection of the touchpanel: here, a 
single switch is used to control a scan of messages that are indicated by voice -  typically 
muted and relayed by a second speaker mounted by the user’s head for private audition -  
activating the switch then relays the message to the louder, so-called “public” speaker.
The Superhawk incorporates a labeling feature for this auditory scaiming that allows 
abbreviation of the message for the private speaker iteration; and it incorporates a
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sophisticated branching or categorial programming structure so that the messages can be 
arrayed into a logical “tree” structure for increased scanning efficiency. This same 
program feature can be used alternately for a kind of message encoding as popularized by 
the icon-based “compaction” type.

The various “game commands” allow the Superhawk to be programmed and used for 
recreational purposes. SPIN mimes a game spinner (or the roll of dice) by randomizing a 
selection from a set of messages. LIST pulls selections one by one from the set of 
message choices. These routines allow handicapped children to engage in board game 
type activities in a meaningful and interactive way. Clinicians have also discovered the 
use of LIST command in early-literacy education where it can be used to allow the child 
to “read” the text of storybooks which have been entered as a message set.

Like the Hawk, the Superhawk sports input jacks to permit attachment of single switches 
for touchpanel replacement. Four additional output jacks are relay outputs and can be 
programmed to respond to touchpanel or single switch to activate toys and other such 
devices that have been modified to be operated with relay closures. This feature allows 
the Superhawk to figure into early childhood, pre-educational classroom and home 
activities and can be employed in cause-and-effect, discrimination, and sequential choice 
training.

Vocabulary capacity is six-minutes or twelve-minutes, organized into up to seventy-two 
levels. Levels have a maximum resolution of six-rows by twelve-columns (seventy-two 
messages maximum per level) but the touchpanel can be programmed into fourteen 
different matrices to provide larger selection areas.

Navigating and manipulating the vocabulary “space” of different levels and multiple 
messages can be more-or-less sophisticated depending on the cognitive abilities of the 
end-user. The so-called GOTO command can be used to designate one or more selection 
cells as level shift actions. The automatic, background-tasking message buffer can be 
used to string individual words and phrases together for whole-sentence speech.

Feedback for programming and recording is provided by a two-line LCD display and by a 
tricolor LED. A volume control rounds out the set of features.

Near future enhancements of the Superhawk platform include a compressed speech 
module option for 60 minutes speech capacity and a visual scanning option that adds 
surface moimted LED’s to the 6x12 touchpanel matrix.

6. Adamlab as an Economic Model

Adamlab products are priced to recover direct costs (components and the cost of 
contracted manufacturing and miscellaneous other “raw” costs like postage), associated
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Adamlab staff costs and pro-rated estimated costs to cover loss, breakage, repair under 
warranty, on-going R&D costs, and costs associated with with equipment (e.g. 
computers) re-capitalization.

In addition, a charge is added to provide fimding for Wayne County-specific special 
education activities. So, for example, in 1992 a site-based project, the Assistive 
Technology Resource Center (ATRC), was launched with fimding from these designated 
fimds. During this startup period, ATRC’s evaluation, assessment, and consulting 
activities were carried out by a three person team, consisting of speech clinician and 
occupational therapist and a computer systems consultant. Besides assisting local school 
districts in activities such as lEP, inclusion, vocational education, and transition, ATRC 
staff also engage in research-related activities. In 1993, a collaboration between ATRC, 
Adamlab and students and faculty at Wayne State University’s Department of Electrical 
Engineering resulted in the first place design win at the RESNA student competition.
The design, called the Sequential Task Trainer, uses sensors and lighted and voice-output 
feedback to prompt and correct low-cognitive students in manual assembly tasks, such as 
those typically found in sheltered workshop contexts. This field, technology products for 
vocational education, is one of the exciting new areas of application for assistive 
technology and rehabilitation.

Adamlab’s positive revenue situation permitted the provision of no-charge repair services 
from 1986 to 1996 when a minimal $25 bench fee was implemented -  this flat fee covers 
any and all labor and parts. In an industry where battery replacement is typically a multi
hundred dollar repair cost, this kind of repair fee policy operates significantly to the 
financial advantage of the consumers who typically have not factored in repair to the cost 
of assistive technology products. Adamlab’s ability to provide repair at such low cost 
means that long term maintenance of product by consumers is economically neutral to 
them.

Adamlab is a “win-win” situation; appropriate technology is provided at very low costs to 
adequately meet the demands of the consuming public, at the same time yielding 
revenues sufficient

• for the long-term maintenance of the equipment,
• for providing custom engineering, free product and consulting services to 

local consumers,
• for supporting on-going research and development to practicably apply 

advances in technology to the needs of handicappers.
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Hawk VOCA
• 7.5 seconds of digitized speech per selection 

area (two minutes total)
• Selection areas are 2” by 2”
• Two levels of eight selection areas, 16 

messages total
• Sensitive touchpanel with no deadspots
• Built-in switch accessibility -  eight jacks
• 2x4 keyguard included
• Volume control
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Blackhawk VOCA
• 3.75 seconds of digitized speech per selection 

area (four minutes total)
• Four levels of 16 selection areas, 64 messages 

total
• Switch accessibility via peripheral adaptor
• Volume control
• Options: gridded keyguard, shoulder/wrist 

strap, easel/handle
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Superhawk VOCA
Six minutes total digitized speech 
72 programmable cells w/ adjustability from 
6x12 matrix to 1x1
72 pages limited only by number of messages 
Single switch auditory scanning with categorial 
branching commands and labeling 
Four direct select switch inputs 
Four programmable relay outputs 
Game commands
LCD display for level location and 
programming functions 
Ultra-sensitive touchpanel 
72 location keyguard included 
Volume Control

Adamlab VOCA Products: Hawk, Blackhawk, and Superhawk
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! INCLUDING INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION 

TECHNOLOGIES IN THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS OF

THE DEAF

Dr Magda Nikolaraizi, Mr Peter Fox

Ahsiract

This study discusses the current role of Information Technology (IT) in the education of deaf 

children by exploring the perceptions of lecturers offering training courses for teachers of the deaf 

and by eliciting the views of teachers working with hard of hearing and deaf children. Lecturers 

regarded I T as a positive educational intervention, however they did not distinguish the 

multifaceted dimensions of I T in the training courses. Teachers of the deaf integrated IT into their 

teaching and students’ learning, but they could not form an integrated picture of the potentials and 

implementations of I T. in the education i f  the deaf Under these circumstances, this study capitalises 

on the growing realisation of the need to clarify the role of IT and integrate it in the special training 

courses and in the education of hard of hearing and deaf children.

1. Introduction

The supportive role of Information Technology (IT) in the education of all children is now well 

established as a potential benefit within their development. The realisation of this potential will come 

to fruition through a proactive approach from teachers, who have a commitment to realise the
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benefits for the pupils in their care. As part of an on-going review of the incorporation of IT into 

teacher training courses the particular role of IT for deaf children was seen as a strong concern.

The supportive role of computers for pupils with special educational needs is well documented [4] 

and has also been acknowledged through the establishment of research centres, which were set to 

explore the role of IT in the education of children with special needs, including CEMEC (The Centre 

for Micro-Assisted Communication), the four SEMERCs (Special Education Micro-Electronics 

Resource Centres) and the ACE (Aids to Communication in Education). A more focused initiative in 

the area of deafness was observed in 1989 when The National Council for Educational Technology 

(NCET) created a specialist group. In parallel. The British Association of Teachers of the Deaf 

(BATOD) formed a ‘Committee on Technology’ resulting in a joint BATOD/NCET conference in 

1991 which emphasised the important role of IT for deaf children [6].

Despite the growing appreciation of the role of I T. in the education of the deaf, it is questionable 

whether this role is fully appreciated by the professionals who are mostly involved in the education of 

hard of hearing and deaf children, namely the teachers of the deaf Furthermore, teachers’ ■ 

understanding and awareness regarding IT cannot be seen in isolation from their training and in | 

particular the special training that they receive. Therefore, we believe it is essential to examine the j 

involvement of IT in training courses for teachers of the deaf

The agreed document of the training establishments in the UK, which provides a unified perspective 

on the nature and content of courses leading to the mandatoiy qualification of teacher of the deaf, 

presents Computer Assisted Learning (CAL) as the only contribution of IT to the special curricular 

needs of deaf children.

“Does a one year full-time course or its equivalent really provide the depth of knowledge 
and understanding for teachers of the deaf to feel confident and competent in their multi
faceted roles? I believe a basic foundation can be provided, but at the same time think that 
serious discussions need to take place to review the time span.” [14, p.V]

The above document specifies that during their training, teachers of the deaf can only expect to 

acquire a basic foundation on the multiple roles expected of them in their work with deaf children. 

As a consequence, the roles of these teachers are prioritised and IT seems to be discarded because 

other roles are seen as “more important”. A strong initiative needs to be developed, though, ensuring
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that qualified teachers of the deaf will be well informed across a wide range of issues including the 

full awareness of the role of IT.

In the light of these beliefs teachers of the deaf and trainers from institutions were approached and 

their views on IT were elicited.

2. Methodology

To ascertain the feelings and understanding of teachers of the deaf on the role of IT, evidence was 

[gathered by questionnaires from both lecturers and teachers of the deaf Aiming at extracting 

l^erstandings of the major issues surrounding the role of IT in the education of deaf children, the 

' questionnaire was semi-structured encouraging free comments that could inform us on the beliefs of 

Í the respondents.

When constructing the instrument the term IT representing Information Technology together with a 

separate indication of Communications Technology was used. This was done with the concern that 

întroducing another new acronym, ICT, would tend to confuse our respondents as the term had only 

just appeared in the UK.

After an initial precontact with the lecturers by telephone the questionnaire was sent to all the 7 

training institutions in England and Scotland. Responses were received, even after subsequent 

telephone contact, from 5 out of the 7 institutions (response rates 71%) offering training courses for 

teachers of the deaf To elicit the teachers views 35 schools, including units and special schools, 

were randomly selected from the National Deaf Children’s Society (NDCS) directory and covered 

schools from England and Scotland. Twenty anonymous responses were received (response rate 

54%) from qualified teachers of the deaf, eight from units or resource classes from special schools 

for the deaf

All individual views were analysed according to the following way: Teachers’ and lecturers’ 

responses were segmented into relevant and meaningful units [13], which were subsequently 

grouped together according to the following categories: a) IT in teaching and learning, b)
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Considering the special needs of deaf children and c) IT use in the language curriculum. Recognising 

the strength of the lecturers’ and teachers’ comments numerous participants’ responses were quoted, 

a method that has been applied before [9] aiming in this way to bring the readers into direct contact 

with the research findings and present the data “in such a manner that the informants speak for 

themselves" [12, p.21]. The participants’ comments were further enriched with the authors’ 

interpretations, supported by their professional and personal experience and further analysed based 

one the review of the literature.

Individual comments were not personally attributed as the small number of institutions involved 

would allow the identification of our respondents. For the same ethical reasons personal 

backgrounds of the participants, although collected have not been used in any of our analyses.

3. Findings

3.1 General role of IT in teaching and learning

Lecturers comments illustrated the low attention that IT has received in the training courses. In two 

training courses IT was not addressed at all, while in the rest three training courses IT was addressed 

only in I T. sessions which were offered mostly by invited lecturers. The majority of the lecturers 

acknowledged the positive role of such sessions in highlighting the benefits of I T in the 

development of literacy in deaf children. One lecturer, though, refused to see any benefit deriving 

from such sessions by saying that... "IT is not very helpful because all students are at different 

levels".

Furthermore, these sessions presented only narrow-sided information and not well structured 

knowledge of the meaning and the potential of IT, failing to enable teachers to acquire a broad 

understanding of the role of IT in the education of the deaf The limited consideration of IT was 

illustrated in the following two representative comments, where IT was associated only with literacy 

and speech development or only with sign language and Bilingualism Lecturers did see a positive 

side of IT use but they appreciated only a partial contribution of IT to support their teaching and - 

students’ learning, which may also express their beliefs concerning the most appropriate mode of. 

communication for hard of hearing and deaf children.
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"fVe have sessions at the residential school fo r  distance learning students and fo r  full-time

students on educational software to teach literacy, speech

"Some sessions on the use o f  a) Sign Graphics b) Bilingual storytelling’’.

Furthermore, lecturers demonstrated through their comments that they did not actively integrate IT 

in their lectures as only 1 lecturer from one training course referred to the following limited use of 

IT in supporting his teaching and students’ learning “ preparation o f materials, overhead 

handouts..".

Numerous interpretations can be made of these results, including that teachers were negative 

towards computers, that they did not feel confident with their use or that they were not aware of 

their personal role Microcomputers have been described as the most anxiety- and fear-producing 

innovation among teachers in the past two decades and teachers’ lack of knowledge has been 

associated with unconfident attitudes and limited use of IT in the education of the deaf as has also 

been advocated by Mertens and Rabiu [8] The corollary then is that if lecturers do not feel and 

demonstrate confidence with IT, they will affect the attitudes of teachers of the deaf, which will 

mediate against the integration of IT into the education of deaf children.

Lecturers failed to report any type of special support that IT could offer teachers of the deaf in 

teaching and learning, making comments such as the following: “IT  is useful fo r  all teachers ’’ A 

lecturer from one training course, though, referred to the following I T. implementation for teachers 

of the deaf in bilingual settings “IT  is useful to combine BST on video with equivalent English texts 

and present in this way bilingual stories ’’.

Teachers of the deaf in this study believed that IT played a supportive role in their teaching as well as 

in the learning of deaf children, but when asked to explain in what way they made use of IT to 

support teaching and learning their comments were perfunctory with two respondents failing to offer 

any comment at all. On several occasions (7 teachers) IT was considered as an assisting tool in 

teaching through the creation of worksheets ... “ making worksheets, mouse and control skills and 

storing retrieving work ’’, the role of which in developing spelling, comprehension, creative skills and 

providing deaf children with plenty of experience of meaningful language has been well established 

[2].0nly a secondary teacher offered a more detailed description concerning the role of IT in her
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teaching “Revision materials created by me to support parts o f  the curriculum. My World softwaM 

and multimedia and /  also make videos to teach with

Most of the teachers’ comments concerning the impact of IT on pupils’ learning gave the notion of j 

lack of serious thought such as the following representative following comment. ..‘77" is useful toalll 

teachers and is jxtrt o f the National Curriculum ”. Such comments deny any understanding that the! 

computer should not be considered simply as part of the curriculum, but more as a device for] 

generating and modifying that curriculum offering new approaches for teaching and learning [11],

Teachers linked the positive role of IT in learning (10 teachers) to the use of particular softwai 

recording a list of computer software by generic title, including in descending rank ordajl 

wordprocessing, electronic communication, graphics, multimedia, spreadsheets and speech softwa^j 

However, the majority of respondents could not report how they made use of the software prograi 

to support various parts of the curriculum, which poses the following question. How could teach 

use effectively the software programs since they failed to see how these programs could be] 

implemented into their educational practice? Although there are software programs which aln 

determine the sort of activities that accompany its use in the classroom, there are also other softv 

types which are neutral, being highly malleable and responsive to various teaching approach 

Therefore, as others have established, teachers need to be informed and retain a great deal of contn 

over how software programs and computers will be used, in order to adapt them and interpret thenil 

to fit their own philosophy of education and the best interests of the learners for whom they workl 

[ 1 1 ]

3.2 Considering the special needs of deaf children

Teachers’ responses indicated a real concern that the power of the computer to support pupils ij 

what they are taught and in their learning has not been fully disseminated. When teachers werej 

specifically asked in what way could IT support deaf children, 4 teachers did not differentiate tb( 

role of IT in the education of the deaf from its use in general education, responding in a vaguej 

manner: “ . ..to move forward in this society every teacher must he computer literate" or giving a li 

of activities such as .record keeping, CAL programmes” .. without any further comn

concerning how these activities might correspond to the needs of deaf children.
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Other teachers who gave positive responses and describing computers as “ve/j visual" which 

reflects what has been described as being particularly useful for deaf children, mainly as it helps them 

to process and accept information in a mode that presents the minimal barriers to the child [5],

A small group of teachers indicated an understanding of the needs of deaf children and the way that 

IT could be implemented to respond to those needs saying that IT“ .. allows fo r  repetition in a new 

context and provides experiences which are otherwise not available". This illuminative comment 

clearly reflects a well established knowledge, that hearing loss limits part of the experiences that 

children may acquire through the auditory channel [7] and emphasises the role of I T. in enriching 

the experiences of deaf children.

3.3 IT use in the language curriculum

Although lecturers did not strongly comment on the positive role of IT in the training of teachers of 

the deaf, they did stress that IT facilitated access to the curriculum recognising its special role in 

language development, commenting as follows: ‘77 offers opportunities to practice and improve 

reading cmd writing skills as a means o f communication additional to Sign Language ”.

Half of the teachers stressed IT’s reinforcing role in the English curriculum. They argued that IT 

encourages listening skills, facilitates literacy, learning of grammar, spelling and writing. Only 2 

teachers regarded IT as an assisting tool for the acquisition of signing skills and the positive role of 

IT in teaching signing and fingerspelling, which has been strongly promoted by Wilkins [16]. The 

;(llsociation of IT with language development did not surprise us, since much has been written on the 

value of IT to support language learning including the use of word processors as a written language 

intervention and also by allowing children opportunities for interaction, initiating language or taking 

part in communication [15].

Two teachers, one of whom, was also a mother of a hard of hearing child indicated the positive 

!: support offered by electronic communication in language development. The significant role of such 

: interaction towards the development of writing skills has been seen through the use of electronic 

i.'tommunication, as for example in the USA, where students typed messages to fellow students and in 

this way improved their writing by interacting and communicating with each other [6]. Also, five
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teachers acknowledged the positive role of Internet style services recognising some of their! 

dimensions "access to information ” or “increasedcircle o f  friends”

It is rather disappointing that the role of interactive video was absent from the teachers’ resporaej 

although it can combine the power of video materials with the interactivity afforded by a compute  ̂

These resources can be enormously helpful because they constitute purposeful activities that 

motivate and stimulate children and in this way enhance their language and communication skills [3].

4. Conclusion and Discussion

IT has a positive role in the education of deaf children and as has been explained teachers of the deaf 

nowadays do not receive adequate training concerning IT in their specialist training. Although it 

cannot be ignored that teachers may have the opportunity to receive later in-service training and 

increase their knowledge concerning IT, it is more likely that after finishing their special training th« 

will be unaware of the full implication of this role.

This has been traced amongst the teachers that participated in this study, who considered IT as a 

positive intervention for teaching and pupils’ learning and as being particularly useful for teachers of 

the deaf, but when asked to justify their responses they did not present a clear understanding of the 

role o f IT in the education o f the deaf Although they did recognise the potential of IT regarárg 

language work, they had limited views on the various ways that language could be promoted throigh 

IT. They acknowledged the positive role of word processing but the interactive features of IT 

towards language development through electronic communication or interactive video have not be«i 

substantially recorded.

Moreover, lecturers did not appear to use IT in their teaching, presenting in this way the role modd 

that they did not appreciate the potential of IT in student’s learning and thus excluded IT fiat 

training courses due to other priorities. IT must be included in the proactive development of ll* 

many roles on training courses and it is essential that consideration be given as to whether criteri»<r 

courses need to be changed to place emphasis on the importance of the role of IT in the educationti 

deaf children. It has been well documented that a special needs educator, such as a teacher of the 

deaf, needs to be knowledgeable concerning the best ways to maximise the potentials and lie
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abities of their students to interact in a wide range of environments and since IT plays a basic role in 

enabling teachers to accomplish this task and a teacher of the deaf needs to be confident their IT 

competencies [1].

It is tiierefore paramount that all courses for teachers of the deaf should include the role of IT (or 

ICT) in the development of teaching and learning with special emphasis on language development. 

Training in the use of specific software we feel is insufficient, but an ongoing process of 

^^■ideration and reflection of how and when IT can effectively support their pupils’ learning must 

bekvestigated for these teachers. Lecturers need to adopt and develop the role of IT to ensure that 

the teachers receive the benefits of this understanding but also to encourage the use of IT in their 

own professional work, thus establishing a positive role model.

The demands that such an initiative would have on training courses, requires further investigation 

and the realities behind many of the comments of our respondents need closer scrutiny. It is 

■mediately desirable to follow up on the lecturers and teachers to allow them greater time to 

explain their concerns and support them in identifying their needs towards the use of IT on their 

courses and in their classrooms. We feel that deaf children deserve this time so that their experiences 

and expectations can be enhanced by effective use of ICT in their education.
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A SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR EXPLAINING DIAGRAMS 
AT THE CLASS OF HEARING IMPAIRED STUDENTS 

USING A LCD PEN TABLET AND A VIDEO PROJECTOR

Hiroki Minagawa 1)

I. Introduction

Diagrams are very important media that can express several information as spatial relations. It is, 

tarever, difficult to understand the concepts only to read it. If there includes something unknown 

cnneepts, it Ls necessary to be given some explanation.

When someone explains a diagram to the other one(s), the expositor may point on the focus of the 

diagram using a fingertip, a stick and so on, then adds the linguistic explanations as voices. The 

pointer sometimes moves on a point, sometimes on an area, and sometimes moves along with the 

story made by the expositor. The linguistic explanations are linked to the points, the areas, and the 

stories of the diagram.

It looks like multimedia consists of visual and auditory representation[l],[2],[3].

Diagrams are very important media for hearing impaired because of the excellent visual 

representation. It is, however, difficult for hearing impaired to be given the explanation via voice.

This study aims to support for hearing impaired to obtain the explanation of diagrams, especially in 

the class of the hearing impaired students.

2. Concepts

A diagram a lecturer made for the lecture drawn on a sheet of paper is explained by him/herself or an 

assistant. The diagram is captured through a video camera, then it is projected to a screen each 

students can see from anywhere. The lecturer or the assistant can insert letters by their voice, or hand 

writing letters, or typing keyboard. The letters are related to the appropriate location on the diagram 

using a pen tablet display or a mouse. The focus along with the lecturer’s story can express as a point 

m an area using such pointing devices. The explanations can easily be erase from the diagram if it is 

necessary, so the focus of the lecturer’s story can be seen clear. It is necessary to cope with some ad

lib explanation by the lecturer or some question by the students rapidly using hand writing explanation. 

The diagram with the explanation that the lecturer or the assistant has made can serve to the students 

as the handout through LAN.

'Tsukuba College of Technology. 4-3-15. Amakubo. Tsukuba. Ibarak i 305-0005 Japan
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3. Concluding Remarks
A support system for explaining diagrams for hearing impaired is suggested. It is necessary to realia 

this system along with this suggestion as soon as possible.

This study referred to the way to add explanation to the bitmap image of the diagram. By separatiai'] 

the input of diagram image, the representation will be more flexible. This study includes a clue to | 

realize a new communication media for hearing impaired. That is, there will be a new communication ]
■ I

media based on the pen tablet display, and the representation is closed for hearing impaired users. IfJ 

this pen tablet based system would spread to each hearing impaired user, the diagrammatic interactó̂  

communication at a distance is realize through LAN.

This research is supported by the Ministry of Education, Science, Sports, and Culture (grant-in-ai^ 

for scientific research #09780164).
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Figure 1. System Concepts
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Abstract

f^ntation is one o f the most important problems o f  visually impaired people. The aim o f  this 

paper is to suggest a contribution to the solution o f  this problem using computer technology. The 

basic idea is the detection o f motion and orientation using sensors and consequent position 

identification. The detected trajectory is compared with a map and is corrected by means o f the 

algorithm described in the paper. Some problems concerning sensor detection o f human motion are 

also discussed. Based on the determined position other relevant information is provided to the user 

of system (information describing the neighbourhood o f the actual position, optimal way to the 

chosen destination, possible warnings).

1. Introduction

extemporary information technology offers various possibilities for solving many problems of 

handicapped people. Serious impairment of sight is a considerable limitation for such people. The 

main problem is a substantial information deficit and its feedback - communication barrier. Under
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normal circumstances about 80% of the processed information is mediated by the dominant sense -1 

sight, which is only inadequately substituted by touch, hearing and other senses.

One of the most important problems of visually impaired people is orientation. This problem is I 

usually solved in such a way that sightless people learn only several basic routes. Their orientatio|| 

outside these routes is difficult without additional information and can be, to a certain extent, eva 

dangerous.

Despite the growing attention paid to the problem of the orientation of blind people during the I 

years (see [1], [2], [8]), the problem is not sufficiently solved yet.

The main goal of this paper is a presentation of some principles of navigation and informatiofl 

system for sight handicapped people. The purpose of the system is not to solve all the problenjl 

involved in orientation and route control of blind people but to serve as an additional tool which c 

help sightless people respecting their psychology and social feeling.

Our idea is based on the following forethought:

• State authorities own detailed town maps in a digital form of GIS (Geographical Informatia 

System) and they are likely to agree with their use for orientation of sightless.

• Multimedia sensors connected to computer system allow the orientation to be determined. Thii|| 

feature can be used for trajectory estimation.

• It is possible to determine the position comparing the digital map in the computer memory and I  

the calculation of trajectory of sightless using self-correcting algorithm.

• It is also possible to find a certainty factor for the position determined and to tell to which extendi 

this position is reliable.

• In order to help the self-correcting algorithm to avoid situations when position determination is 1 
unreliable, estimating of the position by means of radio beacons on the frequency assigned for] 

this purpose (88,790 MHz in the Czech Republic) and by the global estimation of position by] 

GPS (Global Positioning Satellite System) can be used.

• Graph algorithms allow the optimal path to be found from a given place to the chosen one (the] 

shortest way need not be optimal from the viewpoint of safety).

• Using speech synthesis it is possible to inform the user about possible roadblocks and dangen 

places and to pass him (requested) information about his environment.

The system can work in two different modes:

1. Navigation mode is based on the map. The system navigates and informs the user about the] 

actual environment.

2. Learning mode is used when no map data are available. The system memorises the trajectory that] 

can be used in future processing as a part of memorised map.

For visually impaired people it is advantageous to choose a way that passes as few as possible] 

crossroads and other dangerous places. For this purpose the length of each path section is weighted] 

by safety factor. Then the common shortest path algorithm can be applied to find the optimal path.
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I  Position, Itinerary and Map -  Formalisation

Ii this section we formalise the notions of position, itinerary and map. This is suitable for use of 

formal qjparatus and for exact formulation of some intuitive terms. We will consider an itinerary as 

an indexed system of positions after each step. Each position in an itinerary can be described by 

system of attributes. For the real implementation of system such attributes as determined physical 

position, global or local changes of direction, sound environment, terrain characteristics, etc., can be 

Bed. From this point of view, the set of all positions forming an itinerary can be considered as a 

^ a l  case of Pawlak information system.

Let us briefly recall that Pawlak information system (see, e.g. [5]) is an ordered quadruple S = (U, 

A; V, f), where U is a set of objects, A is a set of attributes, V is a set of attribute values and f  is a 

mapping of the set UxA into V. The sets U, A, V are supposed to be finite.

Definition 1. A Pawlak information system P = (P, A, V, f) with indexed set P is said to be 

itinerary. More formally, we suppose that a bijection I from P onto the interval (1, ..., n) (where n 

iscardinality of P) is defined. The elements of P will be called positions. The position P indexed by 

i (i.e. the position for which I(P) = i) will be denoted by P(i).

For 1 < i < n we denote P(i) the itinerary derived from an itinerary P by reduction of set P to the set 

j P(l),... P(i)}. (This means, that P(i) forms a “subpath” of P from starting position to the position 

indexed i.)

The theory of Pawlak information system can be used e.g. for reducing of possible redundant 

attributes and for application of some algebraic methods ([5], [6], [7]).

Definition 2. A map is a pair M = (Z, d), where Z is a set of itineraries with common set of 

attributes and d is a metric on the set of all possible positions (for any itinerary).

For real implementation, d can be used in the form of weighted sum

d(Pi.Pj) = Iaida(f,(Pi, a),fj(Pj, a)), 

ae A
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where dg is the metric associated to the attribute a and indices i, j are used to distinguish posÜ 

Pi and Pj. Suppose for instance that an attribute is of the type of local terrain characterisation. 1 

the metric associated to this attribute should express the measure of similarity between ( 

instances of local terrain characterisation (value of the attribute of such type can be more com 

than a real number, e.g., it can be a vector or matrix).

The weights at can be determined by heuristics or they can be obtained by experimentin 

consequent evaluation of the optimal weights (for experiments done) by optimisation methods;| j

Determination of the values of position attributes for a map can be performed mostly automatic 

by computing the values of attributes from GIS maps (e.g., co-ordinates of position, global orli 

terrain characterisation, etc.,) and partly by experimenting with the system in the learning ma 

some data are incomplete the number of attributes can be reduced for the time before completia

3. Algorithm for Computed Position Correcting

User trajectory is computed from a starting point at each step by determining the physical posa 

of the feet by sensors. Comparing the attributes of actual position with the map can esse 

reduce error that appears in this process. Unfortunately, the actual position of the user may! 

correspond to the path position (in the map) with the same index because step length can vaiŷ  

because of physical position error. We use a modification of DTW (Dynamic Time Wai 

algorithm (see, e.g. [4]) to overcome these difficulties. Let P|, P2 be two itineraries belonging ti 

map M. We want to find a correspondence f  c  {Pi(l), ... , Pi(n) } x (P2(l), ■■■ , P2(m )} 

minimises the expression

Z d(P, P’) (2)
(P, P') e f

by the following assumptions;

1. The correspondence f  includes the pairs (( P1 (1), P2( 1)) and (P1 (n), P2(m))

2. If (P](i), P2(j)) e f  then exactly one of the following cases holds:

(a) (P,(i+1), P2Ü))e f

(b) (P,(i),P2(j+l))e f

(c) (P,(i+1), P20+1))6 f

Minimal value of the expression (2) under these assumptions will be denoted D(Pi, ^ 2)- (Thisv 

can be obtained by non-linear programming methods.)
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It is easy to see, that

Sl(x,y)ef} = {P ,(l),...,P ,(n)}

ltd

|y|{x,y)ef} = {P2( l ) , . . . , P 2(m)}

Row, let P\, 7*2 be itineraries belonging to a map M = (Z, d) and suppose P2 is the chosen “sample” 

itinerary whose physical positions were determined from a (physical) map. The user chooses this 

itinerary as the path he wants to follow. Suppose P\ is the path that was determined by the system 

from the starting position to the position indexed by i (i.e. position after i-th step). For the itinerary 

Pi the attribute of computed physical position is not precise and should be corrected. The correction 

is now obtained by the following steps:

1. Determine the index), (1 < j < m) which minimises D(7*i, 7*2(j))-

2. Substitute the value of the computed physical position attribute of the position Pi(i) by the 

analogous attribute value of the position P2(j)-

This application of the DTW algorithm is motivated by the analogy with application of DTW 

algorithm for comparing spoken words (represented by sequences of acoustic vectors) and shows 

good practical results.

3. Step Detection by Sensors

In this section we would like to illustrate some problems arising in sensor detection of human 

motion. We are searching for methods that are suitable for determination of a particular stage of 

each step, e.g. the moment of treading (i.e. when the foot is laid on the ground, risen, etc.). These 

methods could be based on the following principles:

• Detection of the deflexion from horizontal plane

-Detection of the side deviation from the vertical plane perpendicular to the walking direction

• Detection of sensor vibration at treading

The detection of the deflexion from horizontal plane can be used for step detection if the sensor 

(Virtual i-0 3D Sensor) is attached to tarsus. In Fig. 1 the change of the deflexion is shown for this 

case. When the foot is risen at walk the deflexion increases till the maximum value is achieved, it is 

changed in a particular way during the course of the step, and, finally, depending on treading style it 

returns from the maximum positive or negative value to the starting position.
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It may be concluded from our experiments that the use of this method is the most advantageous fori I 
detecting the time point of rising the foot from the ground. We are thus searching for places whajl 

the deflexion from the horizontal plane changes from zero value to maximal negative value. Thei| 

most serious problems of this method are connected with shambling which is characteristic for old 

people. Also “tiptoeing” may lead to distorted results.

angle

Fig. 1. Change of the deflexion from horizontal plane

Side deviation from vertical plane perpendieular to the walking direction can be used for step 

detection in case when sensors are attached to the thigh or shin. In Fig. 2 the changes of deviation I 
from the vertical plane perpendicular to the walking direction are given. In most cases the 

maximum value is achieved at the moment of treading on the ground. This is the reason why we 

seek the maximum value in the graphic representation of step course. The method does not give' 

good results for “marching”.

angle

time

Fig. 2. Change of the deflexion from vertical plane
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When both methods mentioned above were tested problems appeared which were caused by the fact 

that sensors could not be fixed on the leg tightly enough to prevent minor vibrations. In Fig. 3 the 

influence of these minor vibration on the change of the angle between monitored vector and 

reference vector (1,1,1) can be observed. Experiments showed that system behaviour in such case is 

rather regular.

This led us to attempts to use sensor vibrations at treading for step detection. In the graphic 

representation of angle changes we seek points near which the value is changing rapidly in all co

ordinates. The method works well in the case of quick paces, however, it gives wrong results if 

sensor vibrations are caused by other factors than treading.

angle

time

From the above discussion it can be concluded that no step detection method gives satisfactory 

results in all cases. For this reason we have chosen a combination of the methods, which is able to 

compensate a failure of one method by the reliable function of other methods. If one method detects 

a step a “voting” of all methods proceeds in which the vote of each method has a particular weight. 

These weights are generally dependent on the ground, walk characteristics, etc. At present we are 

trying to estimate weights in particular cases on the basis of experiments. We are also testing the 

utilisation of the learning mechanisms, especially neural networks ([9]), for automatic 

determination of weights from the experimental data.
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4. Conclusions

The presented framework for trajectory determination and correcting combines the advantages ofil 

system that can leam trajectory with determining the position using GIS and GPS and correctingtl 

by other attributes detected or measured by sensors. Our present research concerns, beside* tktj 

problem mentioned above, the topics of communication which should be carry out mostly bjl 

speech synthesis and recognition ([3]).

The further development of the presented framework will be directed toward experiments wil 

precision and reliability of the sensors and building software components allowing to transform GB| 

data into a form suitable for system evaluation and testing the prototype of the system.
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Abstract:

The paper presents considerarations of limitations in designing of mobile devices for the blind 

users. The principles of a model of ultrasound safe way detector worked out at the Technical 

University of Gdansk is presented. The method of determinig position of obstacles is discussed.

1. Introduction

The blind who move in an open space on their own are exposed to dangerous collisions with 

obstacles that are difficult to detect without the help of eyesight. These obstacles include poles, road 

signs, low hanging branches and cars parked on the streets. Many devices have been constructed to 

detect obstacles, however, they have not won the approval of the blind. What they actually did was 

making movement more difficult instead of helping to avoid collisions with obstacles in the way. 

An in-depth analysis of the features of these devices showed that they responded to the presence of 

obstacles without determining their position which made an adequate maneuver impossible in trying 

to avoid a collision without having to perform additional actions such as reaching out to actually 

feel the obstacle with the cane or hand. What is more these devices required a continuous tracking 

of the signals emitted. These signals engage the attention of the blind person and hamper the 

reception of sounds coming from the surrounding space. The end effect was that instead of assisting 

free movement in an open space, these devices made it even more difficult.
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2. Needs and limitations of the blind users

Analysis of the possibilities, needs and limitations of the blind showed that the main b< 

encountered by a designer of a device meant to help a blind person with making their way across an 

open space is the slow speed of information flow through the other active senses. [1]. Therefore a 

device like that has to be complex enough to be able to take over the analysis of received signals ia 

terms of determining the position of obstacles appearing on a blind person's way. Another task for 

the device is to figure out whether, and how, these obstacles could be avoided. The device shoi 

also generate and convey to the blind user short verbal commands which explicitly describe the typej 

of recommended action, for example, turn left, stop, take a strong turn right, etc. The transmisáj 

speed, other than through sight, of information to human consciousness is low. This enfoiceja 

reduction of the penetration area to the necessary minimum, i.e. to an area a little bit bigger than a 

corridor that is 1 m wide, 2 m high and 2 to 3 m long in front of the device which represents a sj 

that a blind person will walk across within the next several seconds.

To penetrate space the obstacle detecting devices use either visible or ii 

electromagnetic radiation or ultrasounds at the frequency of several dozen kHz. The relatively low 

frequency allows a digital processing of signals in real time and resulting from that, the possibfl 

of eliminating undesirable phenomena such as fluctuation of echoes and accidental overly of j 
waves reflected from various objects which in end effect wrongly identify non-existing objects.

To convey information produced by technical equipment to the mind of a blind person o« 

can only use the senses of hearing and touch. This is so because the other senses an 

underdeveloped. Touch with its wide reception field and many features that make it simitóíj 

eyesight, is potentially the best channel for transmitting two-dimensional information that that| 

devices deal with. Unfortunately, so far we have not been successful in designing user fria^ 

cheap arrays of stimulators that would activate the receptors of this sense. Therefore hearing istk] 

only sense capable of supporting the transmission of complex information with a practical meaii 

for the user. At the same time one needs to be aware of the fact that hearing performs a major rolei 

spatial orientation. Sounds heard by a blind person on the street help him to simultaneously obsa*j 

many events happening around him. Correct recognition of the traffic, distance to vehicles, sped 

and direction of movement, sounds of vehicles braking before pedestrian walks or at pulfc| 

transportation stops and the reception of echoes reflected from buildings has such an elema^j 

significance for a free and safe walking across the town that acoustic signals generated by the devi#
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r
should not handicap the perception of the natural sounds of the environment. For this reason it was 

dKided that the designed device should use short verbal messages informing about the next move to 

Be made to avoid collision with an obstacle. Another problem to be solved and just as important is 

to transmit to the user's ears sounds of speech emitted by the device so that:

- the blind person could hear them properly,

■ others would not hear them,

-they would not hamper the inflow of acoustic soimds from the surrounding space.

These three conditions can be met adequately and simultaneously if we use headphones with an 

open input which are used in some devices for people with impaired hearing.

The model of ultrasound safe way detector which answers the consideration mentioned 

above has been designed at the Technical University of Gdansk '.

3. The method of determining position

To penetrate the space in front of the device ultrasonic pulses were used at the frequency of 

18 kHz and duration of 1.1 msec. Using the beamforming method the signals received are 

transformed into 7 envelope signals corresponding to seven space observation cones. [3]. The cones 

whose vertexes are at the point of the device and have angles of 9 degrees can be placed 

horizontally (next to each other) or vertically (one on the other). The applied beamforming 

■|| parameters show that the consecutive points of the envelope of received signals correspond to the 

points in space found on seven radii of the circular sector. The distance between the consecutive 

points on a given radius is 37 mm. At the same time it is the resolution of distance in this method. 

The area of the space undergoing the analysis was limited to a rectangular prism, Im wide, 2m long 

and 2 m high placed 0.5 m (dead zone) before the device. (A bird's eye view of the situation is 

shown in Fig. 1).

This woric was supported by the grant no. 4 P05D 0303 of the Polish State Committee for Scientific Research.
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In the course of the experiments it was found that apart from obstacles actually found in llit| 

device's field of view, it also detects non-existing objects which come up and disappear in thtl 

consecutive measurements. This undesirable phenomenon is the result of echo fluctuation andtkl 

interference of waves reflected from objects found beyond the area of penetration. This can tel 

eliminated by the application of two types of echo amplitude summation -  spatial (reduce! tie| 

accuracy of object positioning) and so called progressive which sums up the values of envelo| 

from n recent measurements. By summing up the values of echoes from n measurements foragivaj 

envelope (where n= 2 to 10), an n times bigger area is treated as one point which reduces n-tin4| 

the resolution. Since the goal of these efforts is to locate obstacles, i.e. searching in the receĥ il 

signals for envelope amplitudes with values higher than the experimentally defined threshold val«,| 

all numerical operations use unmeasured values of amplitudes, however, with values at 0 or 1 

respectively for the value of the envelope that is smaller or bigger than the threshold value. Beftsl 

the process of summation the modified binary values from n measurements are memorizljil 

consecutive temporary maps. Another map stores values that have been summed up spatially I 
progressively. This is done in the following way. In consecutive measurement cycles (aftersendá|l 

a consecutive sounding signal) binary equivalents of amplitudes are added to another tempóiul 

map with full resolution and from n maps like this the summed up values are input into a map w|l 

reduced resolution. These operations are repeated in a cycle. To recap, in this method we usen+ll 

maps. In one of them a picture is created showing the location of actually existing objects while lit I 
other maps are used for eliminating accidental echoes. Naturally, this double system of summi|jpl 

of normalized signals does not reduce to zero the contents of those areas of the map which displajdj 

false echoes exclusively. By selecting the right threshold value, though, we can obtain a stali| 

picture of the area under penetration.
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4. The block diagram and the principle of operation of the ultrasonic loud

speaking safe way detector

The block diagram of the ultrasonic loud-speaking safe way detector is presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The block diagram of the ultrasound detector.

The central unit is made of two Motorola DSP56000 signal transducers linked with each other 

through SCI serial ports operating in the asynchronous mode. They are also linked through HI ports 

with a host computer equipped with a speech synthesizer. The first DSP controls the analog-digital 

transducer A/D which processes signals from an ultrasonic waves receiver. The other DSP 

processor is equipped with two external memories of the RAM type and controls the digital-analog 

D/A whose output is connected with a high-frequency loudspeaker through an amplifier. In the SSI 

port of the processor a sampling frequency of the received signals is generated. In the address spaces 

of A ports of both DSPs permanent EPROM type memories are placed with a software that controls 

the operations of signal processors. [2].

The receiving part of the detector consists of an array of 8 x 8 electret microphones switched in 

cycles into 8 lines and 8 columns. The block diagram of the ultrasound emitter and receiver circuits 

i is showed in Fig. 3.
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weighting &summíng circiuts

Fig. 3. Block diagram of ultrasound part of the system.

The signals from outputs of lines or columns through the weighting and summing circuiti mj 

passed on to the A/D transducer. When power is on, programs from the EPROM memoiyj[ 

automatically loaded into DSP and temporary tables from the host computer are loaded to I 

memories of both DSPs. In this way the system is ready to work. At a signal from the host comp 

the other DSP generates a sounding ultrasonic pulse whose duration is 1 ms which through a higl 

frequency loudspeaker is emitted into space in a solid angle of about 60 degrees. The wav< 

reflected from the obstacles are received by the array of microphones and depending on the seti ĵ 

the switching array they are summed up with respective weights in columns or lines. Electric sig 

obtained in this way are passed on one by one to the A/C transducer input which conducti t 

measurements of each of the signals every quarter of a wave period and transmits the meai 

values to the first DSP. This processor following the principle of beamforming transforms them ini 

envelopes of seven signals corresponding to seven cones of space observation in front of the devicj 

(Fig. 4.) Through the SCI serial port the values of the envelope are transmitted to the second I 

where they are normalized and summed up following the above algorithm. The map created t 

several echo signal processing procedures is analyzed for obstacle positioning.
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Fig. 4. The „view” of the tree in the horizontal and vertical beams.

If obstacles are detected in the received signals, the coordinates are calculated and sent to the host 

computer where the decision is made -  what maneuver the blind user of the device is supposed to 

make to avoid the obstacle. An appropriate message is given through the speech synthesizer.

4. Conclusions

The presented model of the ultrasound detector of the safe way is a next attempt to solve a 

problem of a mobile device for the blind. The main goal of this device is to help the blind person to 

avoid the obstacles instead to signal their presence. Therefore a beamforming and signal processing 

method was used to process the ultrasound echoes and determind the position of obstacles. The 

speech output is used to give out a short clear commands to the blind user.
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Abstract

Non-visual access to non-textual information presents many challenges. One challenge is 
that there are many examples of information in which the content and visual layout are 
almost inextricably tied together. When a clear separation of content and presentation is 
possible, a second challenge arises - there are few electronic formats that actually make 
this separation. A final challenge is that of finding efficient, intuitive, inexpensive 
methods of displaying nontextual information nonvisually. Two research programs at 
Oregon State University that address some of these challenges are described in this paper. 
One is the development of the DotsPlus tactile font set and TIGER (Tactile Graphics 
EmbosseR).
The second is use of VRML to produce audio/tactually accessible 2D figures.

Keywords:

DotsPlus, tactile graphics embosser, VRML nontextual information, print disabilities

Introduction

Speech or braille screen readers can provide excellent access to standard computerized 
text (although access can be severely hindered by complex electronic formats such as the 
PDF information provided for potential presenters at this conference). Very little other 
computerized information can be accessed easily (Barry 1994).

This paper discusses briefly two nontextual information access research projects 
underway at Oregon State University. Each is an attempt to find a general solution by 
defining or extending current paradigms for display or data storage.
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DotsPlus

DotsPlus is a paradigm for representing text tactually in one of several fonts. Each 
character is unique and recognizable out of context. These characteristics permit DotsPlus 
to be used in graphics applications where text may appear in unpredictable locations. 
Examples include mathematical equations, and labels or other text notations on diagrams, 
maps, charts, etc.

The original DotsPlus font represented letters in 8-dot braille (Gardner 1993) 
Subsequently a number of improvements were made, in particular to the original 
punctuation marks, and a 6-dot DotsPlus font was developed (Gardner 1998). Lower case 
letters are standard braille in both font sets. A number of other symbols are also 
represented in braille but most of the thousands of symbols appearing in specialized 
literature are represented by tactile images of the ink print symbol.

In 8-dot braille and DotsPlus, capital letters are indicated by a dot in the dot-7 position 
(left bottom dot in a cell having four rows and two columns of dots). In 6-dot braille and 
DotsPlus, capital letters are indicated as a double width 6-dot cell. The right side of that 
cell is lower case braille, and the left side is the capital letter indicator. In English braille 
and DotsPlus, the capital indicator is a dot in the lower right position.

DotsPlus numbers are represented by European Computer Braille, and punctuation marks 
are represented by graphic symbols that feel much like braille punctuation marks but are 
distinguishable from dropped letters if examined carefully.

We believe that most literary braille readers who want to learn DotsPlus can do so rather 
easily. Apart from the numbers, standard text reads very much like uncontracted braille. 
A DotsPlus reader of more advanced literature must learn many new symbols, but this is 
identical to the learning process of sighted readers. A blind or sighted child must both 
leam the shape of a plus and equals sign before learning to do arithmetic for example.

There are only minor differences between DotsPlus fonts among languages sharing the 
roman alphabet. In 8-dot DotsPlus, the period (full stop) symbol shape may be altered for 
languages (e.g. German, Swedish) having a different braille period from the 
English/French symbol. For 6-dot DotsPlus the "prefix" symbol in the double cell braille 
symbols can be changed to reflect different capital letter indicators used in languages 
other than English. Such differences are minor enough that readers should have little 
difficulty reading literature printed in other languages. This is unfortunately not true for 
most braille literature.

Widespread testing and use of DotsPlus has been severely hindered by the difficulty and 
expense of printing DotsPlus. A wax-jet printer used for original DotsPlus research is no 
longer commercially available. Swell paper can be used to make DotsPlus materials, but
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swell paper is expensive and requires considerable expertise to make copy in which 
braille dots are easy to read.

A new technology invented at Oregon State University now allows embossing with 
resolution good enough to make DotsPlus materials. The TIGER printer, based on this 
new technology, is expected to become commercially available at a cost of approximately 
$6000 by the time of this conference. The TIGER includes a Windows 95 printer driver 
that permits direct printing from most Windows 95 applications. Users need to use a 
screen font with the correct size and should avoid complex multicolored or gray scale 
drawings. Otherwise virtually anything that can be printed on a standard printer can be 
printed on TIGER.

Accessible Graphics using VRML

Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) is becoming popular in World Wide Web 
applications (Roehl 1996, Carey 1997). VRML allows one to create time-dependent 
three-dimensional models that can be displayed interactively. VRML "figures" are 
electronic files organized into a well-structured tree and are displayed by viewers that 
provide a two dimensional projection of the model (VRML 1997). Users may 
Interactively modify the view by turning or moving through the model.

We have taken advantage of the power and flexibility of VRML to construct and display 
simple two dimensional figures such as those appearing in scientific literature at all 
levels. (Bulatov, 1998) We construct a VRML model using any convenient three 
dimensional objects whose projection is the 2D picture we desire. This may be done with 
standard authoring tools and eventually with a special 2D authoring tool we intend to 
write. This model is then modified with a special editing software application we have 
designed. With this editing software one may produce a second VRML file in which each 
object can be provided with a label that contains information that is, in principle, 
arbitrarily rich. Presently we permit only plain text.

Standard VRML browsers display the second file identically to the first. However if the 
model is well structured, and the labels are sufficiently informative, the second VRML 
figure is completely accessible to people with print disabilities through one of a number 
of specialized "viewers".

The special viewers are programs that supplement a standard VRML viewer by 
interpreting the special labels. The simplest special viewer, and the only one that is near 
completion at present, uses a common technique that permits a blind user to "read" a 
complex tactile figure with the help of a computer. A tactile copy of the VRML picture 
must be made and placed on an external digitizing pad. A blind user may then explore the 
tactile figure and request information about objects. This request, made for example by 
pressing on an object and activating the digitizing pad, causes the label to be displayed on
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the computer screen and, if desired, browsed in audio through use of an internal speech 
engine. In principle the label can be read with a braille or speech screen reader also.

The "audio/tactile" viewer has the disadvantage that a tactile copy must be printed before 
the figure can be read. An external digitizing pad is also required. Many kinds of 
information can be displayed by simpler schemes in which some kind of on-line tactile or 
audio object locator gives the user qualitative or semi-quantitative information about the 
position and shape of objects in the model. Then the user can choose to display the label 
for more information. We note that a three-dimensional object locator that a blind user 
can use to follow an object would open the possibility of access to nearly any VRML 
model, not just 2D projections. Finally, there are classes of information (e.g. structured 
trees, flow diagrams, charts, and tables) for which a user may find it more convenient to 
explore logical structure rather than physical structure.

These are all possible in principle, but a considerable amount of research and testing is 
required to learn how to translate these concepts into useful products. The special 
accessible VRML format we have developed permits this type of research.

The purpose of this research project is to make 2D graphics accessible to people with 
print impairments, not specifically to make VRML accessible. However VRML is 
presently the only public format that is both well-structured and flexible enough to permit 
addition of labels. VRML models of the future could, in principle, be made fully 
accessible by the authors if they choose to add sufficiently detailed labels. Alternatively, 
it is relatively straightforward for an editor later to add labels to a well-designed existing 
VRML model. To our knowledge no other 2D or 3D graphics format permits either 
possibility. These two properties, along with the existence of a number of user-specific 
special viewers make the VRML format potentially quite accessible.
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PRESENTING DYNAMIC TACTILE 
BITMAP GRAPHICS USING A STANDARD 
BRAILLE CHARACTER GLYPH DISPLAY

M, Schönhacker *)

Abstract

Vie author presents a simple, software-only solution to the presentation o f low resolution tactile 

bitmap graphics on standard Braille character glyph displays. The method can be used to display 

mtic and dynamic graphics, as well as for the generation o f small pictures by blind users. Due to a 

separated screen layout optimised for simultaneous presentation, easy cooperation o f a blind and a 

sighted person (e.g. in a two-person game) and supervision (e.g. in a teaching environment) is 

possible. Sample applications shown in this paper include a simple bitmap editor as well as a 

mathematical function plotter.

1. INTRODUCTION

“It is completely obvious that a conventional one-line Braille display is not suited to furnish a tactile 
representation of a screen in graphics mode.” -  This quote from [4] seems natural, yet it is 
disappointing.

. Some types of screen output can be represented in other ways. Interesting developments include a 
way of adapting Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) for use by visually impaired persons [2], a 
method of programming GUI access [5], translation of elements of the MS Windows™ 
environment to speech output [1], tactile feedback of mouse actions [3], parametric sound beams 
[6], and many other ways of transforming screen content into media other than visual output.

This is feasible in cases where it is in fact textual content or hierarchical structure that needs to be 
presented. However, there are situations where tactile information is indispensable, e.g. when trying

! Martin Schönhacker, Institute of Computer Graphics, Vienna University of Technology,
Karlsplatz 13/186-1, A-I040 Vienna, Austria; Telephone: -i-43 1 58801 4079, Fax: +43 1 504 25 83, 
Email: hchoenhacker@eiunix,tuwien.ac.at
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to convey knowledge of symbols a visually impaired person might encounter in particular 
situations. A tactile map may include simple glyphs like the common exit symbol (an arrow 
originating in the centre of a square), and it may be useful to leam about the glyphs commonly used 
in (printed) Latin script to be able to decipher engraved characters.

Thinking of more complex applications, learning about mathematical functions could be made 
easier by an interactive tool offering a graphical display, and blind users may wish to use their 
computers to play graphical games very much like sighted people do, including interactive dynamic 
graphics.

Unfortunately, tactile graphical displays are very expensive, so a bitmap display of reasonable size 
is currently unfeasible. However, a considerable number of 40- or 80-character Braille displays for 
Personal Computers is already in use. This article presents a simple software solution to using this 
kind of display for graphical information, and for displaying mixtures of graphics and Braille text.

2. A different look at Braille characters

Usually Braille line displays are being looked at as just that: a set of consecutive Braille charactersl| 
However, as each character consists of six or (more usually on computer displays) eight dots, an 
array of characters may be seen as a tactile graphical bitmap. For example. Figure I shows a pattern) 
that might be read as “eieie”, but could also be interpreted as the graphical representation of a wavyi 
line.

• o
o •
o o
o o

o •
• o
o o
o o

• o
o •
o o
o o

o •
• o
o o
o o

• o
o •
o o
o o

Figure 1: Seeing Braille characters as graphical information.

At first glance, using a Braille line for this kind of display appears to be a rather ridiculous and 
pointless effort. After all, a 40-character display will only result in a bitmap of 80 (horizontal) by 4 
(vertical) dots, which is a rather strange resolution for common GUIs. On the other hand, as can be 
seen from the “wavy line” example in Figure l ,  resolution is not always vital. Furthermore, scrolling 
can be used to display a larger “virtual” bitmap that can be scanned by the user.

The actual process of displaying graphical information can easily be programmed once a “reverse) 
mapping” from Braille characters to individual dot combinations has been established. This list of 
64 (for 6-dot displays) or 256 (for 8-dot displays) codes has to be adapted to the local or machine  ̂
specific version of the Braille character set, which basically involves a simple set-up process and 
needs to be done only once. Software can then take care of the rest.

In particular, dots cannot be set individually as on conventional bitmap displays. The state of all the 
other dots in the same Braille character must be taken into account, and a reverse mapped charactaf
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tok is calculated from the state of all its dots. This operation can be encapsulated in a driver 
nMÉile, so the actual program simply uses bitmap operations that are translated accordingly.

Concurrent display of graphics and text is yet another problem, as there is no way to distinguish a 
ffiaille character from a small array of graphical dots. One needs an additional attribute to be able to 
teide what is being presented, and the use of colour attributes seems to be a logical solution. Most 
Braille lines will provide this information on demand, be it as speech or on a separate tactile 
display, and by virtue of this additional feature graphics and text can be mixed. Note that this can 
ally be done on a character by character basis, i.e. in horizontal steps of two dots per unit. This is 
iaia serious restriction, but one that needs to be understood.

3. Taking care of the sighted user

Sange as it may seem, the proposed method of displaying tactile graphics is a real problem to 
sighted users. While a blind user is examining the graphical display, the view for a sighted person 
(c.g. a collaborator, partner or teacher) is impaired by the blind person’s hands. Also, some Braille 
lines feature black dots on black background, which makes them virtually impossible to read 
visually.

Unfortunately, looking at the screen is not an option for the sighted user, as the character codes 
displayed by the reverse mapping procedure do not bear any visual resemblance of the graphical 
representation. Therefore a sighted user will not usually be able to understand what is being 
displayed on the Braille line.

The proposed solution to this problem is a screen layout that satisfies the needs of both the visually 
impaired and the sighted user. It involves using a part of the screen to display the (visually 
meaningless) reverse mapped characters for the Braille line {Braille display area), separating this 
area clearly from everything else to prevent confusion for the blind user, and displaying the same 
information visually on the rest of the screen. However, the matter is not quite as simple.

Firstly, textual information should of course be presented to the sighted user as text. This suggests 
the use of a text display area which only extracts the text from the tactile information.

Secondly, the bitmapped tactile display needs to be mapped to graphics on the screen. 
Unfortunately the Braille line will only display properly if the screen is in text mode, so the 
“graphic” representation has to be done in a graphical display area using the block graphics 
characters of the standard PC character set. This requires a software driver which is actually very 
similar to the one displaying graphics on the Braille line, as it also needs to combine two “dots” (2 
rows by 1 column) into one reverse mapped character. To enhance presentation, characters on the 
Braille line can be shown in alternating levels of grey. Although this information is normally 
redundant, it proves particularly useful e.g. when a sighted person explains the display to a blind 
user.
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B ra ille  d isp lay  a re a  

sh o w in g  a ll th e  

(p o te n tia lly  cryptic ) 

c h a ra c te rs

T e x t d is p la y  a re a  

sh o w in g  o n ly  th e  

tex tu a l co n ten t
G ra p h ic a l d is p la y  a re a  

show ing  a n  a c c u ra te  

dot re p res en ta tio n  of 

g rap h ic s  a n d  g lyphs

Figure 2: Experimental combined screen layout.

Figure 2 shows the screen layout used by the author in various experiments. It has been found to|| 

quite useful and easily understandable. For the purposes of this paper, the picture has been inva 
for better printing. Note the levels of grey indicating the difference between textual and gra( 
information in the Braille display area. In particular, some of the characters of the alphal 
sequences have been overwritten and turned into graphics by the lines that can be seen in I 
graphical display area.

The text display area has been spaced in order to correspond to the graphical display area,) 
corresponding characters are shown in identical colours. This makes it unnecessary for the si| 
used to be able to (visually) read Braille script from the graphical display area.

4. Sample application: a graphics editor

Figure 3 shows the opening screen of a simple graphics editor written by the author. That screen á|j 
example of text-only information. As can be seen, text is of course visible in the Braille dis{ 
area as well as in the text display area. It is the inclusion of graphics that makes a separate I 
display area so useful, because the Braille display area will then contain confusing characteul 
seen in Figure 2.
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SraphEdl —  0  simple graphics editor 
jsing 0  bitnepped B raille display 
Version 3 (c) 1998 Martin Schönhacker

Get help at any tine by pressing "?" 
töress any key to start the progran?

Lower Ltid of BrtiilJe üisplciy
C r a p h E d l  ------- a s i n p l e  g r a p h i c s  e d i t o r
u s i n g  a b i t n a p p e d  B r a i l l e  d i s p l a y
V e r s i o n  3 ( c )  1 9 9 8  M a r t i n  S c h ö n h a c k e r

Ge t  h e l p  a t  a n y  t i m e  b y  p r e s s i n g  " 7 ‘* 
s s a n y k e y  t o  s t a r t  __t h e ^  P_r_o g r a *^ e s s  a n y  k e y

F r I V ^ .

■ ^ r  V - n  ' a  
i v  - n  : m  n « ^ r -

«-vrrr-  ̂ ■*™'a

k
Figure 3: Opening screen of graphics editor.

■graphics editor has been used experimentally by a blind student who was almost immediately 
éle to draw her own small pictures of geometric shapes. The program quickly turned into a 
favourite toy, which seems understandable: It offers a facility of generating tactile graphical 
information without having to spend a long time on handling “hardware”, e.g. attaching threads of 
wool to cardboard.

Hen switching to “graphics mode”, the experimental editor showed another small problem: It 
! would have been useful to have a permanent cursor, but this could not be done reasonably in the 
gsphic representation.

Consequently, a “dynamic cursor” was introduced. A special key (currently it is the Space key for 
■Tvenience) makes the graphical cursor blink several times by inverting the respective dot at an 
e^rimentally determined frequency of 2Vi Hz to give the moving parts in the Braille line enough 
ÉK to react to the stimulus. The hardware screen cursor will at the same time be set to the 
corresponding line and character in the Braille display area, which should usually set the Braille line 
10 show that place.
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The editor can be used to draw bitmapped pictures sized 80 (horizontal) by 24 (vertical) dots 
shown in Figure 4. Note that in this case the text display area is inactive because the entire sen 
area is being used for graphics. The Braille display area shows only strange characters, which ca 
of course be expected.

In the current screen layout, the Braille display area is limited to six lines in order to 
everything fit on one screen. However, horizontal and vertical scrolling can easily be progra 
which would allow a scrollable bitmap to be of almost arbitrary “virtual” size.

Future experiments will include displaying longer texts with embedded graphics. This extensia 
brings up an interesting problem as text may only be scrolled four pixels (i.e. one text line) at atij 
to remain readable, while graphics could in principle be scrolled smoothly (i.e. pixel by pixelli] 
although the usefulness of such fine-grain scrolling appears somewhat questionable.

Sample application: a function plotter

Figure 5 is an example of another sample application. It shows the plot of a sine wave, includj 
labels for the axes and the function itself.

Figure 5: Plot of sine wave including descriptive text.

As can be seen from the success of various pocket calculators capable of plotting mathemi^i 
functions, graphical resolution is not the main requirement for this type of application. And if it ci 
be done using a standard device like a Braille line, a function plotter could certainly enhance i 
visually impaired person’s access to some aspects of mathematics that might otherwise be hard# 
understand. .
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Future perspectives and acknowledgements

There are many applications of this simple tactile graphical display, in particular considering that it 
(te  not generate any additional cost in hardware if the visually impaired person’s computer is 
equipped with a Braille line.

Initial experiments with dynamic display have already been conducted, and the results are 
promising. For instance, a few dots moving along the display can be declared to represent asteroids 
which brings a classic computer game to the world of tactile graphics. As the information is also 
visible on the screen, the logical next step would involve computer games for two users, where one 
is sighted and uses the screen while the other is visually impaired and uses the Braille line.

Research on this project has partially been made possible by a grant from the “Hochschul- 
jubilaumsstiftung der Stadt Wien”, for which the author wishes to express his thanks and gratitude.
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Session IV
Access to the World Wide Web





WebAdapter: A prototype of a WWW browser 
with new special needs adaptations

Dirk Hermsdorf'

Msiract
Wipaper will present the prototype o f the WWW (World Wide Web)-browser WebAdapter, which 
fmides new special needs adaptations for physically handicapped, blind and visually impaired end 
utrs. These adaptations include near miss tolerances, implementation o f sophisticated HTML- 
pidelines and advanced speech output. A user test will evaluate the usefulness o f these features. Other 
kipnmements for the user interface o f WWW-browsers will be discussed as well.

L Introduction

Computer technology has become a very important part of our all-day life. It can be found in offices, 
Itenes, our homes and many other places. Computers are a necessary tool to handle the mass of 
itisting data So it is very important that everyone including people with special needs can access them 

_ odiirwise some people will not have access to certain informations. This problem can be solved by 
togning a user interface for all (UI for All) [19].

Especially for people with special needs the Internet and in particular the WWW is a very important 
L-Burce of informations. It provides a lot of different, widespread informations in a familiar and 
Í- Aiquitous environment.

Informations in the WWW are obtained by so called WWW-browsers. Recently new versions of 
common WWW-browsers like Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.01 and Netscape Navigator 4.0 try to 

2 improve their user interface (UI) for people with special needs. Here one of the most important 
■provements is a complete access by keyboard for the benefit of physically impaired users, who do 
not need to use the mouse anymore. The WebAdapter provides other, new improvements of the user 

L interface, which are not integrated in any other WWW-browser so far.

The WebAdapter was developed within the scope of GMD' s project TEDIS (TEleworking for 
Disabled people) [9].

'German National Research Center for Information Technology (GMD), 53754 Sankt Augustin, Phone +49 2241 14 2018, 
fax+492241 14 2065, Email dirk.hermsdorf@gmd.de
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2. The Web Adapter

The WebAdapter provides common functionality like storing bookmarks, a context sen 
function and additional adaptations for blind, visually impaired and physically handica 
The intention of this prototype is to illustrate the possibility to include adaptations for j 
special needs in a world wide web browser without affecting the UI of non - handicapped usea I

2.1 Near miss tolerance

The near miss tolerance, which is integrated in the WebAdapter, enables the user to select bm 
the symbol bar even when the mouse pointer is close but not directly touching the button forti 
of physically impaired users. The closest button is always highlighted when this featur#is| 
serving as a visual feedback so that the user knows which button is selected when the rigtti 
button is hit.

The near miss tolerances are so far only implemented for the symbol bar. An extension for linls,| 
maps and so on would be useful, but could not be implemented due to interface problems wiihi 
programming environment (see 2.5).

2.2 Automatic application of HTML guidelines

An other approach realises the implementation of some HTML (Hypertext Markup 
guidelines [2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 22]. These guidelines provide specific insin 
web designers to program a more accessible web side for people with special needs. Applyî  
guidelines should nevertheless not affect the aesthetics of the HTML-document so ihi 
handicapped users are not disturbed by the adaptations. Some of the HTML-guidelin 
implemented in the WebAdapter can be applied automatically. For example one of these j 
demands to label lists (largeness of list, number of sublists) so that blind users can get t 
overview about the document structure, here the list structure.

A lot of the implemented guidelines realize a better presentation for screen readers. Screen r 
software programs, which read the textual screen contents to the user.

Altogether seven HTML-guidelines which could be implemented in that way were found. Thi 
specify in the WebAdapter which adaptations should be applied to the current HTML-do 
a technical point of view, a guideline is applied by parsing and changing the HTML-ca 
document.
The following adaptations are provided by the WebAdapter:

1 adaptation for physically impaired users:

• It is possible to specify a minimum size for clickable images. This is good for physically! 
users, who can enlarge the image and hit it more easily.

1 adaptation for visually impaired users:
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• Tűm off background image.

5 adaptations for blind users;

• Replace acronyms. Some screen readers have problems with letters like $, &, % and so on. This 
feature enables the user to replace acronyms by other expressions like dollar and percent and so on 
(also look at the ACRONYM tag in HTML 4.0 described in chapter 5).

• Label lists.

• Insert dots in abbreviations like LSU, GMD etc. so that a screen reader will pause between each 
letter and will not try to read the abbreviation as one word. An abbreviation is defined as two 
capitals following each other immediately. A wrong interpretation of abbreviations can not be 
excluded - for example the letters in a header might be all in capitals.

• Insert a dot at the end of list elements, so that the screen reader will lower its voice at the end of 
each list item pointing out its end.

• Sequential presentation of tables (also look at HTML 4.0 style sheets described in chapter 5).

The last approach will need some detailed explanation. A lot of HTML-guidelines focus on the 
accessibility of tables because they are difficult to handle. Many of these guidelines recommend to 
abandon the use of tables at all. But this will not be possible because tables provide a too powerful tool 
to present a lot of informations in a compact manner. Additionally, many web designer will not obey 
to such a restriction, because the aesthetic of the HTML-document would be affected.

The problem with tables is, that screen readers read the presented information line by line which totally 
confuses the listener when tables are concerned. Additionally some screen readers do not pause 
between the different cell entries.

The WebAdapter provides six sequential counterparts of a X*Y table (X rows, Y columns). Providing a 
sequential form of a table will improve the accessibility of tables. But how is it possible to achieve a 
sequential form?

The problem is that there are different ways how a table can be read. A seeing user can decide just by 
looking at the table how to read it. This knowledge can unfortunately only be implemented partly. The 
WebAdapter extracts certain informations about the table form and then assigns the most appropriate 
sequential form. It looks for possible row or column headers which might be indicated by a bold font or 
the use of the <TH> tag and the distribution of different data types (integers, strings etc.). One example 
shows a table of a table tennis competition between Mark and Dirk:
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Mark Dirk
21 13
9 21
19 21

A screen reader would most likely read this table as "Mark Dirk 21 1392 1  1921" which mal 
much sense.

The WebAdapter on the other hand would recognise the distribution of the different data tyjx 
assume that the first row contains headers for the two columns. For that reason, the most app 
sequential form presented by the WebAdapter would be the following:

Mark: 21.
Dirk: 13.
Mark: 9.
Dirk: 21.
Mark: 19.
Dirk 21.

The WebAdapter can propose the most appropriate sequential form of the table or just provide a 
sequential forms.

2.3 The project WAB (Web Access for the Blind)

The approach of modifying HTML-lay out has already been realised in the WAB (Web Accesji 
Blind [21]) project of the university of Zuerich. If you specify the proxy sen 
"http://ea.ethz.ch: 8080" in a common web browser, the HTML layout will change accordin 
three following adaptations. Nevertheless WAB provides no modular selection of the adaptai 
blocks the selection of a proxy. The modular selection of the adaptations is implemented j 
WebAdapter. The following adaptations are concerned:

• Provides a list of all links in the HTML-document. Seeing users can just get a quick overvie 
document by scrolling through it. Blind users do not have this ability. This feature will nevert 
enable blind users to get a quick overview or impression of the document.

• Provides a list of all headers in an HTML-document. It is possible to click on the headers. Thi 
the user jumps to the corresponding header in the document. •

• Keywords like ‘Image’, ‘Radiobutton’, ‘Checkbox’, ‘Editfield’, ‘Button’, ‘Combobox’, ‘reftrf 
stands for reference, that means a link that points at a position within the same web docun 
‘Link’ are inserted in the corresponding places in the web document. So the user is infon 
the object type when he is using a screen reader or braille display. Furthermore, he can se< 
keywords which allows him e.g. to jump from link to link.
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14 Integration of a screen reader on HTML-level

Ueijnthetic speech output Speak&Win from ETeX, Frankfurt is integrated in the WebAdapter. The 
BiKí̂ nthetic speech is integrated in the pwWebSpeak browser from Productivity Works [15].

losing the integrated speech synthetic, the WebAdapter can read an HTML-document on HTML-level. 
fJjis reveals an advantage in contrast to ordinary screen readers, which only can read the screen 
cooitnls. The process of visualising HTML-code turns explicit stmcture information which are 
feeiired in the HTML-code into implicit structure informations. It is hard and often even impossible to 

»*discoyer these structure informations [8].

Tfaiteraction of the user with the WebAdapter can be commented acoustically. With this option it is 
possible to interact with the WebAdapter when the monitor is turned off. The only input device can be 
llie keyboard. Almost all objects are assigned to shortcuts. Additionally the user can tab through all 
(iijeflfwthin an active window of the WebAdapter interface. This should make the system accessible 
fiit blind users.

Muieover it is possible to assign a pitch, speed and volume value to each HTML-tag. So the structure 
rfibcHTML-document can be presented acoustically.

During the reading process, the last read link can be selected by pressing "a" ("a" for anchor). 
OpÍBially the system reads the current link and asks if this link really should be selected.

Alitionally it is possible to jump between the different HTML structure elements. Therefore the keys 
'o’ (read the current element once again), ”b" (backward with a specified step range) and " f ' (forward 
Mill a specified step range) are provided. The step range in combination with the keys "b" and " f ' can 
be ̂ ified by the user. A step range can be a fix jump value, words, sentences, paragraphs, links, 
hriee, list elements and table elements. This selection can be performed in the general preferences of 
ibiWebAdapter or with the key "s" (set step range). Within tables it is possible to navigate with "r" 
(n ^  "1" (left), "u" (up), "d" (down), "h" (row header) and "c" (column header) between the different 
on cells. Optionally the current row and column number is spoken as well, which is only changed in 
ifflnbination with the keys "r", "1", "u" and "d". The acoustic navigation in tables starts in the first 
ctfci and the first row when one of these keys is pressed and can only be aborted with the key "e" 
rt^Then the speech output jumps to the end of table. The acoustic navigation in hypertext systems is 
inplemented in a similar way in other research projects [1, 13], but without a table navigation. [1] 
implemented additionally a fast forward function. The integration of a fast-forward and rewind function 
might be a useful extension of the current system.

The adaptations do not need to be visualised. This shows the "dual use" aspect of the WebAdapter. 
While a sighted impaired person looks at the unchanged version of the current web document, the blind 
jBSon who sits at the same computer listens to the adapted version of the dcxiument (using 
headphones).
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2.5 Implementation

The WebAdapter was implemented with Visual Basic 4.0 and the Internet Control Pack [6], 
was the only possible environment for a quick implementation. Since 1. April 1998 the source c 
Netscape’s Communicator is available at www.mozilla.org for everyone. An integ 
WebAdapter’s features for people with special needs into a common WWW-browser would t 
possible and would have avoided the implementation of a prototype.
The beta version of the Internet Control Pack is distributed by NetMasters. The Internet ConO 
consists of 8 OLE-controls (object linking and embedding), which provides useful functional 
creating Internet applications. Only one of these controls, the HTML-control, was used to progi 
browser.

The HTML-control supports the following features:

Scrolling of the selected page.
Inline graphics: GIF, JPEG, BMP, XBM.
HTML version 2.x and most of the Netscape 2.0 and Internet Explorer 2.0 extensions. 
Integrated document retrieval for http and file URLs.
Integrated http extension for form elements.
Properties for determining the document form (like fonts, colors)
Docinput, DocOutput object interface for flexible data exchange.
Events to overwrite default processes.

3. Evaluation of the WebAdapter

The browser will be evaluated by usability tests and questionnaires. A corresponding ini 
guideline basing on the ISO 9241 norm will be developed.

One evaluation will regard the adaptations for physically handicapped users. Therefore a pit 
task will be performed by two physically handicapped adults. A possible task might be to riJ 
author's homepage starting from the GMD homepage www.gmd.de.
The other evaluation will evaluate the usability of the keyboard as the only input device in con 
which speech output as the only output device. Visually impaired users as well as non-hai 
users will perform the predefined task.

4. Other improvements for web browser user interfaces

This list proposes further improvements of the user interface of WWW-browsers [10, 11,121,̂  
are not implemented in common WWW-browsers like Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.01 and? 
Navigator 4.0:
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títmative format for information objects:

• Presentation of the description field of PNG graphics.

• Presentation of text or static graphics instead of java applets.

• Presentation of the ALT text in client-side imagemaps.

Téles:

• Navigation with arrow keys through tables.

• Presentation of textual information of tables (AXES and AXIS attributes) in order to distinguish the 
current row and column.

Frames:

• Navigation through frame objects.

• A frame on/off option.

Jaw:

• A java on/off option.

• Presentation of an alternative description for java applets (APPLET ALT).

Orientation:

• A "where am 1" option. This should provide informations of the current position of the user within 
the document like "I'm 34% through the entire document, I'm in the second frame, the third header, 
the fifth list element of a ten element l is t ..).

• A page summary like "this side contains X images, Y frames, Z headers, 

navigation;

• Navigation per keyboard through links, headers, paragraphs,..

• Determination of a special keyboard command in order to tab through links in a selectable step 
range.
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Feedback:

• Visual and acoustical feedback for user interactions and occurring events (commented interacts 
the WebAdapter).

• Specification of the font size, color and button size.

Presentation:

• A high contrast mode (font sans serif, background white, normal text black, visited links viol 
other links blue).

• A zoom modus.

Interaction:

• Recognition of words after only some letters have been typed (definition of macros, dictioni 
Netscape 4.0 and Internet Explorer 4.0 provide this feature in the Open URL text field.

• A keyboard command to mark text.

• Selection of links by typing in the link's label first letter (like the selection of windows object̂

• Integration of a scanning mode. In this mode, selectable objects and object groups are highligi 
one after another. The highlighted object can be selected by pressing any key enabling the ust 
choose objects with only one key.

5. Conclusion

HTML 4.0 will was released in December 1997 provides a lot of new features for the benefit ofp
with special needs. Nevertheless will HTML 4.0 not replace the necessity of improvements (*(
browsers user interface, like the ones illustrated in the WebAdapter and in chapter 4.
The most important HTML 4.0 tags for people with special needs are:

• STYLE: Strong emphasis on distinction between document structure and presentation (tt 
style sheet integration and deprecation of HTML presentation elements and attributes).

• ALT tags now required on images, to make images easier to understand when 
presentation is not used.

• LONGDESC attribute an added option for IMG, FRAME & TABLE, to enable linking to ad 
description of images, frames or tables.
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• OPTGROUP element added within the SELECT FORM controls to make long lists of choices more 
manageable when they are serialized.

• FIELDSET, LEGEND gives the ability to group FORM controls semantically.

« ACCESSKEY and TAB INDEX provides better navigation within forms.

. SUMMARY, CAPTION, COLGROUP, SCOPE and HEADER attributes added to make TABLE 
easier to understand when linearized.

• MEDIA: Wider range of target media (TTY, Braille, etc.) for use with style sheets.

• OBJECT provides the ability to furnish hypertext description of an included object.

• MAP has a new content model that allows client-side image map to provide more detailed textual 
explanation of the links in the map.

• TITLE and LANG support on all elements allows systematic indication of document structure and 
content.

• ABBR and ACRONYM elements support systematic description of acronyms, which is very useful 
for speech output.

The use of style sheets should replace the use of tables for layout purposes. But not every web page 
designer will replace his table layout. Even the most accessible HTML-standard is useless until it is 
applied by the web designer. But new standards like the required use of the ALT tag will definitely 
improve the web page accessibility.

HTML 4.0 was designed by the W3C s HTML4 Working Group in co-operation with the Web 
Accessibility Initiative's (WAI) HTML & CSS Review Working Group. The GMD as a W3C member 
also participates in the WAI, which was launched to the occasion of the last WWW6 conference in 
Santa Qara, CA in April 1997.
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WEB BROWSING FOR THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED

M. Zajicek, C. Powell, C. Reeves, J. Griffiths

Aktract

Tie aim of our work is to enable visually impaired users to effectively browse the Web alone or 

with sighted co-workers. We have built a prototype browser which uses information retrieval to 

fmide a set of complementary options to summarise the Web page. Synchronised visual 

representation enables co-work with sighted users.

1. Introduction

kl the Speech Project at Oxford Brookes University we have built a Web navigation tool called 

ffiookesTalk that employs information retrieval techniques to summarise a Web page for quick 

oÉHitation [7]. This paper describes the facilities embedded in BrookesTalk. It includes a brief 

Ascription of the information retrieval techniques used to extract keywords and abridged text from 

sWeb page.

The paper also describes our evaluation of the usability of BrookesTalk particularly the keywords 

ind lummary information facilities. We discuss the future for information retrieval techniques in 

orientation and then discuss some of the questions our evaluation raises.

2. The aims of the speech project

^ h  output screen readers for the blind such as JAWS and browsers such as pwWebSpeak,™,, 

cirabie the user to move around the screen, jump to interaction objects in the screen and read 

particular areas of text enabling the user to build up a picture of the screen and move around within

it.

These tools become unwieldy when moving quickly around the Web searching for information and 

making hasty decisions about which pages or bits of pages might be useful. Users are often
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and which pages might be useful within themes. In addition visually impaired people need to 

on the Web with sighted users.

The aim of BrookesTalk is to support users in this type of activity where speedy decisions ab 

usefulness of a page or part of a page are paramount [6].

3. How BrookesTalk works

BrookesTalk is a small speech output browser which is independent of visual browsers am 

independent of text to speech software applications as it uses Microsoft speech technology;'

It includes the functionality of a standard Web browser for the blind [4] such as pwWebSp 

that it can break up the text part of a Web page into headings and links and read out pat 

However the main aim is to provide an orientation tool for blind users in the form of a tia 

toolbar of functions that will provide different synopses of a Web page to help the user ( 

whether it will be useful to them or not.

Users can select from a menu of list of headings, list of links, list of keywords, list ofboola 

an abridged version of the page, a list of scratchpad entries, a summary of the page, and ( 

reach and read out chunks of text which are organised hierarchically under headings. It is ex| 

that the user will pick tools from this virtual toolbar which complement one anothafj 

particular type of page under review.

While the speech driven browser is our first priority, the need for blind or visually impairê lfi 

to co-work with sighted users is paramount for total integration into the workforce. In ad< 

people with residual sight need to use all senses that can help them. For this reason we I 

included different visual representation of the Web page as a facility in BrookesTalk. Usend 

elect to run a standard visual browser concurrently and also display a large text versioij 

headings, links and keywords. An indicator shows which word is being spoken at any time.

The list of keywords consists of words which are assumed [1] to be particularly meaningful i 

the text. These are found using standard information retrieval techniques [5] based on i 

frequency. Abridged text is also compiled of special sentences which have been isolated usinglj 

trigrams.

The scratchpad allows users to save any sentence they are listening to, which they ca 

important or worth noting, simply by pressing a key. They can then playback lists of sea
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r
^ ■á e d  to particular pages. The summary of the page includes author defined keywords, the number 

I #fwords in a page, the number of headings and the number of links.

I 4rKeywords and a b rid g ed  tex t

Document title Total no.of words Keywords Document subject

Thinking of getting a 
birder collie?

1174 border, collie, 
people, collies, 
dog, exercise, 
dogs

Information for 
prospective border 
collie owners

Comet Hale-Bopp 
Home Page (JPL)

772 comet, hale, 
image, January, 
images, vodniza.

Information about 
comet Hale-Bopp

Dennis' Information 
hformation 
Hteval Page

279 information,

indexing, IR, 
pages, index, 
search, engines.

General

about information 
retrieval and links 
to related sites

Table I Examples of Keyword Extractions

A list of keywords for three different Web pages are shown in Table 1.

It can be seen that the small number of keywords could be used to augment or replace information 

in the title if it was not available or perhaps not informative.

When keywords are used contextual information imparted by the position of a word in a sentence is 

lost ^traction of three word key phrases or trigrams preserves some word position information. 

The technique is based on ‘Word level n-gram analysis’ in automatic document summarisation [3] 

To provide a measure of similarity, groups of words appearing together rather than individual 

words are compared.

To reduce the number of word-level mismatches due to the normal changes in spelling required by 

gmmar, each element of a trigram was assigned the stem of a word [2] rather than the word itself. 

The trigrams presented were ranked by frequency.
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T rig ra m F r e q u e n c y C o n te n t W o r d s K e y w o r d s ScoF^

equal opportun polici 2 3 3 8

equal opportun and 2 2 2 6

servic deli veri and 2 2 0 4 I
it is commit 2 1 0 3 j
is commit to 2 1 0 3

Table 2 Scores for Trigrams and their components on the RNIB ‘Equal Opportunities Policy’ page.

High frequency trigrams occur twice, low frequency trigrams once, providing at first glance little! 

distinguish between them. Many of the words in the trigrams are noise words which are require 

for grammatical correctness and are not content bearing. A summation of frequency of trig 

number of content words in the trigram and number of keywords in the trigram appears as 

score for the trigram in Table 2. which shows key trigrams for the RNIB ‘Equal Opporl 

Policy’ page.

Abridged pages were created by computing the key trigrams of a page, according to score, and tl 

creating a page consisting of the sentences in which the trigrams appeared. Abridged pages i 

average worked out to be 20% of the size of the original text and, unlike keyword lists,) 

composed of well formed (comprehensible) sentences.

5. Evaluation of BrookesTalk

5.1 Keyword evaluation

Preliminary experiments were performed to assess the usefulness of the keyword list as an indk 

of page content compared to the headings list or the links list. Headings and keywords in partid 

were judged to be roughly comparable in that they provided a list of indicating words or' 

phrases.
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The argument for incorporating keywords in the BrookesTalk menubar is that it provides more 

flexibility for the user in summarising the Web page. If the author has truly encapsulated the 

meaning of subsections of the page in headings then headings should provide a significantly better 

indicator of page content than keywords. However headings are often represented as images whieh 

do not provide speech output, or are eye-catching rather than informative. In this case keywords 

could provide a better summary. The aim of BrookesTalk is to provide a range of tools to aid 

orientation thus overriding many of the vagaries of Web page authoring.

Users’ perception of the usefulness of the representation was measured by asking them to evaluate 

the usefulness of describing a Web page using the three different types of summary representations, 

headings, links/anchors, and keywords.

Twenty subject users were given the different representations for six different Web pages. The 

pages were chosen to maximise variability. Subjects gave a seore between 0 and 5 for each 

representation. The sum of the scores for each representation, together with the percentage of the 

total score it represented, was taken to give an indication of its effectiveness. Results are shown in 

Table!.

We see that users perceived that keywords provide a considerable improvement on the use of links 

to orientate users to Web pages. Headings gave the best score but the score for keywords was not 

sipificantly different.

Total Score Percentage of available marks

Headings
Anchors
Keywords

406
313
392

58.09
45.24
55.28

Table 3. Scores for different representations

5.2 Experiments with summary information

The page summary was perceived to be an important tool in Web page orientation. pwWebSpeak(™) 

a leading browser for the blind gives the numbers of headings, links, and images as its summary. 

The BrookesTalk summary comprising title, author name (if any), author defined keywords (if any) 

number of words in the page, headings, links and extracted keywords was found to be more useful. 

The number of words in a page was found to be particularly useful for page orientation.
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Special tests were run to determine the relative value of author defined keywords comparetfw 

extracted keywords. The vast majority of Web page authors do not include author defini 

keywords. The main purpose in including them being to facilitate inclusion in searches, 

author defined keywords did occur they were more valuable for page orientation than exti 

keywords

5.3 Usability and the BrookesTalk environment

The prototype BrookesTalk was used by a group of blind users including those at the Ro) 

National Institute for the Blind (RNIB). User acceptance was no problem as this group 

committed to finding out what software is available for blind people. They were all technically a 

although our ultimate goal is to develop software for non-technical users so that all blind peopleo 

use the Web.

Earlier versions of BrookesTalk required TextAssist software for the speech synthesis. Thisofii 

required patching in Windows’95 and caused discouraging technical complications before gettî  

started. BrookesTalk was then re-written to run on the Microsoft Speech engine for Windowsi 

While increasing portability users were concerned that the speech engine currently uses a lot of d 

space. Both versions are available.

BrookesTalk uses different voices for conceptually different parts of a Web page. This i 

appreciated by most but described as irritating by one. We plan to make different voices optio 

the future.

Users felt that it was an advantage for sighted co-workers to work with visually impaired users* 

that it could often be useful when clarification was needed. Synchronisation of visual displays 

speech was a problem as speech output ‘jumps’ rapidly around the page. The sighted user mî  

scroll the page independently. Some speech output has no equivalent screen pattern. Ua 

commented that the speech output of headings and links also helped sighted users to orient* 

themselves to a page.

5.4 Evaluating the BrookesTalk virtual toolbar

Users were observed to rely heavily on one function rather than move between diffen 

summarising representations. They had been encouraged to try using the different functî
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fanw what type of page they are searching for, research work, entertainment, product details etc. 

therefore know how useful headings are likely to be and can use keywords accordingly, 

pngly one user orientated himself by using the ‘movement between links’ key 90% of the 

Én We had not anticipated that he would build his conceptual model of the page by looking at 

trim was behind it. This approach will be investigated fully!

Tli abridged version of the page received most criticism. The trigram analysis could easily pick out 

ÉC wrong trigrams as being significant and important headings were frequently left out of the 

■Binary. The algorithm for picking trigrams is not very stable it can easily be influenced by 

imlevant words. It was suggested that trigrams should carry some kind of semantic weighting if 

4iy appear in the title or headings.

Hk scratchpad worked well and provided an easy way of saving important sentences from the 

As yet sentences are linked to pages and a new scratchpad must be started with each new 

ptgê  Users suggested that sentences could be tagged as related to search themes. In this way 

lottnces from several different pages could be grouped by theme.

ir The role of information retrieval techniques

Whave seen that keyword and trigram spotting has contributed to page summarisation, but how 

hr can these techniques be exploited? They are purely statistical and rely on counting words to 

dtlermine their importance. This is surely rather a clumsy representation of an entity as complex as 

ynderstanding.

Information Retrieval technology was developed to aid the location of documents in a library or 

mlitr archives that match an example document, i.e. documents that are related to the content of the 

tnmple document. This works well in specific areas that have their own sets of descriptive words, 

fer example biochemistry.

Ik world wide Web contains a wide range of unrelated, un-refereed, diverse and freely composed 

dmuments. The content of any document is not under strict control as is the case for, say, journal 

Btkles, and so presents a less than ideal source for the information retrieval techniques to work 

Using information retrieval techniques to aid in Web page orientation requires that the Web 

conform to the expectations of those techniques. This is not always the case. Furthermore we 

máé the assumption that a document is a complete entity dealing with one topic. We plan to 

Htend our page summarisation to include an analysis of the page as a multi-subject document.
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6.1 Multi subject documents

The method of determining keywords described above fails when the document under examimtin 

contains more than one subject. This is because the words from each subject tend to dilute eac 

other, leading to a mixture of unrelated keywords being generated. A partial solution to tl 

problem can be obtained by changing the focus of keyword generation from the whole document 

individual paragraphs. The sentences comprising a paragraph are traditionally closely related. 

The identification of sets of keywords relating to the different subjects contained within a docun  ̂

will aid the user in the orientation process. The number of subjects in a document may alsók 

useful as an indicator of the difficulty in locating any particular piece of information. Prelimini 

paper studies have indicated that the procedure is worth investigating further, and software capal 

of multiple subject determination is being developed.

6.2 The limits of information retrieval

The problem with using information retrieval technology to provide orientation clues is that! 

depends entirely on the statistical rules it embodies. The richness of any language allows a varî  

of words to be used to convey the meaning. The statistical methods employed here would f 

notice the connection between two documents using disjoint word sets to describe the same olja 

or event.

In order to obtain relevant keywords and subject areas in these instances, the underlying meaningrf 

the document and its paragraphs must be taken into account. In other words the systenfraa 

understand what the document is about. The structure of knowledge bases and analysis metho4 

capable of simulating the understanding of text are currently being researched in The Intellip 

Systems Research Group at Oxford Brookes University and it is intended to optimise BrookesTá 

using tools developed by the group.
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7. Conclusion

Initial evaluation highlighted the potential usefulness of features designed to improve navigation, 

sich as the use of keywords and page summary. Blind users emphasised the potential of a tool sueh 

as BrookesTalk to sort through what they referred to as the ‘increasing pile of paper that arrived on 

feir desks’ during the working day. Methods used to translate HTML formatting to speech can be 

applied to other formatted documents.

Evaluation has shown that users have many different approaches to the use of BrookesTalk. Some 

stick with a small set of options and use them all the time. Others make what at first appear to be 

quite perverse choices of facilities, for example the user who orientated himself to the Web using 

links only. How do we perceive a Web page? Do visually impaired users perceive it differently 

from sighted users? The British Computer Association for the Blind (bcab) mailing list has recently 

dealt with the ambivalent attitude of the visually impaired towards visual images. We continue our 

work to determine the best way of encapsulating the information in a Web page.
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AN INTERNET BROWSER
FOR VISUALLY HANDICAPPED USERS: PRINCIPLES

AND METHODS

Djamel HADJADJ, Abdellah BOUZIDI, Dominique BURGER

Abstract
This paper describes the development o f  a non-visual Web browser as part o f the Frerdil 
BrailleNet' project, ‘Internet for the Education o f the Visually Handicapped’. A general softvmi 
architecture is first described which is compatible with development environments such a l 
Microsoft ActiveX ™' . The software has two main functions 1) processing the HTML source! to\ 
make the final HTML document more accessible to the visually handicapped users and 2) provié^i 
a user interface which combines Braille, speech, large print output and several possible keybot^X 
to make easy access and rapid navigation. The techniques used ensure that adaptation it\ 
independent o f the production and the delivery o f  documents. These techniques are also comp 
with existing recommendations for HTML design.

1. Introduction

It has always been difficult for handicapped people to gain access to sources of written infon 
This appears to be one of the main barriers they encounter in modem society in their social aiil| 
professional integration. This is particularly tme in education, where written material are ess 
The recent advent and dramatic growth of the Internet has completely revised this problem i 
seems to be about to provide efficient solutions.

BrailleNet was created in September 1996 in order to promote the use of Internet in the educi 
of the visually handicapped in France. It includes user organisations, schools and univei 
research laboratories and industrial companies [1]. It main achievements during the first year of tl 
project have been the creation of an educational network, the creation of a Web Site conti 
examples of contents useful for students and the development of a Web browser which is the tq 
of this paper.

A preliminary survey on the software tools that are currently used by the visually handica 
access the Web showed that mastering these tools required a long and difficult training which coi 
be a severe obstacle in our project. The visually handicapped users have to deal with a GUI { 
graphical layer of Windows), a browser whose interface widely refers to visual meta 
(Netscape, Internet Explorer) and additional software for translating the contents of the screea ii 
Braille or speech (such as Virgo, Jaws, etc...). This is why was essential to develop a sp 
browser.

' BrailleNet is run by the INSERM-Creare in co-operation with several universities, special schools, companies, and 
associations.
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2. General architecture

Pipe 1 shows the general architecture used for the browser ;

• The jjtcuwen/ downloader sends requests to the Web server using the HTTP protocol, but can 
also load HTML files from a hard disk, a diskette or a CD-ROM, or receive HTML pages 
generated by software engines on the Web.

• a filler which processes the source documents and prepares them for presentation in Braille, 
speech or large print display. Existing Web access solutions for the visually handicapped have 
clearly shown that a preliminary adaptation of the document can greatly improve its clarity and 
máé browsing through it easier [3,4,5,12].

• Adapted documents are then delivered to the User Interface through which the user can read the 
document and interact with it.

Web

Server

# Request fo r  
cotmeaion

©  Sending the original document

F il te r

Document
Downloader

O  Sending the
adapted document

User
Interface

ODocument
Requests

Document
Presentation

User

Fig I ; General Architecture of the browser

The following sections describe the Filter and User Interface

3. The filtering o f H T M L  d o cu m en ts

3.1 General principles

Internet servers provide information via the unified HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP), and use 
the HTML [7] language to describe the structure and content of the information delivered. This 
infonnation is fairly easy to interpret and transform even before it is presented to the user. Existing 
iccess solutions for the visually handicapped have taken advantage of this feature [5,11,12]. There 
Be several levels of transformations can be distinguished :
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3.1.1 Simplification

Some elements of little semantic value, such as tags concerning the size, style or colour of text, can] 
be simply removed. Images are also often removed when - unfortunately - no comment is provided I 
to explain them.

3.1.2 Clarification / Rephrasing

Some elements having a very high functional value so that the links must be perceived immediaÉd)i| 
Unfortunately neither Braille or speech has a wide range of possible attributes to highlight themd 
common solution is to insert a label before the element. For instance, the text browser, LYNX [5]J 
adds a label before hypertext links which makes them clearly pereeived on a Braille bar or whal 
they are spoken by a speech synthesiser. In this application, the links can therefore be shown as ;| 
LINK : Design for the Blind. Links can also be numbered ( LINK l : Design for th( 
Blind, LINK 2 : Design for the Deaf).

3.1.3 Restructuring

Even more drastic reformulation is sometimes needed for visually handicapped users to obtainlj 
notion of the global structure of the document and for rapid navigation within it. A si 
links can also be provided at the beginning of the document to facilitate rapid aceess to them, 
the WAB proxy server developed at the University of Zurich also has several more features 
Most access products provide a list of the links contained in a document, or a table of coni 
showing the headings of a document. This table of contents can be preceded by an anchor mi 
possible to bypass it. This type of adaptation of links implies the complete rebuilding of i 
document, since new links or anchors must be added. Thus, different transformations can be 
single or in combination for each type of HTML element. Optimal solutions generally depend 
the user’s preference or the display technique used.

3.2 Filtering functions

HTML elements are enclosed in delimiters or tags that clearly indicate the nature of the elemeî  
is therefore easy to trigger a transformation function each time a tag is encountered and to stop it 
the end of the element. The process can be applied several times for each transformation. Moreo' 
HTML is flexible enough to provide a variety of ways to give a semantic content a HTML foni 
This is the basis of any adaptation based on processing HTML source code. A datab; 
therefore be built that defines the relationships between the various HTML tags and 
transformation functions or methods. Table 1 gives some examples of transformations that can 
operated on the original sources. These transformation can be operated independently of each o1

Text • Braille abbreviation
• Phonetic value of acronyms for their pronunciation

Headings • Prefix for Braille display. Ex. : [HI]
• Insertion of prosodic markers or voice indicator for speech output

Anchors, Links • Bracket for Braille display
• Prefix for speech output E x .: “Link” BrailleNet
• Numbering the links

Images • Insertion of an Image indicator. IMG 1
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• Insertion of the caption as a text
• Insertion of a anchor allowing the image to be bypassed
• If the image has a link associated with it, but no comment insertion of the 

URL address as a link.
Tables • Insertion of an Table indicator. Ex. : “Table with links”

• Insertion of the caption as a text
• Insertion of a anchor allowing the Table to be bypassed

Francs • Creation of a list of links corresponding to the frames
• Prefix for speech output Ex. : “Frame” Menu

Foms • Insertion of an Form indicator. E x .: “Form with 3 objects”
• Insertion of the caption as a text
• Insertion of a anchor allowing the Form to be bypassed

Table 1 : Examples of transformation functions 

3JThe irchitecture of the Filter

Figure 2 shows the architecture we have used for the Filter. It uses a transformation database, a 
aatomisalion interface, and a Adaptation whose function are described below. It processes source 
HTML documents and outputs adapted HTML documents .
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3.3.1 Customising Interface

The document is adapted using the transformations appropriate to each type of HTML eleit 
This is done by a customisation module whose user-interface allows or forbids certain combin 
of functions, depending on the hardware/ software used.

3.3.2 User Profile Data

The customisation parameters are saved in a data structure and used during filtering.

3.3.3 Adaptation Module

The Adaptation module uses data provided by the database and the customisation module to prc 
the HTML documents. Each elementary transformation can be broken down in three 
identification, in which the HTML tag is identified, transformation using one or more ada] 
functions, and replacement in which the adapted sequence is inserted into the source docu 
place of the original one.

4. The User Interface

We first describe the general principles followed in the design of the user interfaces and thenf 
examples illustrating how they were applied to build the interface.

4.1. General principles

We have applied a few basic principles in the design of the user interface to insure easy aci 
reading and navigation functions. These basic principles are generally considered in the desi| 
any computer product, but are particularly important, for an interface system with 
limitations than those of graphical interfaces [2].

4.1.1. Knowledge of the user

Visually handicapped users have been involved in the development to ensure that we to 
consideration specific knowledge of Braille, the functionality of access products, and to unda 
certain psycho-cultural aspects of the non-visual approach to reading documents.

4.1.2. Clarity

The content and the nature of the information presented in Braille, speech, or on the screen ma 
easily and immediately perceived.

4.1.3. Coherence

The same interaction methods should be applied throughout the application.

4.1.4. Direct pointing
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] i » r  can to activate a function by designing the item representing this function. On a Braille 
diŝ y, this can be done by clicking on buttons situated in front of the Braille cells. Using a speech 
tasid interface, the user can activate the function immediately after having heard its name.

41.5. Multimodality

Itie combination of visual, auditory and tactile communication modes greatly enhances the quality 
lÉuserfiiendliness of the interface.

4.1.6. Afeptability

tkinterface can easily adapt to the specific needs of several users.

4.1.7. User control

IS user initiates and controls all actions. For instance, the user can stop the speech synthesiser at 
la moment and can switch from one modality to another which seems more appropriate.

41 The presentations of a document

Computers may be equipped with both a Braille display and a speech synthesiser so that users can 
md the documents using either the auditory or tactile chaimels. This diial functionality has been 

I inplemented, plus the possibility to switch rapidly at any moment from one to another.

Different reading strategies can also be used. A page can be read extensively, skimming over it to 
mdiistand its structure or to find the links. It is also possible to switch from one strategy to another, 
tiu Mode Key on the Braille device, and/or on the ASCII keyboard. Thus there are three reading 
modes/fig fy:

• Document Mode: the adapted document is presented
• Abstract Mode: the headings and links in the page are shown.
• Link Mode: Only the links in the page are showu.

Fig 3: Presentations of a document

4J,The presentation of Links

liás are essential in HTML and they must be perceived immediately by the user. When data are to 
leread on a Braille display, the links are presented like blinking which means that they disappear 
aitei ĵpear rapidly. The blinking speed can be chosen by the user. A characteristic beep is also
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emitted when the Braille line is displayed. This solution can be reinforced by filtering, sincci 
filter can insert brackets just before and after the links (see Table 1)

The user activates a link by clicking on one of the corresponding buttons and the navig 
functions download the referenced document. If the referenced document is an HTML docu 
the software invokes the HTML interface. If the reference is an e-mail address, the software invoj 
an e-mail application. If the document is to be downloaded (images, sounds, programs,...) a 
As Dialogue box opens.

Things are obviously very different when reading with a speech synthesiser. Not only a link| 
marked (which is made by HTML filtering, see Table 1), it must also be activated . This means tl 
the user must be able to isolate a particular link in a flow of speech produced by reading fiinO 
The solution we adopted was for the user to stop the speech synthesiser and focus on the text bei 
emitted. The user then presses the Enter Key, witch activates the Mode link, presenting the first ■  
in the chunk. Thus the user can go through the other links using the Up and Down Arrows. Onctj 
link has been selected the Enter Key is used to activate it.

4.4. Treatment of Multi-frame pages

the frames are transformed into links. Each page referenced by a frame, can be consulted sepai 
by activating the corresponding link. Thus, the user can go back to the referenced page (Fu 
Page) at any time, and access another referenced page.

4.5. Screen customisation

The colour, the background and the size of the characters (text, links, controls) can all be chosayj

4.6. The choice of a language

A Language Key on the Braille device and on the ASCII keyboard makes it possible to switch f 
one language to another. Four languages are currently available : English, French, Germaa]l 
Spanish.

5. Implementation

5.1. Software and hardware environment

The browser has been developed in the environment of Windows 95 and Windows NT using] 
engineering concepts proposed in the ActiveX technology (COM and OLE Automation).' 
programming environment was Visual C++ 4.2 and its extensions (MFC. SDK, APL,...).

The browser has been developed to be fully compatible with most of the Braille devices on I 
French market with 20, 40 or 80 cells, and those equipped with buttons for direct pointing! 
clicking. The speech synthesis system used is the Proverbe Speech Engine produced by i 
Informatique^. It uses a standard sound card.

' French Society, Toulouse FRANCE
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I Using high-level components

Figure 4 shows one way of integrating the application into Microsoft ActiveX technology [6]. It 
I dm illustrates how developers tend to design software using sophisticated components whose 
I inKtions are defined at a very high level. Powerful components can be controlled through rather 
I Énple software interfaces in this development environment. For instance, Web Browser Objects 

i be used to develop an application. It is even possible to co-operate with a complete application 
; such as Microsoft Internet Explorer, since any ActiveX application is provided with a standard 
' Dftware interface based on OLE/COM techniques [9]. Figure 4 shows the software interfaces 
; developed to make the filter communicate with the server and the application, and the HTML 
firfication communicate with the user interface.

User

Fig 4: Integration into Microsoft ActiveX

6. Discussion
• I

The [principles and methods described here are the basis for developments that have been 
undertaken at INSERM-Creare as a part of BrailleNet [1]. A beta version of the Web browser has 
been released which combines visual, auditory and tactile communication modes. As the targets of 
this project are visually handicapped students from primary schools to universities the interface 
must be very user-friendly and functional. The proposed approach provides a suitable framework 
for the development of Internet access products whose main featmes are full compatibility with 
current and previous HTML versions, and easy updating as HTML develops by adding new data to 
the transformation database. This approach clearly separates the adaptation of the web documents 
from the work on presentation and browsing [8].

7. Conclusion

The applications of the Internet are so numerous and useful that it should be accessible to all users. 
Although significant progress is being made towards making the Web accessible to people who can 
barely read a video display, the access still need improvement to make the Internet services as
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useful to these users as they are to sighted people. Since Web designers cannot be expected to a 
into account the special needs of very special groups of users, methods have to be devised to j 
adaptation as automatic as possible. This paper describes a potentially useful contribution t 
problem, which is a fundamental part of R&D in rehabilitation technology [10].
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TELE-ASSISTANCE
FOR

UPPER-LIMB, MYOELECTRIC PROSTHESES

A.Davalli,* R.Sacchetti, C.Bonivento,^ M.Ugolini

Abstract

The enormous developments made in the last few  years in the fie ld  o f microelectronics and 
computer programming have permitted the use o f  technologies in the medical and prosthetic sectors 
for remote control and tele-assistance. These involve the control and monitoring o f  a device by 
means of various communication lines, ranging from common analogous telephone lines to the 
more recent digital ISDN lines.

In the Research Department o f  the INAIL Prosthesis Centre in Vigorso di Budrio (Bologna), 
a project for tele-assistance, applied to the prosthetic field, is being developed which foresees the 
remote analysis and control o f  a special type o f functional upper-limb prosthesis, equipped with a 
sophisticated computerised control circuit called MCA (Microprocessor Controlled Arm).

1. INTRODUCTION

The hand is a fundamental organ for demonstrations o f creativity that are typical of man. Its 
. loss, either from birth or owing to an accident, is therefore a highly dramatic event for both the 
Ipractical and the psychological consequences it entails; in such circumstances it is thus advisable to 
provide a suitable prosthetic device. The extrabody energy functional prostheses currently in use 
utilize the potential difference that a group of residual muscles is capable of generating by means of 
an isometric contraction. This electromyographic (EMG) signal is read through skin-surface 
electrodes fitted in the prosthetic socket, and on this values, the control unit drive one o more 
jKtuators (DC motors) that perform the required movements.

' INAIL Centro Protesi, Via Rabbuina 16 40054 Vigorso di Budrio (Bologna), Italy 

 ̂DEIS-LAR. University of Bologna Vlale Risorgimento, 2 - Bologna, Italy
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As far as the Centro INAIL is concerned, the prosthesis that is generally fitted on i 
the Otto Bock myolectrically controlled hand. This prosthetic hand is characterized by a pii 
movement (that is, to say with only one degree of freedom); it is however well-known forits| 
reliability and good cosmetic which has contributed to making it a standard.

The new generations of upper limbs prostheses developed at the INAIL R&D depa 
controlled by a microprocessor system that acquired the EMG signals and with a particulaf co| 
law drive the hand motor. This law is suitable of change to set the best value of its para 
order to avoid the optimal control of the hand by the patient. The most recent prototype realia 
the Centre in collaboration with DEIS- University of Bologna, is the MCA Auto Tuning sya 
that will be described in this work.

This system is an important step of the global INAIL prosthesis project as it allows en 
of human skilled operator giving a more freedom to prosthesis users and making easier the woi 
technicians. In fact, so far the tuning process was realised manually by an expert operator a 
understand the intrinsic nature of the prosthesis and specialised in using a fairly difficult pro 
From now, thanks to a user-friendly graphical interface and to the inclusion of expert-op 
knowledge, also a low-level user can adjust the parameter values of his own prosth 
particular, this can help whenever a new setting of the prosthesis is required because'of] 
macroscopic behaviour modification. Moreover, also the starting setting, which is gen 
accomplished by an expert operator and critically depends on EMG signal entity and an 
level, can be done more easily by using a solution like the MCA Auto Tuning system.

The tele-assistance project foresees carrying out all the necessary operations for the reg 
of the prosthesis at a distance, by adapting a system of video-communication, implemented witlij 
function of "serial port remote control", which permits the data exchange between the PC i 
prosthesis.

A patient equipped with a MCA prosthesis type, can connect himself telephonically I 
INAIL Prosthesis Centre and contact a qualified technician capable of regulating the prostheii| 
diagnosing possible malfunctions, without having to go to the Prosthesis Center personally.

2. INAIL PROSTHESIS CHARACTERISTICS

The considered INAIL myoelectric prosthesis is a new generation multifunction proi 
that is able to perform hand proportional opening/closing, wrist rotation and ey 
flexion/extension.
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The prosthesis is piloted by electromyographic (EMG) signals that are generated owing to 
Bsidual muscles twitch. Signals are acquired by skin-surface electrodes and are sent to the A\D 
•inverter integrated into the microcontroller INTEL 87C196KC. The Analog to Digital converter 
nutputs are then processed to obtain the PWM command o f the electrical motor at the desired 
vilocity value.

The control law which is implemented into the microcontoller is a proportional law so that the 
velocity arm is proportional to the muscle twitch. The control law is customized on each patient 
Bsing a set of parameters. When the optimum parameters are found, they are stored in a permanent 
memory and the prosthesis will work with maximum performances.

Using a special software it is possible to change the parameters, for example:

Soise. This value is a measurement of electromagnetic noise that is coupled to the electrodes. The 
value is subtracted to the A/D converter value so that the disturbance is eliminated.

haclivity threshold The “I” parameter allows the selection of opening and closing thresholds under 
which the acquired signals are not processed. In practice it is necessary that at least one of the two 
i^ ls  is greater than the “I” value to move the prosthesis. The parameter has been introduced to 
filter out spurious signals that are generated when the patient moves the body without wanting open 
orclose the prosthesis. Without this threshold the spurious signals would move the artificial arm. If 
the parameter value is too low then also the “physiology noise” produces an imperceptible 
movement that augments the power consumption.

Maximum threshold (M). The M value assigns the upper power limit over which the motor gives the 
maximum power value. The threshold allows the patient to reach the maximum velocity prosthesis 
even if the signal is weak.

Censor gain (E) and Flexor gain (F). These parameters assign the gain connected to extensor and 
•xor signals respectively. These values are used to level by software possible difference between 
the two signals.

3. THE TUNING SOFTWARE PROJECT

A particular software package allows automatic or manual timing of myoelectric prostheses 
by using a Fuzzy Logic Based Expert System. Such a system first acquires information regarding 
the actual artificial arm working and its desired behaviour, then applies a specific set of rules 
representing expert operator know-how to define the parameter set satisfying the patient 
requirements.

Operator

Knowledge

Prosthesis
parameter

General scheme of a Fuzzy Logic Based Expert System
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A general scheme of a Fuzzy Logic Based Expert System is shown in the previous picture, j 
The software package has been developed using Visual Basic programming language for Win 
95 operating system. The final product is so simple to use that also the patient himself can i 
without being helped fi'om an expert operator.

The more iimovative part is the one relating to a Fuzzy Logic structure which implem 
the Expert System. This expert system is called by two controllers dedicated to calculate In 
threshold and E and F gains respectively. In the following we look for example the In 
threshold Fuzzy Logic Controller.

The input of Inactivity threshold Fuzzy Logic Controller is a value resulting from s 
signal acquisition process while output is the increment to be assigned to the parameter value.! 
input space has been represented by five Gaussian fuzzy sets uniformly distributed on the \ 
range and called “very weak” , “weak”, “medium”, “strong” and “very strong” respectively,! 
fuzzy sets represent the membership functions degree (p), as represented into the diagram.

very weak very •troog 
strong

100 150 200
Spurious signal

Membership function degree to represent spurious 
signal (input variable)

5 10
Increment

Membership function degree to represent InidMj 
increment (output variable)

Similarly, the output variable is a gaussian fuzzy sets which are e labelled as “ veiy sni 
“small” , “medium”, “big” and “very big” respectively.

The implemented rule set is represented as follows:
1. If  spurious signal is very weak then increment is very small
2. If  spurious signal is weak then increment is small
3. If spurious signal is medium then increment is medium
4. If spurious signal is strong then increment is big
5. If spurious signal is very strong then increment is very big.

Parameters determining the macroscopic behaviour of the prosthesis are related one a
In order to simplify the project we decided to calculate one parameter at a time but follovi 
well-defined order to not neglect the mentioned interdependence.
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4THE TELE-ASSISTANCE PROJECT

MCA Auto Tuning Software has been integrated with the necessary modules to develop a 
febatic service system for the disabled. In this way the control software may be used for tuning 
buh when the prosthesis is connected directly to the PC and when the prosthesis and PC are 
phsaeally located in different places. This solution makes it considerably easier for those disabled 
piBBB who would otherwise have to face difficult, costly travel to specialised centers even for 
eHáie check-ups.

Communication via ISDN (integrated Service Digital Network) has been chosen for this 
ftpse, which allows several services to be combined including audio, video and data in a single 
tnaaission band, at a speed of 128 Kbytes/sec.

The telematic service system planned is illustrated in the figure below, showing the local 
aid remote systems - of the operator and prosthesis wearer, espectively - communicating over the 
Ktwork.

Prosthesis

IS D N

-  — -  IN A IU S S ID E  P A T IE N T S  S ID E

t .
Local System

Retnotc System

General diagram of the telematic service project

Various possibilities have been evaluated for solving the telematic service problem, each 
wilh its own positive and negative aspects.

One of the possible solutions implemented, which satisfies system specifications, is to use 
.Application Sharing: in this case, the MCA Auto Tuning software and Aethra video communication 
wpport need simply to be distributed among the various remote locations; the expert operator can 
bre the application from the headquarters as though the patient were on site. Remote application 
daring is made possible by various programs available on the market, including Microsoft 
iiaMeeting, supplied directly by Microsoft with the latest versions of Windows 95 and Explorer.

The other solution implemented is conceptually different from the above, since it avoids 
ifctributing the control software. This is instead centralised, and uses virtual communication 
between the PC and prosthesis. This requires establishing remote serial communieation via the 
SDN network. This new solution streamlines data traffic between the two systems - quite heavy in 
ticase of Application Sharing, due to the ongoing delivery of video maps from the remote to the 
M  system In this case only the prosthesis parameters are transmitted, making it faster and more 
♦fective, it also avoids the security problem inherent in distributing software, which in this instance 
is used and handled only by expert personnel.

This type of system has been possible to develop thanks to tools by Aethra 
Telecomunicazioni, a leading European firm in the video communications field, which supplies a
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set of hardware equipment to interface with the ISDN network and software through the Í 
(Software Development Kit) libraries to transmit serial data.

The MCA Auto Tuning Software processes the prosthesis parameters that are exchi 
over the serial connection. If the patient is physically present in fî ont of the operator, the i 
connection is to the physical port of the PC on which the technician is working, in the case ̂  
remote patient, the operator works on a PC with a "virtual serial" port mapped by special soil 
on the ISDN line. One especially significant factor in developing the project was the era

Aethra video
communication 

systems

drivers to manage the serial communication between the various remote terminals and the 
network. Two software drivers handle this data: the Portdrv.vxd driver required on both the 1 
and remote sides, and the Caronte.vxd driver required only on the remote side. Portdrv.vxd i 
an additional serial port on the system, COM6, which is not physically present on the PC but i 
behaves for all intents and purposes like a real serial port. The programmer simply uses thisvî  
serial port to communicate between the PC and the ISDN network. The Caronte.vxd ( 
manages instead the interface between the physical serial port connected to the prosthesis anij 
ISDN network.
The following diagram shows the level and manner in which the various Aethra compon 
in terms of routing audio/video calls and managing the "virtual" serial communication 1 
prosthesis and PC in the two locations. The two i-ivers work on the first software level, thusli 
than the user level, where the video communication interface is managed.

inaii's side PC Patient’s side PC

.  Cei package Í Ceipackage ,  ,

X  ^ ----- ----“  <
Ceicomm.dll :

WIN32 API

Virtual serial I 
package |

Ceicomm.dll |

Device drivers Device drivers
Í

Device drivers Dev ice drivers

ISDN interface 
Hardware

__________1_______
ISDN interlace 

Hardware

_______ s_____
COM 1 

Serial port

7
/ ______ 1______

Prosthesis
ISDN 

communication 
\  link

Data and Control flow diagram through components
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i  RESULTS

The telematic service project thus developed has been tested on a few patients with highly 
Mtisfactory results, and has made it possible to verify the effectiveness o f the software both in local 
cowction with the prosthesis and through the video communication system. In the case of a 
iCBBte connection, one of the greatest hurdles that have been overcome had to do with maintaining 
dfcient communication between the prosthesis and the control software.
Indeed, the communication requires that information pass through various types o f software and 
Imdaare potocols, leading to synchrony problems due mainly to delays introdueed by the 
«nponents. Inperfect synchrony could cause serious difficulty, both in terms of video images of 
lb prosthesis not matching the signals reaching the PC and, in more serious cases, the loss of 
infinnation along the line.

^CONCLUSIONS and DEVELOPEMENTS

The presented system, is a useful tool both for operator and amputated themselves. Amputated 
iistf have in fact a more freedom degree since he can auto tune his prosthesis without going every 
tirarto the Prosthesis Centre; expert operators can manually tune a prosthesis by using a user 
Siffldly and easier program and using a PC video-communication system we can see and talk with 
lb patient. Therefore using MCA Auto Tuning package the present troubles and outlays for the 
patient can be dramatically lowered since any artificial arm resetting requires only a few easy 
adjustment staying at home.

The adoption of this program on a large scale may yield considerable economic benefits and 
improve the service quality supplied to the prosthesis user. In fact the time required to set the 
pKthesis parameters is remarkably reduced and, consequently, working time of technicians is 
reduced too, decreasing costs of prostheses producers and providers. Moreover, the software can be 
fiihuted to all users using tele-assistance service and network service decreasing mobility and 
asistance costs and providing a better service.

Telematic service, limited in this case to controlling myoelectric prostheses, may easily be 
Mended to service wheelchairs for the disabled, where once again a serial communication is 
wded to set and control the parameters that ensure smooth operation.

[I] A. Devalli, MCA3 Ver.3.1 - Microprocessor Controlled Arm - User manual.
INAIL Centro Protesi Ricerca e Documentazione, 1996

H D. Brubaker, The Huntington Group, Fuzzy-logic basics: intuitive rules replace complex math. EDN, June 
1992

PI F.Mascaretti, C.Panini, Software Developement Kit SDV8000 - User manual.
Aethra Telecomunications, 1995

[Ij S. Terenzi, Automatic Tuning of Microprocessor Controlled Arm -  Degree thesis.
University of Bologna, 1996
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Abstract

Diabetes is a widespread chronic disease with even growing importance in the future. The \ 

ment o f diabetes, which means prevention and/or treatment, can be improved and made j 

efficient by employing the tools o f information technology (IT). The authors describe the ITi 

requirements o f the individual tasks o f diabetes management and describe tools and m(q 

solutions for meeting those requirements.

1 Introduction

Diabetes mellitus (DM) is a complex, chronic metabolic disease characterised by elevated I 

glucose levels. DM essentially takes two forms: IDDM and NIDDM. Insulin-dependent ( 

mellitus (IDDM) usually begins in childhood, adolescence or early adulthood. The insulin oul 

the pancreas is no longer sufficient or may stop altogether, and blood glucose rises t» | 

threatening levels. Non insulin dependent diabetes (NIDDM) - also labeled Type 2 - occu 

in middle and older age groups. Often associated with overweight (obesity) and reduced [ 

activity, diabetes is the result of insensitivity of the body’s cells to insulin (insulin resistance).

Diabetes mellitus is a common disease: more than 135 million people may be affected.world 

According to projections of the WHO, this number will rise to 220 million in the year 20lll(| 

possibly will reach 300 million prevalent cases by the year 2025 [1]. DM is also a costly 

that imposes great burden on the patients, their families, the public health, the society.
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pliers, mainly due to the appearance and the progression of its chronic complications. Based on the 

I  apected number of people with Type 1 DM in Germany today, health insurance has to pay about 

170 billion Deutsche Mark approximately to treat DM and its complications in this cohort. In this 

Rgard, diabetic patients represent 8 % of ambulatory care of patients and consume 2 0 % of the health 

openditures in ambulatory care. Improving quality of care with the consequent decrease of chronic 

wnplications now (only in the treatment of Type I patients) could help health insurance to save 

ll)out2.1 billion DM per year [2]. In 1995, 15% of the US health care budget [3] was spent for the 

treatment of diabetes.

Improved glycaemic control substantially reduces both the development and the progression of 

diabetic imcrovascular complications, i.e. lowering blood sugar reduces relative risk of retinopathy 

(76!tĴ Mphropathy (50%), neuropathy (60%), and cardiovascular disease (35%) in people with 

Type 1 DM [4]. Thus, measures that improve quality of care and glycaemic control might 

jimultaneously improve the quality of life of people with DM and decrease the short- and the long

term cost of the disease.

Successful quality assurance approaches need specific prerequisites:

• a clear definition of management goals (on the basis of medical parameters such as bG, HbAlc, 

blood pressure, etc.) that should be reached,

»j medical tools and know-how for prevention and/or treatment, and

»■ technical tools to satisfy the needs of permanent feedback loops that are needed to close the gap 

1 between planned goals and actual readings.

.As this control takes place at different levels of the disease management process (patient level, 

hospital, GP, health care system, health insurance), different degrees of expertise and qualification 

have to be taken into consideration. Based on a growing body of knowledge and experience in the 

treatment of diabetes, treatment standards and disease management goals were established.

Tight metabolic control of diabetics means that a flood of data must be handled. This data 

ement can be improved by computer and telecommunications support. Computerisation 

Dikes storage, evaluation and transfer of data effective, thus contributing to a more efficient disease 

lement by a faster feedback of results.
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2 Tasks of diabetes management

2.1 The diabetes team

Diabetes is a ehronic disease that requires constant medical supervision and training of the patienli| 

acute metabolic disturbances and late complications are to be avoided. Treatment of diabetes is j 

responsibility not only of doctors in various specialities, but also of nurses, dietary advi 

psychologists, etc. After the initial diagnosis the patient is often hospitalised for insulin stabili 

and training in a diabetes ward. The patient then visits the diabetologist every three months.

IT solutions can be applied to:

• helping the patient to meet the currently optimal blood glucose target,

• training the patient,

• adapting the treatment strategy,

• avoiding late complications, and

• optimising documentation and communication.

2.2 Self-management by the patient

After appropriate training, patients should be able to make their own decisions about insulin dos 

meals and physical activity in accordance with their current state. Patients are confronted I 

complex task of maintaining continual blood glucose regulation on the basis of a few (3-7) d 

blood glucose measurements and their physical condition using a treatment strategy agreed! 

their doctor.

Self-management of diabetes was made possible by the availability of hand-held minial 

instruments with these components:

• puncture aid to obtain the necessary amount of blood,

• blood glucose determination system (test strips with or without instrument),

• insulin injection aid or insulin pump,

• tools for making short-term decisions (treatment plan),

• diabetes logbook for documenting metabolic status including information on mea 

exercise and events, and

• medium for communicating with diabetologists.
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r
■  To make the system easier to operate and to improve the quality of the evaluation, manufacturers 

I have developed instruments that measure blood glucose. By using micromechanics and integrating 

Ée electronic components (CPU, storage elements, interface components, etc.) into a single ASIC, 

small battery-powered blood glucose measurement instruments have been developed that are 

portable and robust. Instruments with ’’measure,” ’’record,” ’’evaluate,” and ’’communicate” 

fimctions are now available and empower the self-management by the patient.

13 Training the patient

Properly trained patients have to make their own decisions about their treatment strategy. To apply 

this treatment successfully, however, the patient and the care team need more application-related 

knowledge about the effect of the various influences on the result.

These demands can only be met by modem training methods. Especially important here are 

interactive education and training programmes that not only employ the written or spoken word, but 

also allow the user to steer the learning process in accordance with the user’s own experience and 

needs.

By simulating the individual metabolic situations, for example, the effects of insulin, meals, and 

exercise can be made clear in a very short time to the patient. Ideally, simulation models allow the 

user to deal with the real patient data in order to forecast effects on insulin regimen, meal plaiming 

and physical activity.

2.4 Diabetes management and treatment optimisation

Self-monitoring of blood glucose by the patient produces a mass of data. This complex mass of data 

must be organised and stmctured and undergo an analysis appropriate to the situation.

^kangerous trends and problems in the circadian rhythm have to be recognised at appropriate times, 

and data suitable for decision-making must be processed. Together with the patient, doctors and 

jdiabetes advisors draw up individual dose adjustment strategies, and they need quick feedback on 

the results of treatment modifications. At consultations between doctor and patient, documentation 

, aids and tools for making the evaluation procedure easier to understand are needed. Graphic 

ntation of data with subsequent printout of reports will become indispensable.
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2.5 Process optimisation

For diabetes professionals the question of quality assurance and quality and cost managemeili| 

becoming increasingly relevant. Quality simply must be measured, documented and mainta 

demonstrably favourable cost. To obtain quality data that can be compared with others, sta 

such as the Diabcare Basic Information Sheet (St. Vincent) should be applied as far as | 

Using data processing tools, result and process quality indicators can then be derived froml 

documented diabetes-relevant quality data. Analysis of the efficacy of treatment methodi a 

optimisation of standards and so reduces the cost of diabetes treatment.

2.6 Diabetes in telemedicine

Telemedicine is the use of electronic communication and information technologies to providei 

support clinical care from a distance. Diabetes is an excellent example for the applicatmi 

telemedicine. Everyone involved in diabetes treatment must work very closely togethw.' 

advising the patient must have access to current information about the patient. When adjustú̂ É 

treatment, frequent consultations with the treating health care professional are necessary! I
f

data transfer with advice given by telephone can avoid serious complications to the patient 

reduce treatment costs.

3 Integrated computer-aided solutions and services

For the diabetes management tasks outlined above, integrated computer-aided solutraBj 

necessary. To be effective and efficient, the integration must include all essential stages of d 

management. The matched solutions and services described below are an integrated contribuliiil 

the pharmaceutical and diagnostics manufacturer Boehringer Mannheim to diabetes managemtll

The range comprises:

• Accutrend® DM: BG measuring instrument with built-in data management and PC interface

• Camit® for Windows^”̂: data management and analysis tool for self-monitoring data

• Diabcare® for Windows^W; software for result monitoring and diabetes documentation

• Interactive education and training programme
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• Accusim®: simulation of outcome and economic effects

• WellMate™: telematic diabetes management

Accutrend DM
_______ÍV

'■ '
1

■ ■

SMBG-Data

Optimisation of treatment

Broader knowledge of diabetes

Treatment quality

Master data 
Laboratory values 
Findings

Education
Training

Optimisation of process 

Optimisation of cost

Fig. 1: Integrated diabetes management systems

3.1 Electronic logbook

Aicutrend® DM incorporates the functions of a blood glucose measurement instrument and an 

electronic logbook with graphic and tabular functions. Characteristics are:

• fast BG measurement with small instrument,

• user-friendly interface with plain text messages and data entry via number and function keys,

• manages and stores the metabolic information including meals, insulin, exercise and events,

• large display for graphic presentations, tables, statistics as a decision aid, and

• indicates trends and gives warnings in critical situations (hypoglycaemia).

Fig. 2: Meter and Elect. Logbook; Accutrend® DM
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3.2 Analysis tool for self-monitoring data

The analytical tool Camit® processes the measurements and logbook information stored in ] 

measuring instruments such as Accutrend® DM. These data can be uploaded into the Cai 

database through an interface cable supplied by the manufacturer. Camit helps doctors and pat 

to construct a database of measurements and events with practically no time limits.

Even with just four blood glucose measurements per day, there are 360 measurements perqit 

Condensing this information into meaningful graphs and documents entails an enormous amou 

work. This is where Camit® can help decisively, improving communication between doctq 

patient and motivating the diabetic to make the personal effort needed for self-monitoring.

A standard procedure for discussing the Camit® analysis can be agreed upon by the docto 

diabetes advisor and the patient. The evaluations can be organised in user-definable reports.-

Camit® offers analysis functions such as trend graph, standard day, standard week and adapi 

Event-specific analyses lead to faster improvement of insulin adaptation schemes. Toolŝ  

recognition of trends are part of the package. Statistical analysis functions assist assess 

adjustment to the selectable target BG range.

3.3 Documentation and outcome monitoring

The PC software Diabcare® is an important element in implementing the St. Vincent Declaratj 

diabetes institutions. Diabcare® provides a standardised basis for long-term strategic monilori 

results and adjustment quality. The aim is to improve diabetes treatment and avoid] 

complications. The Diabcare® data set is based on the Basic Information Sheet and is arrai 

the following main groups:

• laboratory data including lipid values, blood pressure, EIBAlc and BMI (calculated),

• treatment data (including insulin dosage scheme),

• complications (eyes, kidneys, feet, neuropathy),

• training data,
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* data on quality of life, and 

« {atient master data.

üpptient data are arranged by visit date, with the most recent values available displayed on 

xnei. Thus Camit® and Diabcare® permit complete evaluation and documentation of all diabetes- 

icialed patient information.

i Interactive education and training programme

TTpromote interactive knowledge transfer, Boehringer Mannheim and the Diabetes Research 

haitute in Karlsburg have begun a collaborative project aimed at combining the Karlsburg 

Kbetes Management System and the Accutrend® DM and Camit® systems into an interactive 

(ducation and training programme for diabetics.

jlT It i l L f f -  It

Inwill'

p g | = - |  en

j  . t  } ! . . . .  1 . f i i ___ I ' 9
....1 B

“ — IT?— „ ...— rr7«~7""

Fig. 3: Interactive education and training programme

Using this programme, individual patients will, for the first time, be able to use their self

monitoring data to simulate the effects of changes in therapeutically important parameters on their 

24-hour blood glucose profile by means of differential equations. The patient will enter the dose, the 

type and times of the insulin injections, the quantity and composition of the diet, and the physical 

activity into the programme in any desired sequence.

3.5 Telematic diabetes management

In order to further improve the communication between health care professionals and patients, 

cially in situations like pregnancy, newly diagnosed diabetics, etc., Boehringer Mannheim and
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Nokia are working on a new interactive telematic diabetes management concept. It combineŝ  

latest telecommunications technology with state-of-the-art diabetes disease knowledge. WellN' 

Introduces a new diabetes-specific software for a cellular phone that enables a diab 

conveniently track diabetes-related data such as blood glucose values, insulin dosages, etc. 1 

patient simply presses a button to transmit data to a database where the information is contmiK 

collected and automatically analysed. This database, of course, will meet the highest standlÉl 

data security and confidentiality. Authorised physicians will be able to request key infomuljpi  ̂

the Internet using standardised graphics and statistical functions to support decision 

Diabetics can get their individual data anywhere and at any time using a mobile phone. Itisj 

possible to retrieve more detailed analysis and education programmes by Internet or fax.

This concept is designed to support health care professionals in their daily work and to I 

diabetics to manage their disease by themselves. It is an iimovative communication and! 

management tool linking physicians and patients; however, it cannot replace regular physi(i| 

consultation.

Currently, the first clinical and technical tests are being conducted in Finland.

3.6 Simulation of clinical and economic outcomes

What decision makers need is an extrapolation of health and cost outcomes of their populaÉj 

assuming they will introduce new therapies, and here increasingly they expect a contribution 1 

industry. The payer also needs to find out where the resources may be used up in an inefficienn 

Maybe there are no additional resources needed when improving quality of care, and they mustl 

reallocated according to perceived risk of different population strata and expected benefit. To do j 

decision makers need to understand how a given population -  which can be described by | 

gender, risk factors, and ethnic group -  will behave over time. This is a very challenging! 

because uncertainty of events and a highly complex and nested process has to be taken into aa

The likelihood of reaching the goal can be described by disease model scenarios. These scei 

are based on the current characteristics of the population, the financial characteristics, and i 

business situation. Introducing a disease management concept or a quality assurance pn
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Édd change the situation in a way that the planned goal can be reached. Measuring intermediate 

nobles such as blood pressure, metabolic parameters (HbAlc) etc., will prove the effectiveness 

1 oftlie quality assurance and lead to the confirmation or the refocusing of the intervention measures, 

' hil it cannot show the impact on the final outcome in terms of expected complication rates, life 

I  apectancy and, last not least, financial impact to the business.

Tie Accusim* 2.0 Diabetes Disease Management Model is a real-time simulator of the clinical 

ntcomes and economic effects of the long-term complications of diabetes under different diabetes 

■Mgement and screening strategies. The model analyses the development of seven important 

amplications of diabetes: nephropathy, retinopathy, acute myocardial infarction, stroke, 

■putation, hypoglycaemia, and ketoacidosis. Life expectancy, incidence and prevalence of 

I  amplications, and lifetime costs of diabetes management and complication treatment are calculated 

fcr specified cohorts. Results are presented as summary results, as well as divided by submodel, 

lllowing identification of the complications driving the costs of diabetes care.

Diaase models thus enable a higher degree of complexity to be modelled than is encountered in 

teaklife populations.

4 Concluding R em ark s

Diabetes is a chronic disease of utmost importance to public health. Because of its complex 

metabolic problems and extended data management needs, IT solutions become indispensable. 

Bese IT solutions must comprise all stages of diabetes management and have to support patients 

aá professionals in an integrated manner. Telematic diabetes management and disease models 

simulating clinical outcomes and economic effects now become available.
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SMART HOUSE FEATURES IN THE HOMES OF ELD
ERLY - An End User Oriented Approach

Mervi Lehto

Abstract

The answers o f  attitude towards new technology are split into groups in order to recognise m 

end user needs. Two thirds o f  those who answered reported willingness to learn to use new ted 

ogy, i f  needed. One tenth o f  them is already acquainted with new technology. A fifth of Ihemi 

not want to have it at home, i f  possible. Safety is most important among elderly, as well as c 

all aged people. The same amount o f elderly people - it is roughly one third - want have i 

equipped home office as the people o f  other age groups have. Elderly suppose to be served 

formation thanks to the new technology.

1 INTRODUCTION

New technology of elderly is expected to aid in solving the problems of growing group of j 

citizens in need of assistance. Many solutions for smart housing and independent living, and ( 

technology, have been created to fulfil these expectations [1]. A questiormaire study was camid 

to make a draft of the needs of elderly for housing and technical apparatus from the viewp(É(| 

building developers. Willingness to have and use new technology at home including cost ( 

and attitudes was surveyed.

This paper is concentrating on the prior findings of the end users’ opinion on the smart hou 

tures related to the means of independent living and gerontechnology. The results will be dei 

in more detail in the 1*‘ International Congress of CIB Working Commission W098: “Intd 

(IB) and Responsive Buildings” [8 ]. The study gives also an overall view of the future style)
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ág to be discussed in some other connection. At least, it is listing spaces, services (valued added 

services included) and domestic appliance senior citizens are favouring.

lkjáilisation of ICT (Information and Communication Technology) has been a practice in many 

cjseSalieady for years in business and everyday life, in Finland as well as in other information in- 

tesive small nation. That is why, in Finland data is available on the use of ICT based on the opera- 

Éejstperience. In some cases, the technology was either so new or so rarely used, that those who 

jnsaered were lacking experiences of it. Those who answered were at the age of 55 to 70 years. Ac- 

CBÍngly, the study had a futurist approach. The aim was on the needs, which can be employed in 

eming 5-7 years.

Ilis^^umed that the reader is familiar with the definitions of the IT, ICT or telematics. The cases 

rffbependent living and gerontechology can be found in wide literature of the subjects (see [2 ], 

P]<[5]> [6]. [12]). There is a consensus of making as small difference between healthy and other 

people as possible, and following this principle in technical solutions accordingly. A modified piece 

of domestic appliance can work as an auxiliary mean for elderly. Compared to tailored made techni- 

cahid this solution would reduce the cost of products, as well as improve social equality.

Ihe meets the spatial demand of the modem society with help of IB concept by means of flexibility, 

idvity, integration, information, interaction and designs based on correct understanding of natural 

tes. Although, the intelligent working environment can be created by the means of organisation, 

«hitecture and building technology, for the time being, ICT is one of the most powerful tools for 

iThe current definitions of IBs (see [4], [9], [12]) emphasise the meaning of user, when the quali

ties of IBs are defined, and the other means of implementing IB features than the ICT, such as active 

res, indoor design, etc. not forgetting the electrical brains of the building.B̂etűre:

i'
IMETHOD

Thejluestionnaire covers such subjects as follows: need of services, domestic appliance and elec

tronics, spaces and their quality [8 ], ICT, home and building automation, smart house features, 

health care equipment. The formula was sent to a randomly selected group of tenants, in the central 

part of Finland (Pirkanmaa), where are located an industrial town and agricultural communities. The 

i iare of returned formulas was 32 %, it is, over 300. The Firms bom in 1925 - 1939 are those, who
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rebuilt the country after World War II, and had still been of working age during the good econaatj 

trend in 1960’s and 1970’s. The answerers’ educational status is not very high (57 % of theml 

only the basic schooling, rest of them had studied some more). The average schooling status of 

whole age class in Finalnd is some higher. The share of female was 54 % corresponding that of ill I 
average. The portion of those still working is 17 %. The share of 44 % is pensioned because of ttai I 
age and that of 18 % because of illness. Rest are unemployed, working part time, etc. One tlidii| 

reporting good health. Elderly live either with spouse (58 %) or single (37 %).

Much expert advice was involved in the formulation of the questions (of 100 variables), and 111 

principles of quality management (ISO 9000) were followed, ending up to a 12 A4 pages lonffr] 

mula. They were divided into categories according to age (55-59, 60-64 and 65-70 years), g a i t  I 
and working status: still working, lately pensioned and already some years on pension. A questi* I 
naire is a good method to make an overall draft of the factors of complex system. Only, it has h a ]  
criticised to be unreliable due to mistakes in the formulation of the questions and the lackofknoil j 
edge among those, who answer. Many facts give proof to the end users’ correct and rational opia

The conclusions are drawn by a comparison of users’ opinions of various groups mentád I 
above, and of the results of this and comparative studies in Finland and abroad. In the Bat I 
place, the comparison was made to the results of a similar questionnaire carried out in the City ( i  I 
Varkaus (in 1991) among people in age of 45 to 64 years [7]. Secondly, the results of a questi* 

naire in the City of Espoo (in 1990) among all aged people (over 700 answers) followed [11]^ | 

thermore, the TIDE projects’ results [2], [3] have been taken account.

3 CONCLUDING RESULTS

The study proves a positive attitude towards the use of new technology (Table 1), which a i 

agreement of the other studies mentioned above. In general, Finns are favouring new techaÉgf, 

but the results of comparative TIDE projects [2], [3] confirm the finding to be international. Ik | 

group of oldest, the one with poor earnings or education had had less experience on useofiT, i 

They also decide, more often than others, on alternatives expressing hesitation of usability of 

nology. Most of those who answered (70 %) want to learn to use new technology, if necessarŷ Dk] 

tenth (9 %) is already acquainted with it. The share of those who do not want to learn it is 161
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Over a half (54 %) expect the municipal or governmental authorities to pay the extra costs, which 

Seir ageing is causing, such as technical aid. A quarter (27 %) is ready to pay them themselves. The 

share of 15 % is willing to trust on insurance.

Kimestic t ŝpliance similar to other families is a standard in homes of elderly. The only exception 

of the rule is a dishwasher, which is on their shopping list. Only the share of 31 % of elderly had it, 

while that of younger families is 71 % [ 11 ]. Elderly want to have also such luxury as spa, integrated 

vacuum cleaner, etc. New technology is supposed to help in everyday family routines, especially a 

well equipped kitchen (Table 2.). That is the case with safety facilities, too. The kitchen becomes 

more important with ageing. Mechanical air conditioning, water leakage controls and lighting con

trol are popular. A natural light controlled lighting becomes important with age, while dinuning (32 

^  is important for other age groups [11]. Most (60 %) like to keep home control as it is. Other 

forms of home control (popularity in parentheses) are: remote control units (2 1  %), a control panel 

(13 %), door side panels (8  %), speech control (7 %) and a computer (3 %). Every fifth of the oldest 

age group plan to make changes in their house or apartment. Still, their need for new technology is 

not good, and for example movable wall is not in favour ( 6 6  % say never needed) among them. 

Others need movable walls mainly in 5 to 10 years' periods (50 %) [11].

Every fourth of those who answered has a home office with ICT facilities and the average size of 14 

ml The number of home office could be bigger, while every third would like to have a one. For 

enaqiarison reasons can be mentioned that every second Finnish well educated office worker has a 

home office [10]. When a home computer (14 % having, 12 % more wish to have) is not any more 

needed for working, it will be used for such services as health monitoring, internet service access 

(like banking, ticket booking) and home data bases. People just pensioned do not consider safety 

and health care equipment as necessary as elders. In fact, they are feeling better than those still 

working. Actually they seek for service and activities.

4 CONCLUSION

In general, it can be stated based on the results that a big share of the elderly is willing to have and 

use new technology at home, which encourages the contractors to build smart housing for elderly.
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Table 1. The willingness to use technology for daily household tasks.

Altemative\a share of answers (%) All age of 55-59 age of 60-64 age of 65-70 Female Male
Yes 28 29 34 21 27 29 1
No 19 19 17 18 20 17
Depends on solutions’ quality 38 43 40 33 34 «
Depends on other help available 16 8 9 28 18

Table 2. The share of those who are willing to have smart home features or health care facilities at home.

Active Structures and Intelligent Building Services %
intelligent kitchen stove (temperature setting and cooking timing) 24
movable kitchen cabinet with push buttons (moves up and down) 17
remote control of sauna stove (phone or computer control) 13
kitchen cabinet with adjustable worktop levels and push buttons 10
motorised windows (remote controlled opening and shutting) 8
motorised doors 8
motorised gates 6
motorised cellar (filling up and taking off with push buttons) 6
remote controlled curtains (on/off) 5
other 3

Home Health Care
safety kitchen stove
safety medicin reminder 
movement monitoring
washing wc-seat
mattress monitoring
healthy wc-seat
video phone, video control 
other
nothing
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THE USE OF NON-SPEECH SOUNDS IN A 
HYPERMEDIA INTERFACE FOR BLIND USERS

Sarah Morley', Helen Petrie^ Anne-Marie O’Neill' 
and Peter McNally^

1 use of non-speech sounds (both auditory icons and earcons) in computer interfaces is an 

ortant technology for both sighted and blind users. A prototype hypermedia system fo r  blirui 

fers ms developed as part o f the TIDE ACCESS Project, and initial evaluations showed that users 

tld benefit from and like to see the addition o f non-speech sounds, in an attempt to improve 

ientation, feedback, and correct command usage. The hypermedia prototype which was evaluated at 

\end of the project included 9 non-speech sounds which complemented the synthetic speech and 

tille output. Participants found the sounds to be useful while learning the system as well as when 

'j were more experienced, found them easy to remember, and both their observed performance and 

W subjective responses indicated that they felt well-oriented and were confident in using the correct 

ands, compared with participants in earlier evaluations using the system without non-speech 

ds. Irrgrlications for the use o f non-speech sounds in other systems (such as WWW browsers

Introduction: The Use of Non-Speech Sounds in Interfaces

Ruditory enhancements to mainstream computer systems have become more prevalent in recent years 

■toder to compensate for both the information overload of more and more complex visual interfaces, 

^  for the increasing need for eyes-free and often hands-free interactions. Auditory enhancements 

n  include synthetic speech, digitised speech and non-speech sounds. The purposes of auditory 

BÉKements are varied and have many benefits, summarised by Kramer [13]: for example, for eyes- 

B e work, rapid detection, alerting, orienting, backgrounding, parallel listening, acute temporal 

feolution, affective response, and auditory gestalt formation. When coupled with other interface 

Ümnels, auditory information has many other benefits including non-intrusive enhancement,

krcased perceived quality, superior temporal resolution, high dimensionality, and engagement, 
f

»ry Disabilities Research Unit, University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield, Herts, ALIO 9AB, UK. 

[low at Computer Sciences Corp., 266 Second Ave, Waltham MA 02154, USA.
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Research on the use of non-speech sounds has been dominated by two distinct approaches, 

developed auditory icons, everyday sounds mapped to computer events by analogy with everydi 

sound-producing events [8 , 9]. These sounds are intended to be easy to learn and rememb«sia 

they are ‘naturalistic’, and Gaver included sounds such as scraping sounds for dragging, a | 

sound for copying, and a crashing sound for dropping a file in the trashcan. The alternative apprc 

developed by Blatmer and colleagues [3] uses a language built from short sequences of tones, i 

pitches and rhythms, called earcons, which are associated with actions and objects. These tona 

patterns of tones form a grammar for the interface which needs to be learned. It is clear that alt! 

some of Gaver’s natural sounds have an obvious appeal (a printer sound for the printing procesil 

example), they are unlikely to be adequate for presenting highly complex interface messag 

Edwards [7] and Mynatt [16] discuss. Therefore either a type of Blattner’s grammar of sounds i 

be more appropriate, or a combination of the two approaches.

In this paper we will use the general term non-speech sound to refer to any auditory signal whid 

non-verbal in nature, thus covering both earcons and auditory icons. Non-speech sounds can be 

to present several different types of information about the interface to the user, for example, 

information about an object, confirmation of a command execution, status information about a ci 

ongoing activity, monitoring of background tasks, and signalling an alarm.

1|

Numerous examples of the successful use of non-speech sounds have been reported in the 1 

for both sighted and blind users, although their meaningful use in commercial systems is still lii 

Several examples are presented below to indicate the variety of systems utilising non-speech soui

Earcons have been usefully added to a WWW browser [1] to help sighted users to perforál 

effectively. Real-world auditory cues (e.g. clicks, typewriter, glass breaking) were used to pre 

feedback for normal data transfer, for the execution of external ‘helper’ applications, and for̂  

conditions, and to indicate other information, for example, the type of link destination (text, gra 

video, audio or application), the relative file transfer time, and the size of the file. Some soun 

to be actively learned, but users were able to perform concurrent tasks using the sound c u k  

able to get a feel for the information at the end of a link, and were happy with the .soun 

confirmation of their actions or events, leading them to predict the results of future actions on the| 

of past interactions. In addition, a framework for the use of non-speech audio in HTML inte 

has been developed called AHA [11] based on several studies with prototype browsers and] 

users. This framework provides principles for presenting HTML information using non-s 

sounds to provide users with good information about the structure of a page. This fraraewoj 

stresses the need for user configuration to suit individual user needs.
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Í
 Brewster’s work on earcons has shown different aspects of improved performance in a number of 

ioletfaces. For example, a Macintosh menu with sounds helped mouse users to select command more 

osily with reduced subjective workload, and increased recovery from error [5]; a telephone-based 

Dcnuing system with earcons for the different main menu options and different levels of their sub- 

inius aided orientation, and users did not find the sounds hard to remember [4], Arons’ auditory 

iBetface for the Macintosh [2] allows sighted users to skim through digital audio files, and includes 

tome non-speech audio to provide terse, yet unobtrusive navigational cues, which are reported to have 

Ixen effective at providing unobtrusive feedback, avoiding the need for many verbal messages. 

Although many users were not aware of all the information the sounds were intended to convey, they 

tere using the sounds to aid their task performance. Increased training in the meaning of the sounds 

i  likely to make the sounds even more effective.

Although blind users have long relied on synthetic speech for their interfaces, developers have been 

slow in realising that there are many instances where the addition of non-speech sounds would make 

inlerfaces for these users faster, less verbose, more supportive, and generally more comfortable to 

ox. Speech messages must be processed in a time-consuming serial manner, generally from left-to- 

right, and we find it difficult to attend to more than one message at a time. Non-speech sounds, on 

the other hand, can be very short, can contain a great deal of information, can be processed in parallel 

•T&̂ wech, and can replace lengthy verbal strings.

Several systems have investigated the use of non-speech sounds in interfaces specifically for blind 

osers. For example, Edwards’ Soundtrack [7], was a mouse-based system based on earcons to 

indicate the spatial arrangement of the menu options on the screen. This simple interface was shown 

to be viable, but was acknowledged to be limited in its usefulness. However, Edwards concludes that 

sounds should communicate as much information as possible, to reduce the user’s memory load when 

working. Two projects have investigated access to graphical user interfaces such as Microsoft 

Windows, and both have used non-speech sounds. The GUIB (Graphical User Interfaces for Blind 

Pwple) Project [10] used a mixture of real-world and musical sounds to indicate objects, properties 

nd events, which improved performance, understanding, confidence and correct usage. The 

Mercator Project [16, 17] used types of auditory icons with different properties to indicate objects, 

events, size, state etc. Users in the Mercator evaluations did have to leam the meanings of some of 

the sounds, since not all events can be easily mapped to a true auditory icon, and thus Mercator also 

ised the metaphorical properties of an event and a sound to convey information.

Other systems which have explored the use of non-speech sounds in interfaces for blind users, either 

alone or in combination with speech, include the menu system developed by Karshmer and colleagues 

[12]; the Emacspeak sereenreader [20], the AudioGraph system [21]; and the MathTalk system for 

esplotation of mathematical expressions [2 2 ].
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Much of the existing research investigates the nature of the non-speech sounds; for example! Í 

acceptability as examples of sounds for different classes of event or object, or their meraonj 

There are relatively few examples of full evaluations of whole systems or of prototype system îil 

include non-speech sound as an integral part. This paper presents the evaluation of such a sys(] 

Both types of research are necessary, and the results are highly complementary.

2. The ACCESS Hypermedia System

In the context of the TIDE ACCESS Project a hypermedia application was developed. This con 

of a web of hypermedia nodes of information presented by synthetic and digitised speech, a Bra 

display, audio files and pictures with descriptions, and a specially-designed non-visual inter 

making use of digitised speech and non-speech sounds. Details of the full system and eval 

results are given elsewhere [15, 19]. Potential blind end-users were involved throughout the idÁ 

process, and to complement results from full evaluations of the whole system, several small studj| 

on the use of non-speech sounds in the interface were conducted.

Non-speech sounds were added to the ACCESS hypermedia non-visual interface whetej 

evaluations had shown that performance and usability might be improved with additional feed! 

especially non-verbal feedback. The non-speech sounds used in the final prototype were a mixlu 

auditory icons and earcon-type sounds, in an attempt to; (a) enhance specific interactions with j 
system; (b) utilise any appropriate ‘realistic’ sounds where possible; (c) make use of simple I 

metaphorical abstract sounds for the remaining situations; and (d) maintain a coherent set or sounk.j

2.1 Demand for Non-Speech Sounds

As part of an extensive user requirements study at the start of the project, a large sample of I; 

students, their teachers and blind computer experts (181 in total, see Table 1) were surveyed! 

their preferences for hypermedia systems. All participants were enthusiastic about the use of i 

speech sounds to present status information and confirmation, with 74% considering the inclusiiid 

non-speech sounds to be very important (see Table 1), and stating that many systems try to p H  

too much information in words which are time-consuming to listen or to read.

P a r t ic ip a n ts N u m b e r /T o ta l P er ce n t

Blind Students 65/76 86%
Blind Computer Experts 61/92 66%
Sighted Teachers of Blind 9/13 69%

Total: 135/181 74%
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* Ttstudent participants were significantly more in favour of the use of non-speech sounds (8 6 % 

fcrouring their use) than either the computer experts or the teachers (Chi-square=8.27, df=l, 

pc005). One reason for this may be that the older and more experienced participants have used 

flfflems which use sounds in ways which are not functional and do not enhance usability (common in 

many commercial interfaces).

12 Methods of Link Presentation

h the interface of the first prototype synthetic speech was used to present textual information together 

iith a few digitised audio files. Links were indicated by raising the pitch of the reading voice for the 

Wavordls). Seven blind students completed a full evaluation of the prototype using a range of 

Mndard tasks. Their performance was observed and recorded and used together with their opinions 

tithe system to assess the usability of the system, and the full evaluation results are reported in [15]. 

raScipants rated various aspects of the interface using a 5-point Likert rating scale (1 = least positive 

Id 5 = most positive).

Participants generally found it easy to identify the link word(s) using the pitch change, giving a mean 

lating of 4.0 (x=4.0, n=7)3. However, the pitch change sometimes distorted the pronunciation 

Baking the word(s) difficult to hear. For this reason, alternative speech parameters (such as a 

fflrtipletely different voice), or non-speech sounds were suggested for link presentation. The 

atotab ility  of alternative methods for presenting links was investigated, and participants most 

wouredthe use of a sound played throughout the duration of the link word (x=3.71, n=7), a sound 

played just before the link word (x=3.42, n=7), or a sound played before and after the link word 

(7=3.14, n=7). Many participants suggested using both a sound and a voice change to clearly mark 

links.

Participants rated the idea of using different sounds to indicate the type of node at the destination of a 

Ik, and thought this would be quite useful (x =  3.57, n=7), so as part of a separate demonstration 

with another 6  blind students, this idea was tested. Different sounds were played before the link word 

(spoken in synthetic speech) to indicate: a short definition textual node (Bing), a textual node 

[Zwoop], an audio node (Whistle), and a picture with description node (Trill). The sounds were all 

siiort (less than 0.75 sec) and were not meant to have any intuitive mapping with the node they 

referred to and therefore their meaning had to be learned.

AllJ^cipants appreciated the type of information the sounds gave, especially to save them from 

jumping to a node which might not be useful to them. Participants learned and remembered the 

difföcnce between the sounds very easily, and said they liked the sounds themselves. Users of a

■ rieptesents the mean rating for the given number of participants (n).
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Braille display heard the sounds when they loaded the node, so they knew even before readinĝ lk 

display that there were several different links in the node, and they found this useful. Sevef] 

participants suggested that the sounds could indicate additional attributes of a link, for example  ̂Ét 

size of the destination node, or whether the node had been visited before, although some particip^ 

suggested merely changing additional parameters of the synthetic speech for the link word.

;
2.3 Event Confirmation and Information

During the evaluation of the first prototype, only one sound (Uh-Oh) was implemented in Ét 

interface, to indicate a ‘dead-end’, at the end of a node, or when users tried to use commands whid 

were not available. This was rated as being very useful (x=4.86, n=7) in providing short immedi| 

information without recourse to a verbal message, and it also made the students laugh - and Éis 

helped to maintain their motivation to use the system. However, the sound also seemed to haw 

negative connotations for some participants, making them feel as if they had made a mistak̂ and 

these participants suggested a less negative sound - such as bouncing off an elastic wall (e.g. Boing).

The evaluation also highlighted several places where the addition of non-speech sounds could improw 

users’ interactions. Participants were observed to be confusing certain commands and situation%nd 

thus becoming disoriented. This was due to a lack of confirmation of commands and informatw 

about the status of what users were reading. The two main problems were: (a) failure to distinguish 

between commands for (i) reading within a node (i.e. read next/previous paragraph using the Ral 

Right/Left commands) and (ii) jumping to a new node (i.e. selecting a link, or using É! 

Back/Forwards commands); and (b) failing to distinguish between (i) arriving at the heading of a net ] 

node (by selecting a link, or using Back/Forwards) and (ii) arriving at the heading of the current node 

by simply Jumping up to the current node heading (using the Heading command).

The interface of the second prototype included 9 non-speech sounds to address these problems, 

providing information about the state of information, and to confirm the results of a commial 

execution. Non-speech sounds were only added where there was a perceived necessity, rather tha 

adding sounds to the whole interface. In addition, the sounds were designed to appeal to and engage 

the blind student participants and therefore included a mixture of auditory icons where appropriate ami 

simple earcon-type sounds. For example, a Paper Rijfle sound (like pages turning in a book) wa 

used to indicate reading within a node, whereas the electronic sliding sound Tioom indicated jurapiiig 

to a completely new node using Back/Forwards. A Fanfare indicated arriving at the heading of a net 

node, and a sliding sound Swoosh to indicate sliding up the current page to the heading. A futuristic 

sound Transporter was used to represent jumping to the home node, reminiscent of the Star M " 

device bringing crew back to the ship from anywhere (see [6 ] for more extensive use of Star Trek™ 

sounds in an interface).
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Aftül list of commands and events is given elsewhere [15], and Table 2 shows just the commands 

and events with which sounds were associated. Links were presented using both a non-speech sound 

before the link word(s) and the link word(s) itself spoken in a different voice, to evaluate this double 

method of link presentation - which many participants had themselves suggested.

Nineteen blind participants (9 students and 10 adults) completed an extensive evaluation of the second 

prototype, involving individual use over an extended period, followed by several standard tasks 

requiring full realistic use of the system, for which objective performance measures were taken. 

These were complemented by a usability questionnaire-based interview. The full evaluation results 

are given elsewhere [15] and the details of the results for the non-speech sounds are reported here.

2.3.1 Ease of Use and Usefulness

Participants’ performance and responses showed clearly that the system was easier to use than the first 

prototype, and participants were observed to be reacting to the non-speech sounds quite confidently 

although they were not consciously directing their attention to the sounds. They also appeared to be 

more relaxed and secure when working with the system, worked faster and made fewer errors, and

[ leported that they felt well-oriented and knew which commands to use. Participants commented that
I

they were receiving a lot of information quickly and unobtrusively, without having to execute 

[ additional commands or wait for long verbal messages. Most of these participants had no prior 

dperience with the system, and therefore this level of confidence amongst novices is encouraging.

The Usefulness of non-speech sounds was rated as very high initially (i.e. when learning to use the 

system) (x=4.38, n=19), becoming only slightly less useful when participants became more 

experienced with the system (3c =4.25, n=19). For most participants, the sounds were more useful as 

infonnation and confirmation while learning the system, whereas for a few, the sounds were initially 

confusing, and became more useful with experience. Even though many of the sounds used might 

seem lighthearted, none were reported to be irritating or distracting, although some were reported to 

be too long and too loud. The sounds were especially valuable to users of Braille-only output, who 

were able to assess their location using the sounds without having to spend time reading the display.

2.3.2 Memorability and Identification

To assess the memorability of the sounds, participants were played each sound in turn and were asked 

to name the event or command to which it belonged, and to rate how easy each sound was to 

remember. The numbers of correctly identified commands and ratings for memorability are shown in 

Table 2. Most participants were able to correctly name two-thirds of the sounds, although one sound 

was not heard often enough to be learned (the sound for the Heading command).
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II
C o m m a n d /E v e n t

N o n -S p e e ch  Sou n d P a r tic ip a n ts  

C o r r e c tly  

Id en tify in g  Sou n d

M ean R atin g  fo r  E ase of 
R e m e m b e r in g  

l= lo w  - 5= h igh

Read Left/Right 
(next/prev paragraph)

Paper Riffle 19 4.92

Dead-End Donk 19 4.71

Back Upwards Slide Zoom 17 4.38

Link Ding 16 4.31

Heading Fanfare 17 4.17

Centre-Point Poo 18 4.00

Home Transporter 18 3.94

Forwards Downwards Slide Zoom 11 3.52

Heading Command Swoosh 0 -

Overall Mean Memorability Rating for 8 Remembered Sounds: 4.24

Two of the nineteen participants were unable to identify many of the sounds, although most | 

participants said they had no trouble identifying the meaning of the sounds while working in the | 

system. Most of the commands were rated as being easy to remember (overall x=  4.24, n=19 for thej 

8  identified sounds).

3. Conclusions

The non-visual hypermedia interface developed as part of the ACCESS Project has shown that the i 

of non-speech sounds for informing users about commands and events made it easier for users t 

work with the prototype system, providing them with short, unobtrusive feedback about the results ofj 

their actions and the status of the information in the hypermedia material. Some of the imp 

implications are presented below:

• Non-speech sounds have been shown to be a valuable addition for both speech-output and Bn 

output systems, to provide immediate and short state information and command confirmation.

There seems to be a good rationale for using a mixture of both auditory icons and earca 

especially when users might require special motivation to use a system (e.g. students), 

instances when an auditory icon is especially appropriate (such as a dead-end represented by 1 
bang or a bounce against a wall; or going to the Home node represented by a Star Trek™ typej 

transporter) it would be a pity not to use one. For other events, such as indicating the nature c 

link (e.g. its destination node type, size, whether it has been previously followed etc) or providi 

an auditory overview of the contents of a page, earcon-like sounds seem more appropriate sin 

they can form part of a coherent grammar of sounds. •

• The choice of sounds should be appropriate to the event, and piloted with a range of users for tl 

success at conveying the desired information to ensure that the selected sounds are effective.
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Care should be also taken to ensure that the selected set of non-speech sounds are consistent - in 

terms of length, volume, and placement with a command or event, so that the user is always clear 

s  to the association of a sound to a particular command/event.

• Users have their own distinct preferences for non-speech sounds while they are learning and then 

using a system, so a highly flexible user-configuration component should be included for users to 

specify; (a) the exact sound for each event/command, (b) whether each specific sound is on/off, or 

(c) whether all sounds are on/off. This configuration should be easily accessible.

• The use of any non-speech sound is likely to require some training and practice. As Brewster [4] 

discusses for his telephone-based menuing system, a mixture of documentation and on-line 

training with examples could be used to give users the correct interpretation for the sounds in a 

system. This will help to ensure that users have the intended model for the sounds.

• The number of sounds used should be carefully considered. Participants in these studies liked the 

use of these few sounds for the most important or difficult events/commands, but did not wish the 

system to be full of non-speech sounds, which might become irritating. In addition, there is likely 

to be a threshold for learning and remembering of many sounds. For example Patterson [18] 

found that naive listeners of aircraft warning sounds could leam up to 7 warning sounds 

reasonably quickly, but beyond that, learning was slow but steady (and only up to 1 0  distinct 

signals). In addition, individual differences in the ability to leam and remember only 9 sounds 

were revealed here, so care should be taken to make very efficient use of added non-speech 

sounds.

• Further experiments will need to address the difference of context-dependent sound use and 

isolated sound testing, since our participants were observed to be using the information contained 

in the non-speech sound correctly while using the system, but some had trouble naming the same 

event/command when the sounds were played in isolation.

• These experiences should help designers of other non-visual systems to include non-speech sound 

in valuable ways, and recommendations have already been proposed for other similar systems, 

such as Digital Talking Books [14]. One mainstream system already using sounds to improve 

feedback to users is Windows 95, which now includes a set of ‘soundschemes’ providing a range 

of different sounds for different events, which can be tailored to suit individual users’ needs and 

preferences.
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Abstract

The architecture o f the blind user oriented hypertext AUDIS developed at the Faculty o f  

Informatics, Masaryk University Brno, is described in the paper. AUDIS is developed primarily as 

a support, which would help visually impaired students to study various materials. It can also serve 

as an Internet browser.

I. Introduction

Speech synthesizer and "screen access" ("screen reader") software represent basic utilities used by 

blind users to obtain hypertext information. Although present conventional hypertext and fulltext 

systems are very sophisticated and user-friendly, they are not very convenient when they are to be 

used by visually impaired people. The reason is the graphical interface and absence of the features 

fulfilling special needs of the blind people ([1]).

In what follows we will describe the basic features of the hypertext system AUDIS developed for 

blind users. The hypertext system AUDIS is primarily developed to provide comfortable 

accessibility to textbooks for visually impaired students. It maximally pays attention to the special 

needs of users and allows for comfortable customization. The system is supported by the utilities
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for text conversion and rendering. Next versions of AUDIS will allow the system to be usedij 

World Wide Web browser as well.

Even though AUDIS is primarily developed for visually impaired people, the architectint|(| 

the system is designed in such a way that the system will be convenient even to a larger group (il 

people with special needs, e.g. for print impaired people.

2. Control of the System

The user controls the system by means of speech commands combined with keyboajlaji 

commands. This access optimizes the effectiveness of the control by joining advantagei of WI 

methods. Every command exists in both versions, i.e. in speech command version and in keybo«l| 

key version. This is due to possible application of the system for print impaired people.

Speech commands consist of the key words and are recognized by built-in speech recognizaHi| 

system enables customization of the commands by renaming key words or by defining altenMiivei

To use the basic speech commands the recognizer need not be trained, it is automaticail|l 

customized to the user voice. However, some simple training of the recognizer increases reliabilii| 

of the speech recognizer when larger number of speech commands is used.

Sound is the main output of the system. It can be used in the form of:

• Synthesized voice produced by the syllable based speech synthesizer DEMOSTHENES (see[<l| 

[6 ]). This type of sound output is used for reading hypertext data. The used speech synthesiatl 

applies basic prosodic features based on corpora analysis (see e.g. [7]) and enables use n  

various voice types that can be configured by the user. Various voice types are usedij 

distinguish various types of information (e.g. normal text, underlined text, links etc.).

• Sampled voice, which is used for all standard messages to the user. Even sampled voice ouplj 

can be configured. Various types of sampled voices are used to help the user to distínguéj 

various types of messages. •

• Sound generated by the sound synthesizer, MIDI, wave tables or special samples. Thistjperfl 

non-speech sound will be used first for environmental sounds applied to provide feedback i j  

user actions ([2 ]), secondly it can be used for earcons (non-speech glances used to give thebU| 

user an overview by listening, ([8 ]).
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]. iypertext Data Structure

Tte following important features influence the data structure;

• Maximal HTML compatibility. This is not only due to Internet but also because of general 

compatibility of data.

• Maximal possibilities for customization of the system and data.

• The primary goal of the system is to provide comfortable accessibility to students textbook 

material for visually impaired students - the possible use of AUDIS as a Internet browser has 

secondary meaning.

There are the following types of data files that are used by AUDIS:

• HTML data; more precisely, the system will accept only a defined subset of HTML (depending 

on the version of the system). Constructions and expressions outside the defined subset will be 

ignored.

• System configuration files are used for general customization of the system.

• Data customization files are used for user customization with regard to the data (text 

information included in the hypertext).

• Task definition data. It is useful to provide the system with the information whether it is used as 

a local hypertext system supporting textbook material or as an Internet browser.

4. Data Preparation

Hypertext data should be carefully prepared to be used by the visually impaired students in 

a(!cordance with the system data structure and with the basic features of the system (see Section 6 ). 

AlÉough a simple structure based on the defined subset of HTML is acceptable for the system, 

some other text should be added to the basic text and some additional pieces of information should 

be included to make the data more comfortable for the visually impaired users.
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This includes;

• Global modification of the text. The number of the pieces of information that are not conw 

for sight impaired (graphics, mathematical expressions, tables etc.) should be reduced and/ot| 

explained, if possible, by means of textual form ([3]). Shape of the text should be modifii 

possible, respecting the users needs.

• Rendering and interpreting of graphics, tables, mathematical expressions and other non-textid I 
information.

• Defining underlined sentences (sentences containing important information will be phonetiij 

accentuated) and other meta-information in accordance with the data structure convention*^

• Adding summaries in accordance to AUDIS hypertext data structure conveiipj 

(see Section 7).

• Reducing the number of links and references, if possible.

• Building the tree structure of the system from basic linear structure; this is supported by Í 

automatic generation of the optimal tree structure (see the next Section 5).

Some other pieces of information will be generated automatically (e.g. earcons, sound glai

environmental sounds).

5. Decision Tree Construction

Although the information structured by hypertext links is convenient for visually impaired f 

too frequent links may decrease lucidity of the text.

To make the structure of the system as simple as possible we use structure of hypertext sy; 

consisting of menus (menu pages) and chapters (text pages). Menus contain a title and links* 

and form the decision structure of the system. Chapters are linearly ordered elements of the 

The links included in the chapters should be used only inside the sequence of the chaptt 

should not be used to address menus).

Such a structure is more transparent and lucid for visually impaired users than a gena 

structure. Formally such structures can be represented by rooted trees (root of the tree is the i 

menu of the system, inner nodes are menus and leaves correspond to chapters).
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When a hypertext structure is created from the basic linear text items we have to define the structure 

of menus of the decision tree. It is clear that it should be done in such a way that the resulted 

structure is in some sense optimal from the users point of view. The optimality criterion is 

motivated by the requirement of the minimal average number of menu items that must be read by 

the system and evaluated by the user to find the required text page.

The problem of finding optimal rooted trees for such optimality criterion is solved in ([5]). Let us 

remark that in the quoted paper the criterion is formulated for another problem with different 

motivation, but it leads to the same formalization as in the present case. We will briefly recall the 

main relevant result.

We consider all sets to be finite (card(m) denotes the number of elements of a set m). Rooted trees 

are denoted by ordered pairs R = (V, A) of vertices (nodes) and arcs (edges). We use also notation 

V(R) for R and A(R) for A. A root is denoted by r. We denote the set of all successors of a node x 

byq(x) and by L(R) the set of all leaves of the tree R.

Let R = (V, A) be a rooted tree, x, y e V, and suppose that there exists an (n+l)-tuple (xo, x,, ..., 

X.) such that (Xj.,, x j € A, Xo = x, x„ = y. The set {xo, x„ ..., x„} will be denoted P(x,y) and we use 

notation y < x. If Xo = x = r then n is called level of y and is denoted Ivl(y). Further, Ivl(R) will 

denote the number max {Ivl(x); x e V(R)}.

Definition of Optimality. Let R = (V, A) be a rooted tree, x, y € V, card(V) > 1 and y < x. 

We put w(x,y) = X card(q(z)) and W(R) = X w(r, z);

z e  P(x, y)-{y) z e L(R)

The function W represents optimality measure. We shall say that a rooted tree R = (V, A )is 

W«ptimal, if for each rooted tree R' satisfying L(R) = L(R') the condition W(R) < W(R')

holds;

Definition. A rooted tree R = (V, A) is called L3 tree if it satisfies:

(1) card(q(x)) < 4 holds for every x s  V,

(2) card(q(x)) < 3 implies q(x) c  L(R).

quasi-temary tree is an L3 tree that satisfies:

(1) Ivl(x) < Ivl(R) - 1 implies card(q(x)) = 3;

(2) Ivl(x) = Ivl(y) = Ivl(R) - 1 implies |card(q(x)) - card(q(y))| < 3;

(3) card(q(x)) ^  1 for every x e V.
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Theorem ([5]). Balanced quasi-temary trees are W-optimal.

This result makes it possible to propose the decision structure of the hypertext in an automatic and 

optimal way (in the form of balanced quasi-temary trees).

6. Basic Features of the System

In this section we will present the basic principles on which the system is built from the userpoii|

of view.

• The system enables comfortable control by means of combination of speech commands and hot

key commands. Speech commands are supported by speech command thesaurus that allowsuj 

express a command in several ways, making the control of the system more intuitive.

• Easy customization and configuration are important features of the system. This is related tothtl 

control commands, mode and type of speech synthesis output, graphic output for print impaiitil j 

people with sight, information data structure, and other properties and options of the system̂

• It is important to enable the user to obtain the information quickly and to get alway^l 

informational overview. This is supported first by various output speech modes and outpi| 

speech rates, second by speech summaries, audio glances, earcons and environmental soundli

• The orientation of the user is supported by the information about the position that is al«  ̂I 
accessible in speech form as well as in the form of audio glances, earcons and enviromnipj 

sounds.

• User’s speech remarks can be assigned to each information unit (menu, chapter, secÉ̂ I 

sentence). Each information unit can be underlined or masked. The user and system informatial 

attributes (masking, underlining, speech mode and voice types etc.) are always saved andcaiiie| 

always reset. •

• The system is provided with tree, linear and fulltext type of searching and with the datab 

speech bookmarks. Summaries of the related information unit are always associate^toij 

bookmark and can be used for orientation.
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• Control of the speech output is fully supported. Each information unit can be skipped or 

repeated, the speech output can be stopped, speeded up or slowed down.

p. Information Units of the System

Hire are four basic information units of the system (here we suppose the data in the form of 

txtbook): menus, chapters, sections and sentences. Menus form tree decision structure (its creation 

daring the stage of data preparation is supported by utilities that yield optimal decision tree for 

pen number of chapters), linearly ordered chapters are leaves.

Oiapters are divided into sections. Menus, chapters and sections must be provided with summaries 

Éat consist of the text part and audio glances (earcons). The non-text parts of the summaries are 

pierated automatically. The following scheme corresponds to the chapter structure.

Me of the chapter

Smmry of the chapter

Title of the section

C
mary of the section 

of the section

Title of the section

of the section 

Text of text section

The user may choose whether some types of summaries and audio glances will be masked (then 

ley are not outputted automatically).
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Sentences can be non-underlined, underlined, masked and non-masked (in all combinations), 

user can overwrite the original attributes (as they were assigned in the time of data preparation)! 

the original values can be always reset. User-defined attributes can be also saved and reset.

8. Conclusions

We have presented the basic architecture principles and features of the developed blind i 

oriented hypertext system AUDIS. The system is developed and tested in close co-operation wül 

the Czech Union of Blind and Visually Impaired. The further work will be oriented to k \ 

implementation of basic modules, creation of the data preparation programming support 

developing methods for rendering non-text data into speech/sound output.
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How Computers in the Czech Republic Help Blind Persons to 
Overcome Information Barrier and its Adversary Impact

Hana Bubenickova

Historic summary:
• till 1989 : Picht 's hrailler (typewriter for blind),

CCTVs (close circuit TV) fo r  severally visually impaired persons,
• December o f  3"̂  1989 : foundation o f Czech Blind United (CBU),
• 1990 • Import Eureka A4 - a non-standard PC option intendedfor the blind (400 users in

Czech republic, 200 users in Slovak republic),
• 1991: The programs LP-DOS, Magic in MS-DOS fo r  severally visually impaired persons,
• 1992 : CBUfounded a Digitizing Centre in Prague,
• 1993 : Other digitizing centres were founded in Czech republic.

Start o f operation and services o f  BBS BraillNet (+420 2 66038528 - 9) ,
Czech voice response in MS-DOS to standard PC - program „KUK" for blind,

• 1994 : Using o f  programs LP-DOS, Magic in Windows 3.11,
Using o f  Recognita Auge, Braille displays ALVA, CombiBraille
Start o f testing, evaluating, advisory and based training in area o f access technologf^

• 1995 : Braille display Thymus (Czech product), PC fitted with relevant options from blind and
severally visually impaired persons - 100% contribution o f a soctal benefit

• 1996 : Czech voice response in Windows (Windows 3.11 and Windows 95) called
„ WinTalker", Digitizing centres have transformed in National Adaptive Technology 
Centres and National Information & BraillNet Centre CBU,
Internet server BraillNet Plus starts its operation (http://www.braillnet.cz)

• 1997 : Internet for blind and any disabled person in CR.

The blind in our country has already the possibility to use computers fitted with sp 
options for several years. Czech Blind United (CBU), the independent non-profit nata 
organisation of the blind, founded in 1989, is responsible for proliferation of these extras withiiT 
thus, its step by step activities help to reduce the above-mentioned information barrier. In 
CBU founded a Digitizing Centre in Prague aimed at electronic processing of printing materials i 
adaptation of digitized texts that can be read using so called Eureka A4 - a non-standard PC ( 
intended for the blind. BBS BraillNet is intended for storing and retrieving various texts; curreal̂ j 
offers not only the library containing books in a digitized form but also various texth 
magazines, newspapers, journals etc.; it offers also electronic mail and other standard BBS servia 
for example application gateway, that enables opening of various applications on a distant coir 

The non-standard form of Eureka and its incompatibility with other standard IBM PC r 
in development of so called voice response that can be used in standard PC under MS-DOS. 1 
most used voice response in MS DOS is a program called ,,KUK“. Implementation of voice res] 
in Windows was supported by the program called CS Voice; originally, it was intended only(
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reading text files in Windows. Up to now, its author has created a very stable and reliable voice 
response called Wintalker; it can be used under Windows 95 and is able to communicate within 
Internet text environment.

Persons suffering from severe visual debility can use high quality imported programs 
enabling image enlargement (LP-DOS, Magic); they can use MS-DOS, Windows 3.11 as well as 
Windows 95. Specially created programs ,,SCAS“ and „Magna Vista“ working on a scanner can 
enlarge a printed document which enables to handicapped persons to read any printed text.

Recognita Auge and Recognita R3 programs make printed text readable fo r  the blind in our 
country; they are imported from Hungary and both their menu and code pages are adapted to our 
national environment.

Our organization also co-operates with Faculty o f  Informatics at Masaryk University, Brno. 
Here, an advanced type of voice synthesizer is being developed (see: Kopecek I. Syllable Based 
Speech Synthesis, Proceedings of SPECOM’97, Cluj Napoca 1997 pp. 161-165). Other interesting 
activities, e g. development of a navigational device for the blind using a computer and 
conMunications engineering or development of a blind oriented hypertext system, are being also 
topics of research at this faculty.

Computers that are adequately configured and fitted with all necessary options and extras 
enabling persons suffering from severe visual debility their effectively use are still rather expensive in 
our country. Braille displctys - touch outputs of personal computers - are also too expensive for an 
ordinary Czech blind person. Unfortunately, students or mentally working people who have to 
process a lot of texts, e. g. lawyers or interpreters, are currently the only ones who can get the 
Braille display in our country. Thanks to favourable legislation promoted also by our organisation, 
the blind and severally visually impaired persons have nowadays the opportunity to buy PC fitted 
Mth relevant options because they can get up to 100% contribution in a form of a social benefit. It 
IS estimated that there are more than 1 000 blind computer users and approximately 100 Braille 
displays users; it should be mentioned that Braille display price is several time higher than that one of 
a common PC fitted with a scanner and necessary special software and hardware.

BraillNet BBS began its operation in 1993 and currently it is the provider of BraillNet Plus 
Internet server. It offers the same functions as BBS services, simultaneously extends possibilities of 
visually impaired persons and reduces operation costs all-over the territory. We succeed in 
cMiecting the visually impaired persons to Internet under absolutely exceptional and financially very 
idt^geous conditions in a place where they live or work. We are able to offer full scope of 
services to any person suffering from other disabilities under the same conditions; it means that we 
have aeated a real basis on which the information system intended fo r  any disabled person in our 
country can be built. In future, our server should contain the following information:
• List of non-profit humanitarian organisations offering care of handicapped persons and providing 

lervices for them;
• List of rehabilitation, compensation, prosthetic, orthopaedic and optic aids;
• Programs aimed at education, self-realisation, job, rehabilitation and re-qualification o f  the 
Indicapped persons.

Our server is a mean that can help to remove communication and information barrier in our 
country and assist to take full advantage of new techniques that are able to improve life of many 
disabled citizens in our country.

KSDr. Hana Bubenickova (E-mail: bubenickova(&,braillnet.cz),
Wmapr of National Information & BraillNet Centre CBU CR, Na Harfe 9, 190 05 PRAHA, Czech republic 
I'ifpreleii by: Mgr. Sarka Cernohlavkova (E-mail: cernohlavkovaiia]braillnet. cz)
\alimial Information & BraillNet Centre CBU CR. Chaloupkova 7, 612 00 BRNO, Czech republic
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STATE OF THE ART CONCERNING THE USE OF 
COMPUTERS BY BLIND MUSICIANS IN EUROPE AM 

THE PLAY PROJECT SOLUTIONS.

Didier Langolff, Nadine Jessel, Monique Truquet (UPS, France)

This inquiry was realised with the help of all the PLAY project partners.

Institut de Recherche en Informatique de Toulouse 
Université Paul Sabatier 
E-mail: langolfJ@irit.fr

POSTER OVERVIEW

PLAY Project aims to answer the needs of blind musicians. The first part of the project is a] 
careful analysis of user's needs and their interests. This task was carried out as a survey.
The poster presents different schemes concerning the results of this inquiry carried out by the] 
PLAY Project Consortium in the seven European countries and the solutions proposed by tf] 
PLAY Project.

In a first part, is presented the number of questionnaires sent to seven European countriest̂  
(which diffused them) and the number of answers.

In a second part, three schemes present the respondents features of the European countries j 
involved in the PLAY consortium:

• Visual impairment.
• Age distribution.
• Musical experience.

The third part describes the computer use by blind persons. Two different schemes are 
presented and allow to make a comparison between the computer use in everyday life and 
the musical domain. The reasons of the few use of computers in the musical domain are; 
described through these schemes. ,

At the end of the poster, we present the wishes of the informants concerning future system] 
developments. To conclude, a scheme presents an overview of the PLAY project aims to j 
develop a workstation providing the different possibilities which blind musicians are seek
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PRESENTED WORK

With the increased development of technologies in computer science and 
communication we have many possibilities of improving the quality of life for disabled 
persons through the adaptation of these new technologies to their specific needs. The PLAY 
project tries to answer the needs of blind musicians for access to musical documents.

We will present the state of the art concerning the use of computers by blind musicians 
with the answers analysis of questions among seven European countries (Denmark, Finland, 
France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands and Spain)
The big majority of those who answered were blind, some of them were partially sighted and 
a little part were sighted expert.
43% of them were 40-60 years old. Among them, a big part were professionals in the musical 
domain what is interesting.
Concerning the use of a computer in the musical domain, we note a maximum of 25% of 
blind musicians in the Netherlands and only 5% in Spain, against an average of 78% in 
j^eryday life. Why so few users? For many reasons:
1 • Lack of skills and lack of training.
I  • Difficulty of using music programs (use of mouse , too many graphics...).

• Lack of information concerning suitable programs and tools.
• Inadequate technical documents.
• Too old to learn new skills.

Some of them answered that they want to use also computers to access Internet and databases.

Concerning the PLAY project they expressed the following wishes:
• To develop a user friendly and cheaper system for editing music.
• To scan and translate scores into Braille.
• To print out both ink-print and Braille scores.
• To have the possibility of converting music Braille to Midi and/or printed music, and 

vice versa which would greatly improve the availability of musical material in Braille.
• To have the possibility of scanning Braille. It would be useful mainly for blind 

composers who have no possibility of obtaining their scores in a printed form.
• To follow a training in order to be able to use the complete system.
• To have a workstation compatible with the main products used by the blind users.
• To be able to listen to music that is being read.
• To be able to have contacts with other musicians, blind or sighted (email concept).
• To be able to read sheet music, consult catalogues and download items (internet access).

! The objective of the PLAY project is to develop a „ PLAY station “ managed by an editor 
Í which will control the different modules linked together and will allow the user to :
I > Input/output musical text in Braille, or communicating with a commercial program 
: through ETF, NIFF or Midi Files.
i > Save scores in the internal code format (Play Code).
Í > Print into Braille.
j > Access catalogues and musical archives through an Internet interface.
The PLAY project will provide a booklet concerning the Internet access. Moreover a study on 
feasibility of two musical score recognition systems (optical devices) is undertaken.
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MathPlusToolBox, a computer application for learning basic

math skills

C. GARDNER

-Linn-Benton Community College 

630 N.W. 7*̂  Street 

Corvallis, OR 97330 

ckg@dots.physics.orst.edu-

R. LUNDQUIST

-Oregon State University 

Physics Department 

Science Access Project 

randyl@dots.physics.orst.edu-

Abstract

The MathPlus ToolBox, a computer application, has been designed through a collaborative effort of 

Carolyn Gardner and Randy Lundquist. The goal of the project was to improve accessibility to math for 

|! [tudents with disabilities.

''Tliough there are many computer products which are claim to help students learn math, many do not 

 ̂allow universal access. Often these products don’t teach students the mathematical processes. The 

MathPlus ToolBox uses graphics, sound and captioning so that all students have access to the concepts 

heing taught. There is a variety of tools to help a student learn and practice addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, division, and fractions

ilk of book. Name of Eds.
«l997mP. Published by Chapman & Hall
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1 INTRODUCTION

The MathPlusToolBox has been developed in cooperation by Dr. Randy Lundquist with the i 

State University Science Access Project and Carolyn Gardner at Linn-Benton Community Collq 

is being developed because of the scarcity of mathematical materials available for students' 

disabilities. Computers often enable these students to have access to information that is otherwu|B 

available. Though this computer application was developed to help students with disabiliti 

universal design makes it appeal to all students learning math.

In this paper, some background will be given about the reasons why the MathPlusToolBo^* 

developed. The tools included in the ToolBox will be described along with some of the reasoniq 

was behind the design. The development process will be explained along with a look at our | 

the future.

2 BACKGROUND

Persons with disabilities have traditionally been underrepresented in the fields of scia 

mathematics, engineering, and technology. The future needs of the nation’s scientific wort 

demand that no group be excluded from participation in education and training that lead to pro 

careers in the sciences. The National Science Foundation promotes the full inclusion and partiig 

of persons with disabilities in academic studies leading to careers in science and engineering t 

its Program for Persons with Disabilities. (SRI, 1997) This division of National Science Foundatk* 

fimded the development of programs and technologies, and fostered ideas which have impi 

education for all students.

At this current time, it is especially important not to exclude any group of people from the tecli 

work force. There are jobs which pay well in technology related fields. American companies are u 

to find enough qualified people to fill their positions. People with disabilities are often shut out ofi| 

job market because of their inability to study mathematics.
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Oil of the reasons that students with disabilities have not studied mathematics is the difficulty of 

preparing materials for them. This has been particularly true for students who are visually impaired and 

■■yitudents with learning disabilities. For the past several years Mrs. Gardner has been researching 

ta uses of technology to teach mathematics to students with teaming disabilities. (Gardner, C., 1996) 

UeOregon State University Science Access Project is working on providing access to information for 

tudtnts with visual impairments. (Gardner, J., 1997) When the project presented several of its 

toarch projects at the international conference on Technology and Persons with Disabilities, Los 

iligeles in March 1997, one of these programs. Triangle, attracted many students, parents and 

dmtors who were looking for a computer program to do basic mathematics. The MathPlusToolBox 

Mdhelp fill that need.

3 BACKGROUND BEHIND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MATHPLUS 

TOOLBOX

At the beginning of this project, it was planned to use the sound capabilities of AsTeR (Raman, 1997) 

IB provide access to science textbooks for students who had learning disabilities. This approach was 

ihadoned because of the technological difficulties of combining AsTeR”s speaking capabilities with 

I t visual image of mathematical text on the screen, and because the current mathematical textbooks 

« too highly dependent on graphical images to explain the concepts. The best approach seemed to be 

It develop a program which could use the computer capabilities to teach the same concepts being 

pented in textbooks.

Computers have appeal for students of all ages because it is more fun to practice using a computer. It is 

ijmhreatening environment where the students can easily check their progress and learn from their 

mijtakes. This is particularly important for students with LD because they often need more practice in 

order to learn and remember a concept. Sound and speaking the text can be combined with visual 

stages. Record keeping features and flexibility allowing a student to progress at his/her own rate can 

t built into the program. Educational software for mathematics has unfortunately, up to now, been 

stly limited to game type programs or drill programs. Most of the sounds that are used are
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distracting rather than information giving. When well-designed computer-based and video 

instruction is provided on a daily basis, children with learning problems can develop declarativia 

procedural knowledge in basic math skill equivalent to that of their nondisabled peers. (Gold 

Mertz & Pellegrino, 1989)

Educators have known for years that understanding of mathematical concepts is crucial to 

mastery and use of mathematics. The new NCTM (National Council of Teachers of Mathe 

standards reflect this philosophy. There is a need for all students to learn to solve problems, reason 

learn on their own. (Goldman, Hasselbring, & the Cognition and Technology Group at Vanda 

1997). This need for teaching for understanding was one of the crucial ideas behind the developn 

the MathPlusToolBox.

4 DESCRIPTION OF THE MATHPLUS TOOLBOX FEATURES

$ The MathPlusToolBox uses graphics, sound and captioning so that all students have a 

to the concepts being taught. There are a variety of tools to help a student learn and pra 

basic math skills. The Toolbox will run on a Windows 95 machine with a SAPI con 

speech engine.

$ The MathPlusToolBox has a universal design. One of the major problems with con 

math software is that it is inaccessible to many students. Students with visual impain 

can’t see the screen. Students with hearing impairments miss all the auditory infon 

Students with learning disabilities often get confused because they need both auditory 

visual display without a lot of extraneous and distracting material.

$ Audio is used in several ways. The speech engine reads the highlighted text in the scripi| 

in the message boxes, the buttons on the screens, and the problems. It also is used to e 

actions being taken in the demonstration boxes. Sounds are also used as reinfoit 

When the answer is correct, the sound is different from when the answer is incorrect!
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$ Captioning allows the hearing impaired to have access to all the spoken text.

$ The screens are relatively uncluttered, and the format is consistent for easy navigation. The 

graphics are simple and the colors used are consistent throughout the various tools. For 

example the color green is used for the value of ten’s colunrn in the counting tool, and the 

same color is used for the tens’ geometric figures in the demonstration of an addition 

problem.

$ The type and difficulty of problems can be controlled by the user. Practice problems and 

flashcards can be controlled via the option’s button. A script can be written to generate 

problems and control the sequence of a student’s progress.

$ Tools to aid authors in writing scripts are included as part of the ToolBox. From a pull down 

menu, teachers can insert script commands into the text. The text is easily accessible making 

changes possible within a short time frame.

$ Graphics are used to support the development of mathematical concepts. An example would 

be the use of the graphical demonstration of an addition problem. In a recent journal, the 

importance of showing the relationship between fractions and decimals was pointed out. To 

reach higher level understanding, it is important to include graphics and to have the student 

accustomed to thinking about understanding. (Stein & Smith, 1998) This concept is the 

basis for the development of the various tools in the MathPlusToolBox.

user se lects h o w  m u c h  o r  h o w  lit t le  a u d ito r y  fe e d b a c k  h e  w a n ts  to  hear.
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5 DESCRIPTION OF THE MATHPLUS TOOLBOX COMPONENTS

Counting Tool

• The counting tool looks like a bar graph with four columns divided into ten sectî  

Each column represents a number place, ones, tens, hundreds, and thousa 

appropriate number of sections is filled with different colors to match the nui 

written above. A number can be changed by entering a different number in the nu 

box above the graph or by using arrow buttons below the graph to increase or de( 

the number of filled spaces and change the number value. The computer will read! 

entire number upon request.

• It is also possible for a student to see a computerized number line. The number lioe| 

used to demonstrate a math problem. When the student moves the number line i 

the problem and its solution change.

Flashcards

• The flashcards have a design similar to the commercially made cardboard product̂

• It is possible to generate flashcards for addition, subtraction, multiplicatit^l 

division. The type of problem can be changed within the flashcard tool. •

• Problems are generated randomly at the level selected. Two digit problem!, c 

generated.

• Students answer in a quick left-to-right manner.

• If a student encounters a problem which is too difficult for them to do in his/her I
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is possible to go directly to one of the work boxes to solve the problem.

• A score box keeps track of the number of problems completed, the number of problems 

correct, the number of problems missed, and the time elapsed.

• The problem is read for the. student. If the answer is incorrect, the student gets the 

problem again. The correct answer is read.

Math Work Boxes

• There are work boxes for addition, subtraction, multiplication, division.

• These boxes allow a student to do complicated problems on the computer using sound 

and graphics as an aid for solving the problem.

• The cursor can be selected to move automatically to the correct space. If the answer is 

incorrect, the cursor doesn’t move. Red numbers are used for carrying and borrowing.

• When the student has completed the problem, it can be checked immediately. If the 

answer is incorrect, the student is returned to the problem. If it is correct, the problem 

and the answer are read. •

• Students have several options from the Work Boxes. A demonstration can be requested. 

This allows a student to see a working graphical representation of the problem. The 

computer will work the problem and show graphically how the solution is reached. 

Another option is for the computer to work the problem for the student. These options 

could be turned off in a testing situation.
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Fraction Tools

• The fraction tools are just now being developed. The tools that are under develoj 

will help the student to better understand fractions in various ways. A simple frai 

written both in its fraction and decimal form as well as illustrated with graphics.̂

• Other tools help a student to understand equivalent fractions, factoring, and the a 

of fractions.

Worksheet Generator

• Random addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, problems can be generanlilj 

printed.

Calculator

• There is a talking calculator available.

Scripts

Scripts can be used to teach concepts.

The MathPlusToolBox components can be integrated into the script. Though t 

are designed to help the student learn the concepts, the scripts allow more ( 

explanations to be given when a student is learning a new concept.

The type, level, and amount of problems ean be controlled through the use of scripli |
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í  EXPERIENCE W I T H  U S E

Dt. Lundquist has been responsible for the programing, the design, and the implementation of voice 

im the ToolBox. Mrs. Gardner defined the educational concepts of the ToolBox and has made design 

«®estions from an educator’s viewpoint. Several of her adult basic education students have used 

wimiS3Components of the workbook. Changes to the program have been based on the input and 

issveries made during its use. Several scripts have been written to help students with specific needs. 

I Siltt, at this time, the MathPlusToolBox is under development, no official testing has yet been done. 

All students have found using the MathPlusToolBox to be an interesting way to work on math concepts 

iliirii previously they found difficult to learn. Using the computer flashcards is less demeaning and 

ONC fun than using the old fashion cardboard ones. The graphics and the tools help all students to 

tetter understand mathematical concepts. The MathPlusToolBox seems to appeal to all age and ability

FFUTURE PLANS

lework on the MathPlusToolBox has just begun. It will become an even more powerful tool as it 

edves. More tools for teaching and working with fi'actions, and tools for teaching decimals, and 

ptEents will be developed. Word problems will be included. As the MathPlusToolBox is being used, 

feedback from students and teachers will be incorporated into the product. There is a need to integrate a 

Wle display or tactile pad so that demonstrations have more meaning for students who are visually 

iapaired.
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AGENTS IN AN ADAPTIVE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 
FOR SPECIAL NEEDS EDUCATION

Jaakko Kurhila  ̂and Erkki Sutinen*

fk tra c t

In a learning situation, varying needs o f disabled children can be met in a personal and adaptive 

learning environment. We give a description o f an agent-based learning environmentfor special needs 

education. The learning environment ensures individualized learning processes fo r  every learner. We 

Mae ingtlemented a functioning prototype targeted to children suffering from frontal lobe lesion. Al

though comprehensive tests with the prototype are lacking, initial reactions from the special educators 

have indicated that the concept is appropriate and worth developing. Modular and open design o f 

ÉC prototype provides a basis fo r  further research.

l^ tlLlntroductionr
The concept learning environment can be viewed as a physical space where learning occurs. In our 

franework, the learning environment consists of networked computers with accompanying software 

and their users. Users can be learners, teachers, special educators, occupational therapists, neuropsy

chologists etc.

The basis for this framework is to tailor an agent for each participant in the learning environment. 

The definition of an agent is somewhat obscure [2, 3]. In our framework, an agent can be defined as 

apart of a program that acts on the behalf of the user or, as Russell and Norvig state it [4, p. 31], ”an 

agent is anything that can be viewed as perceiving its environment through sensors and acting upon 

Ihatmvironment through effectors.”

The framework is to be used in a normal classroom setting with one or more teachers and several 

êarners. The framework is designed to support the learning and teaching processes of each individual 

learner and teacher. One of the goals is to divide the responsibility of the teaching between a computer 

and a human teacher.

’Department of Computer Science, P.O. Box 26, FIN-00014 University of Helsinki, Finland
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Neuropsychologist Learners Teacher

Figure 1; Distributed learning environment, where every participant has his/her own agent

There are customized agents for each learning environment participant. The agents belong to van- 

ous classes according to environment users. Every learner has his/her own learner agent, lead 

has his/her teacher agent etc. The agents communicate with other agents and modify the teachi 

and learning processes. Learner agents can, for example, provide exercises and additional mata| 

to learners when needed. Teacher agent observes the learners and provides information from tht 

learners’ progress to the teacher. Other agents, e.g. neuropsychologist agent, can gather informi||i 

from the learners’ actions to the neuropsychologists and help to diagnose the user.

Figure 1 shows a simple example of a possible learning situation. The teacher agent has found lea^l 

difficulties with the learner in location 3, so he/she is instructed directly by the teacher, while learâ  

in locations 1 and 2 are kept activated by their learner agents. Neuropsychologist agent gather! da# 

from the actions of the learner in location 1.

The first implementation of the learning environment is ready. It is a prototype of the learner ago! 

for one learner, and it is to be used for practicing elementary mathematics with individualizejjid 

adaptive learning path. Because of the open design, the subject can be changed from mathemaijd 

any other desired topic.

As stated in [1], there are no sophisticated computer science solutions to special needs education,bn 

the need for proper software is obvious. Practical reasons include the lack of human teacheis. WÉ 

software agents, not only the quantity of the teaching can be enhanced, but also the quality and k  

depth.

In the following section, we outline the intended users of the prototype learner agent. In chapt«3w 

describe the prototype in detail. In the concluding section we give an early evaluation of the leanóf 

environment.
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% Intended users

Special needs education differs radically from ordinary education because of the heterogeneity. For 

0  prototype implementation, we have limited the targeted users to children with mental program

me disorders [5] caused by frontal lobe lesion, but the schema is most likely to be useful with other 

types of disabilities even without alterations.

During a learning situation, mental programming disorders appear in various forms. The learners have 

difficulties in concentrating during a long-lasting task and upholding their motivation. They must be 

bd to the final goal by dividing the problem into smaller and shorter subtasks. The lost motivation 

an be brought back by personal, emotionally influencing feedback. Activeness can be regained by 

multi-sensory feedback. Computers are able to convey visual, aural and possibly tactile feedback.

The line between essential and non-essential is vague for frontal lobe lesion patients. They cannot 

find essential points in a complex problem. Therefore, presentation must be eliminated to the simplest 

form. Even a slightest misfit distracts or interrupts the execution of the task.

3. Prototype implementation: the learner agent

In this chapter, we describe the preliminary implementation of the learning environment for one com

puter. The objectives for the prototype and its architectural solutions are presented in detail. Visuality 

and user interface issues are examined briefly.

3.1. Main objectives

The main objective in the prototype is to practice elementary mathematics, i.e. addition, subtraction, 

multiplication and division. It is presumed that the learner is already familiar with the presented 

ariSimetical operations, or is taught by a human teacher while using the program. In other words, the 

learner knows how to add to numbers together when practicing with the addition calculations. The 

agent offers a practice partner to rehearse mathematical problem solving. If the learner finds trouble 

during practice session, he/she should be helped by the computer. In this framework, the learner agent 

is a program coordinating the practice session. The agent decides which exercise is presented to the 

leaner by analysing the learner’s behaviour. To make a decision and to fetch an exercise the agent 

uses external changeable databases.
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Figure 2: The logical structure of the prototype.

There can be several learners and one teacher, but they do not interact with each other by a con 

The teacher’s task is to monitor the learners and their actions, and provide help when needed. Inll 

future, message passing and other kinds of cooperation can be included in the environment to enal 

collaborative problem solving.

Multi-sensory feedback is achieved by presenting the feedback visually on the screen and aui 

by loudspeaking the exercises and feedback. To avoid distracting other learners in the same r 

headphones can be used. Tactile feedback is not implemented in the prototype.

The program keeps a score from problem-solving so that the learners can observe their personal  ̂

gress. Points are given according to the level o f difficulty. The points are not stored in a pub! 

available high-score list so that a learner can compare him/herself only with his/her previous a 

plishments.

The prototype is coded with Java, and it is usable in common windowing environments such as! 

Windows or UNIX X-Windows.

3.2. Functionality of the learner agent

The logical action in the prototype learner agent goes as follows (Figure 2). When a practice sesi 

is started, the first exercise is fetched from the database called the exercise cube (1) and provid 

the learner agent through the user interface to the learner (2). As the learner uses the software, hc/̂  

generates data which is gathered by the learner agent (3). The data the learner agent gatheni 

be response times, correctiveness of the answers, number of attempts, and so on. The learner a
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Exercise 
helping path

level

Figure 3: A visualization of a learner’s trail through the exercise cube.

Ks the data through a decision tree to find out how the learner should be helped or which exercise 

i fetched next from the exercise cube and presented to the learner (4 and 5). This procedure is 

ated as long as the execution of the program is terminated or the learner agent runs out exercises, 

tailed descriptions of the exercise cube and the decision tree are given in the following sections.

ogram can store each learner’s progress and individual achievements, so that the learner may 

|«mtiiiue from the level he/she has achieved. The learner identification is done with a typical login 

dure.

tlx e rc ise  c u b e

JSiecube is a term for the set of exercises in the prototype implementation. In this prototype imple- 

|ltntation, the exercises are mathematical problems. The term cube is used because the set has three 

;̂ erent dimensions. The first dimension is the level of difficulty (x-axis in Figure 3). The proper 

kel of difficulty is inferred from the amount of terms in the problem, the magnitude of terms, the 

litude of answers, the amount and closeness of multiple-choice answers, etc.

Hie lecond dimension in the cube is the set of exercises of equal difficulty (y-axis in Figure 3). A 

Isge number of exercises and random picking method within that level ensure that the session is not 

I  anilar to previous sessions, e.g. when the learner has reached his/her level and is continuously trying 

6advance to the next level.

He^rcises can often be partitioned to smaller problems or subtasks. For example, if the learner
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cannot solve a problem 3+2+4, the problem can be partitioned to 3+2. If the learner can answtri 

the original problem can then be presented as 5+4. This is the third dimension in the cube.aiij 

called the exercise helping path (z-axis in Figure 3).

The helping path is not necessarily a partitioning of the problem. It can also be some other > 

help the learner to achieve the goal. For example, when the learner is not able to calculate 1+3J 

possible way to help is to present the problem as 5+1.

Every topic has its own exercise cube. The prototype contains cubes for addition, subtractl| 

tiplication and division. Also combinated cubes for addition/subtraction and multiplication/di 

exist.

The exercises and their multiple-choice answers must be coded manually to the prog 

hand. The reason for this procedure is that problems with a sound pedagogical background areil 

impossible to create by a computer. In addition, it is not enough that only problems have a soundji 

agogical basis. Also the multiple-choice answers and the amount of them must be thought thoro 

Creating problems manually forces to think the pedagogical basis for each problem and transfol 

responsibility to the educationist. However, certain tools to aid the design of the problems to thed 

can be done in the future.

The contents of the cube can be changed to a different set of exercises, since the cube is an I 

text file consisting of the actual problem with a proper difficulty ranking, the solving path a 

answers. The exercises can include non-numerical terms or even be non-mathematical as longitl 

are multiple choice questions. In the latter case, the prototype contains no support for speecho

3.4. Decision tree

The decision tree contains branches of questions which affect the decisions and actions the 1 

agent makes. For example, if the learner has answered the last five times correct and has notconsi 

too much time, the decision could be to raise the level difficulty. If the learner does not knowthê  

answer, the decision is to present the next step from the exercise helping path. Therefore, eachl 

is likely to go a different trail through the cube.

Figure 4 shows an example of a decision tree. The decisions are based on the answers (arcs) I 

questions in the branches (nodes). The tree in Figure 4 is a simplified version of the decisiont
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BRANCHES

LEAVES

DECISIONS

Figure 4: A simplified example of a decision tree used in the prototype implementation.

ÉfiDtotype. The prototype contains a decision tree with five levels of nodes and 72 leaves which 

lead to five different decisions. The five possible decisions in the prototype are

• to get an exercise of same difficulty level

• to raise the difficulty level

• to help the learner (i.e. present a next step in the exercise helping path)

• to go down a level

• to send a message to the teacher^.

First four decisions steer the learner through the exercise cube. The fifth is used in a situation where 

helping the learner is beyond the capabilities of the learner agent, or the learner stops responding.

The decision tree can be viewed responsible for the pedagogics in this learning environment. Depend

ing on the questions in the nodes and the limits of the answers in the arcs, the learning environment 

can be altered to act according to various pedagogically justified learning strategies.

As well as the exercise cube, the decision tree can easily be modified or even totally replaced, because 

ihcdecision tree is a simple ASCII-text file. The tree in the prototype is static (i.e. constructed before 

ibe jnecution of the program), but a shift to a dynamic tree is one of the future research topics.

Ŝince the teacher agent is not yet implemented, this decision is actually useless.
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Figure 5: The user interface of the Finnish prototype.

3.5. User interface and visual appearance

The visual appearance of the program is as simple as possible to ensure that the attentiva 

distracted by inappropriate or misleading visual cues and signals (Figure 5). There are no movo 

on the screen while presenting an exercise, and the colors and fonts are chosen to suit perso 

slight visual impairments.

The multiple-choice answers are coded with the exercises. The amount of the answers can vaiyi 

1 to 10. The answers are always arranged in an ascending order to avoid the mental strain seai 

causes to frontal lobe lesion patients.

The user interface is capable to utilize a variety of input devices. The program can be°used\
Í

mouse or some other pointing device. The learner can also control the program from the keyb 

just two buttons; one to scan the multiple choices and one to select the answer.

4. Concluding remarks

We have designed a framework for an adaptive learning environment to special needs educate.! 

prototype implementation for single learner is ready. New features in our approach include then 

of software agents monitoring and guiding the learner, thus providing the adaptivity needed toeni

meaningful individual learning process. The design has been an interdisciplinary effort. J
>

The prototype offers a practice partner to rehearse basic mathematics, but due to the modu
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dtsign, other subjects are possible. Also, the prototype can easily be extended to serve as a diagnostics 

tool for neuropsychologists and special educators. Our approach rooted in special needs education 

generates new perspectives to ’’ordinary” education. The designed scenario is sensitive to differences 

between the learners.

The presented framework is particularly fruitful subject to computer science, since there is an in

trinsic correspondence between human problem solving and computer programming methods. This 

cjBpondence is even more distinct with the intended users of the prototype, the frontal lobe lesion 

IpÉents. Even though actual usability and utility tests are lacking, feedback from the special teachers 

■dicate that the concept is genuine and a need for this kind of a learning environment exists.
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New techniques in education 
A status report o f the Austrian situation

Prof. Dr. Johann Guenther 
Danube-University Krems

We feel the changing needs of the economy but our education system does not react to iti 
Traditional forms of education are continued. Education systems stay the same.
Education has to adapt to the changes o f the labour market, in standard education as well as inaj 
increased postgraduate education.

1.Education and postgraduate education - present level

Education and postgraduate education never ends. The basic education in schools is only a parto 
lifelong learning process.

1.1.Postgraduate Education - half-life period of education

A company in the high tech field will use 80% new technologies in 5 years. Employees have I 
trained in these new technologies as due to fluctuation and retirements only 20% new emploji 
will enter the company. Therefore 80% of the old employees have to be trained for the i 
challenges in order to secure the competitiveness o f the enterprise.
The only point is to hold the present market position with which no new markets or segmei 
developed.
This makes too tong education times senseless. A study which lasts longer than five years imp 
knowledge which is already useless after graduation.
To remain competitive postgraduate education has become part o f our education system.

Although the number o f youths will decrease by 33% between 1985 and the year 2000, the mmH 
of employed persons will increase. We count more and more employed persons in middle wo: 
age for whom postgraduate education is important and whose knowledge is needed by the ecoi 
because there are not enough youths to follow.

1.2.Education organisation

In the international economy flat hierachies have succeded in order to react faster to ch 
Between the general managers and the customers of an enterprise there should be few steps i 
hierachy. With „Business Process Reengineering" some enterprises even try to eliminate hien 
so that employees work like independent small enterprises.
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Our school system has not yet reacted to that development. Between the „customer" pupil and the 
TidiKation minister there are five steps: the teacher, the director, the school, the school inspector of 
the district, the school inspector o f the country and the ministry.

ld.Monopoiy of teachers

Our children will be faced with an unstable world and future. Times in which people learned one 
job and worked in the same profession until their retirements are over. They will change their 
profession frequently. They will be unemployed very often and the secure employment will be more 
and more unfamiliar.
How can these people be prepared for their future?
By teachers with civil service status. By teachers who know no competition. Tousands are 
unemployed and cannot work in their professions. To some extent they are better than their working 
older colleagues but they do not get a chance to demonstate. The old do not need to improve or 
make efforts. A Viennese teacher made an inquiry and found out that in reference to information 
technologies of all teachers between 25 and 45 years - hence those who will still educate for some 
years ■ only 15% can operate a text processing program and 7% a calculation program. This is how 
our children are prepared for the future! How long is it possible to maintain this protecting 
Monopoly?

I.4.Education in languages

I Society is getting more and more international and global and therefore needs better educated 
people regarding languages. English as the only foreign language is not enough. For middle 

l|toagement functions a second foreign language is necessary to participate actively in the 
European economy.

li.Economy - Market - Professional Life

:ation is a product and has to be market orientated. Education systems have to react to changes 
on the market.

1.6.$hiftings in the potential o f manpower

The tendency away from agriculture and forestry to a service industry is growing steadily. With the 
:ning of the Eastern borders a mass of cheap labourers enter the European Union. In order to stay 
ipetitive it is necessary to intensify the qualification o f our labour force. By means of 

ionalisation we are not able to compensate these differences in costs. We should try to 
differentiate in quality and we should concentrate on qualified branches. Holding on to the old 
economy sectors makes us automatically more incompetitive.
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in % 1951 1961 1971 1981 1991 2001
agriculture and forestry 33 23 14 9 6 4
industry and trade 41 47 43 41 36 30
service industy 26 30 43 51 59 66

workin2  persons according to economy sectors in percent

Until the year 2000 the demand for employees with unqualified and low qualified skills will redia| 
Middle qualified jobs will stagnate but higher qualified jobs will rise significantly.

l.T.Who will be needed and what should be thaught?

The demand for low qualified workers is getting less. Some skilled labour professions • 
specialists with EDP knowledge - will be needed furtheron and in some skilled labour profess 
apprentices are required.
A demand exists in economy orientated services like consulting in law and economy, i 
processing, marketing, advertising, research and social orientated services.
High qualified employees are in demand. An actual example is telecommunication. After the ftUd 
the post monopoly this branche is booming and creates a vacuum for skilled telecom workers. 
Professional life therefore needs fewer workers in factories and production places but i 
installation and servicing jobs.
Jobs in economic and public services like culture, entertainment, health and law are in demand,

l.S.Social competence

In international statistics Austria ranks high in education (compared to industrial countries ofÍ 
„Western World).
Only 2,3% o f all those aged 15 do not decide for further education, two-thirds of them are j 
This education stop will confront them in the future much more with unemployment than boys. 
We also lead in the age group of those aged 20:
• have finished their apprenticeship
• have finished technical college
• a professional higher school
• a higher school
•  compulsory education
We still do not exploit this international advantage because our education lacks 
competence". Our pupils and students are confronted with a lot o f specialised knowledge butHil 
not thaught how to make use o f it in practice. Only 20% o f those students and pupils havt 1 
„social competence" to put their knowledge into practice.

This form of education is caused by the missing period o f promoterism. It should be our aim i 
everybody becomes independent to achieve self-realization.

This tendency is shown very drastically in the group of university graduates: over 70% ofi 
university graduates have become teachers, lawyers and civil servants.
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' fcitrians have to regain the courage to become self-employed with a business. 

■.(.Single Fighter

h our complex world of new technologies the economy always needs more group dynamic 
mployees. Individuals are seldom able to solve a problem on their own. They have to work in 

f(. We receive our last group dynamic education in nursery school. In primary, secondary and 
Ihgher school as well as academic education single fighters are raised, who are later not needed in 
Iteconomy.

l.lO.Combined Education

Secondary schools try to give pupils a general horizon. A specialisation has to take place later. The 
joduation from highschool has to be combined with a special training, an apprenticeship or a 
náversity study in order to increase one’s market value. Therefore 80% o f all highschool graduates 
{Q to university. Only 40% o f all graduates of specialised highschools go to university, the other 
ÜW get a job in the economy after graduation. Technical colleges are an ideal form o f education 
dkh lead to a specialisation after highschools.
Cdleges offer a specialised training and may therefore replace apprenticeships.
A single apprenticeship is not sufficient anymore. Not only special occupations like mechanics or 
ÍBdresser but combinations with other occupations will be needed. Then the single worker will 
toe more job security.

Ilnformation and communication technologies in education

•A globalisation of electronic media creates new possibilities which go beyond the traditional forms 
nlPlucation, the reading of books and frontal education. Due to electronic nets coimections are 
Isiit up for which there were no possibilities in traditional systems.
IE exploding knowledge o f the last years will be linked in a net. Knowledge will be made 
Wilable and usable. In the past few years technology has helped in the production of knowledge, 
writ supports in the selection and processing.
tothelast 20 years we have been blinded by technological innovations. Today we are re-thinking 
ad are using these technologies. The technical knowledge is becoming part o f our lives, 
h 1996 25% of all households and 40% of all teenagers in Austria owned a personal computer. 
9W4 of them have CD Rom or a Modem, so they are prepared for communication, which is also 
sjiresented in 30 million internet users worldwide.
liel^talisation of the telephone net is pushed in Europe. On the basis o f ISDN a data highway 
fcvelops. By means of

* a digitalised public net
* a digitalised ,,in-house“ transmission and
* corresponding spreading o f end units

iebasic requirements are made for a modem education instmment.
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A complete education network should comprise 3 rings:

• The innermost ring should include highschools, universities, colleges and pedi 
academies. In this net specialist and instructors - teachers and professors - will be addi

• The middle ring eonnects the places o f education. By means o f this net information for t
is exchanged e.g. common data banks for science, multi-medial education prograntt i 
administrative software for the school

The most exterior data ring addresses pupils and students. By means of that ring 
support to traditional education can be given for learning. Especially the traditional 
can be modernised with the instrument „globalised personal computer*'. For a long 
children have been educated to be „single fighters**. In school one learns to succeed 
individual, to learn an individual and as individuals we are judged, but practice and 
need group dynamic workers, who are able to develop something in a group. The 
dynamie education we give our children is in nursery school. The personal compi 
criticized for making its users isolated, could make homeworks to a group dynamic 
Over the net the pupil could stay in contact with his classmate and they could solve 
together. He is also able to contact the responsible teaeher to ask for help. Especially ii 
when we register high unemployment o f teachers and parents spend billions for private 
this „homework net** could be an up-to-date alternative, whieh is no more expensh*| 
conventional private lessons.

I honi

: last!

in II

3 Rings of the Educational Network
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Decision for Postgraduate Education

□  1 9 8 4  

■  1 9 9 4

Employer Recommendation Assignment
Company Company

3.Examples

InUmationally there are many examples how the application o f new technologies makes teaching 
more efficient and interesting. Two Austrian examples can be mentioned in this context;

• A primary school in the ,,Wachau“ (Austrian wine-region) exchanges information via Internet 
with a partner school in China. The children explain to each other their countries: how and where 
they live, what their parents work, which stores and businesses there are in their town etc. This 
information is partly exchanged via Internet and partly pupils make a video-film with their 
teacher in their home town for their friends. With our conventional education in geography it 
would not be possible to achieve that kind o f insight the children get with these new techniques. •

• Education at the Danube University Krems: On one day lectures on a particular subject will be 
held, for example on ,,telework“. An Austrian professor holds a conventional lecture for two 
hours and explains to the students what telework is, which kinds o f telework exist at the moment 
and what the legal situation in Austria is. Then videoconference connections to different 

iountries will be made. Colleagues from Sweden, South Africa, Singapur, Great Britain and 
ICalifomia explain to the students via videoconference the situation o f telework in their countries. 
After an half-hour lecture the students can ask the professor from the foreign country questions 
fui another half-an-hour. After such a day the students leave the Danube University with an 
international overview about the subject which has been dealt with. An international credibility 
has been created, which a single local professor would not be able to create even if  he had the 
ecessary knowledge.
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If we do not provide students with these new achievements, it means that we deny 
resources of the country which is reponsible for education.
Each child is entitled to have a personal computer in school. This demand should be 
next few years.
Playful forms of education will change the access to education. Our children will make 
from below on the socienty.
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A CAI System for Giving Blind Children Spatial A w areness

Ryota SHIMIZU', Hiroki MINAGAWA^ and Noboru OHNISHi'*

I Dept, of Infromation Eng., Nagoya University 2 Dep.t o f Information Science, Tsukuba College of Technology 

Ts help congenitally blind children acquire spatial awareness, we developed a computer-assisted 
ÍBiruction(CAI) system. When a blind user arranges blocks o f different shapes according to vocal 
tamands presented by the system, the system analyzes the shape and location o f each block by 
imgejrocessing and outputs the result as speech- whether it is correct or not, and the correction, if  
messary. By repeating tasks using auditory corrections instead o f the help o f sighted persons, the 
mean acquire spatial awareness.

1. INTRODUCTION
Vision substitution systems have been developed 
overcome handicaps of the blind in information 
iquisition, localization, and mobility! 1-3]; such 
asthe Optacon, Kurtzweil reading machine, the 
Éagram reading system[4], mobility aids using 
Ée Global Positioning System[5], Sonic guide 
aá a laser cane. These conventional vision 
sésiitution systems assume that the users can 
irierstand three dimensional (3D) space. 
However, congenitally blind people can’t 
sifficiently understand 3D space[6]. Therefore, it 
is important to develop a computer-assisted 
instniction (CAI) system to provide the blind 
rth spatial awareness. There seems to have been 
BO research conducted in this area yet.
Thus, we developed a CAI system to enable 

igenitally blind children to understand space; in 
ticular, the ability to perceive location and 

lentation in two-dimensional space by 
irating artificial visual feedback from a 
Hiter and a camera.

2. CAI SYSTEM
This system enables a blind person to achieve 
object manipulation in 2D space through a block

Figure 1 CAI system's Overview

'Alltorrespondence should be to Ohnishi: ohnishi@nuie. 

% a-u .ac.jp; Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya Japan

arrangement, with the help of auditory feedback. 
Figure 1 shows the- system overview consisting 
of a video camera, a video capture board, and a 
personal computer. A simple interface of only 
two mouse buttons was designed so that young 
blind children can use this system easily.
We used three kinds of blocks - circle, triangle, 
and square (the same size of 5cm). Each block 
was painted a different color; yellow, red, and 
blue. The system can thus correctly recognize the 
type and lcx;ation of each block by using the 
color information from the blocks.
A blind user is asked to arrange blocks of 
different shapes according to a problem 
presented by the system in the form of vocal 
sounds. When the user completes the 
arrangement task using the tactile sense, a picture 
of the block layout is taken by the camera. The 
system analyzes the shape and the location of 
each block by image processing, and outputs the 
result (whether it's correct or not and the 
correction, if necessary) using vocal sounds 
within two seconds by improving the recognition 
algorithm and reducing the image size .
After a discussion with teachers at the blind 
school, we selected the four tasks which help the 
blind learn to understand spatial relationships and 
manipulate objects : Block Selection Task , Block 
Location Task which requests the user to place a 
specified block in a specified position on the 
table, Tic-Tac-Toe Game for increasing 
motivation toward training!?] and Hukuwarai (an 
old Japanese game) in which blindfolded people

F igure  2 Tic-Tac-Toe Game
The player A wins the game arranging three blocks, 

form a human face by arranging facial parts such
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as eyes, a nose, and a mouth. Figures 2 and 3 
shows board images in Tic-Tac-Toe Game and 
Hukuwarai Game, respectively.

F igure  3 Hukuwarai Game
Mouse □  mislocated in the left is modified in the right.

3. E X PE R IM E N T  & D IS C U S S IO N
We conducted experiments using this CAI system 
on five subjects. Three subjects were 
congenitally blind school students (20, 16 and 8 
years old), and two subjects who were sighted 
children (8 years old) with blindfolds.
The results are as follows. Block Selection Task 
was correctly done although the blind child 
required much more time than the sighted 
children. As young blind children (about 8 years 
old) can discriminate simple-shape objects 
tactically, we must extend the system to enable 
recognition of more complex objects. In Block 
Location Task, two older congenitally blind 
subjects and two sighted children could correctly 
place the block (the rate of 80% to 92%); only 
the young blind child couldn't correctly place the 
block (the rate of 57.9%). We believe this is 
because she has an insufficient ability to perceive 
spatial images. We also observed two patterns of 
misplacement with this blind child : a lack of 
absolute positioning such as "Put the block in the 
cell first from the left side and second from this 
side" and a lack of simultaneously remembering 
all three kinds of information - the kind of block, 
and the column and row position of the cell.
All subjects enjoyed Tic-Tac-Toe Game. While 
the sighted subjects achieved higher winning rates 
of 50%(the best of the game), the blind did zero 
%. The explanation is that congenitally blind 
children can't understand the blocks' layout and 
mentally construct an image of it. We believe, 
however, that congenitally blind children will 
gain such abilities by repeating these tasks. 
Finally, in Hukuwarai , four subjects except the 
oldest blind could form a well-balanced face 
using the blocks, although the placement time 
differed among the subjects. The good 
performance is explained as follows. Because the 
arrangement area in this task was relatively 
narrow, they could simultaneously touch four

blocks (eyes, nose, and mouth), and easily id 
a mental image of the arranged blocks.
After each experiment, we interviewed 
subject about the system and the tasksí i 
subjects said that "It was very fun. In partiej 
Tic-Tac-Toe Game and Hukuwarai Gaine y 
very interesting. I want to play them agai|f 
Further, the teachers from the blind scM[ 
commented that tasks involving games are veijl 
effective in self-learning and training.

4. C O N C L U S IO N
We proposed a CAI system and four tasks loll 
blind children gain spatial awarenesj^ll 
experimental results indicated that this sysl 
useful for helping blind children learn sp 
relationships. The pleasant tasks are partia 
effective. Future research subjects include | 
continuing experiments for congenitally 
children, investigating whether this CAI sya 
is effective in spatial understanding, imp 
the system and the tasks, and expanding I 
system to operate in a wider area than ptt 
used.
We would like to thank Mr. Yohichi Hosob 
and Mr. Akiyoshi Onoda, teachers at Nage 
Blind School, for their valuable input and I 
with the experiments, and all the subjecisi 
their cooperation.
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LEXABILITY FOR LITERACY

Robert Bruce Mahaffey, Ph.D.

Abstract
Uxability is a concept for selecting and using computer software to enhance the literacy skills 
of persons who struggle with reading, writing, and studying. Lexability addresses the pre
literacy needs o f young children, the literacy needs associated with all levels o f education, and 
the post-education needs for persons who continue to struggle with reading, writing, and 
comprehension throughout adulthood. Speech output technologies are key to making software 
poweiful and effective. Appropriate linking o f speech with text presents a bi-modal approach o f 
building vocabulary, grammar, punctuation, comprehension, and expression with text-based 
language. Speech recognition affords the means o f expressing thoughts without the constraints 
of text. Cognitive mapping software provides tools for organizing receptive and expressive 
thoughts.

1. Overview

Learning disabilities affect more people than any other disability. Estimates of incidence in the 
jeneral population vary from 14% to 22%. Reading, writing, and learning problems contribute to 
most learning disabilities and arise from many different etiologies. Most learning disabilities have 
begun well before most children begin to read or write and persist throughout adulthood.

Computer-based technologies have significant potential for helping people with learning problems 
in education, employment and recreation. Speech output technology is an effective tool for 
breaking through barriers of learning where auditory learning can compensate for textual problems. 
Speech recognition technology can open gates for people whose expressive language is hindered by 
writing difficulties. Graphic manipulation of information helps learners with visual perceptual 
problems and fine eye-motor control problems. Other tools provide drill and practice and general 
thinking assists.

2. Lexability

2.1 Concept

Lexability is not a product, it is an applied concept that links an array of products to an umbrella 
iiategy for addressing literacy struggles. Lexability is a bi-modal approach, based on a theoretical
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Oracv to Literacy Continuum, that couples auditory and spoken language with textual reading, 
writing, and studying processes. The bi-modal approach increases the probability of accurate 
communication of information between the individual and the computer. Lexability assumes that 
spoken language (oracy) is the foundation for textual language (literacy), and that individuals with 
functional auditory processes can rely on spoken language to augment the comprehension of text- 
based language.

Figure 1. Lexability in a iconic model of Oracy to Literacy

Figure 1, shows an iconic model of the Lexability strategy. It depicts a left-to-right continuum that 
represents birth to death. Each of the five sectors represents a process in overcoming literacy . i t  
problems. The two vertical division typically coincide with the beginning and the end of fonnaljj!);) 
education. Note that emergent and assistive sectors overlap the formal education period.

The Lexability umbrella includes: 1. Therapy-type products that help train individuals to overconjii 
their limitations and maximize their strengths, 2). curriculum content programs that have special bi-̂  
modal accommodations to help students with literacy differences, and 3) assistive products that help j 
compensate for differences that cannot be overcome otherwise.

2.2 Sectors

Lexability divides solutions for overcoming literacy struggles into five sectors:

• Emergent Practices for developing pre-literacy skills required for listening, speaking,
reading and writing.. Some examples of emergent software

are: Cognitive Concepts, Earobics, that develops phonemic
awareness with digitized speech; IBM SpeechViewerlll
that develops speech production skills with digitized speech in and out and |
with acoustic analysis; Little Planet Publishing, Thinking
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Out Loud that develops spoken language skills; and 
Bailey’s Book House. Typically, emergent practices are used in 
school or the early stages of education, but may continue all the way 

through formal education.

Edmark’s
pre-

Content Curriculum content that emphasize the bi-modal approach to learning with
speech and text. There are numerous pieces of talking software on 
market. It is important that speech and text be synchronized and that 
same wording is used in both. Speech provides the auditory

where text is not enough to convey information. Of 
products, Edmark’s Let’s Go Read! that

through active exploration and Little 
transition between spoken

the 
the
enhancement
interest are two specific
builds reading and thinking skills
Planet Literacy Series that makes the
language and text language.

• Skills

leaches
language arts or all ages
leading, language,
for adolescent through adult.

Exercises for developing basic literacy skills, such as grammar and spelling 
using the bi-modal approach. Two examples of talking software that 
develops basic skills are; Skillsbank Corporation’s Cornerstone

reading vocabulary and key concepts in mathematics, 
and Skillsbank 4 that provides remedial coverage or 

mathematics, writing, and information skills

Discourse Discourse activities facilitate the formulation of ideas and then conveying 
those ideas to others. Software in this area should encourage both divergent 
and convergent thinking and can include talking encyclopedias, dictionaries, 
and Thesaurus references. It also includes talking tools searching the web 
and can also include speech recognition programs such as IBM’s ViaVoice 
that allows a user to dictate the content of what is to be expressed and to 
listen back to what has been recognized. Dictating thoughts may be far more 
productive than typing for a person who has to struggle with keyboard input. 

Talking word processors such as Don Johnston, Inc’s Write:Outloud, 
coupled with the word prediction software, CoiWriter. Both programs use 
text-to-speech technology to enable auditory processing to augment text 
processing.

Assistive technology augments a persons user interface to accomplish more 
than training or therapy can, alone. The use of assistive technology may start 
before formal school and often continue through adulthood. Arkenstone’s 
WYNN takes electronic text from optical character readers or other sources 
and makes it more readable both by making the text more visually

and by using text-to-speech to read it aloud. It also has study 
with comprehension and thought organization. One such aid 
speech or audio annotations of the text. Don Johnston, Inc. 
the Discover Series that allows accessibility, coupled with 

that speaks.

Assistive

■inageable 
faids that help 
uses digitized 
has developed 
text to speech
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3. Summary

The Lexability concept is a construct that categorizes literacy software into five sectors. The 
purpose of this construct is to help educators visualize, via the Lexability icon, why they are using 
software and what should be expected of it. Lexability refers to types of software; the software 
packages cited are good examples of applications for each sector and the examples are not all- 
inclusive.
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ADAPTABLE, ADAPTIVE AND EXTENDABLE  
INFORMATION SYSTEM S FOR OCCUPATION, 

ACTIVATION AND STIM ULATION OF PEOPLE W ITH
DEM ENTIA

Erwin Riederer * *
Richard Pieper"

Ábstracl
Qemenlia is an increasing problem in western countries. This approach tackles the issue i f  and how 
IMHan-Computer Interaction (HCI) science can contribute to improve the quality o f  life o f afflicted 
perms and caregivers. An entertainment application is developed to enable persons with dementia 
tupendtime alone, a lost capability in this disease. It demonstrates that interaction between persons 
niéáementia and computer is possible, and can contribute to support this target group in daily life. 
Il is argued that only adaptable, adaptive and pro-active system features make such applications 
possible. The development and implementation o f information and communication technologies offers 
mealised potentials fo r  home care o f elderly with dementia.

Keywords
dementia, home care, information system, 
estendability, arch model, user model

I. In tro d u c d o n

entertainment application, adaptivity, adaptibility.

This project is conducted in the context o f the international EU project "Technology Ethics and 
Dementia" (TED), a research and development co-operation sponsored by B10MED2.

1.1. Demography and Prevalence of Dementia

There is an increasing demographic proportion o f elderly people in Europe and a rising age of the 
elderly population. Since the risk o f a person to develop dementia is strongly increasing with age, the 
prevalence of dementia is growing. Dementia is most commonly caused by Alzheimer's disease.

1.2. Technology

Dp to now cognitive impaired persons and especially demented persons were neglected as a user group 
who could profit from computer technology. Beside the fact that the spectrum o f tasks done by

^Institute for Communications Engineering, University of the Federal Armed Forces Munich, 
^D-85577 Neubiberg,, Germany, Tel. +49 89 6004 3919, envin.riederer@unibw-muenchen.de

*ll)epai1nient of Sociology, University of Bamberg, D-96045 Bamberg, Germany
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commonly available software scarcely meets the special needs o f this target group (utility aspect), its 
structure produces a complexity o f Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) which is not appropriate for I 
cognitive impaired persons (usability aspect). Correspondingly the general opinion is supported that! 
their cognitive impairment makes it impossible for persons with dementia to manage and profit fronij 
computer technology (acceptability aspect). The authors argue that the issue o f developing applicatiort | 
to improve the quality o f  life o f cognitive impaired persons and their carers is mainly a challenge of 
HCI science. The goal in this approach is to develop supportive technology for people with dement  ̂| 
and their carers.

2. Methods and Research Settings

The rationale in this approach starts at the focused problem area o f dementia, its symptoms, proble^ 
and implications. User needs are identified and the specific need addressed in this approach is the need 
of meaningful activity and occupation to be satisfied by an information system providing stimulatjpg 
media. The impairments of people with dementia and implications o f the social context are transformed 
into system requirements. An information system in the form o f an entertainment programme has been 
developed which meets these specifications. A prototype o f the computer system has been implemented 
in a diagnostic clinic and day care centre. Initially the patients use the system with assistance by carers 
in sessions o f varying length. The usage reveals functional capabilities and preferences concerning the 
selection from a broad spectrum o f multi-media material. According to this experience an individiul 
user profile is made and used for further system adaptations. Then the patient is animated to useihe 
system alone. Evaluation methods include an automatic, machine generated protocol, participanl 
observation, and interviews after the session.

Although it may seem that the underlying development model is linear and straight forward with 
sequenced phases o f user analysis, investigation o f user requirements, system specification, technical 
development, implementation in social context and evaluation, in fact, it is not, since the phases art 
interdependent. Without going into details we like to point out that, for instance, the user requireo(Jts 
are already described in terms that are used to specify the goals o f the system to be developed. The 
common background is the problem of technological feasibility to meet these requirements in principle 
Also the description o f user requirements and the system specification are interdependent - and the 
most challenging part o f finding a possible solution. The impact o f a technical system implementation 
in the context of the 'social triangle of home care' - i.e. patient, informal carer, formal carer á  
unpredictable. Apart from the utility and usability aspect the acceptability is crucial. Therefore, the 
development process must be explorative, use iterative or prototyping methods, and have experientkl 
feedback.

3. Dementia

3.1. Symptoms of Dementia

The symptoms o f dementia can be divided into
- cognitive impairments
- emotional, personality and behavioural changes
- physical impairments

The cognitive impairments are.
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- memory itrrpairment, especially recent memory, e.g. forgetting information, forget to finish tasks 
like turning off the stove or the water, forget names, events, occupations, bills or appointments

- difficulty with abstract thinking and reasoning
• loss of judgement
• language difiSculty like difficulty speaking or naming objects
- ásorientation: Afflicted persons do not know the date and time, where they live. They may end up 

wandering aimlessly and not find their way home.

Various emotional, personality and behavioural changes can appear:
• agitation, combativeness, depression, fear
• symptoms of psychoses, e.g. delusions, auditory and visual hallucinations, paranoia
• sleep disturbance

physical impairments are:
■ unsteadiness of gait, tendency to fall
• iBontinence

3.2. Problems of People with Dementia

The afflicted people have a lot o f difficulties in coping with everyday life because o f their cognitive 
l^ainnents. There are various safety problems like injuries, falls, fire risk, wandering and getting lost. 
A major problem of demented persons is their inability o f spending time alone, i.e. keeping themselves 
occupied. As the majority o f them wants to stay at home, the informal carer (in most cases a family 
nember) often is the second victim o f this disease. Supervision o f the demented person up to 24 hours 
a day, is a huge burden for the informal carer.

U. Central Problem Dimensions

Aiitognitive impairment precedes physical impairment in the disease the usual sequence o f the ageing 
process is reversed, and cognitive adaptation to new solutions is a central problem. A number of 
special aspects have to be considered:
• Each afflicted person has its own biography. The target group o f people with dementia has a 

diversity of individual need profiles.
• The time between diagnosis and institutional care is about 3 years. As this 'time window' for
■  intervention is rather small, it is questionable if technological interventions are possible and/or 

,4|eaningfiil.
• The habitual, emotional and affective relations to the environment are vital, thus, the situational 

impact of a technology may pose a decisive problem
• The acceptance by and the support o f carers is crucial in the introduction o f a technology. The 

'target group' is the 'social triangle o f home care' (patient-informal carer-formal carer).

3.4. Ethical Dilemmas

As people with dementia have a decreasing competence to reason about and decide on technological 
int^entions someone else has to take responsibility and make decisions. Autonomy, referring to the 
right of the person to make decisions for themselves, is or may be violated [1]. Competing moral 
principles (ethical dilemmas) may appear. The approach in [5] proposes a careful weighing o f the 
(Ihical principles of beneficence, justice and autonomy.
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4. Supportive Technology

The objective in this approach is to develop supportive technology for persons with dementia and their 
carers. The development and implementation o f information and communication technologies offers 
unrealised potentials for the home care o f elderly with dementia. There are several advantages of usin̂  
a computer programme to satisfy special needs (e.g. spending time) in contrast to conventional ways 
with usual objects and assistive devices or being helped by a carer. In contrast to objects like booki* 
software can be adaptive by offering an intelligent active user interface (e.g. context sensitive, spokê  
hints, active suggestions). Individual adaptations concerning functional and content aspects are 
possible. In contrast to being helped by a person, a computer system is a tool which is used by the 
impaired person his/herself Mastering the use o f the tool conveys an experience and feeling of 
competence. Thus, self-confidence and well-being also may be strengthened, emotional and behavioural 
problems be attenuated and perhaps even successful coping with other tasks may be supported.

4.1. The Spending Time Problem

This approach focuses on the increasing inability o f the patients with the progression of dementi* to 
keep themselves occupied. Principally connected with this issue is the required continuous supervision, 
but presumably also various emotional and behavioural problems. An entertainment programme has 
been developed which should be attractive, operable alone by demented persons and providings 
substitute for activities or hobbies, which cannot be practised any more. The objectives are:
- Joyful and meaningful activity for the patient
- Stimulation, support and opportunity for interaction and positive feedback
- Relief o f the burden of informal care, enhancement o f effectiveness o f formal care
- Therapeutic, rehabilitative effects, reduction of medical treatment and wandering
Facing the wide spread cognitive problems occuring in dementia, basic usability issues arise. The usual 
goals o f HCI research, i.e. increase o f efficiency and productivity, must be broadened and redefined 
[4]. Not only are productivity and efficiency issues to be managed, but rather the basic possibility of 
usage - considering the decreasing level o f competence - is at stake.

4.2. Key Issues

The key issues are:
- Can demented persons use computers to improve their quality o f life?
- What features must such a system have?
- Do the concepts o f adaptive, adaptable and pro-active system features enable an interaction between 

a person with dementia and computer?

4.3. Translating the Needs and Capabilities of the User Group into System Requirements

Multimedia contents should stimulate, activate and keep people with dementia occupied. Tlie 
information systems provides the presentation o f contents and a selection mechanism enabling the us< 
to start a specific one. The easiest human-computer interaction in this context is to let the user choa*! 
one option out o f a set o f options. More powerful search instruments like keyword matching are na' 
appropriate for demented users. The task o f choosing a topic out o f a offered range can be descited 
by navigating through a menu hypermedia structure which leads to specific contents.
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Nj .I Idaptability

Snce people with dementia cannot keep in mind a large range o f available options they are not able to 
operate an unadapted programme which just executes user's commands and operates in a static 
dí0Éied manner. The diversity o f individual need profiles depending on biography demands that the 
contents of the application have to be adaptable and even extendable. Due to the mental impairments 
the patients strongly depend on ingrained and habitual memory resources, thus, adaptations to the 
l̂ecific life experience o f demented persons, are essential. For instance, a cartoon-like helping agent 

on the screen - an option provided by the programme - may be appreciated as a funny and usefiil 
o^sation partner but may also be rejected as childish or disturbing. Natural speech output mostly 
Í very usefiil but may have confiising impact. Appropriate contents meeting user's interests are at the 
eere of the aim to entertain. Excluding non-preferred topics enables the reduction o f the interaction 
cjiplexity and makes overview easier. The system adaptations reducing complexity by including only 
the relevant options are assumed to be a condition o f  an interaction between demented person and 
computer. Adaptivity in the sense of self-adaptation [3] needs meaningful interaction data and requires 
ifhccessflil system use. Therefore a (self-)adaptation of the system to the demented user from the very 
beginning is not possible. Since the adaptation interaction is a meta-communication about and an 
abstraction of the task interaction, the demented persons themselves will not be able to perform the 
imitations. A different person called configurer has to perform the adaptation interaction. Performing 
extensions like adding a content (e.g. personal photographs) needs additional competencies. Also 
programme installation and system configuration have to be managed. To ensure the feasibility o f an 
injfeentation of a system for people with dementia a usage concept that clarifies responsibilities for 
all#iese tasks must be established. Different user roles and tasks appear, and one person may take one 
or more roles (Fig. I).

Me Task

User performs intended task, e.g. occupy themselves

[OMifigurer adapts the system to the user

[fopert extends the system according to user’s perferences

jpiininistrator installs application, adapts application to hardware environment

Ii;ure 1; Roles and tasks around the user and their task.

4.3.2 Extendability

Appropriate contents meeting user's interests are at the core o f the aim to entertain. To meet user's 
preferences individual contents may be necessary. Especially including personal photographs has a 
Jeaningfijl and therapeutical background [6]. Considering the requirement o f strong individualisation, 
extending the entertainment application has to be facilitated to enable a practicable usage o f this 

tern.
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4.3.3 Adaptivity and pro-active Behaviour

According to functional deficits o f  the user the system must take initiatives and have competend<jjlJ 

order to accomplish the objective in the interaction, i.e. to entertain the user. Apart fi'om exploitiij] 
knowledge about the user (adaptability), it is necessary to consider the course o f interaction to suppoilj 
the user in an appropriate and meaningful way. Adaptive functionality and active help are regardei to] 

b e  essential in this context. It seems to be promising to use pro-active system features taking t 
initiative if the user needs help. Adaptivity assessing user's interactions is considered to be necessaqito 

derive useful actions. The system should gradually compensate missing user's activity and competeni 

in a specific situation by providing explanation, advice and suggestions.

Adaptivity refers to the capability of a system to exploit the history o f user's interaction and to petfoni 
changes in its appearance or behaviour. The objective is to  facilitate solving user's task. There aret 
kinds o f changes:
- Long term changes should adapt the system to the user. If  the relevant characteristics of the t 

alter, these adaptations should also alter. As discussed above, implementing this principle in iii 
system use is problematic with the specific target group, i.e. persons with dementia, because oftlx 
incompetence. But if this initial hurdle is taken and the application is used successfully, this kin 
adaptivity can perform further helpful adaptations. E.g. the favourite topics can be recog 
consumption time and a start menu can offer the top options to facilitate access to them.

- Temporary changes or actions are considered to be helpful in specific situations which) 
characterised by the recent course o f  interaction and the current programme context. These cli 
will disappear by reaching a new programme context or after a certain time or event, eg 
session. Conceivable temporary changes or actions are;

"■ Presentation changes, e g. mark used hyperlinks
* Functional changes like executing commands differently, remove option, offer new optia 

Pro-active interventions like provide hints, explanation, advice and suggestions

5. Scope of Adaptability and Adaptivity

The Arch model for the runtime architecture o f an interactive system [7] divides a system inW 
components of interaction, presentation, dialogue, domain adaptation and domain. Each layer ofi 
service to the lower layer which hides its performance details and decides on its degrees of fro 
Analogously the categories o f  adapting a system can be divided into the same layers. Adaptabiltŷ  
adaptivity can be realised if each component offers an adaptation interface to facilitate difi 
components to influence these degrees o f freedom according to parameters specific to the user pr̂  
and the user's history o f interaction. A user model seems to be an appropriate entity to constnid 
store and to supply assumptions about the user to other system components [2].

6. An Entertainment Application

The developed entertainment application demonstrates that interaction between persons with dem 
and the computer is possible. The user navigates through a hypermedia tree structure offering t 
o f  entertainment at the higher levels and leading to specific topics like pictures with information] 
music o f  eg . old actors, pictures o f  sights in cities, paintings, flowers and animals. An optionj 
hypermedia page can be taken up by direct manipulation via touch screen.
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Ljbdncussed aiwve, the categories of possible adaptations and adaptive and pro-active behaviour can 
be divided into the layers o f  interaction, presentation, dialogue, domain adaptation and domain.

nymain specific component can perform functional adaptations;

f
liansformation of the hyperstructure, e.g. simplifying the topology by omitting links and 
Rstnicturing

idaptation of contents, e g. omitting parts or switching between different possibilities. The amount 
and kind of provided information can be varied.

T® domain adaptor component can perform active help like explanation, advice, suggestions and 
temporary modifications like changes o f  the hyperstructure sensitive to context and course of 
iittaction (e.g. remove unsuccessful links and offer new, very promising links).

The dialogue component can
■ use a preferred dialogue form out o f  a range o f  equivalent ones 
• provide navigation and decision support, e.g. recommend a promising link.

Tffi presentation component shows or hides additional items and switches between different 
posotation possibilities, e g. colours, layout, cartoon-like agent visible or not. The interaction toolkit 
(wnponent performs adaptations o f input and output like filtering user's input according to individual 
pirameters to avoid misguided inputs (e g. ignore double-touches caused by trembling while using 
taech-saeen).

U. Adaptability

The role of configurer is taken by a relative or carer in a residential home who partly accompanies the 
inented person (the user) working with the entertainment programme. User's preferences are found 
oatiy observation, empathic conversation and as far as the selection o f  offered contents is concerned 
lb by using knowledge about interests, hobbies and experiences o f  the user. The configurer interacts 
with the adaptation application to configure an individual user profile.

kl.Extendability

le  person who is responsible to extend the system according to user's preferences is termed the 
e?ert(Frg. 1). The expert asks the configurer about new contents to be included, searches for suitable 
material, and prepares the media for implementation. Adding a new topic to the information system 
bűidbe kept as simple as possible, e g. creating a directory which includes the picture sequence in a 

t e d  format and labels systematically optional and additional text-files with titles and information 
aioptional sounds according to the pictures. The hypermedia concept enables extensions by adding 
Sás and content documents. An extension application could facilitate the implementation o f the new 
topic in the hyperstructure. Apart fi'om operating this application, the expert has to use different 
fn̂ rammes to edit the documents.

U/Adaptivity and Pro-Activity

Cognizing the favourite topics by evaluating consumption time is used to offer the top options in a 
itart menu and to facilitate access to them (long term changes). The users are supported with active 
help if they seem to be inactive or confused. Context, individual profile and history o f  interaction are
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taken into consideration. A simple reactive temporary presentation change which considers onlytir 
last input is marking a used hyperlink. To avoid circle navigation, options used twice are temp 
removed. On user's inactivity, firstly, a hint how to take up an option is performed, then unsuo 
links are removed and new, promising links are offered and suggested for selection. The i 
promising option is derived according to user's preferences and the already consumed topics durin 
current session (which are rejected as promising suggestions). When a picture series is selected twict| 
an advice to choose different topics is performed.

7. Results and Consequences

Persons with dementia can operate adapted computer applications up to a certain degree of deir 
Then they need assistance. In a number of case studies with patients in middle and even prog 
states of the disease the patients showed surprising effects like activation and strong interest in com 
to usual passive behaviour. Interaction, presentation, functionality and content must be individui 
adapted according to personal preferences. Applications for persons with dementia are possible i 
meaningfiil. This target group can profit from HCI concepts fundamentally because only adaptablei 
adaptive interface and system features enable an interaction between demented person and compil 
The next step will be to extend the evaluation o f the entertainment application to a larger usergra 
to gain more empirical data. Further applications like day and week platmer with reminder fum 
could support the memory and help the demented person planning and co-ordinating activities.! 
application supporting a psychological therapy called 'Self Maintenance Therapy' [6] is in prog 
Further investigations should clarify what concepts o f HCI, e.g. kinds o f models and archite 
proposals, are usefirl in this context. The domain o f rehabilitation engineering should use 1 
concepts, and, on the other hand, HCI research should recognize rehabilitation engineering as i 
excellent application area to tackle new problems and to develop concepts and goals to support hui 
activities apart from the usual narrow objectives o f increasing productivity and efficiency.
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Theory-Based Software Use in Language Intervention

Mary Sweig Wilson, Ph.D. and Jeffrey P. Pascoe, Ph.D.

Attract

IM̂s in language acquisition are the most prevalent developmental problem seen in preschool 
tíéen. The acquisition o f  verbs poses a special challenge for children with language problems, 

because verbs are richly endowed with syntactic and semantic information and play a central 
ultin the development o f  grammatical competency. We are developing and field  testing software 
kigned to facilitate the development o f  a rich verb lexicon in children at risk for chronic language 
iutders. The curriculum is based on Chomsky’s Minimalist Program and other linguistic research 
BicQting a central role for verbs in language acquisition. The software features engaging graphics 
id animation, interface options to accommodate children with special needs, digital speech output, 
ni an intelligent computer-aided training system that uses artificial intelligence to generate 
dmimlized intervention strategies. The completed system will include modules designed to increase 
k  site and diversity o f the verb lexicon, increase semantic and syntactic accuracy, and promote the 
fngier use of inflected verb forms. We envision the system being useful in clinical, school, and 
ftschool settings, as well as in the home.

ktroduction
CBcally significant delays in the acquisition o f language are the most prevalent developmental 
|Kil)lem seen in preschool children. Using standardized assessment tools with the goal o f identifying 
üdren at risk for persistent language problems, various investigators have concluded that language 
apsition delays affect between 9% and 16% o f all two year olds [46], About half o f these children 
By turn out to be "late bloomers" who go on to develop normal language skills by three years o f age. 
ISjpiainder, however, continue to exhibit significant delays in the acquisition o f language and are 
town to be at risk for chronic language impairments and their sequelae [31,42,47]. A recent 
([■Itmiological study o f language impairment among more than 7,000 kindergartners (5-6 years old) 
ainated an overall prevalence o f 7.4% [61].

ÉMuse language delays often appear to diminish spontaneously and intervention resources are scarce. 
Ét value of early remediation in language delay has sometimes been questioned. Yet proponents of 
ari)Sliemediation argue that intervention is crucial since children do not simply "outgrow" preschool 

jage delay, and the consequences o f this handicap are often cumulative. At three years o f age, 
mny late talkers manifest social skill deficits that remain apparent at follow-up a year later [43]. At 
lai, children with a history o f language delay are clearly impaired on measures that are predictive of 
idöol success [41]. A recent review by Kelly [25] noted that, while many children with language 

(appear to move into normal limits o f variation in language ability, few actually develop language 
iffities comparable to peers who have had no previous history o f language impairment. These children 
imfore remain at risk for chronic language impairments, learning disabilities, academic failure, and 
Wivioral disorders [1,4,47,48,55]. Considered together, these observations clearly suggest that the 
indy implementation o f an effective strategy for facilitating language learning and remediating 
hnguage impairments could have beneficial and far-reaching consequences.
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Chomsky’s Minimalist Program «& Its Implications for Early Language Interventioil
When considering the development o f software for language intervention, fundamental questions arisefll 
what children must leam when they acquire a language, and how children manage this learning tasLl 
address such questions, we turned to the field of linguistics. Two fundamental goals of linguistic reseatch| 
to provide (a) an adequate description o f what constitutes knowledge of a language, and (b) an i 
explanation o f how humans come to achieve command of that knowledge. Earlier linguistic 
typically focused on descriptive goals and were associated with elaborate and often language 
systems of rules. A problem arose, however, when it became clear to many that any system of fuIk i  

descriptive merit was well beyond the scope of what a normal child could grasp intellectually or 1 
simply on the basis of environmental input [2,8]. These considerations led Chomsky to develq) s 
iterations of his theory of generative grammar [5,6,7], incorporating the notion that knowledge of lai 
must exist, at least in part, in advance of experience. In other words, (a) children must possess' 
knowledge" about the form of natural language, and thus, (b) language acquisition is greatly simplified I 
irmately defined constraints place strict limitations on the form that any natural human language may take.

A recent milestone in this theoretical evolution is the Principles and Parameters Model. This model su| 
that the acquisition of language involves the maturation and use of biologically determined 
principles” that govern the structure of natural language, together with the setting of “parameters;” -a i  
set of options that can account for most of the syntactic differences among human langi 
[2,7,11,32,45,54]. This conceptual model has become dominant in the field of linguistics, and provi 
useful fiamework for language acquisition research, in part because the model has many heud 
implications. If, for example, the acquisition of syntactic competence is largely a matter of 1 
values of a small set of grammatical parameters that distinguish one's native language, then it follows tliilj 
understanding of these parameters could lead to intervention strategies that are more effective I 
specify linguistic experiences that may optimize or correct the process of language acquisition 
fundamental (versus symptomatic) level. In other words, the model suggests that language inta 
should emphasize linguistic data that are likely to interact with irmate factors that shape lai 
acquisition, and are likely to "set" the grammatical parameters o f the child's native language [2,24,35.54].

The Minimalist Program is the most recent effort in this long-standing linguistic research prograia Its| 
is a further reduction in the complexity of linguistic theory, perhaps to the extent that a unifying expla 
theory of language can be proposed. A key feature of the Minimalist Program is a strong “lexi 
approach.” That is, the program not only specifies that each lexical entry must include phonologÍBll 
semantic properties, but also requires that lexical entries contain syntactic features such as catq 
membership and inflectional behavior, e.g., marking for number, person, and gender. Indeed, the Mia 
Program assumes that words emerge from the lexicon and enter the computational system in a fully ia 
state, thus eliminating the necessity of “affixing” inflectional morphemes during suh 
transformational operations [14]. Such an assumption is intriguing in light of the observation that chi 
with specific language impairment have particular difficulty with the acquisition of grammatical moi] 
that mark tense and agreement [30,53], and clearly has implications bearing on the design of new lai 
intervention strategies. In particular, this research suggests that language intervention designed to i 
the size of the lexicon certainly ought to place considerable emphasis on illustrating the morpholo( 
variety associated with each lexical item in various syntactic settings. The design of our new prt 
software embraces this notion.

The Challenges of Verb Acquisition
Some aspects of language are especially challenging for children in the early stages of language acqui 
and particularly so for children with language impairments. The challenge does not seem to be i
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#  the single word stage in which simple nouns predominate. Most young children grasp the notion that 
nris can ^ b o lize  objects and people (i.e., referential nouns), and come to use these words without 
ttulty. With the emergence of verbs, however, the time course and preponderance of errors during verb 
ifBsition suggest that even the most competent language learners are challenged by the process. Children 
tad to produce nouns long before verbs, acquire new verbs more slowly than other lexical categories, and 
induce only a fraction of the verbs that they apparently comprehend [17, 19]. Comparable findings are 
diiiBdteider conditions that control for word fiequency and phonology [33]. Frequency of exposure to verbs 
taittleeuirency as an explanatory variable in any event since verbs outnumber nouns three-to-one among the 
mlfcquently spoken words in adult language [27]. Nor does the sluggish acquisition of verbs seem to be an 
tafct of some unique property of English. Cross-linguistic analyses of a variety of languages that feature 
ifcent canonical word orders and degrees of morphological complexity confirm that children simply learn 
■■before verbs, have fewer verbs in their early vocabularies, and make more errors with verbs [17,21].

fawns offered to explain why children acquire verbs more slowly derive largely from four basic features 
fa generally distinguish verbs in the lexicon. The first of these is that verb acquisition often requires 
dÉben to associate lexical information with one of many transient phenomena that occur within a dynamic 
■ay of activity. In comparison, noun acquisition typically takes place in ostensive contexts where the child 
(■perceive the referent continuously while a label is provided [60], and appears to be guided by cognitive 
tascs which lead children to assume that labels are mutually exclusive, refer to whole objects rather than 
|tas.and generalize to other members of the same basic-level category [37]. In the case of verbs, however, 
iis less clear how a child might be equipped to distinguish, in an ongoing sequence of events, that to which 
(particular verb might refer. When viewing the transfer o f a substance from container to glass, for example, 
fc child may be faced with the challenge of determining which transient action to associate with hold, pour, 
ft spill, OT splash, but has no conspicuous means of doing so [20]. There is, o f course, good evidence that 
dWrencome to exploit relationships between verb meaning, thematic roles, and syntactic stmcture to infer 
possible meaning of new verbs [39,62], but this strategy may not be available in the early stages of 
tapiage acquisition and prior to the development of adequate syntactic competence.

.t«cond feature that distinguishes verbs and may confound children's efforts to acquire them involves the 
itinsic semantic complexity of verbs. Semantic information (e.g., implications o f causation, change of 
■ .  manner or result, direction or location o f action, etc.) is often encoded within and contributes to the 
■ning of a particular verb. Verbs that indicate a change of possession, for example, include give, lend, 
É, forfeit, & surrender, each o f which is endowed with implications bearing on the circumstances of the 
■lange. On hearing any of these verbs for the first time it seems unlikely that their semantic implications 
pÉlbe^prehended fully. Indeed, that this is the case is suggested by the observation that children initially 
iBter only a few representative verbs in a particular semantic category [44], and common verb errors 
IlHitly are attributable to incomplete semantic marking and the overly broad use of a few 'all-purpose' 
sis [50]. An additional challenge to learning verbs, then, would seem to involve the refinement of 
■antic representations and the acquisition of semantically more precise terms.

l i r d  feature of verbs that may contribute to the challenge of acquisition involves the fact that verbs are 
ily associated with thematic roles (e.g., agent, patient) and syntactic functions (e.g., subject, object) 

In learning the verb kiss, for example, a child would have to know how to construct a phrase containing 
te^uired number and arrangement of arguments (the "argument stmcture" of the verb), be aware o f the 
to ic  roles required by the semantic features of the verb [13,44], and be able to assign the verb's thematic 
ties to the argument stmcture o f the verb. These accomplishments are, o f course, beyond the abilities of 
«y young children who must instead rely on their audience to intuit, for example, whether the verb kiss is 

to describe an event or to initiate one. These circumstances also may account for the fact that
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children's early verbs tend to be semantically simple; e.g., verbs that label an action without refereno|jn| 
result, or a state of change without reference to antecedent events [3,23]. Expanding the verb lexicon beya 
these "basic-level" verbs places considerable demands on the child, who must now acquire notj 
additional lexical items, but also a fair amount of additional syntactic and semantic information.

iCtunî l
! asset!

; roles ail

On the other hand, during normal development the initial challenge o f acquiring the argument stmcti 
thematic roles associated with early verbs produces a body of knowledge that becomes a valuable í 
verb learning. With experience, recurrent regularities among the interrelationships between verbs, s 
and semanties can be exploited by children in order to more accurately guess at the possible me 
novel verbs [18,34,39,44]. "Canonical linking rules" describe the ways in which various thematic i 
syntactic functions can be linked [44,62]. The links are bi-directional such that children who knowÉj 
semantic meaning of a verb can use that information to construct an appropriate syntactic íhnK<|i| 
("forward linking," from semantics to syntax), and those who hear a novel verb in a familiar synlat̂ l 
context can use that context to deduce a great deal about the meaning of the verb (reverse linking, fial 
syntax to semantics). Such linking is facilitated further by the fact that verbs which share certain aspeck|i| 
meaning also tend to have common syntactic features [20,34]. The development and use of canaUl 
linking rules may account for, at least in part, the acceleration in verb learning which coincides witinkl 
emergence of early word combinations, and an improved ability to develop tentative semantic interpte)l|pil 
of words with minimal input or assistance [12,52].

Finally, a fourth feature of verbs that may present a special challenge for children derives froiiiÉi 
complexity o f verb inflection (INFL) [17,49,53]. Not only must children learn a verb's argument stnictij 
and the thematic roles it assigns, they must also learn how to mark the verb for tense, person, and ni 
The grammatical morphemes associated with INFL seem especially problematic for children with 
impairments [15,36]. Additionally, the assignment of case and its marking in the English pronomial sydaj 
causes problems for these children. Since the Subjective case is assigned by INFL and Objective case 
assigned by a verb to its Complements, verb INFL plays a critical role in these areas as well.

Verb Acquisition by Children With Language Impairments
The features that generally distinguish verbs in the lexicon seem more than adequate to account 1 
special challenges associated with verb acquisition, and cause it to seem all the more remarkable Í 
children so readily acquire a functional verb vocabulary during their preschool years. But for a signi&Mj 
number of children verb acquisition seems to pose a formidable challenge. Recent research has examindif 
some detail the acquisition of verbs by children with specific language impairments (SLI). Amo 
observations are the following: First, children with SLI appear very limited in their ability to acquire! 
verbs under conditions that reliably produce new verb learning in other children [51,52,65]. &con(i chili 
with SLI typically use more uninflected verb forms and have tremendous difficulty with verb morph 
This is perhaps not surprising given that these children also have difficulties with subject case i 
word order, and word classes [9,21,36,49,53,64], which suggests inadequate comprehension of the syi 
and semantic features that are fundamental to the derivation of verb inflection. Third, children with SLli 
to rely heavily on a relatively restricted set o f verbs, most of which encode only frmdamental seinaÉ| 
distinctions and thus may be used to convey a broad range of meanings [50,66]. Not surprisii 
reliance is associated with frequent errors involving the substitution of verbs that are sen 
inappropriate. Fourth, children with SLI are deficient in reverse linking (deriving meaning from syi 
When exposed to a novel verb within a sentence and asked to make up or guess a plausible meaning fat I 
verb and act it out with puppets (e.g., "The girl voozes the boy"), children with SLI did poorly. The; 
act out an event that accommodated the argument structure of the verb, but the assignment of then 
was inappropriate [62]. This finding is remarkable in view of the presumably important and pervasive n
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wse linking in deducing the meaning of new verbs [18,20,39,44], An inability to exploit reverse linking 
fodaeously would certainly impair language development, and from a clinical standpoint this appears to 
líBÍi^rtant deficit to target for remediation.

hHitating Verb Acquisition in Children With Language Impairments 
k ib b le  to facilitate development of a productive verb vocabulary in children at risk for chronic 
Imiaie deficits? Exploring this issue can be challenging since there are many strategies for the remediation 
dlaipige impairments, and these are derived from an assortment o f perspectives on language acquisition. 
Ifcnover, there are few empirical data to indicate the comparative efficacy of various language intervention 
ttcjics [10,16,28]. Even so, a notable trend in language intervention in the past two decades has been a 
üttHard emphasizing social communication skills in natural settings (for review see [10]). This shift 
totd in part from evidence that the need for social interaction can nurture the development of 
implicative competence [16,48], and embraces the notion that effective language intervention should be 
tvám iMuralistic conversational exchanges between the language delayed child and partners who model 
pupriate language forms and functions [57,58]. We agree that ftmctional communication should be an 
jptant intervention goal. It is also important to recognize, however, that children with language 
pimients almost by definition have an impaired ability to acquire language during the course o f 
tímástic conversational exchanges, and clinical data show that the majority of these children are in need 
rfSinnal syntactic remediation. Indeed, remedial procedures empirically shown to facilitate the acquisition 
rf®*|language structures (as opjiosed to the ftmctional use of already acquired language) feature intensive 
(®ctic training [10,63,68]. Lexical training seems best accomplished with focused ostensive naming tasks 
il Sequent repetition [26,49,60]. Thus, while activities that emphasize narration and pragmatics clearly 
hraiinqjortant role in language intervention, there remains an additional and important role for activities 
iBlhqjhasize the formal aspects of language. Watkins [64] concluded that “ ...diverse and inclusive 
fluaches to language intervention/clinical practice offer the greatest probability o f success...” and she 
n|niended placing special emphasis on grammatical skills, timing interventions in relation to emerging 
iifc, and using verbs as “the centerpiece of grammatical intervention."

.4Role for Microcomputer-Based Language Intervention
lebdieve that the challenges outlined above provide a compelling example of those in which computer 
tónology can be brought to bear and make an important contribution. In addition to obvious benefits, such 
I ising computer animation to represent verb actions [22], in our experience computer-based language 
istmition programs are ideally suited to provide the structured interactions needed to illustrate the formal 

of language, and provide a highly cost-efficient delivery system for effective individualized language 
amtion. Moreover, research has demonstrated the fundamental efficacy of microcomputer-based 
Iquage intervention strategies. Children with special needs in the early stages of language acquisition can 
nli^nguage gains comparable to those seen during individual language therapy with a speech-language 
[áalogist, using language intervention software with non-professional assistance. Significantly greater 
bquage .development and improved communications skills have been observed when regular use of 
hnge intervention software was added to the ongoing curriculum of a special education classroom 
[.'09,69,70]. There also is a broad consensus that language intervention, regardless of specific procedures, 
sffmore effective when the intervention is engaging, appropriately challenging, requires active 
if^tion, and provides a legitimate reason for engaging in communicative behavior [38,63]. Those who 
Iwliad occasion to witness children working with properly designed educational software generally agree 
b  computer-based instructional programs are well suited to meet these criteria.

taagnition of the potential of microcomputer-based language intervention strategies inspired us to develop 
kpge intervention software that is now recognized as a valuable supplement to traditional intervention
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strategies used with children. Our software can be used with considerable independence by veiy ya 
children, provides a stimulating context for learning, and provides a focal point for highly si 
conversational exchanges. There are other considerations as well. The intensive instruction ni 
children with language disorders often exceeds the amount of time and energy that parents, teachers, 
language pathologists, and special educators can devote to this effort, especially since professional re; 
are at a premium under even the best o f circumstances. Moreover, the problem is compoi 
economically disadvantaged areas where the prevalence of language delay is so much greater. The 
Speech-Language-Hearing Association has called the current shortage o f speech-language patholi 
the United States "a recipe for disaster" (Wall Street Journal, 11/14/95, p.l). From this perspective, effec 
language intervention software can be regarded as a much needed and cost-effective means to suppi 
the efforts of clinicians and educators [69,70].

In developing our language intervention software, we also felt it was important to consider that the qualilyj 
any computer-based language intervention strategy currently is based on the ability of the edu 
carefully track the performance of each student, select and properly utilize programs that teach | 
content, and gauge the timing o f intervention emphasis in relation to emerging skills. Further, i 
decisions must be based entirely on clinical judgments and perceptions of what will challenge but | 
fhistrate each child. Such evaluations can be difficult, and especially so for those who have limited t 
in clinical research or linguistic theory, yet they are critical since even the most effective software can! 
expected to accomplish little if  not used in an appropriate manner. To address these concerns we tumedK 
examination of computer assisted training paradigms.

The Intelligent Computer Aided Training System
The considerations outlined above have led us to include as an additional component of our develo] 
effort the integration of an Intelligent Computer Assisted Training (ICAT) system. This system will i 
possible for the software to be controlled by “artificial intelligence” methodology designed to guide j 
efforts of parents and non-professionals who may implement language intervention plans, and i 
reduce the burden placed on those who may lack clinical or technological expertise. Laureate’s ICAT syst 
was inspired by systems developed by the Software Technology Branch of National Aeronautics and S 
Administration [40] and formally transferred to Laureate under a Space Act Technology Tra 
Agreement. We have now developed and field tested several of our own prototype ICAT systeffll 
software packages designed for early language intervention. Our current prototype selects and pre 
activities that emphasize particular verbs or verb argument structures, and arranges the presentation | 
material in such a way that the focus of treatment and levels of instmctional support are contin 
modified on the basis o f a child’s performance and capabilities. The system also maintains recordsl 
program use and user performance. In thinking about the ICAT system, an appropriate analogy is a din 
session. Typically, at the start of a session the speech language pathologist will know what material a i 
ought to work on, and how much instmctional support the child may require to succeed. As the! 
proceeds, the training material and degree of instmctional support are adjusted continually based on ( 
child's performance. This is essentially what our ICAT system is designed to do. In broad terms, the iCij 
system uses three sets o f data to accomplish this: optional Program Variables, the Student Historŷ  
treatment Rule Set.

Program Variables include all programs that are integrated into the system, all activities within ( 
program, and all instmctional variables that might be manipulated during a single trial in a j 
activity. Each activity, for example, may have options governing the number of visual stimuli that i 
the screen, the type of task that is to be completed, the content of verbal prompts, and whether (a) t 
will begin with instmction, (b) the correct answer will be cued, (c) an incorrect response will i
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ional feedback and/or a second try, (d) feedback will be provided, (e) reinforcement will occur, and so 
Activities will be programmed so that any of these trial variables can be adjusted at the start o f each trial.

\&udeni History is a user database that includes a record of activities that have been used, the Program 
ble settings that were used, and all results obtained, on a trial by trial basis. The format of these raw 
s such that the Student History can be “queried” for information ranging from the number of correct 
ics in an activity with a particular level of instructional support, to the pattern of changes in average 
: time over the course of a session. In addition to providing a basis for decisions by the ICAT 

, the Student History can be “queried” using a Report Generator designed to extract and present 
ill performance summaries.

(inisvention Rule Set contains the “artificial intelligence” of the ICAT system. The “rules” are meant to 
Itcomparable to the strategies that a clinician would employ during language intervention, e.g., keeping the 

! on appropriate material and providing only as much instructional support as is necessary to insure a 
cient degree of success. The rules generate assumptions based on performance in particular 

ces, e.g., a series of successful trials may signal mastery of a concept and trigger introduction of 
; a sudden increase in response time or decrement in performance may signal fatigue. Three notable 
s of the Rule Set include the following: (a) It is contained in program resources so that it may easily 

e modified. This greatly simplifies the process of elaborating and fine-tuning the Rule Set during field 
g; (b) The Rule Set is not simply a linear “script” or flow diagram. Rather, curricular material is 
iated with “weights,” indices of a child’s performance are associated with “weighting adjustments,” 

1 various weighting adjustments can be “broadcast” throughout the system in such a way as to exert a 
1 influence over a multitude of program decisions. Good performance on a particular problem set, 

trample, may cause weights to be adjusted so that similar problem sets are introduced with less 
fional support. The weightings can also be adjusted so as to exert a global influence on program 

lUdjBveness. It is possible, for example, to increase or decrease the overall difficulty of the entire program 
Ipg a simple slide bar that adjusts all weights in a predefined manner; (c) The Rule Set can govern all 
|H»cts of program performance, but there are options to partially or completely override the ICAT system.

ongoing field testing, the behavior of the ICAT system in our prototype language intervention 
continues to exceed our expectations. Higher functioning children are quickly able to demonstrate 

ifeir verb knowledge by accurately identifying verb animations with minimal instructional support, yet at 
w same time they receive extra training with added instructional support for those few verbs with which 
ley are stmggling. The less dependable performance of children functioning at lower levels triggers an 
laease in the level of instructional support when they respond incorrectly, imtil they too reach an 
Unpriate training level. Even after a single session there are clear differences in the material being 
polled to individual children, and the material is presented differently and appropriately for children with 
fnd abilities.

1
l b  our fffototype development and testing is complete, we plan to make available a software package 
msisting of a series of modules that exploit the computer’s capacity for combining interactive multimedia 
lith best clinical practices and pedagogy. These will include a variety of training and testing activities, and 
■Baddicss multiple aspects o f verb acquisition and language development. Modules will be integrated into 
liliell featuring engaging graphics, animated guidance and reinforcement sequences, digital speech output, 
■I user interface options to accommodate very young learners and children with special physical needs. We 
spect the ICAT component to allow the software to emulate the intervention strategies of a professional 
fj^Manguage pathologist on several levels: (1) the initiation of interventions aimed at logically defined 
áSers of ̂ propriate material, (2) continuous monitoring of the user's progress on each type of material,
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(3) continuous revision of intervention strategies based on performance, and (4) comprehensive i 
collection. Given the current paucity o f controlled research on the efficacy o f microcomputer-h 
langu^e intervention strategies [56], it seems likely that the data collection capability will be a valu 
component of the system as well.
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Ápaper deals with the evaluation o f a particular type o f assistive technologies, namely public 

wkmedia kiosk systems that provide user interfaces for different types o f  users. Access for a ll' 

mjiiires a key characteristic o f the software, namely the adaptation to individual user abilities and 

« á  The evaluation o f  these systems is a challenging task due to the setting and the scenario o f 

m that can basically be described through non-linear task accomplishment and short-term 

mmction. Although for evaluation and design principles, such as the flexibility o f user interfaces, 

W been defined, the evaluation o f  user interfaces for all requires special concepts that do not 

d; capture the particular scenario o f use but also focus on the measurement o f  adaptation in this 

Mtexl. In this paper we detail the situation context o f  evaluation, derive the requirements for 

mesponding measurements and methodologies, and analyze existing techniques for evaluation, in 

tar far they meet the derived requirements. We finally introduce a practical methodology that is 

amntly under empirical investigation.

I. In tro d u c tio n

Multimedia systems become widely used due to the proceeding establishment o f the information 

iicietv and the development of an infrastructure for publicly available interactive technologies, 

i^cal examples for public multimedia applications are assistive city information kiosk systems, 

ach as AVANTI (Adaptive and Adaptable Interactions with Multimedia Telecommunication 

Ipplications) [4], Massively linked pieces of information allow to navigate in publicly available 

rtworks. such as the Internet, as the underpinning technology. Since publicly accessible 

jjmation kiosks have to provide access for all different kinds o f users, they also have to provide
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access for elderly people and disabled users, i.e. they have to be assistive technologies. Univei 

accessible applications actually require features for the recognition o f (dis)abilities and Ik1 

adaptation towards the acquired user characteristics.

The concept User Interfaces for All [11] has been introduced to meet the increasing demand foj 

structured development and evaluation of assistive technologies. User Interfaces for All rely! 

adaptation as the key principle for universally accessible technologies, namely through proviá 

user interfaces for a variety o f end users in a flexible way. Design in the context of User Interl 

for All is understood to focus on user needs and characteristics that should delive 

measurements for checking accessability.

Although adaptation is widely used in the course of user interface development and evaluation ■ itij 

part o f styleguides, e.g. [7], national and international standards, e.g. [2, 6], or directives, e.g., [ 

the traditional understanding of adaptation does not reflect the situation context of using i 

evaluating assistive applications. In particular, claiming to support a variety of end userwi] 

different abilities, requires a facilitator to accomplish this task and implement this principle [12], 

a consequence, a clear understanding of adaptation has to be developed, before the evaluation! 

accessibility can be addressed from the methodological perspective.

Consequently, we will wrap up fundamentals in understanding adaptation in section 2 before i 

detail the situation context for evaluating the accessability o f assistive technologies that leads ti 

list o f requirements from the methodological perspective in section 3. In section 4 we will t 

analyze the categories o f existing techniques for evaluation in software ergonomics, and check tl 

capability to measure adaptation in the situation context of public kiosk systems. In section 5 \ 

will introduce a novel technique for evaluation that is currently utilized in a field test. Section] 

concludes the paper.

2. Understanding Adaptation

A conceptual and empirical analysis o f adaptation has led to the following results [10]:

• Terminologically,

• Adaptation is closely related to individualization - however, sometimes individualiz 

is used for generating automatic behavior on user models (in contrast to situation-sp 

behavior)
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• Adaptation is either used as a general term for meeting particular user or task 

requirements, or to denote automatic behavior of technical systems. In the latter case 

adaptivity and adaptation are used synonymously.

• When distinguishing automatic behavior from user-controlled accommodation, adaptation 

is sometimes called customization.

• Customization is also used synonymously to adaptation.

• Adaptation (adaptivity) is based on adaptability, naming a set o f features to accommodate user 

i needs.

• Adaptation can be achieved through the following features o f technical systems:

• flexibility towards different behaviors

• parametrization of components to enable flexibility

• integratability in the sense of openness to other facilities

• tailorability to be controlled by the user and to add functionality.

Tliese results have been proven empirically through a semantic content analysis [10]. In addition, 

the following meta-categories have been identified for evaluation items:

• individual organization o f  tasks: It comprises issues of individualization from an organization 

point of view, such as sequencing subtasks according to individual preferences.

• individual design o f interaction: It addresses issues o f individualization from the technological 

point of view, such as the selection of modalities for interaction according to individual abilities 

(e.g., speech in/output for visually impaired users).

• individual provision with information: It captures issues o f individualization from the cognitive 

point of view, such as the individually perceived load o f information..

Finally, it has been checked whether adaptability or adaptivity correlate to other principles. In fact, 

42 (out of a pool o f 570 items concerning the major principles o f software ergonomics) items that 

lave not been mutually related initially have been found in semantic correspondence with questions 

assigned to adaptation. The leading related principle to adaptability and adaptivity is eontrollability, 

followed by task conformance, error prevention and robustness.
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Overall, the diversity o f understandings has been investigated. The conceptual as well as empidfll 

results allow to conclude that adaptation has to be understood as a feature o f a system that eidi 

enables the adaptation towards end user needs in principle (termed adaptability), or automatics 

adjusts the behavior to internal representations and inference mechanisms (termed adaptivify).kl 

addition, adaptability and adaptivity are multi-dimensional principles, since they might hi 

considered from a technical, organizational, social or/and cognitive perspective.

3. Scenarios of Use of Public Kiosk Systems

We now generalize from our experiences in the AVANTI-proJect [4] the requirement|Pt] 

evaluating public kiosk systems. We first will give typical scenarios o f use, and then dermj 

requirements for evaluation techniques, also taking into account the levels o f processing adapta(j|i| 

information from the concept User Interfaces for All.

Consider a multimedia kiosk system for city information located at public places, such as raih 

stations, that is also accessible via the Internet. The system enables everybody to look for i 

information related to the town. Typical scenarios of use are:

Prospective planning o f  a trip: In the course of interaction, the user first asks for information ail 

monuments, and continues browsing multi-media information on selected ones. The user tries #j 

find out additional information about the

• shortest route to visit the most favorable sites selected

• accessibility of the sites as far as the software can provide this information.

Reactive planning during a trip: The user changes his/her plans after having visited already some 

the sites along the route initially planned. S/he wants to visit other sites. In addition, the user mi||| 

be disappointed about what s/he has seen before. S/he wants to express her/his experiei 

might even expect alternative proposals for further visiting.

Emergency case handling: The user needs immediate medical assistance. S/he tries to find t 

information about the

• shortest route to get help
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Ilhese scenarios indicate neither the user of a public kiosk system does follow a predefined path 

t̂ask accomplishment, nor is his/her behavior predictable, e.g. through applying stereotypical 

t profiles. Hence, we have particular characteristics of the users to be supported, the situation 

fare involved in, and the tasks they are assumed to handle (according to their individual 

adon and capabilities).

} Characteristics o f  users:

• functional roles: tourist, pilgrim, traveling salesman, inhabitant, etc.; In addition, 

although these roles might not be mutually related, they might influence the situation and 

task context, as well as the modalities used for interaction (e.g., the selection of 

language).

• abilities concerning perception, cognition and mobility; These characteristics determine 

not only the use of devices of interaction and modalities, but also the content to be 

delivered. An example for the latter fact is the provision o f mobility impaired persons 

with information about the possible access to buildings.

• demographic data, in particular age and education. Elderly people and kids have to be 

considered as user groups with specific needs. The education determines not only the 

interests, but also the capabilities for interaction at the content level as well as at the 

dialog level (control), e.g., handling hyperlinks for navigation.

II

I Characteristics o f  situations: In contrast to traditional settings o f human-computer interaction, 

e.g. VDU-workplace in an enterprise, interfacing a public information kiosk system does not 

cur in the context o f work, and thus, is not constrained the same way, in the sense of 

Dmplishing routine tasks embedded in certain organizational conditions and regulations.

• However, the activities performed are intended to achieve certain goals, and thus, 

represent tasks and subtasks.

• In contrast to usual conditions o f work, the situation o f end users cannot be considered to 

be stable, with respect to

• continuity of interaction and

[«essibility o f  the next site for assistance.
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• completion o f tasks.

Characteristics o f  tasks:

• coherence: Subtasks might not correspond to a linear sequence of activities to achi 

certain user objectives. For instance, a user might think he/she remember a place’s n 

correctly and tries to find related information typing in the name. Since the systeal 

not find the proper information entries, the user has to restart the task accompluj 

using a search engine.

• predictability o f  task accomplishment: Since the coherence of activities is not given,( 

behavior for task accomplishment cannot be predicted.

• regularity: Since the tasks cannot be considered to be routine ones (users do not perfô 

these tasks regularly), the accomplishment cannot be triggered.

• differences in granularity o f results: Even for the same task the same user might prodd 

different results, depending on the situation context, e.g. informing about versus I 

a hotel both scanning data about accommodation.

• task completeness: It cannot be specified in advance, when a task can be considered tol| 

completed. The assignment o f the status is done by the end user and depends on hisfl 

situation context.

As a consequence, evaluating adaptability and adaptativity these data have to be considered to 1| 

part of the situation context. Additional requirements stem from the architecture of adapt 

systems [12]: User Interface for All are considered to be designed at a semantic, syntax, andlexi 

layer, where also the adaptability of an application has to be considered. At the semantic layer I 

information content o f an application is the crucial factor. It has to be evaluated whether the J 

specified for interactive manipulation as well as the control in- and outputs are required for I 

accomplishment. The syntax layer concerns the structure of the information provided fori 

control and task accomplishment. Certain rules have to be followed to enable consistent and rol 

behavior. These rules establish the ‘grammar’ of the probably individualized ‘1: 

interaction. At the lexical layer the semantic and syntax information is further refined to coa 

data types that have to be provided for interaction (audio, visual, spatial etc.). The actual chi 

for communication are specified to enable the physical interaction between the application and |  

intended end users. Evaluation techniques should therefore reflect the structured 

developing universally accessible applications.
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4; Existing T e c h n iq u e s

liteanalysis of existing techniques for evaluation has shown that there exists three different types of 

[whiation techniques [9]; technology-oriented, user-oriented, and organization-oriented ones. 

[Moreover, traditional evaluation involving end users is based on VDU-workplaces in organizations.

[ I«hnology-oriented techniques relate measurements to the functionality o f an application, 

nental inputs are provided through (inter)national standards and federal directives for the 

1 of workplaces, such as [5]. In some cases, primarily function-oriented principles, such as 

ency, have been coupled with organizational issues, such as global business processes.

Ilta-oriented techniques emphasize the usability o f technological artifacts as users perceive them. 

[j^Brements are related directly to human characteristics, such as the blood pressure of users. In 

leontrast to technology-oriented approaches user-oriented techniques do not focus on the 

factionality of software itself, but on the impact and implications o f the functions on the well- 

king of end users.

(|^Bzation-oriented evaluation techniques also focus on human-oriented measurements, such as 

conditions at work that do or do not support well-being, but not on individual end users. They 

«ime reliable and valid results through checking conditions o f work based on standardized 

tecriptions of workplaces, as workflow engines are based on functional roles representing user 

I profiles that are not adapted towards individual end users.

I8|chniques have been assigned to the dimensions above. It turned out that most of the currently 

I Milable techniques are either product-oriented, such as EVADIS II [8], completely user-oriented, 

sicli as MUSiC [1], or completely directed towards organizational issues, such as KABA [3]. 

However, in order to evaluate adaptability and adaptivity, all three perspectives have to be 

Migrated, since tasks at public multimedia kiosk systems are exclusively performed depending on 

user abilities and needs (both may vary significantly), and the context o f the situation. The latter 

inflnences the individual organization o f tasks, whereas the abilities and needs address the user- 

crifflted as well as the technical dimension.
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5. Accessability through Adaptation: A Comprehensive Evaluation Approacl^

AthA (Accessability through Adaptation) is a process-driven approach that involves the end i 

totally and requires a set o f context-sensitive activities to be followed along the different ph 

evaluation:

1. for preparation', activities to

• describe the technical system to be evaluated and the measurements for adaptation

• acquire and specify user requirements with respect to adaptation

• consolidate the previously acquired knowledge, namely, on one hand, to find i 

technical features that are candidates to meet the user requirements, and, on the oÉt| 

hand, to identify which measurements can be assigned for evaluation to 

relationships

• select the methodology and methods for evaluation, comprising the identification of« 

specific availability, the tools, and the material to be utilized, and schedulii 

evaluation

• prepare and instantiate the setting for evaluation from the content, organization 

social perspective.

2. for execution', activities to

• acquire the raw data

• monitor, supervise and guide the participants.

3. for analysis', activities to

• compile the raw data

• analyze the compilation

• interpret the results o f the analysis

• suggest improvements for end users, developers, evaluators, and coordinator.

AthA meets the listed requirements, as the preparation phase serves for the specification of i 

characteristics o f tasks as well as users, including their requirements for adaptation and adaptiii 

Hence, on one hand the eomplexity of tasks as well as the constraints for completion cai 

specified, and, on the other hand, particular user communities, such as elderlies, can be selecttd̂  

particular target groups for evaluation. From these inputs, requirements for adaptability! 

adaptivity can be derived. This procedure of customizing the evaluation is continued with(i)'
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Bsk-based specification o f scenarios through end users, and (ii) the preparation o f methods through 

the evaluator based on the documented user inputs concerning their expectations.

for.instance, the customization procedure for the visit scenario in section 3 might lead to the 

following items o f a questionnaire measuring the three different dimensions o f adaptability and 

ptivity:

^anizational perspective: The navigation through tourist sites allows to choose among several 

; structures.

• cognitive perspective: The format of the information concerning tourist sites is displayed as the 

user prefers.

• technological perspective: The user is enabled to modify the navigation structure through 

selection between speech in/output and menu-driven interaction.

In the course of evaluation it is o f importance, that the user characteristics are kept constant 

throughout the scenarios, but the interpretation and perception o f tasks to be performed within each

f
' ' :  scenarios are varied. This procedure is required to ensure the quality o f results, since the 

rator variable are kept constant.

Finally, the requirements given through the application o f the concept User Interface for All, are 

met, since (i) the semantic layer is addressed through the task specification in the situation context 

of the end user, and (ii) the syntactic layer is addressed through the specification of the capabilities 

of end users influencing the structure of information to be provided for control and manipulation. 

Both layers are handled in the preparation phase.

6. Conclusions

Our objectives were to elaborate the specific situation for evaluating public assistive multimedia 

psk systems. We have developed requirements out o f the typical characteristics of tasks, users, 

and the situations where users accomplish their tasks. Based on an analysis o f traditional techniques 

for evaluation that identified shortcoming in meeting the requirements we have introduced AthA 

(ijiccessability through Adaptation), a situation-aware and process-driven methodology for
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investigation in the context of the AVANTI project, a European initiative to support different ua 

groups when interacting with publicly accessible multimedia kiosks.
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DEVELOPMENT EVALUATION OF A W EB-BASED  
INFORMATION SERVICE FOR AND ABOUT PEOPLE  

WITH SPECIAL NEEDS

Daniela Busse and Stephen Brewster

l . t o o c /

\Vaeedfor an information ser\nce for and about people with special needs (PWSN) at Glasgow 

[iraiOTif)’ motivated this case study. The implementation o f the system on the World Wide Web 

I/PWJ look place within the framework of iterative and user-centred development, and paid 

Lfml Ipttention to universal and extra-ordinary design principles. Thorough evaluation, which 

a vital aspect in iterative needs analysis, concerned usability, efficiency o f the 

yî nmiiion design, and meeting of the stated functional requirements. The findings informed 

itkequent refinements o f the information service prototype. In conclusion, the implemented 

jifsrmtion service was found to meet the high priority requirements stated at the outset o f the 

Ifiojeci. The success o f the case study underpins our argument for the importance o f the described 

I kelopment and design approach for systems for PWSN.

Untroduction

[krecent years, there has been a rapid growth in the number of on-line information services, which 

IImg information to the user instead of the user having to travel to the information source [5]. 

I lllst accessing information resources from a computer at home is convenient for most people, this 

isibility provides an entirely new opportunity for PWSN. Design of these information sources 

laust take special usability needs as the starting point and not as an added extra. This will also 

llienefit ‘mainstream’ users [6] [5] [7] [10]. According to Paciello [10], ‘assistive and adaptive 

[lechnology have become the norm while accessible design has become the usability orphan’. In 

[ader to achieve accessible design, the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) aspects of the
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development process of such information sources assumes a particularly important role. The a 

this paper is to highlight the development and design framework necessary for ‘univa 

accessible’ design. The development evaluation of a Web-based information service for andi 

students with special needs at Glasgow University will serve as a case study.

2. The Case Study

In the academic session 1996/97 over 700 students were registered as having special ni 

Glasgow University. However, support facilities at Glasgow University leave a great deal 

desired. Furthermore, information concerning the range and nature of the few existing fad 

not being distributed sufficiently. Currently, the Special Needs Adviser (SNA) acts as the ‘di 

of facilities and services. Bits o f relevant information are available only in the form of brief 1( 

distributed by various support agents within the university. These leaflets do not take 

information processing needs of PWSN into account, and several of the support agents are not( 

easily accessible (for instance, the Disabled Students’ Interest Convenor (DSIC) Office is 

on the first floor in a building without lift). Thus, a comprehensive, accessible information 

for and about PWSN was urgently required.

This information service must enable students to benefit from the support available.' 

information must also be designed to make staff and students more aware of the characi 

special needs. Especially for ‘hidden’ special needs (such as deafness or dyslexia), 

awareness often becomes the source of problems PWSN have to deal with [3]. Thus, weain

• providing information about existing support for students with special needs;

• raising awareness in the general student/staff body at the university;

• designing the information to maximise communicational efficiency;

•  designing the structure of the site to reflect the extra-ordinary HCI needs of the end-userŝ

3. The Design and Development Framework

Iterative development represents a software lifecycle model that emphasises the cyclic, re-i 

nature of system development [11] [12]. The establishment of the information service descrih
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És paper pilots the use of this specific methodology in systems for PWSN. The concept of user- 

eentred development formed the framework for this approach. Thus, needs analysis and requirement 

elicitation (key concepts of the iterative, user-centred methodology) were accomplished in close 

dhboration with various experts and end-user populations, and pervaded the whole development 

f̂wbalion process of the website.

llAitra-Ordinary Design

Alignificant portion of our population has impairments that reduce the ability to effectively or 

safely use standard consumer products [13] [7]. Extra-ordinary needs can be categorized into four 

major groups: visual, hearing, physical, and cognitive/language impairment. Acessible, extra

ordinary design can help mitigating the difficulties experienced by PWSN. Applying extra-ordinary 

I design, the design of the user interface and the structure of the information presented optimally 

Hommodates PWSN’s extra-ordinary information processing needs.

Special attention was directed at dyslexia. This is the most common disability among students 

registered as having special needs at Glasgow University. Dyslexia-friendly design also 

iiMorporates the special needs of for instance cognitive impairment. For instance, simple, intuitive 

^ k n t  structure, consistency, and avoidance of complex sentence structures will accommodate the 

needs of both kinds of impairment [4] [13]. The requirements of visual and hearing impairment and 

of students falling into the broad category of mobility difficulties were also taken into account as far 

as possible.

^Universal Design

Universal design aims for ‘usability by all people, to the greatest extent possible, without the need 

for adaptation or specialized design’ [13]. It thus aims at finding a common denominator within the

As Newell [9] pointed out, ‘extra-ordinary needs are only exaggerated ordinary needs ... a different 

point on the continuum of human ability’. He maintained that ‘very little HCI research fully takes 

into account the individual differences among potential users and the vast range of abilities of 

taman beings in general’. Taking special needs into account by applying extra-ordinary design is 

likely to be also of considerable value to able-bodied people. In the case study, the diversity of
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categories of special needs and variety of requirements within these necessitated sevd| 

compromises (see section 4.2).

3.3.User centred Design

Concurrent to the iterative development process, aspects of the system were evaluated fromik| 

perspectives of domain experts, and naive as well as special needs end users. In order to i 

usability, and functionality, several participatory techniques [11] were employed. These includi 

informal peer evaluation and think-aloud exercises. A field trial evaluation of the prototypii 

held, including a comprehensive usability questionnaire. Expert walkthroughs included dyslexiJ 

students, HCI experts, and the SNA.

4.Universal User Interface Design

4.1.Design Guidelines

Before embarking on the interface design for the information system, several of the publish! 

guidelines on general as well as extra-ordinary interface design [6] [1] were referred to. 

guidelines typically did not consider a range of special needs. Thus, we established some gen 

guidelines by collating those proposed by the consulted sources. The derived high-priority gem 

guidelines were as follows:

• Be consistent within and across pages (for instance location of navigation bar);

• minimize download latency; file size (e.g. avoid graphics);

• assume small screen size and average browser facilities (e.g. no frames);

• provide clear navigational aids (such as clear icons and Table of Contents);

•  provide extensive on-line help (accessible from every page);

•  succinct page content; avoid burying of information;

• clear labeling of links and pages (e.g. intuitive titles);

• avoid unfamiliar terminology and complicated language.
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Reading and writing difficulties are not the only problems dyslexic users have to deal with, as is 

assumed [3]. But also, for instance, comprehension, eye sensitivity, hand-eye 

tion, and learning times have to be considered [4]. These principles do in fact promise 

iuproved usability for ‘able-bodied’ users, in line with the universal design paradigm. Therefore, 

ihring the cycle of needs analysis and evaluation, the following refined design guidelines were 

(iiduced;

• avoid complicated hierarchies of documents by clearly categorizing the sections and by avoiding 

undant links between the pages;

ninimize dyslexics' tracking problems (re-reading and skipping lines of text) by using larger 

text size and a generous amount of white space;

• employ redundancy in information presentation (e.g. hot-text and icons);

• design and layout of buttons must take into account the effects o f poor hand-eye co-ordination 

(e.g. large, clearly separated buttons);

• keep eye sensitivity difficulties to a minimum by avoiding a glaring white background. 

ilDesign Trade-offs

Dyslexics' eye sensitivity posed a design problem where some common denominator had first to be 

feund. Thus, black text on clear, white background proves most beneficial for partially sighted 

sers, but poses problems to dyslexic ones [8]. The chosen trade-off involved using an ‘Old Lace’ 

kkground, and black text. Hyperlinks, on the other hand, were presented in a moss green colour 

isee also Figure 1 and 2). Links, especially those comprising the navigation bar, are of crucial 

^ttance to successful navigation of the site. Underlined links pose further difficulties for 

dyslexic users, as the lower part of letters might be concealed and thus lead to reduced readability. 

To (tide-step further dilemma for dyslexic users, a black text/white background combination for 

liyferlinks was thus avoided. We did not consider removing underlining of links since screen 

leaders as used by visually impaired people depend on underlining in order to recognize hyper- 

iks.

lother example of a trade-off was the use of icons for navigation. Providing clickable, clear icons 

nth accompanying non-underlined text is the most beneficial design for dyslexics [2]. However,
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screen readers can ‘read’ text out loud but cannot read graphics. Screen readers have erei
Í

radical improvement for blind and visually impaired people, but unless alternatives to grapinM
i

made available, they ‘may once again experience old barriers they thought had been remove^ [ I  

An alternative was to accompany hot-text by icons. However, overabundance of icons (especi|f j  

they are large and well separated) easily results in cluttered screens. Therefore, navigatiotafi 

were not to be included. Hand-eye coordination difficulties were taken into account by al« 

accompanying hot-text within the page body by easily clickable, large, and well-separated butta

The usability implications of these trade-off design decision were evaluated thoroughly throu| 

the case study. In the final evaluation (section 5.4), mostly positive responses were retumci 

particular the nature of the navigation bar and buttons achieved high scores. Navigation th 

the site was shown to be easily manageable and to have an intuitive feel.

S.The Development Evaluation Process

S.l.Needs Analysis

Needs analysis covered various perspectives on the system. Techniques employed included 

interviews, discussions, and walkthroughs, a focus group, and questionnaire surveys. The i 

analysis developed as an ongoing investigation of the problem space concurrent to develo] 

evaluation of the information service.

The experts interviewed in the needs analysis stage were the SNA and the two DSICs. Additi 

a focus group meeting was organised, which 16 students with special needs attendeijV 

discussion was vital in highlighting shortcomings in the current promotion of support., 

problems due to low levels o f awareness facing students with special needs were pointed out

An attitude survey was carried out on a representative sample of 74 Glasgow University stu 

order to assess the levels of awareness in the general student body. In particular, awarenesrf| 

variety of special needs occurring at Glasgow University, o f misconceptions concerning! 

needs, of problems that students with special needs encounter in their university life, and] 

different kinds of support available for students with special needs at university was tested fx] 

results indicated a rather low level of awareness in the subjects. This matched the description rfl
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Éuation as obtained in the focus group discussion and the semi-structured expert interviews (for a 

detailed discussion of this survey see [3]).

ThcBnerging structure of the prototype thus reflected these different information needs. Three main 

diapters were created:

• "What kind of support is available for people with special needs?"

• ^General information on special needs, and related issues"

• "A Note for tutors, staff, and Advisers of Study".

Tlie first chapter presented the kinds of support available at Glasgow University. It included 

jcctions for example on the Special Needs Advisor and Disabled car parks. The second chapter 

iocused on educating the reader about special needs. In particular the problems encountered by 

PWSN, and special needs case studies, including dyslexia, were presented. The third chapter was 

Éned at staff and contained, for example, notes on staff awareness training.

Si.Concurrent Evaluation

Informal peer evaluation took place throughout the development of the information service, 

liggestions for improving the prototype often concerned the wording of section headings. The lack 

ofpaphics, especially as a background feature was commented on. Graphics were used sparsely in

f
 prototype as they would increase download time, and especially not as background to the pages, 

his would have contradicted extra-ordinary design principles in respect to dyslexic and visually 

aired users as described above.

Tliree single person think aloud sessions were conducted. Each of them was designed differently, 

with respect to the different perspectives taken to the system. Additionally, each of the participants 

was asked to complete a usability questionnaire. The main concern raised in the first think-aloud 

lelated to the wording of the main section headings, which proved neither intuitive nor helpful to the 

Micipant. The wording of ambiguous section headings was subsequently modified and extended. 

In general, the system was found ‘easy to use’, it’s structure ‘intuitive’, and the information ‘easy to 

follow’. She found the educational section interesting and quite clear. The major problem in the 

lecond session was the lack of familiarity with hypertext as opposed to linear information
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structures. The tree-shaped organisation of the data with several access points to choose fra 

confused the participant. This insight helped to put the design process of the system with resp 

novice users back into perspective. The main section headings were revised to refer to ‘The te l  

main chapters’, in order to approach the book metaphor. Additionally, page layout design u l  

changed to adhere to two different types: either option or information pages (section 5.3).

The participant of the third session was the SNA. Since she was not a ‘naive’ subject, i.e. she knei I 
in advance what information the site would contain and how it was structured, the discussion mai} I 
focused on content issues. Overall, she was satisfied with the layout, content coverage, and structm I 
of the site. As part o f further expert walkthroughs, four dyslexic students commented on the silt’i | 

usability value and completed the usability questionnaire. Mostly positive comments were giva 

concerning the lack of ‘fancy graphics’, the font size and colour, the organisation of the site,! 

kind of buttons, the style of language, and the content covered. Another walkthrough involva 

HCI expert. He rated the section titles self-explanatory, the page content succinct, and fel 

performance in terms of speed of link traversal highly satisfactory. The function, layout, fönnáll  ̂

position of the navigation bar itself were discussed in detail.

5.3.Major Design Decisions Taken in Response to the Evaluation

Through needs analysis and concurrent evaluation, the initial requirements were refined ad I 
expanded. Priorities were laid out for content and user interface design. For instance, the promoia | 

of the SNA, and clarity and consistency in the user interface were seen as crucial.

The requirements listed in Section 4 were taken into account in the design of the user interfaced I 
the information service. The effectiveness of the measures taken was evaluated throughout. Thidd 

to further refinements of these requirements. For instance, font size was enlarged. The labeling rf I 
links and pages was adapted to the users’ needs. Prompted by evaluators’ difficulties, italic fonti 

avoided throughout the site.

We used a page skeleton to provide structural consistency. This, however, illustrates the importaet j 

of the initial design stages within the development process. A modification of the skeleton would 

force an update on all other pages. Introducing design quality to a system in the later stages means 

exponentially more effort having to be undertaken on part of the developer.
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inspired by the results of the think aloud protocols, the transition from linear to hyper text by novice 

Dierswas facilitated by splitting the pages into two groups: option pages (containing only links, i.e. 

iptions), which were to be utilized as subroots for further exploration, and information pages, 

i (fluting the leaf nodes to this sub-root of the tree hierarchy. An example of both page styles is 

^en in Figure 1 and 2.

SAFmal Evaluation

Further design walkthroughs with HCI and Dyslexia experts took place. Additionally, a field trial 

evaluation was conducted. The trials took place within several departments’ computer labs. These 

were fitted with varying computing facilities, and thus a consensus of opinions across platforms was 

Obtained. Subjects were asked to spend roughly half an hour browsing through the site. 

S^sequently, they were given a usability questionnaire. Most of the participants found the layout of 

the pages ‘well designed’ and ‘clear’. Small screens posed a problem, however. Although the site 

was designed to fit small screens, the scroll bar occasionally had to be used to an extent that was not 

^med desirable.

[ Aiecond, comparative, attitude survey was carried out. It attempted to establish whether subjects’ 

■oocept of (students with) special needs had changed after having familiarised themselves with the 

infotmation presented in the prototype. Changes in awareness of the situation of PWSN, and of the 

l^ncteristics of special needs themselves were found to be significant. In particular, this held true 

for ‘hidden’ disabilities. Thus, the data show success in most aspects of the information service 

investigated.
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ó.Conclusion

The iterative development evaluation approach taken in the realisation of the information sen 

has proven to enhance requirements elicitation and prototyping considerably. The nature of l| 

problem did invite such a development perspective. The unclear start and goal states of the sysl 

necessitated that the information that was to be incorporated in the web site be collected! 

structured in an iterative fashion. Only iterative system development could ensure that requiremeii 

were met. The cyclic aspect of the development process also allowed the user interface design! 

pass through several stages of refinement. These ensured high usability scores as obtained in j 

final evaluation studies, and thus met a major aim in the system design. High usability scores« 

by the (predominantly) able-bodied users evaluating a system developed in the framework of sp 

HCI needs guidelines demonstrates the value of universal and extra-ordinary design.
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(LABRADOOR - a contribution to making mathematics 

I accessible for the blind
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e-mail: math@mvblind.uni-lirrz.ac.at

UBtADOOR, a program to present mathematical documents written in LaTeX source code in a 

fea;7/e maths notation (Marburger Mathematikschrift), is introduced. The program can be used for  

k^oduction oflayoutedprintouts as well as structured electronic documents.

I

{.Access to Maths-documents

Ik past two decades saw incredible advances in blind people's access to information technology 

and in access to written documents. This has substantially improved the situation o f the blind in 

■any areas of private and professional life. Access to mathematics, however, is still a problem: 

MíÚaematical formulae are written in graphical, non linear format which causes problems to the 

blind. The problem is particularly urgent because blind people, although from their mental 

possibilities well able to imderstand and execute mathematical tasks, very often are hindered from 

iKcess in higher education by the problems outlined: Although mathematics is the most abstract 

science by making itself 'blind' for the real world by setting up abstract models and acting in these 

models where the contents never truly rely on the visual sense, its presentation at school and at the 

university almost always makes use o f visual means, thus excluding the blind to a large extent.

^eral research activities are going on to overcome these problems, and a lot o f  progress has been 

made already especially in the field o f audio access to mathematics, e.g.: [1, 3, 5, 6, 12, 13, 14, 15].
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Systems for producing a proper layout with mathematical formulae, e.g. LaTeX as well as hypertlf| 

systems (SGML, HTML) describe the graphical information in a way which can be interpreti|rtl 

represented in a structured way for electronic reading and print output. Beside these very promi^l 

advances, a lot o f problems remain: Mathematical publications are still not really accessible ii| 

blind people, nor can the blind presently utilise off-the-shelf computer algebra systems to be a 

in manipulating formulae by the computer. Maths documents are often inaccessible because mo 

OCR software which can handle textual material quite well is unable to interpret mathemaftl 

formulae. The use o f traditional Braille writing equipment to do mathematical tasks is tremend^! 

cumbersome for a blind person, from which an urgent need for an assistive computer softv«j 

follows. The production of formulae and performing complicated calculations with a computeflj ] 

the blind is still a very cumbersome task.

The LABRADOOR software introduced in this paper is part o f the approach of the working gmy | 

at the Lfniversity of Linz to the maths access problem [2, 3, 9, 10, 11]. LABRADOOR is plan 

and developed as a module which should help us in our researches and tests for a compuB I 

supported mathematics working environment. It gives access to mathematical soured) bj 

representing LaTeX documents in a format which suits the needs of

• a computer supported working enviromnent

• the computer supported production of Braille outputs and

• the production o f electronic documents.

Although LABRADOOR was plaimed primarily as a module for research on a computer suppond 

working environment, the practical application showed that LABRADOOR as a ‘stand aim' I 

program can be used for the production o f Braille outputs and electronic documents. Due to the 6(1 

that access to documents is the most important part o f the support centre at our univeisity d  I 

because o f our involvement in the production o f books for blind students at secondary school leni j 

in Austria we put efforts into the use o f LABRADOOR for these two tasks.

It should be pointed out that LABRADOOR is not ‘an additional solution to the maths problem'. 

LABRADOOR as it is presented here is only a tool which supports the preparation of maÉ ] 

documents for the three tasks mentioned, and therefore a preparation tool for possible ‘solutioa'. j 

LABRADOOR should also not be seen as a new maths notation: It should act as a bridge betvwei J 

computer oriented notations like the widely used LaTeX, and blind user oriented codes such as At
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Ijfaburg notation. We think that building bridges between computer oriented notations and Braille 

lotions are a prerequisite for further developments o f a user friendly access to printed or 

[léetronic documents and a computer supported working enviromnent for mathematics.'

ILABRADOOR - General description

lABRADOOR acts as a LaTeX-to-Braille door. LaTeX is a system to produce and to layout texts 

[ wthpathematical formulae in excellent typesetting quality [8]. The program got extremely widely 

; used for the production of mathematical and scientific publications. Therefore, a door to LaTeX 

documents can be seen as a common basis for mathematics especially at universities. Although 

LaTeX can be read directly by the blind it does not exactly fit their needs because o f disadvantages 

iaieading LaTeX (and also other notations like MathML) sources in Braille [2, 3]. A first step used 

was the ‘Human Readable TeX’ (HRT) which offers better access to LaTeX sources for direct use. 

As|ientioned before, the goal o f the research should not be seen in such a new, additional notation. 

AMiough HRT is readable for the blind there are notations available which have been optimised for 

Braille reading over decades and which better fit the needs o f the readers o f mathematical formulae. 

1b the German speaking area, the Internationale Mathematikschrift fur Blinde [6], also called 

_J^burg Notation", is a notation which, although by far not universally used, has gained some 

ilarity among educational instimtions for the blind. It can be seen as a suitable and accepted 

ird for reading mathematics in this area. Acceptance of documents and products for the blind 

ithe field of mathematics will be enhanced if this standard is supported.

Some remarks about the advantages of the Marburg Notation for the blind reader are in order: First, 

It is a notation optimised for space, presenting mathematical expressions in a rather compressed 

liiimat: Since Braille occupies extremely much space both on paper and on a refreshable Braille 

d̂splay, this advantage is o f special importance. Second, it is especially close to literal Braille: A 

■udent who has learned traditional Braille at school can quite easily advance to the Marburg maths

') The need for such a bridge between computer oriented notations and the standard Braille codes is also documented 
by the feet that similar projects are planned or run in other countries like France and USA.
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notation. On the other hand, the Marburg Notation has some disadvantages that are to be mentía 

First, it is a rather old notation which is very seldom updated - the latest revision dates from 1 

the latest but one edition from 1955. This implies that it does not reflect recent changes in the« 

notation o f the sighted. Second, its compressed pressentation comes at the price of a m|| 

complicated syntax - we believe that the syntax of the Marburg Notation needs stria 

simplification to keep the system usable.

Nevertheless, there is no (urgent) need for a new, additional notation for sequential readifl 

mathematics. Since, as mentioned, many mathematical publications are presently available 

LaTeX format, it is more urgent to open a door towards their conversion into a suitable and i 

known format. LABRADOOR should be seen as a platform for access to LaTeX documei 

notations which are known and used by the blind. As a first solution for the German speaking! 

LABRADOOR translates LaTeX into grade one Braille and thereby the mathematical 

LaTeX into Marburg Notation. LABRADOOR as an interface to LaTeX fulfils the 

different tasks in our practical work o f producing printed and/or electronic books and material 

the blind.^ Especially since one year, LABRADOOR is used in practice to produce mathe 

literature in Braille for students at secondary as well as university level in Austria. LaTeX als(dl| 

the needs o f producing well layouted ink print versions from the same sources. LABRADC 

the abstract layout description o f LaTeX for producing Braille-layout for

•  a printed output or

•  an electronic version

in Braille. In the following we give an overview of the functions of LABRADOOR as a layout! 

for Braille and electronic documents.

) To support the production and the reorganization of LaTeX sources, a special LaTeX Editor, developed byj 
working group, is used. Most documents contain a lot of macros which have to be resolved. This editor is also u 
the sighted, especially by teachers who teach blind students for producing documents for the blind as well as f 
print output. LaTeX and Braille beginners can start with their job without doing a lot of studies before. Since theg 
contains templates for structuring a document and for typesetting mathematical expressions, common mistakes! 
avoided. These documents can be handled by LABRADOOR which can be called out of the editor. You can calg 
TeX for producing a black print output or a screen preview of the material to proof ist correcmess. In the followi| 
shall concentrate exclusively on LABRADOOR and its functions for producing Braille print or electronic docum 
Braille. We start from already available LaTeX documents without any user defined macros.
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UUBRADOOR - Basic Features

^ 3.1 Input

Tl^k)cuments treated by LABRADOOR have to fit the TeX-LaTeX conventions concerning the 

aganisation of input data and mark-up language. Besides the elementary input conventions 

described in the LaTeX Book, LABRADOOR supports some packages changing and/or extending 

iaput conventions:

• Package german —  identical to the german option o f the package babel for multilingual 

document preparation

• greek option of the package babel

• nearly all options o f the package inputenc, which allows one to use different code pages 

(encodings o f the upper ASCII area) such as cp437, cp850, latinl, applemac etc. The 

complete listing of implemented input encodings you can find in the file Ib d c f o f the 

current LABRADOOR version.

Each input encoding table has its corresponding derived output table allowing us to produce 

amputer Braille versions of a document for almost all platforms.

3.2 Working Modes

Based upon two fundamental ways of treating input data, we can distinguish between two modes of

E
”*'"! within the LABRADOOR program. The greatest part o f a document builds mostly the 

al text — in words of computer science: sequences o f literals, accented literals, punctuation 

uuî s and numerals. During all the time in which the input consists o f ‘pure text’, LABRADOOR 

\poiking in so-called text mode. There are many ways in LaTeX to switch to a mathematical 

‘node. Once within this mode, the input characters have another meaning —  they are elements o f a 

fcimula. On entering such text parts, LABRADOOR changes also to one o f several mathematical

t
es, preparing the material o f the formula for the representation in an implemented Braille 

lematics notation.
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3.3 Text mode

The ‘text parts’ o f a document are handled by the procedure Text. All literals, accented lila 

(being special LaTeX commands), punctuation marks and numerals are mapped accordinj loi 

output table o f the active language. It is also possible for the user to implement new output li 

supporting other languages. The procedure Text has also a routine hyphenate which carries 

automatic word hyphenation on line breaks according to the hyphenation patterns of LaTeX fotl 

active language. It is presently possible to print according to the output tables derived fromt 

implemented input table, such that computer Braille representations on many different platfonmi 

supported(about input see section:). Moreover, one can choose German shortwriting gradtl 

{Deutsche Vollschrift). The user extendible implementation of shorthand systems is planned.̂

3.4 Mathematical Mode

If LABRADOOR encounters a formula within a document, it enters the con 

mathematical mode. There are currently three implemented maths modes:

• in-line mathematics mode, handling the LaTeX environment beginning with \( and e 

with \). The formula is placed in the text flow of the current paragraph

• displayed mathematics mode, handling the LaTeX environment beginning with I 

ending with \]. The formula is placed in its own line o f text

• equation mode, handling the LaTeX environment equation. Just like displayed mode,! 

with an additional automatic numbering of equations.

The differences between these modes refer only to the treatment o f the formula by LABR 

formatter. The main job o f the Math procedure is to convert the textual encoding of the formuhii 

its binary tree representation and subsequently to call a routine which prints the formula aa 

to the rules o f the chosen Braille mathematics notation. Presently, the only implemented I 

mathematics notation is the Marburg Notation.
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LABRADOOR can interpret the layout description o f LaTeX for the production o f layouted Braille 

material. LABRADOOR as a stand alone tool offers a command line oriented interface under DOS. 

LABRADOOR can be executed with the command Ibd followed by the name o f the TeX file which 

end with *.tex.

Lbd test

LABRADOOR produces an output file which is named according to the used configuration {*.ptr 

for a paper output, {*.txt for an electronic document). The name can be chosen independently by 

defining him as a command line option

Lbd test result.txt

LABRADOOR uses a configuration file *.cf to translate LaTeX into Braille. The layout for 

electronic as well as Braille-print documents can be defined in such configuration files which can 

be chosen by adding the name of the configuration file at the command line call.

Lbd test result, txt book, c f

In the following you find a selected list o f features which are already implemented and which can be 

defined in the configuration file:

• output medium (computer/printer)

• title page

• table o f contents

• page layout (lines per page, characters per line, lefVright/bottom/top margin, page number, 

horizontal/vertical text shift)

• indentation (first line of paragraph, quotation, itemise, enumerate, table o f contents)

• tables (automatic column break, space between elements, space handling, horizontal line 

representation characters)

• headings (characters for underlining level 1-4, table headings, heading for the table of 

contents; header centring on/off)

• automatic numbering (page number, section levels 1—4, table numbering, footnotes, 

enumerated lists)

• counter formats (arabic, roman-small, roman-capitals, alphabetical for page number, 

original page number, section levels 1—4, table numbering, footnotes, enumerated lists)

4.LABRADOOR Layout features
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•  itemise characters

• math environment separators (Braille characters to mark the transition from text to niá 

mode and vice versa)

• printer commands (ASCII sequences to be sent on the begiiming, the end o f file, after ead 

page, ‘A)

5. Further development plans

Features like printing o f indices, bibliography, and citations will be implemented in the na 

months. Other features o f LABRADOOR will be implemented in the future:

RTF input: People preparing materials which should also be used by blind persons often prei 

direct visual formatting in the document preparation process. Most widely used are various versa 

of the MS-Word text processor, mostly miming under Windows or on the Apple Macintosh  ̂na 

rarely under DOS. To respond to the wishes o f these people, one o f several RTF-to4aTd 

converters should be integrated into LABRADOOR to make RTF also a valid input format ir] 

LABRADOOR. However, we have to emphasise that mathematical formulae even then have to it 

inserted in LaTeX.

HTML output: On the output side, the possibility of producing HTML documents should k | 

implemented. A symbiosis between LABRADOOR and existing converters from LaTeX to HTM,| 

for example one by Nikos Drakos [4] should be integrated.

Some further features:

• Integration o f semi-graphic (realised by text characters) and real printer graphic

• implementation of some additional Braille mathematics notations besides the Maiim| 

Notation

• implementation o f a imiversal shorthand module allowing the users to integrate diffa 

shorthand systems for multilingual use
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TechRead: A SYSTEM FOR DERIVING BRAILLE AND 
SPOKEN OUTPUT FROM  LaTeX DOCUMENTS

Donal Fitzpatrick & A.I.C. Monaghan

Abstract

One o f the most difficult aspects o f research for a blind student is the unavailability of techniĉ  
material in a format accessible to them. To date, much o f the effort o f transforming documentiinte 
either Braille or spoken output has been in the literary rather than in the technical or scientific 
areas. For example, the majority o f the spoken text produced by existing screen access technc^ 
does not harness the capabilities o f synthetic speech devices but instead outputs the material usin( 
a monotone. TechRead, on the other hand, is a system which, it is hoped, will render technicd 
documents more accessible to blind people. This software will take LaTex documents as input aid 
produce Braille or spoken output from them.

The main aims o f TechRead are as follows.■

• To take a subset o f LaTeX and produce both Braille and spoken output from it.
• To accurately model a document and to present this to the blind user using a simple and \ 

intuitive interface.
• To harness the capabilities o f synthetic speech devices to give more meaningful spoken output 

to the user.

This paper discusses the fundamental principles underlying this system. It aims to show how lit 
LaTeX document is transformed into an internal representation o f the document, and from this ti 
either Braille or spoken output. The final section discusses how the system will be expanSi (9 
cater for mathematical material, and our beliefs that the ideas contained in the system can be usd . 
to improve screen access technology.

Keywords: LaTeX, Spoken Documents, Braille

1 Introduction

For many years, the focus of those writing software to translate material into Braille has been on n» I 
technical documents. Much of the eftbrt has gone into producing software which will translate litaaj ] 
material into Braille while ignoring the more technical documents. Therefore, as can be imagined, áe 
procurement of technical data for those who cannot read the printed version is both a time-consurapiad j 
tedious affair.

TechRead aims to solve this problem. The purpose of the system is to take a file in LaTeX [2,3],«i 
produce an output file in some medium accessible to blind people. A two-fold approach is taken Im I 
Firstly, the system will take the input source file and derive a Braille file from it. The user will then teáit I
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Ioliiaina1ard-copy of this file using a standard Braille embosser. The reason for using Braille is simple, 
ypeople think that it is an out-dated, archaic system, which has no use in the modem age of advanced 
Blogy. However, it is a fact that for many people Braille has been their standard means of reading for 

I of their lives, and in our view they must be catered for by TechRead. The translator will, as closely 
ipoeible. represent the structure of the document ie., the Brailled document will be as close a replica of 
e printed version as it is possible or sensible to be. There will, by the very nature of Braille, be some 

cy here particularly in the area of lay-out.

Me Braille to many is the only means of reading a document, it is limited. By its very nature as a tactile 
fUn, Braille cannot convey many aspects of documents which sighted people find so important, and 

they take for granted. For example, it is only possible to show emphasis in Braille in one way. In 
Idler to do this, the emphasised text is italicised no matter what the printed font might be. Speech on the 
ierhand allows for a far wider scope. It is possible for example to have different voice characteristics 

I It, emboldened or italicised text. Another major advantage of speech is its ability to convey both 
I Éterit structure and layout characteristics of a document by the use of prosodic characteristics.

iLlead’s second mode therefore combines existing speech synthesis technology with an analysis of 
jáament markup information to produce a "speaking document browser". Our current strategy is to 
íkeLaTeX as an input source and to produce an off-screen model of the document from this. Using this 
lodel the blind person will be able to read a document in as similar a manner to their sighted colleagues 

I ipossible. An example of how this system will work is as follows.

Id us assume that the document being browsed is a newspaper, with sections, headlines and articles. The 
person will read the section if it interests them. However, there might be headlines in this section 

kl they wish to skip, or paragraphs in the articles which they do not wish to read. The document 
Itowser aims to provide the blind user with exactly the same functionality. The browser will allow the 
iid user to skip sections, paragraphs etc. Also, to return to the analogy of the newspaper, if the sighted 
psson wishes to find the next headline, then they can simply scan down the page to see it. The document 
Irowser will allow the blind user to go directly to the next/previous section or sub-section of the 
|mnent.

Be advantages of such a system would be many. Unlike the current situation the blind reader would not 
hve to read superfluous and extraneous information. They could "scan" the document using the browser. 
Blithe relevant material has been reached and then read it.

One of the key underlying ideas of the TechRead system is that of conveying the structure of a document 
I to the blind user. In order to achieve this goal, an off-screen model (OSM) of the document must be 
||Mmcted. The strategy employed in producing the accessible documents is based on a three level 
raiitecture as shown below (Fig. 1.1). As can be seen, it consists of an input or source file (LaTeX) 
fhich is passed into a pre-processor. This pre-processor will then convert this raw LaTeX material into 

I in intemal representation of the document, which can then be passed on to either the translator or the 
I for producing the documents used by the Browser.

fore embarking on this discussion however, it would be useful to outline the reasons for selecting this 
of architecture. Firstly, such a system lends itself to a very modular design. The layered structure 

that one component can be changed without altering the overall structure or logic of the entire 
cm. Secondly, though at the time of writing the input source file will be in LaTeX, there is no reason 

hy other file formats cannot be added at a later date. All that will be necessary will be to write the
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conversion routines to transform the input file into the internal format used by the translator and 
generator for browsable documents.

2. Representing structure.

The off-screen model of the document is constructed at the input stage. At this point the structure of; 
document is encoded. For example, to return to the analogy of the newspaper, it is at the input stajei 
translation that the structural information such as the whereabouts of the starting points of secti«|i 
headlines would be deduced. This system will enable the blind user to browse a document in as doty 
manner to a sighted colleague as possible. The oif-screen model will enable the reader to do this. H 
following paragraphs will describe the model used by TechRead, and the manner in which this 
influence the design of an interface to the document.

i i
Quasi-Braille Enhanced

ASCII

Figure 2.1: The Three Layer Architecture.

Previous systems [7] used a tree based architecture to represent the structure of a document. TediKaí 
uses a complex hierarchical structure to represent this. We assume two types of node in the system  ̂
being a terminal while the other is an internal node. The terminal nodes will be used to hold the actual 
of the document, coupled with any formatting information associated with that text, while the ii 
nodes will be used to hold the material relating to headings, sub-headings etc. The architectimt can 
best described as a cross-linked tree. The root is a node containing all global formatting for the docuBK 
Below this are the first level headings (if they are present), or simple terminal nodes containing the tei 
the document otherwise. At all levels below the root, the nodes are inter-linked both downwi 
across the same level For example, each section node is linked to the preceding and following sectioli, 
well as dominating the sub-sections contained within it: this allows the user to browse any chosai hii
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*4ediicument. In addition, the left-most terminal node on any branch of the tree is linked to the left-most 
minals on the preceding and following branches: this allows the user to skip forward or back a 

All terminal nodes on any given branch are linked to each other in the form of a list. Finally, 
k  right-most or final terminal on any given branch is linked to the teft-most terminal on the next branch 
fct smooth continuous reading. This combination of links directly models a range of different reading 
uegies.

During construction of the OSM, any formatting changes are passed up the hierarchy to enable rapid 
ptoeessing of the document. For example, if a portion of emphasised text appeared in paragraph 4 of 
KtHi 3, a flag would be set in both the section and paragraph nodes. Thereafter, if the browser 
asunters that section it will examine the paragraph nodes to find the one which contains a formatting 
camand. Similarly, browsing the paragraph level would lead to an examination of the terminal nodes to 
iliseaver where tlie formatting change occurs. The algorithm which ultimately produces the spoken 
ffláon of the document would then alter the characteristics of the voice appropriately, instead of simply 
milputting the text in the normal reading voice. As a consequence of this model, the interface to the 
(fccument can be very flexible.

twasinitially decided to display the LaTeX on screen in an uninterpreted form and to design the interface 
ID the spoken version of the document such that it was based around the numeric keypad on a standard 
IBM-compatible computer. This is in keeping with trends in the design of modem screen access 
idinology, where developers attempt to ensure that the time taken by users to learn the system is kept to 
unoimum. However, use of the numeric keyboard also has an inherent logical basis. Firstly, navigation 
ÉEUgh the document is intuitively related to the directional keys (up = 8, down = 2, etc.). Secondly, the 
UK of meta-keys in combination with the numeric keypad allows functions at different levels of the 
document. Let us assume, for example, that the “5” key on this keypad reads the current character. 
When pressed in conjunction with the “shift” key it could read the current word, and in conjunction with 
ihe “control” key could read the current paragraph.. The flexibility of such an interface leaves a wide 
scope for expansion or customisation. The number of overlays which can be placed on the numeric 

is (theoretically) infinite, while the fact that only a small number of keys are at the core of the 
means that should the user desire to alter the key mappings it will be relatively straightforward to 

do so.

3. Translation Algorithms

We have seen how the TechRead system takes the raw LaTeX documents and produces an off-screen 
model from them. Then next phase of producing accessible documents is to transform this model into 
áher speech or Braille. The following sections detail how this will be achieved.

3.1 Braille Translation.

Rr many years, the means for producing Braille material from various types of document have been 
blown. However, as was stated in section 1, the material produced to date has been of a literary rather 
iBn a technical nature. There are still very few translation packages which can take technical documents 
with embedded mathematical formulae and render accurate Braille. This is one of TechRead’s main aims.

Ihe translation process simply involves a character substitution algorithm, consisting of a rule based 
bgine which replaces patterns of characters found in the input document with their grade II Braille 
Moivalents. The rules are of the form:
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“input_string” ^  “Braille symbol”
“input_string” ^  “BraiUe_symbol”+ “remaining_input”

Either the entire string has a Braille equivalent, or the first part has a Braille equivalent.

However, more important than the translation process is the actual material which is translated. How ill 
example should emphasis be conveyed to the Braille reader. Traditionally Braille has used only one feül 
of emphasis, namely italics, and this has been used to denote emphasis irrespective of the forai of vÉrif 
enhancement of the document. This notion of “what” rather than “how” to translate is pa 
important when dealing with mathematical material Unlike the spoken version of the document wherei 
almost infinitely varied set of alterations in the characteristics of a voice can convey much of the sen 
of the formulae, Braille has only one way to translate mathematical material' One of the means in wa 
it is hoped that this translator will improve on others currently in existence is the means in which it t 
spatial location of formulae on a page. For example, as any student using the British matt 
notation will know it is customary to simply write equations in a line across the page (as though it v 
literary text) instead of using the conventions adopted by typesetters for displaying printed matl 
While it is true that not all of these conventions will have relevance to Braille mathematics some of tl 
such as the use of vertical as well as horizontal orientation to display formulae will improve readabilitji ■

3.2 Producing Spoken Documents

By far the more interesting portion of the system is that concerned with the production of sp 
documents. While the derivation of Braille fi-om the LaTeX input may indeed be very useftd there isl 
more variety in the output which can be obtained by actually using alterations in the characteristic^oil 
voice to convey the material to the user.

To begin with, let us consider the text-to-speech synthesisers^ which are currently in common usage, 
of them take ASCII characters as input. These characters consist of the text to be spoken coupled! 
some control sequences which can alter the characteristics (such as pitch, voice quality and sp 
of the voice. However, some synthesisers are more flexible than others, allowing the programmer g 
control of the adjustments which can be made. Accordingly it has been decided to write the doa 
browser in such a way as to be independent of synthesisers. In order to do this, we will calculate pitch i 
duration at a symbolic level e.g. duration as very long, long, normal short, very short. We wi | 
determine the correspondence between this symbolic level and the control codes for a paj 
synthesiser. After the prosodic model has been computed, the appropriate substitutions will be made| 
ensure that the appropriate control codes are sent to the synthesiser at the appropriate time.

Current text-to-speech systems process basic ASCII files and extract information about the stnictine| 
relative salience of units of text. On the basis of this minimal information, they control the proi 
aspects of the synthetic voice. It seems obvious that formatted texts and texts with various lev^ 
markup will provide much more information on structural and salience relations. These relations t 
generally expressed in natural speech by a combination of pitch, timing, intensity and voice qualy.̂  
developing a “speaking document browser”, our main task will be to relate markup and fon 
commands to the various possible prosodic realisations.

‘ There are several versions of Braille Mathematical notation but within each set there is only one way to translaie| 
given formula.
 ̂A device which produces spoken output from ASCII text.
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[intend to use a prosodic model based on previous work in prosody for speech synthesis [4-6], 
lodyin TechRead will be represented by abstract symbols which stand for different levels of emphasis, 
bus laerarchic relations, and paralinguistic effects such as changes in speaker, attitude, and emotion, 
iissume that the large number of formatting commands which are available in LaTeX and similar 
ament preparation systems actually correspond to a much smaller number of linguistic categories 
bh realised prosodically. These categories include subordination, aside, change of topic, list, 

phasis. For example, an aside may be encoded in a document as a footnote, a parenthesised 
ê, a margin note or simply some text between commas; all of these might receive the same 
; treatment in a spoken rendition. Similarly, in the spoken version it may not be desirable to 
Bh between bold, italic, underlined, capitalised and quoted text: it seems unrealistic to expect the 

r to keep all these emphasis types distinct. Moreover, TechRead is limited by the possibilities of the 
isis devices which will produce the spoken version: not all synthesisers offer the same degree of 

trol over the prosodic realisation, and the granularity of control also varies. However, previous work 
; shown that a small number of prosodic categories allows the construction of quite complex 

thies which should be sufficient to express all the relations which sighted users extract from 
med documents.

ing with a core set of LaTeX commands, we will derive a model of the possible functions performed 
breni formatting commands. Each of these functions will relate a set of formatting commands to a 

ique combination of prosodic symbols. These symbols will be given a translation in terms of the control 
Bnces for each output device. The acoustic phonetic details of the spoken output will therefore 

I on the particular synthesiser in use. The core set of LaTeX commands will then be expanded to 
kide almost all the standard commands [3], although this will always be a subset of lull LaTeX: we 
otcope with user defined macros.

I is hoped to construct a formal model for the alterations in the voice characteristics to show proper 
inantic interpretation of mathematical equations in particular. It should be noted that to date much of 
15 work relating to this portion of the system has gone in the direction of enhancing the spoken text, as 
posed to mathematical equations. (For a discussion of our future work in the area of mathematics see 
^ n 4 .)

[order to translate elBciently from the format used in the OSM to a synthesiser-independent format for 
|»ken output, we have devised an algorithm based on the off-screen model generated for each specific 
%umeni. As was said in section 2, flags are stored as part of the internal nodes which indicate whether 
dianges of formatting occur at a lower level The algorithm simply checks the formatting of each level as 
(goes, and, if no change occurs at that level the text at the levels below this is output to the browser with 

ditional control codes. However, if a formatting change is detected, the translator drops down a 
|hel and goes through the same process, until a point is reached when the text contained in the terminal 

i is found. At this juncture the algorithm simply scrutinises the formatting of the text and, where 
/ computes the prosodic changes necessary to convey the visual appearance of the material to the 

1 user. An example will suffice to explain this algorithm.

"usassume that a default reading voice (VI) has been chosen on a DECtalk [1] synthesiser, and that 
5 are translating a document of two sections with no sub-sections. The browser encounters the starting 
lint for “section 1” in the OSM, and checks the Mormation stored to determine whether there is a need 

[io alter the voice characteristics within that section. Let us assume that in section one there is no such 
ition needed. The material contained in this section can now be simply output for use by the
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document browser. However if in “section 2” there is some emphasised text in the first paragn 
translator will not now simply output the text, but will discover that a change occurs in the section, sô  
examine the paragraph level Here it will become apparent that there is a change in the first pa 
the translator will now examine each of the words within this paragraph to deduce where the alterati*̂  
voice occurs. When the start of the emphasised text is found, V2 replaces VI as the reading voice, u 
the attributes change again, when the voice is returned to VI for normal reading.

4. Discussion

Though it is intended to incorporate mathematical translation into the TechRead system the majorig 
the work done thus far has been in the realms of conveying the structure and visual enhancen 
document to the listener. Therefore, as can be seen from previous sections, the algorithms devised tod 
have been for the production of both Brailled and spoken text. However, these algorithms have | 
designed with mathematics in mind, and it is our belief that minor modifications will ensure that thisi; 
of material will be translated successfully.

It is our intention to conduct a study over the coming months to determine what information sig 
people extract when reading equations or other formula-based material. We intend to show them a s 
of mathematical expressions for various fixed lengths of time, and get them to write down whatj 
recall. The use of varied lengths of time is intended to simulate different types of reader. For ex 
is hoped that the replies we get after the subjects have seen the equations for the shortest time wfflindi 
what a sighted person sees when they glance at an equation, while those we obtain after the longest f 
of observation will indicate what they recall after examining the mathematical material in depth. Itisd 
hoped to analyse these results to determine the best and most effective way to give a listener a “glance’  ̂
an equation.

Much work has been done in this area to date. The method used in The Maths Project [8], for insta 
was to convey the “glance” using musical tones. It is hoped to find a more natural alternative to this. 1 
currently envisage several reading modes for equations: verbose, overview and glance. In “glance" 
the system will announce the presence of each equation, followed by an indication of the component 
the equation e.g., “Equation: summation followed by integral followed by fraction”. This infon 
should be available from the formatting commands. TechRead is intended to process equation of the t 
and complexity encountered in pre-university examinations.

We also foresee uses for this system in the realms of screen access technology. The traditional appn 
to designing screen reading software has been to start from the operating system, and then design adi 
which will cope with various types of package. It is our belief that TechRead could be adaptál tol 
with many different types of documents. For example, a spreadsheet is simply a table, and a docura 
produced by a word processor is simply a document marked up in different ways. According!) 
believe that instead of designing screenreaders to cope with various operating systems, it may be post 
to incorporate “style sheets” into the TechRead system, thus rendering many different types of docul 
accessible. Finally, though LaTeX is being used at present, there is no reason why the input source c 
not be amended to SGML at a later date.
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8-Dot-Braille for W riting, Reading, and Printing 
Texts which Include M athematical Characters

Waltraud Schweikhardt*

Abstract
In this paper we introduce the Stuttgart mathematical notation for the blind and explain, how bM 
children, students as well as mathematicians can use it on a computer. The typed characters m 
immediately represented on the connected braille-display as well as on the screen in í 
representation, which is understandable for sighted persons. The typed material can be printed fa 
the sighted, and it can be embossed for the blind. We explain the components and the technU 
requirements o f  a suited working environment. Finally we point out how existing mathemtSkd 
materials can or could be translated into a tactile representation.

1. Introduction

Until today, there exist different versions of mathematical notations for the blind, thoujk 
mathematics for the sighted has an international character. Most o f the notations, which are id  
today, are based on six dots. These are for instance the „Internationale Mathematikschrift It 
Blinde" [1], the Marburg mathematics notation, which is also known as the Marburg systenvd 
the Nemeth code [2]. In several schools in Germany the „Stuttgarter Mathematikschrift fur Blindc* 
(SMSB) [6, 9] is used. Other notations are under development [3]. Another approadljli) 
mathematics has been undertaken in the Math project which was carried out under the bridge ph« 
of the TIDE (Technology /nitiative for Disabled and Dlderly People) program [12]. The solutioma 
this project are based on speech output; mathematical expressions are read. This is a valuaifc 
alternative and a useful supplementing.

When we started our first project on computer-based aids for the blind in 1978, we wrote compis 
programs, which helped to integrate blind students into mainstream education [4, 5, 8j. Oil | 
programs taught blind children for instance to calculate with negative numbers and to use fractiB 
In theses programs we used the Marburg system. It was possible to write all mathematical ch 
with a computer, since we used the programming language APT. APL provided a character set I 
256 characters in a time where the 7-bit-ASCII (American Standard Code for Infoimtfn 
Interchange) with 128 characters was common. Each 6-dot-character, which appeared on the 1 
line was represented by an APL-character on the screen. However, children, who learn among Í 
sighted, are taught by teachers who normally are not familiar with braille, especially not witki 
braille mathematical notation with several rules. Often more than one character is necessaiyi 
represent what the sighted show with just one symbol. This turns out to a big problem, ifone wrti | 
to pass on the advantages o f computer based learning and working. A simple example may s 
show this;

' Universitát Stuttgart, Institut fUr Informatik, Breitwiesenstr. 20 - 22, D-70565 Stuttgart
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3+34in6-dot-braille is written as ”  ' ”  * , in SMSB as

hprint this would be represented by §1 d C  + ^ C d 23 +34.

hSMSB the blank before plus may be omitted.

Ik late K. P. Schönherr had developed 8-dot-braille-modules, which were inserted into our first 
InillMÍsplay, the BD64. It was connected with a microcomputer, the IBM 5100, and took into 
»stk in 1980. BASIC and APL were the programming languages which were provided on this 
irtcomputer. Thus, the meanwhile developed 8-dot-mathematics notation, the Stuttgarter 
l^jtaatikjchrift fiir filinde (SMSB) could be implemented and used. We oriented the SMSB on 
íáíarburg system and discussed our proposal it with blind scientists, K. Britz, E. Hahn, H. Pinell, 
■dD. Pograniczna in special workshops at Stuttgart.

fijequently, we used SMSB in our computer program, which allowed blind students to discuss 
tnctions in analysis interactively. Students had for instance to find extreme points, or points of 
inflection. Moreover, we used SMSB, when we wrote a program to give blind students the 
pewbility to differentiate elementary fimctions as rational functions, trigonometric fimctions or 
^nential and logarithm functions guided in a dialogue [8].

IBough there exist many reasons for the use of a 6-dot braille, 8-dot braille reduces the gap between 
Mind and sighted persons concerning the approach to written information. It is especially suited to 
p  blind children, their parents and teachers an easier access to mathematics.

2. Concepts of the „Stuttgarter Mathematikschrift fUr Blinde“ SMSB

6 „Stuttgarter Mathematikschrift fur Blinde“ is an 8-dot-braille which includes small and capital 
■s, the numbers and mathematical symbols. SMSB provides three alphabets, the Latin, the old 

1 and the Greek alphabet, to write letters which are used in mathematics. Capital letters differ 
1 the small ones by the supplemented dot 7.

aA bB cC dD eE fF gG hH
llie old German and the Greek letters are announced by * (dot 8) and í  (dots 6, 8) respectively.

Each character o f SMSB has a representation in braille and one in print. No SMSB-character stands 
for a string, a group o f characters or even a word as it could be in contracted braille. That means, 
tot each SMSB-character can be shown on a braille-output-device as well as on a screen and may 
kprinted.

Nanbers are written in the way which is in the meantime conventional in working with a computer. 
The letters from a to i are supplemented by dot 6, while zero is represented by the dots 3, 4 and 6. 
The number sign to aimounce numbers is not applied, it is not needed.
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2 7 8 0

In the following we show mathematical strings in printed form and in braille. „SZ Schwai 
(Stuttgarter Zeichensatz Schwarzschrift) is the font, which we created to represent SMSB-ch 
equivalents on the screen and in printed form. „SZ Braille" is our font to show the characters as i 
are represented on braille-output-devices.

Meaning

123+31=154

15,678

Roman number 25

SZ Schwarzschrift 

123+ 31= 154  

1 5 ,6 7 8  

XXV

SZ Braille

In the following, we describe symbols, show them in SZ Schwarzschrift and in SZ Braille i 
the tactile dots.

SMSB provides signs to indicate indices and just lowered characters by 4 : (dots 1,6,l||

Exponents and raised characters or numbers are announced by t  Z (dots 4, 5, 7). Lowei 

raised strings are announced by i (dots 1, 5, 6, 8) and ^  ;• (dots 4, 5, 6, 7) respectm

bars or e.g. arrows, which are put above or beneath characters or strings by ^ •; (dots 4,5,8

: (dots 4, 6, 8). In the same way one can underline strings or put brackets beneath them. E 

announced string has to be terminated by ^ •; (dots 1,4, 5, 6, 7, 8).

Meaning SZ Schwarzschrift SZ Braille

X pow er8 •• Z “

nth link o f sequence a 1 I;

n plus first link o f a sequence a a ^ n + iv  I : j

Vector from A to B ^-AB^ . \
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2.1. Symmetry

SMSB keeps symmetry o f symbols as it can be shown with smaller and greater, < (dots 3, 5, 8) 

(dots 2, 6, 7) or with subset and superset, <= 2* (dots 1, 2, 6, 7) and =) (dots 3, 5, 6, 8) 

r îectively. Indicators for exponents and indices as shown above as T (dots 4, 5, 7) and i  ; 

(dots 1,6,8) or ^  .* (dots 4, 5, 6, 7) and 's* : (dots 1, 5, 6, 8).

Tlie concept of symmetry is continued to brackets.

) [ ] { } < >

12. Graphical Symbols

SMSB keeps graphic forms, which are used in writing and printing, as far as possible. So for 
lance the signs for smaller and greater as it was shown before. Other examples may be the 

mows, hyphen and underscore, slash and backslash. All vertical lines are vertical columns o f dots.

In the same way, we use symmetric forms for created graphical characters as for instance to 

sent fractions. In SMSB, a fraction starts with the opening bracket for fractions |  •. (dots 3 ,4 , 

8). It is followed by the nominator, the line o f the fraction _  (dots 2, 5, 7, 8 ) ,  the denominator 

and the closing bracket o f the fraction |  .* (dots 5, 6, 7).

Fractions may be also written in a simpler form as nominator / .  (dots 4, 7) denominator, where

F
inator and denominator may be written in brackets. The slash stands for the line.

nples:

The fraction with the nominator x and the denominator x + t and the fraction with nominator 3a+2 
and denominator 3c-1 are written as

.1  Í
jx^x+ti "|3a+2bH3c-lj or as

x/(x+t) (3a+2b)/ (3c-l)
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The second notation may be easier for simple fractions as

11/2 5/4

2.3. Symbols in Arithmetic

The braille-characters for signs in arithmetic as + - * : start in the height o f the dots 2 and 5. ha | 
they can be identified by the reading fingers more easily.

+  - +  : ±  =  ^  < > < >

2.4. Roots

In SMSB, a root starts with the symbol V ‘  ̂ ( dots 2, 3, 8) and ends with » .: (dots 3,5,6,8 
which also terminates strings. The power n o f a root is written behind the root-symbol and i

annoimced as an exponent by t ; ‘ (dots 4, 5, 7).

•• •** *' • **

Vt3 12xt4^

A square root is just written like

• '  • •  • •  ' •  • '  • «  • •  ' ■  • -  • '  • •
' •  ' •  • •  ’ •  ' •  ' •  ' •  • •  ' •  ' •

-̂ 2 4x^16^-12’̂

2.5. Examples

In this contribution, we conclude the description of SMSB with an arrangement of examples, 
might be obvious or understandable at first glance. The printed version shows the representaál I 
according to the Stuttgart fonts SZ Schwarzschrifl and SZ Braille. It would appear on the screaii [ 
printed here. The size o f the characters can be chosen.

a or b 4 power 3 Binomial coefficient 6 above 3 2 times square root of 3

• • • • '  • • • • •  • • • • •

avb 4t3 6*3 2^3
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 ̂factions

or

f(x) = x t 2  f ' ( x )  =2x  d f  ( x ) / d x  =2x

f(x,y) =2xy+3 5f/5y =2x

lÉgrals and Sums

iatb 3 x t 2 dx = [ x t 3 ] 4 a t b  = b t 3  - a t 3

^ d = l ^ T k ( a i i  x t i )

Itorices

=̂(â ik̂ > =<a^ll^ a^2^ â .l3̂ >
< a ^ . 2 1 ^  a ^ . 2 2 ^  a ^ 2 3 ^ >

< a ^ 3 1 ^  a ^ 3 2 ^  a ^ 3 3 ^ >

A matrix can also be written as a line, if  the symbol ^  (dots 2, 8) to append rows is used:

M=(a^ik^> =<a^.ll^ a^.12^ a^.13^ #‘a^.21^ a^2 
a^.23^> ^a^31^ a^.32^ a^33^>

{Names of trigonometric functions and logarithms are written as in print:

■ i i t t t  • • • •  • * • • • •  • •  • • • • •  • •  • • ' • • • • •■ .....•
I ' l  • '  ........................• •  QJ*  • • •  • •  '

sin cos arcsin arctan arctg

I
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?

log^lO 10 =lgl0 =1

10 log^e etx =10 Inetx =10x

The identification o f special sets starts as in printed form with a vertical line, which is followed by 
the letter which identifies the set.

:• or

N D W 0  { }

| b = { x G | R  f x i o }

0 ~ i g | n  0 g | N í 0

j z V - V o  = j z \ j N

3. A Computer Based Working Environment to Write and to Print Mathematics

The components of a learning and working environment for blind students and scientists are a 
personal computer, a braille-output-device like a braille-display, a keyboard, a screen, a printer, and 
a braille-printer for embossed materials. Today, also a scarmer and a pin-matrix-device for text and 
graphics may be reasonable.

Writing mathematics is efficient if  the typed characters are represented in tactile form on a 
refreshable braille-output-device as a braille-line or a pin-matrix-device. The written text has to be 
embossed by a braille printer. An understandable printed version is also necessary to show the text 
in print to sighted persons. That means, fonts to represent the material on the screen and on a printer 
are needed. It should be possible to use a text processing system which is common or wide-spiejl

3.1 Technical Preconditions

Using SMSB there exists one braille-symbol for each character, which is entered on the keyboarílt 
can be represented on a braille-display as well as on a braille-printer and on a connected laser-
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printer. This, however, is only possible if  the used devices and the text-processing system provide 
Itepeeessary character sets and fonts.

Hk ihaille-display must use the Stuttgart character set [11]. It consists o f 256 characters and 
kludes all characters of SMSB.

Ik keyboard should provide the SMSB-characters as it is the case in SEM (Stuttgarter EMACS), a 
DOS text processing system, which is based on the free and widely-spread EMACS. SEM has been 
lieveloped at the University o f Stuttgart in 1991. We continue to use its keyboard-layout if  we write 
SMSB in Word for Windows, as we did in writing this paper.

Ik edition of the SMSB-description of 1998 is written with Word for Windows [10], while the 
edition of 1989 was written in LaTex [6].

We show twelve examples o f keys of the SMSB-keyboard-layout. For each key we show the 
Jiacters as they appear on the screen, if  one just strikes the key, the key together with the key 
diift, together with the key Alt and together with the key Alt Gr. In each case we show the result in 
the fonts Times New Roman and in our created fonts „SZ Schwarzschrift" (Stuttgarter Zeichensatz 
black print) and „SZ Braille." The representation in SZ Braille is also a picture o f the output on the 

^ille-output-device.

Font key with shift with Alt with Alt Gr

limes Roman wert WERT úi^Ó ÜÍ1Ó
dfgh DFGH ÍOÖÖ ÍOÖÖ
yxcv XYCV É»il É»ií

SlSchwarzschrift w e r t WERT Ve-> i V e- i
d f g h DFGH 0® ^T
y x c v YXCV

SI Braille

We applied mnemonics in overlaying the keys as far as possible. We oriented ourselves by the 
ffcnnan language. We use for instance w for Wurzel (root), e for Epsilon (epsilon), r for rechts 
(right).

4. A Computer Based Working Environment to Read Mathematics

■ To write mathematical expressions, an adequate notation is necessary. It has to satisfy some 
|(quirements, if  it should be used by blind and understood by sighted persons. The notations should 
k similar to the notation of the sighted in so far that symbols should be translated one by one from
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one notation into the other. This is especially true if  an immediate translation from one notatioi|o | 
the other should be possible as it is urgent in schools where sighted and blind students leam togel 
and where sighted teacher should imderstand at once, what a student writes. Only then the teacll 
and the parents are able to help. With such preconditions a computer based learning and wort 
environment can be established.

It is more complicated to simulate the reading-process by a computer program. This is necessaiff I 
we want to translate printed or electronic material with mathematical texts into a representation fa I 
the blind. Until today we do not know OCR-software which interprets formulas. However, it it 
possible to show mathematical symbols and strings as a tactile picture [9]. If a text is written 1 
LaTex-document, the algebra and analysis expressions could be translated by a computer-progjl 
into a braille-notation, into SMSB, too. Graphics which are defined in LaTex have to k [ 
transformed into a tactile graphical version.

In the meantime, also in HTML, the language o f the World Wide Web, there exists a mathematicsj 
notation. Since it is a linear representation, there is a good chance to translate mathen 
expressions into an appropriate braille-representation.

The solution o f these problems will be very helpful. They should not be confused with the nea 
of writing mathematics at school, university or at work. The precondition for a reasonable woritit| 
an adequate notation, a notation which is used all over the world.

5. Conclusion and Outlook

We hope that blind children, students and scientists will be able to write mathematics in 1 1 
reasonable notation if  they use the advantages of modem technology. Until today, there exist s 
different opinions about 6- or 8-dot-braille. May be a convincing 8-dot notation will lead to a i 
international solution.
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-A D A PTIV E D IR E C T N E SS- 
PRODUCT ORIENTED APPROACH TO EVALUATE  

SPECIFIC HCI SITUATIONS

Thomas Kahlisch, Wolfgang Wiinschmann

isiraci

mlive technology for people with special needs is very often combined with a need o f additional 

t for managing Human Computer Interaction. Different strategies fo r  handling the user 

'hiface in such cases have to he comparedfor finding the best way towards high ergonomic

Clily. Standardized methods for usability testing have to be adapted to special needs o f special 

 ̂ s. For this purpose a new approach is described to define an objective product oriented 

Éamre. the Adaptive Directness. This measure has been used to evaluate a prototype o f a table 

pwitrfor blind u.sers. Based on the related results a model has been developedfor .supporting the 

^aeráization or modification o f the definition o f Adaptive Directness. Hints at open problems and 

^rtcml next steps are given.

In t r o d u c t io n

Ikre are a lot o f reasons for the need of testing the usability o f technical products and services, 

ing to assistive technologies the most important reasons are:

ility improvement in general 

omparison of different strategies 

[analysis of week points in training programs

len University of Technology. Institute for Information Systems, D 01062 Dresden 
_ me:+49 351 463 8467
Mnail: kahlischtódzb.de; wuenschmannroUnf.tu-dresden.de
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Electronic documents have an increasing importance in all areas o f social life (education, 

occupation, leisure). That is the reason that usability tests for technical aids helping people to j 

access to electronic documents have an extraordinary importance.

In contradiction to the demanding situation there are no in general accepted methods and models for j 

a quantitative description o f the influences of assistive technologies on the usability 

of electronic documents for people with special needs.

Based on the experience o f the authors exist the following reasons for the difficulties of developing 

evaluation methods for specific HCI situations, using assisitive technology like Braille displays or 

synthetic speech:

1. The number o f well trained and experienced blind computer users is small.

And assisitive technology is expansive.

That makes user oriented field testing methods difficult to use.

II Assistive Technology causes complex dialog situations. An evaluation method, 

which can handle this complexity, needs to distinguish between the following aspects:

- problems belonging to the application (product),

- definition o f the task, that has to be solved by the user,

- influences on the user constitution and

- the specific problems o f using assisitive technology 

(e. g. limitation o f an character based user interface).

This paper describes a formal product oriented approach to evaluate specific HCI situations, using 

assisitive technology.

The idea o f  this concept bases on the interaction room concept developed by Rauterberg [6].

The primary goal o f the authors approach to define an objective measure for evaluating assistive 

technologies has been focused on contributions to improve the access to electronic documents; 

From this point o f view HCI methods used by sighted persons and those used by blind persons 

have been analized in detail. The aim to find a concentrated expression to summarize the findingso 

the comparison has lead to the definition o f Adaptive Directness.
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tions from practical situations o f blind students seem to justify the expectation 

imeasure could be used in very different dialog situations based on assisitive technologies.

| I  A daptive D i r e c t n e s s

Hecurrent paradigm of assisitve Technology like screen readers gets the blind computer user in a 

ionttdied by second order' interaction situation. The bridge software handles the information 

anthange between the user and the computer system.

tease of the limitation o f the tactile or speech oriented adaptive displays, the bridge software 

iris to have flexible control mechanisms, which allow the blind user to explore the richness of the 

nAble information on the graphic user interface. In most cases the exploration process is 

Ksssary and costs plenty o f time.

IbusingRauterberg 'Interaction Point Model' it is possible, to quantify the number o f elements o f a 

Ijivtn interaction context which are available to the sighted user. By using this method, it is also 

ibie. to quantify the number o f elements which are available in the same situation to the blind

lerg names the following elements of an interaction context:

Intwaction points are elements of an user interface like mouse sensitive arrays,

■enu items or hot keys.

ilijects are elements which can be changed by interactions 

le g. windows, forms or pictures).

Hetermine the relationship o f the number of elements available to the sighted user to the number 

jsfSements available to the blind user the following expression can be calculated for each 

iction context:

AR = #IPF / #IPD (1)

t AR adaptive relationship o f interaction points for a given interaction context 

#IPD number of interaction points in a given interaction context 

#1PF number o f interaction points available to the blind user in a 

given interaction context
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The same relationship can be calculated for the objects in a given interaction context as well:

ARO = #OF / #OD (2)

ARO adaptive relationship o f  objects in a given interaction context 

#OD number o f objects in the given interaction context 

#OF number o f objects available to the blind user

To get full control over a dialog situation the blind user usually needs to explore a given interac 

context by using particular reading functions provided by the assisitive technology.

The expenditure of this exploration process causes in a product oriented approach in the following 

items:

1Í

- the sights o f the adaptive display and

- the cleverness of exploration functions

In an empiric study the following equation was found to calculate this expenditure:

EXP = C**MS (3)

EXP expenditure for a blind computer user to get full control over a 

given interaction context

C empiric determined factor to rate the sights o f the adaptive display 

and the cleverness o f  the exploration process 

MS minimal number of exploration functions

By combining the Adaptive Relationship o f interaction points and objects with 

the EXP function it is possible, to create an product oriented approach to quantify the differen 

between the information available for a sighted user to a blind user.

This measure is called 'Adaptive Directness'.

It can be calculated for a dialog system in the following way:

AD = SUM[d=l;n] ARd *EXPd (4)

The Adaptive Directness for the objects of an dialog system can be calculated 

as follows:

ADO = SUM[d= 1 ;n] AROd * EXPd (5)
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J. Usability evaluation of specific HCI situation

Hierelevance of the described approach was check out in a usability evaluation of a particular 

(fare system developed at the Dresden University o f Technology.

Hödhvare is a prototype o f an special Table Browser for blind computer users. The program 

piirides blind students access to complex tables in hypertext based study materials. The features 

miiiinctionalety of the browser is described at [5].

BifUsing the described approach, other formal description methods [7] and special KLM [1] 

vfirators it is possible, to evaluate all components o f usability (effectiveness, efficiency and user 

iiiisfaction) [4] for a particular dialog system.

File evaluation process o f the Table Browser bases on solving three different example tasks. The 

apswhich have to be made by the user and the belonging results are displayed in tables and other 

irmai descriptions like interaction graphs. By using this formal product and task oriented 

ascription method, it was possible, to prove, that the evaluated software system provides blind 

.amputer users presentation and navigation functions to read complex tables in 

ifferent ways.

j
Wre detailed evaluation was supported by using the following special KLM operators:

erator: The time to read one Braille character from a Braille display (Rb=0.28) 

perator: The time to move the hand from the keyboard to the Braille display and 

backward (Hb=0.98).

liie ipecial operators have been detected in a self test by the author. The results are very close to 

arlier published values [2 ].

Hieresults of the KLM have proved the following assumptions:

Í The time for reading represents the highest expenditure for a blind computer user during an 

Ííeraction situation.

4 Well designed presentation and navigation functions are useful to reduce the reading 

itpenditure.
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Further research will show whether the described approach can be used for different specific HCl 

situations and how the product and task oriented model can be expanded with user oriented 

methods.

4. Model for generalization of Adaptive Directness

>1
4.1 P r o p o s a l  o n  a  m o d e l s t r u c t u r e

For further investigations on the useflillness o f the measure Adaptive Directness a model as shown] 

in figure 1 should be used.

flux o f interaction 2

s a t i s f a c t i o n  2

Figure 1: Model for generalization of tlie concept of „Adaptive Directness"

4 .2  I m p o r t a n c e  o f  e le c t r o n ic  d o c u m e n ts

Figure 1 is closely related to the by the authors investigated situation of access to electronic 

documents. They can in general have very several complexity physical representation. Theyfolta 

the tendency to become in the near future more and more a substitute of real existing objects. 

Electronic documents include both components with descriptive content and components with 

instructive content (description o f tasks). Instructions are sometimes given implicitly or are based]
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Bnventions (e g. reading a book). Consequently the electronic document is combined with an 

nerator of descriptive content) and with an instructor (generator o f tasks) in figure 1 . 

p̂arallel situated process interface is an interface to general processes o f  production or to other 

Jictivities substituting other authors and instructors.

Itypes of generators influence the level o f  interaction barriers and in this way the level o f 

(ive Directness and in the end the usability o f the technical system.

nransformation of interaction flux

ssing of documents needs always tools (combinations of hardware and software). The 

ird user (e g. a sighted user) manipulates the document by managing the interaction flux 1 1 , a 

IÍ5  of combined input-output activities integrated with planning and decision activities.

[user with special needs (user o f assistive technologies) has access to the electronic document 

Í to the tool by an adaptor (technical aid) under transformation o f  the interaction flux 1 1  into the 

action flux 12. Basis o f both interaction fluxes are the interaction points #IPD, #OD, #IPF, #OF 

ting additional interaction steps for managing the transformation, 

tphdentation of the adapter in figure 1 with one path to the electronic document and another 

uh to the tool shall emphasize the possibility to integrate very different strategies o f assisitive 

ogies For instance technologies exist that activate the given document not directlybut by 

;an on-line or off-line converted version o f the document. Therefore additional effort is 

ary what has to be taken into account for calculating Adaptive Directness.

dTaak and  u s e r  b a s e d  a p p r o a c h

Ite^pressions o f equations (4) and (5) include all accessible interaction points in an equivalent 

■mer. With the introduction of the task depending interaction flux II a task related application of 

iptive Directnes has been prepared. The task reference can be carried out by a task depending 

[dorVT (#IPO, #OD). This vector can be explained as a histrogram function.

%y often the time necessary for performing a task is used as a component of usability o f the 

»duct under consideration. Taking into account a user specific vector o f time periods to 

iform elementary interactions the performance o f  a complete task can be discussed task and user 

ecific with reference to Adaptive Directness.
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4 .S  S a ti s f a c t io n

The functional relation between satisfaction S o f an user performing a task and the amount of 

additional interaction steps IS necessary to perform the same task by using assisitive technologic 

S = f(IS, AR, AO,..) is very complicated. The satisfaction can be analized in standard situation! by 

using an extensive set o f scaled criteria [4]. To decrease the expense for such evaluation method̂  

empiric functions should be introduced comparable with the approach o f equation (3). But there is 

only negligible knowledge up to now on typical structures o f such functions for typical applications 

of assisitve technologies. The cultural context o f usage assisitve technologies will influence the 

empiric functions.

5. Perspective comments

The measure Adaptive Directness can be used to formulate statements on the quality of assisitvt| 

technologies. The comparison of accessability of interaction points at the user interface of a tool for ̂ 

handling electronic documents with and without usage of assisitve technologies is the basic 

principle for the definition o f Adaptive Directness.

The given prposal o f a model for expanding the product oriented approach to a task and user 

oriented measure can help to expand the knowledge on usability o f assistive technologies and can 

help to harmonize the methods for discussing evaluation results.

The need o f comprimation details coming from usability tests to a statement on satisfaction of 

persons using assisitve technologies will furthermore exist as a serious problem of usability tests 

In connection to this problem a very hot topic with high relevance to Adaptive Directness exists in 

the following question: What are the driving forces for the tendncy that users of assistive 

technology sometimes change over from doing all necessary interaction steps for having a maximal̂  

interaction competence to a management method doing not all necessary interaction steps for full 

interaction competence and accepting an increased risk of interaction errors.

The challenge to use the measure Adaptive Directness during prototyping of new products 

belonging to the field o f assistive technologies is another very important field for perspective 

investigations. Puplished guidelines on methods for software development with high ergonomic
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quality [3 ] can serve as fundamental knowledge but they have to be adapted to specific needs and 

rights concerning users o f assisitve technologies.
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Bio-Signaling for Control o f Graphic User Interfaces

Dr. Heide-Rose Vatterrott, Sybille Hambach, 

Oliver Hein, Thomas Heider

Conventional input devices are not convenient for people with special physical conditionifTo 

provide new means o f controlling complex interactive systems, frequent biological signab can be 

used. This paper explains technical devices for registering and analyzing biological signab and 

describes requirements to be met by hardware and software in order to satisfy medical demands. Á 

distinction is drawn between the control o f newly developed special applications and the direct or 

indirect control o f conventional software programs. Different devices and applicationiart 

described. All o f them have proven to be suitable for determining and training the perception aid 

knowledge o f patients undergoing rehabilitation as well as enabling these patients to communicalt 

in a self-determined manner.

1. Motivation

To use a personal computer people need to learn and perform special tasks. They must be able to 

handle input devices designed for everyday work and normal physical conditions. However, 

conventional input devices are not convenient for people carrying out exceptional tasks. Likewiie, 

they cannot be used by people with special physical conditions, e.g. the elderly or disabled. To give 

these people the chance to use a computer for work or everyday activities it is necessary to provide 

them with special input devices.

One common way of developing new input devices is to modify conventional tools. Anothet 

method is based on bio-signaling. Every person transmits frequent biological signals. Some of 

them, e.g. eye movement or muscle contraction, may be controlled consciously without training.
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rihis reason, computer software utilizing biological signals can be used by people performing 

i attptional work tasks or with specific physical conditions.

IfteBioCom project [ 1 ] described in this paper is being carried out in close cooperation with 

! ipwalists at the Fachkrankenhaus Waldeck, a hospital for early rehabilitation. Its aim is to develop 

taction techniques for totally disabled persons, who cannot interact verbally as a result of 

' or neurological diseases. Such persons are motorically restricted and thus not able to use 

oorentional input devices. However, they do understand speech and can express themselves by 

•nns of language.

W paper explains technical devices for registering and analyzing biological signals that have been 

^  within the context of BioCom. Also described are requirements to be met by hardware and 

bftware in order to satisfy medical demands and the applications developed to utilize biological 

tjpials as an input device for totally disabled people and people undergoing rehabilitation.

All BioCom applications have been tested extensively in the Fachkrankenhaus Waldeck. They have 

proven to be suitable for determining and training the perception and knowledge of patients 

;oing rehabilitation as well as enabling these patients to communicate in a self-determined

1 BIOLOGICAL SIGNALS

■Illogical signals originate from the human body and can be measured as or transformed into 

■Dhages. In order to be used to control a computer they have to meet two important preconditions:

• they need to be controlled consciously without training

• they need to be measured easily and non-intrusively

2.1. Suitable Signals

Eye movement, muscle contraction and speech comply with the preconditions for biological signals 

apable of being utilized to control a computer. As the BioCom project aims at developing
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interaction techniques for persons not able to interact verbally, speech cannot be used. This leava | 

eye movement and muscle contraction as the only suitable signals.

2.1.1. Eye movement

Eye movements -  up, down, left, right -  can be controlled consciously without training. They nuj | 

be used to control the input focus of interactive systems. The movements are easy to track usin 

optical as well as bio-electrical gauges (see next subsection). The permanent saccadic movement üí | 

the pupil and blinking have to be filtered.

2.1.2. Muscle contraction

Muscle contractions -  tensed, relaxed -  can also be controlled consciously without training,̂ Thej 

may be used to trigger actions in interactive systems. Contractions have to be recorded by bio

electrical gauges. The permanent unconscious tension of muscles can be filtered easily.

2.2. Devices for Registering Biological Signals

Devices for registering biological signals are extensively used in the field of medicine. Some well- 

known examples are means of recording heartbeat (ECG), muscle contraction (EMC) and eye 

movement (EOG). This technology has been perfected over the past few years. Systems have bea 

used to record and analyze biological signals for medical diagnosis as well as to control prostlm 

Current research is studying the utilization of biological signals for controlling complex interactive 

systems [1 ,2 , 3].

The optical and bio-electrical gauges used in the context of BioCom are based on well-knowi 

methods for registering biological signals [1, 3, 4] and have been utilized in the field of medici* 

for some years. Of all the different methods and gauges tested, these two have been the mod 

promising with regard to usability in this new area of application.
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, Optical gauges

HiCom utilizes the Remote Eye-tracking System from SensoMotoric Instruments GmbH Teltow 

IjMuny) [5] based on the pupil center / corneal reflection (PCCR) technique [4], As totally 

fabled persons are often not able to move their head, the stationary camera used in this system 

im not represent any restriction. The PCCR technique is the most promising from a technical 

fnlof view. However, the gauges are still too expensive to be used extensively.

112. BkKiectrical gauges

BidCom utilizes the Computer Nystagmograph Analyzer from Hortmann Neuro-Otometrie 

IBMenzlingen (Germany) [6 ] for eye tracking and detecting muscle contractions. With this 

qttm, correct placement of sensor pads and the cable connection of pads and gauges is easy and 

■able. The technical equipment is not as expensive as optical gauges and is paid by medical 

ioiirance companies.

13. Analysis of Significant Courses of Signals

After biological signals have been recorded by means of optical or bio-electrical gauges, the signals 

lave to be analyzed for significance. The permanent saccadic movement of the pupil and the 

pemanent unconscious tension of muscles have to be filtered to detect significant courses of 

^ I s .  These are different for every person and each session. For this reason, the gauges have to 

be calibrated before using the recorded signals for the control of interactive systems. They may 

have to be re-calibrated during a session in order to compensate for signal variation caused by 

itered concentration or perspiration.

I
Í
By calibrating the gauges and adapting various parameters, it is possible to adjust the measuring 

Ibices to suit every single person for each session. This is most important for all technical devices 

10 be used in the field of rehabilitation because of the wide range of impairments and the 

individuality of each single patient. Following calibration of the gauges, the biological signals, e.g. 

eye movement and muscle contraction, can be used to control complex user interfaces.
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3. MEDICAL DEMANDS

The software applications developed in association with BioCom are intended to support peopkj | 

impaired by stroke, injuries or from birth in

• therapy, e.g. in determining and training perception and knowledge, and

• self-determined communication, e.g. in expressing everyday needs.

These people are paralyzed and not able to communicate verbally. Eye movement, winking and 

muscle contractions are their only means of communication and sometimes their only movemeit of 

any nature.

The following requirements are partly known from the literature [7] and partly derived from testing 

the first prototype applications of BioCom at the Fachkrankenhaus Waldeck. These tests have 

shown that all the following requirements are realistic as well as relevant.

3.1. General Requirements

General requirements to be met by hardware and software include the following:

• easy to operate and user-friendly for therapists and patients (the therapist needs to be able to 

concentrate on the patient, not on the technology),

•  use of alternative input devices dependent on the patient (some patients are able to move 

muscles, others may even have limited eye movement etc.),

•  tolerant of errors (patients have no mental ability to handle complicated error messages),

•  no or minimal additional strain for the patient (impairment and treatment are a burden, 

requiring all physical and mental strength),

•  affordable (all equipment has to be payable by medical insurance companies).

3.2. Hardware Requirements

The hardware to be used to record and analyze biological signals as well as the computer itselfj 

should meet the following requirements:

• all technology has to comply with statutory safety regulations.
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optical and bio-electrical gauges have to be robust and flexible in their use as well as easy to 

handle and to calibrate (requirements for gauges used at home are much higher than for those 

uaed in medical diagnosis only),

the computer monitor has to have sufficiently high resolution and a clear image (patients have 

to "stare” at the monitor if the input focus is controlled by eye movement; some patients may 

also have poor eyesight or visual defects).

E  Software Requirements

111 applications controlled by means of biological signals have to give acoustic and / or visual 

lick. In addition, applications used for therapy should meet the following requirements: 

clear formulation of tasks and mediation of a sense of achievement,

^icreased demands and random generation of new tasks, 

change of media (text, images, sound) and speed control, 

results should be visible for patients as well as therapists.

^bonally, arrangements should be made for some kind of authoring tool to make it easy to 

(wide new tasks with a similar structure, e.g. new mathematics exercises.

APPLICATIONS

The new input devices for biological signals can be used to control complex interactive systems. A 

ÍÉiction can be drawn between the control of newly developed special applications and the direct 

ofindirect control of conventional applications.

111.'Development of Special Applications

Ikations with a specially developed user interface can be adapted perfectly to the new input 

/ices. By developing completely new applications, it is possible to adapt the interaction 

Vhnique to the symptoms of a group of patients or even a single patient. It is even imaginable to 

'welop software for patients with eye movement in three or only two directions. On the other 

I  kind, such applications are highly specialized and can only be used by a very small group of
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Figure 1: Naming of images

people. This disadvantage can be compensated for by providing some kind of authoring tool. Using 

this tool, the therapist can provide new questions / answers or set new exercises.

Specially developed applications are suitable for early rehabilitation. They are easy to use and can ■ 

support training as well as therapy. It is best to provide a pool of different applications to be 

controlled by gauges for different biological signals in order to meet the individual needs of each i 

patient.

One of the applications in this category is a program for naming images. It was developed to test i 

the perception and knowledge of a child disabled from birth and meets all the demands established i 

in the previous chapter. The graphic interface shown in Figure 1 is used with a bio-electrical gauge. 

All the tasks, e.g. images and possible names, are specified in a text file. The program reads the; 

file, displays the first image with corresponding names, waits for input and than shows the second 

image with corresponding names etc. The input focus, e.g. the highlighting of a name, is control! 

by Icxiking up or down. A word is selected by looking briefly to the left (Selection by means ofj 

muscle contraction is possible, too). After selecting the correct name, the next image appears. TheJ 

child the program was developed for enjoyed naming the images. This was the first time the boy] 

could show what he had learned in school.
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41 Control of Conventional Applications

Conventional applications controlled using standard input devices, e.g. keyboard and mouse, have 

been developed for every-day tasks. These applications can be controlled by the new input devices 

eiher directly or indirectly.

411. Direct Control

Hie loftware for analyzing biological signals is used in the same way as a simple software driver 

md directly connected to the software application. One example of this technique is the control of 

die cursor of a computer game by means of eye movements and the triggering of actions through 

muscle contractions.

Using this technique makes it possible to control conventional applications. However, the problems 

djnciated with conventional software, e.g. complexity or long training periods, remain. In addition, 

hventional software is suited only to the existing hardware. For this reason, the use of new input 

devices either requires more steps to complete a task or renders some of the functions entirely 

useless.

It can be concluded that the direct control o f graphic user interfaces by means of bio-signaling is 

not suitable for early rehabilitation. The reasons for this include the complexity of conventional 

■plications and the time required to master the technology. However, applications in this category 

Hiay be adequate for use in later stages of rehabilitation.

4J.2. Indirect Control

The software for analyzing biological signals is connected to standard applications via a software 

|pogram with a special user interface. One example of this category is a virtual keyboard to control 

ilttndard text editor.
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Figure 2; Virtual keyboard as input device for a standard editor

Indirect control allows for the user interface to be adapted to bio-signaling as an input device. Thi 

makes the software easier to learn and operate. However, it is probably not possible to access all tht 

conventional application's functions.

The indirect control of conventional applications through software programs with an adapted uw 

interface is suitable for self-determined communication. As patients are eager to express th» 

selves, they can easily control the adapted application. The reduction of functionality of tit 

standard application does not present a problem as most of the functions are not essential fer 

communication purposes, e.g. change of fonts or correct spelling in a word processor.

Different virtual keyboards have been developed within the context of BioCom. The keyixuii 

shown in Figure 2 is controlled by means of a bio-electrical gauge. The letter currently focused ■  

is highlighted (letter D in Figure 2) and than selected by being looked at for the time set. Change 

to neighboring letters is carried out by looking to the left, to the right, up or down. Lettetiw 

arranged according to their frequency in the German language to facilitate fast typing even for n» 

proficient users. The keyboard is large enough to be visible for patients sitting in beds» 

wheelchairs.
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5. ÍUTURE WORK

í
Future work includes the development of additional applications, e.g. more software programs to be 

used in therapy and training, as well as the utilization of new devices for registering biological 

signals, e.g. speech or sound recognition.

A joint interface is under development for new and indirectly controlled applications on the one 

hand and devices for recording biological signals on the other. This interface will make it easier to 

Bilerchange input devices dependent on the patient and his symptoms.

At the same time, therapists and patients at the Fachkrankenhaus Waldeck are using the new 

Üeraction techniques in therapy and training. Their help and advice has been invaluable in the past 

and will be vital for all future development.
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VIRTUAL SHAPE-M AKING SYSTEM FOR TACTILE 
RECOGNITION OF THE VISUALLY CHALLENGED

Yoshihiro IMAZEKlO 

Yoshimichi YONEZAWA^

Kazunori ITOH^)

Abstract

The virtual shape-making system was made to help the visually challenged. The system consists of a 

personal computer, mechanical movements on two dimensional (2D) plane o f X-Y recorder and 

force sensors mounted on a stick. A vertical stick on a pen-head o f the recorder can move by fora 

of fingers to any directions in an area where no shape is displayed, but can’t move into the inner 

area o f a displayed shape. Then the stick can move along the edge o f the shape to recogniztan 

image on the ID-plane. The recognition rate was compared between shapes virtually displayed and 

real shapes made o f cardboard in equal size by the same sensing procedure. It was shown lo be 

same as each shape. The visually challenged can know many kinds o f virtual shapes on the ID- 

plane that are programmable and are stored in the memory o f the personal computer. The system 

can be applied for making educational tool such as tactile letters, miniatures o f big animals that are 

not perceptible by fingers, patterns for geometry, maps and scenographs.

1. Introduction

Yoshii et al. [4] reported that sensing point density of fingers on palm side was a hundred per square 

cm. When we touch an object by fingers, the contact area of fingers on it is 0.5 cm^ per finger in 

average. It means that 250 sensing points are on five fingers contacting. The visually challenged get 

information by these sensing points. Generally they can’t get all information of a large object at a 

time, though they can understand the shape and the size if an object is small. To get some more 

information, they slide their fingers along the edge of an object like a scanning sensor. They have 

more data for tactile recognition by a finger sliding than when the fingers are not moving. To make 

the system simpler, we intend to use the only data through a stick instead of sliding the first finger.

1) Faculty of Engineering, Shinshu University, Nagano 380-8553, Japan
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I  Design o f  t h e  s y s t e m

IL Requirement f o r  \irtual shape-making system

Virtual tactile recognition systems for the visually challenged have been researched [1,2,3]- But the 

qaems are too large and complex to be put into practice and deal with many channel data. We 

Ud up a virtual shape-making system that is simple and uses one chaimel consecutive data. 

Toueognize a shape through a stick, the visually challenged need to feel reaction to their fingers 

tn  the stick.

Itefiinctions of the system are:

II) The force sensors pick up a direction and magnitude of force applied by fingers, and transfer the 

ifinnation to the system.

if) A stick with force sensor can move freely on the plane and users feel reaction through the stick 

lUheedge of a shape, so that the stick can’t break in the shape as a forbidden area on 2D-plane.

I?)The system has various kinds of shapes in computer memory and any users can know much kind 

rfáapes at any time immediately.

iterface o f  t h e  s y s te m

A couple of sensors for X-axis and Y-axis components of the force is necessary for the system. We 

uetwo strain gages (Kyowadengyo; KFG-IN-120-C1-11; the size of strain gage is 6mm^) as 

itnsors on a stick. The size of the stick is 6mm in diameter. So that it is easy to attach sensors to the 

aitk and to handle it. The stick is made from acrylic resin. The strain gages as sensors are fixed 

iDund the stick for detecting X and Y components. Then the gages are making 90 degrees angle. 

He two output voltages of gages generate as a function of applied force on the stick respectively.

-Strain gagerX direction 

-Strain gage:Y direction

Force direction(degrees)

Fig.l Output voltages of X and Y sensors as a function of applied force.
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Fig. 1 shows two output voltages of gages with 0.5kg applied on the stick as a function of fore 

directions. The curve can be approximate to sine and cosine function respectively. From voltage] 

data gained from X and Y sensors, the direction of force applied is easily calculated.

2.3. M echanism of the system

We used an X-Y pen-recorder (Graphtec; WX2400) as mechanical 2D-movement. Fig.2 shows i 

diagram of the virtual shape-making system. A vertical stick with force sensors was placed on thH 

pen-head. As a general characteristic of an X-Y recorder, the position of the pen-head is controlled 

by a couple of input voltages V, and Vy. And a spot on the plane of an X-Y recorder correspond^ld 

a couple of Vx and Vy, further an area (shapes) corresponds to groups of V* and Vy.

— Si gnal  d ire c tio n

A m p lifie r P e r s o n a l  c o m p u te r  I

Fig.2 A diagram of the virtual system.

In the system, the personal computer continuously acquires the voltage signals from force sena 

Fx and Fy. When no force is applied on the stick, either of them shows 0 volt. But once the useradéj 

force on the stick to move it, Fx and Fy change depending on the direction and strength of l 

applied force. The computer calculate the direction which the user want to move the stick to, i 

check whether there is an obstacle, the forbidden area just in front of the way to move. If there is n 

forbidden area, the stick moves a step to the direction and if there is, the stick can’t move. In I 

latter condition, the user must change the direction of force until the stick is allowed to go ahe; 

means the stick is on the new position after a small step movement and also that a couple of volta 

Vx and Vy which control the position of the stick, are renewed respectively corresponding to t 

small one step. Thus, the stick travels on the 2D-plane by the repetition of the small steps, fig.
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; the linearity between the direction of force on the stick and the direction calculated from 

ill voltages of force sensors on the stick. The forbidden area can be any pattern and size by the 

Inputer and the user can recognize the area as non-intruding one by the system

Fig.3 The linearity betvreen force directions and calculated directions.

%4 shows a model of trace of stick, which meets a hexagon displayed on 2D-plane as non- 

ilrading area and walks around it.

Fig.4 Model of trace of stick .

3. Recognition test

Ün1ű)-plane, the system can display the patterns in which the stick can’t intrude. The accuracy of 

^Dgnition of the patterns was compared between shapes made on the system and real shapes. The 

iipes on the system were virtual objects on 2D-plane and the shapes of cardboard on the desk were 

Kal ones. The people with eye-bandage were asked to track both the shapes on the system and on

á
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the desk by the stick in same size. The shapes we used were eight kinds of polygons (from trial 

to decagon) with maximum width of 8cm. Fig.5 shows the recognition rate versus the numbi 

comers from triangle (N=3) to decagon (N=10). The accuracy decreases with increasing numbi 

comers, and is slightly lower for virtual shapes. But, it is surprising that the shape of hexagtH* 

recognized with 80% accuracy rate on the virtual system.

-Real

-Virtual

Fig.5 Recognition rate of the number of corners.

4. Conclusion

Using mechanical functions of an X-Y recorder, personal computer and force sensing stick,! 

made a new style virtual shape-making system. The recognition rate was compared between sit 

made on the system and real ones, and was found to be almost the same. The system is useful in tl 

field of education of patterns, maps and scenographs for the visually challenged, and also in l 

field of general use. ;

4
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ALTERNATIVE INPUT DEVICE FOR CONTROLLING 
THE COMPUTER WITH PERSONS CAPACITY

Vidas Laumska^

iüstract
paper describes art alternative input device, which could beused by a physically impaired 

I fáson to control a computer or other electronic device. The device uses body capacitance for the 
I mtrol mechanism. The rationale for the design and the results o f  preliminary experiments are 
I f  muted. The device is expected to undergo further refinement.

\ I. I n t r o d u c t io n

The degree and ease of the computer access for severely physically impaired persons is limited, to a 
large degree, by the amount of their residual motor control. It is important to select an input device 
ihat makes maximum use of these capabilities. A person with only one or two reliably controllable 
movements can choose from a wide range of single or dual input devices [1].

The largest group o f switches used as input devices is that of the devices designed to be activated by 
aperson's head or limbs. Included in this group are simple lever or pressure switches, which can be 
operated by the movement of almost any part of the body, grip and thumb switches, pneumatic 
pressure switches, tilt and posture switches, sound activated switches and wobble sticks.

More sophisticated direct-access devices, such as mice, trackballs, joysticks, and touch-sensitive 
beens and boards, also used by impaired persons, present specific sets o f problems. Computer 
mice require moderate to good hand and eye coordination, in addition to very fine motor control. 
Trackballs can alleviate some of these problems. Touch screens and boards are not accurate enough 
for finely detailed work, and are more suitable for use with software utilizing simple screen layouts.

The present paper describes an alternative input device utilizing person's body capacitance. The 
following requirements for such a device were identified as it should be simple to operate, and 

[ (tontrollable through a single sensor, and support simple communication and control modes.The 
software used in the project are those used in another Siauliai University project [2].

2. D e s ig n

The input device allows impaired persons to control communication devices (writing 
^mmunication) and environmental control systems (operating lights, a television set and etc.).A 
block diagram of the input device is presented in Fig. 1.

i Faculty of technology, Siauliai university; 141 Vilniaus Str., Siauliai. LTU-5400, Lithuania, e-mail; 
lauruskai'üisf.ktu.lt
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Fig.l. Block diagram of device

The input device consists o f a high-frequency oscillator, gate, counter, comparator, control counter, 
and a clock for synchronization. The frequency of the oscillator is controlled by the varying body | 
capacitance o f the user. The sinusoidal output of the oscillator is converted into a pulse output I 
the pulse shaper, and applied to the gate circuit. Each clock pulse resets the counter, and allows t 
oscillator pulses to pass through the gate circuit. The comparator circuit outputs one pulse for eveivl 
53 input pulses from the counter. The control counter outputs one pulse every fourth comparatorj 
pulse to the computer. The control counter is designed to reduce the incidence o f false signals du| 
to involuntary movements of the user. The capacitive input sensor consists o f a 4 cm̂  copp 
covered insulated plate. Movements o f the user's body vary the capacitance of the plate, which I 
connected into the oscillator circuit of the device.

Tests were conducted to study the effects o f the user on the frequency of the oscillator, 
frequency of the oscillator was controlled by the distance between the user's hand and the seni 
Fig. 2 shows the test results. The frequency o f the oscillator changed from its resting frequency by

Fig.2. Frequency change as a function of distance

30% when the distance between the user's hand and the sensor was 1 cm and 80% when the dista 
was decreased to .5 cm. Similar results were obtained when investigating the control capabihtj 
the user's foot, finger, and other body parts.

3. Conclusion

The described device can be used as an alternative input device for persons with minimal relial 
controlled physieal movements. The advantages are the simplicity o f the device, and 
requirements for physical strength to operate the device.
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PROGRAMMING AND VISUALLY IM PAIRED PEOPLE

Ivan Kopecek and Adriana Jergová
Faculty of Informatics 

Masaryk University
Botanická 68a, 602 00 Brno, Czech Republic 
e-mail: kopecek@fi.muni.cz, ada@fi.muni.cz 
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Ábstract

Some problems o f visually impaired programmers are discussed in the paper. The project o f  the 

og generator o f program source code fo r  visually impaired people that is developed at the 

Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk University is described. This system is supported by the library o f  

^edures oriented to visually impaired and by blind user oriented hypertext system AUDIS. The 

possible use o f declarative languages is also briefly discussed.

I. Introduction

Programming is a challenge as well as a new chance to break communication barrier and to realize 

^Bativity for many visually impaired people. Although serious impairment of sight is a great 

limitation, new information technologies, especially speech synthesis and recognition, offer new 

possibilities how to support programming of visually impaired.

In the present paper we discuss some problems that the visually impaired meet when programming 

and learning programming and propose some ideas how to help them. Let us, however, point out 

that we make no aspirations to discuss all aspects o f this very complex problem.
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The basic problem blind programmers face to is the integrated environment that is absolutdj 

inconvenient for them. Speech synthesizer and "screen access" ("screen reader") software utilitia 

are used by blind users to obtain information that appears somewhere on the screen, dependii 

situation. Even syntactical debugging can be a kind o f nightmare for the sight impaired pro: 

(often as a consequence o f imported errors).

Secondly, run-time libraries and utilities are not adapted to the sight impaired programmers. It ii 

also very difficult to obtain an overview o f possibilities offered by run-time libraries and to gd 

information about the correct use o f the chosen procedure or function.

2. Programming in Procedural Languages

Programming in classical procedural languages like C-t-i- or Pascal is universal, popular and 

widespread. It is obvious that proposals to develop special integrated environment of the# 

languages for blind users would be a bit platonic because only big software producers can realize! 

Nevertheless, simpler possibilities can be found how to partially solve the above mentioned 

problems o f blind people programming. In this section we mention the project developed at the 

Faculty o f Informatics, Masaryk University which is motivated by the aim to make programiig 

easier for visually impaired students. The project consist of the following parts:

• Dialog generator o f program source -  special phonetically based editor o f the program souicei 

that can be used to facilitate building of source code and to prevent syntactical bugs.

• Library of procedures for programming o f visually impaired people.

• Application of the blind user oriented hypertext system AUDIS to provide a mn-time library 

overview and to provide the information about the correct use of procedures and functions.

2.1 Dialog Generator of Source Code

The ideas behind the dialog generator o f source code can be formulated as follows:

•  Control o f the system is supported by speech synthesis and recognition.

• Sound information is preferred whenever it is effective. It can be produced in the form of spe«l 

input and output, user speech comments and remarks to the source text, audio glances and 

earcons ([7]), environmental sounds ([5]) etc.

• Source code generation is performed in the form o f man-machine dialog fully supported by 

speech synthesis and recognition.
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• The dialog is performed in such a way that it prevents the users from committing syntactical 

(and to some extents semantical) errors and makes the building of the program simpler.

• The system provides the user with complex information about the actual position in the source 

code also related to the relevant program blocks.

• The system provides convenient reading (in audio form) and effective editing o f program parts. 

The following example illustrates the possible form o f the dialog:

I U: assign 

! S: [ * ]  left side

I U: sum

i S: [ * ]  sum variab le  not declared; dec lare  it?

! U: yes

6 S: [ * ]  type o f  the variab le

7 U: integer

S S: [ * ]  right s ide

9 U.zero

10 S: [ * ]  okay

II U: read com m and

12 S: [ * ]  assign ze ro  to  sum 

B U: standard cycle  

U S: [ * ]  com m ent the cycle

15 U: the cycle  sum s num bers fro m  one to  one thousand

16 S: [ * ]  en ter the cycle  variab le

17 U :i

IS S: [ * ]  the variab le  is not declared; dec lare  it  a s an in teger?

19 lJ:yes

20 S: [ * ]  low er bound f o r  the cycle  variab le  

ZÍ U :i

22 S: [ * ]  upper bound f o r  the cycle  variab le

23 U: 1000

24 S: [ * ]  define the body o f  the cycle; use en d  com m and to term inate the body

25 U: assign

26 S: [ * ]  [ - ]  le f ts id e

27 U: sm

28 S: [ * ]  [ - ]  variab le  sm not declared; d ec la re  it?

29 U: no

30 S: [ * ]  [ - ]  redefine the left s ide  

i l  U: sum
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32 S: [*] [-] define the righ t s id e

33 U: sum+i:

34 S: [ ♦] [ - ]

35  U :  position

36 S: [*] [-] yo u  are  in side the cyc le  th e  cycle  su m s n u m bers f r o m  on e  to  on e thousand

37 U: end

38 S: [*] okay

The ita lic  font is used to denote the spoken (synthesized) parts o f the dialog (bold italics is used for j  
different type the speech output). The underlined font stands for the keyboard typed informatij 

The bold font means spelling. Special symbols [*] and [-] have the following meaning:

[*] -  sound signal “your command was accepted;”

[-] -  short beep informing that we are inside one program block (position inside two prograi(l 

blocks is signalized by two beeps, great number of beeps is expressed by combination of beeps of I 

different duration).

The enumeration o f the dialog items relates them to the following comments:

11. The user asks the system to read the generated command.

13. The spoken input enables different possibilities of standardization and simplification; in this j 

case a standard form o f the cycle {for)  command is used. This version is defined inside the system j 

for the sake of simplification and it simplifies defining of the command (it supposes integer cycle 1 
variable and some other simplifications).

14. The system asks the user to comment the cycle. Such comments related to program blocks caj 

be also used to provide position information.

24. The dialog system prevents the user to make errors in begin/end ({/} in C++) pair matching;|TheJ 

user must, however, signal to the system the end o f actual program block when leaving it.

27-29. These dialog items demonstrate the behavior o f the system when the user makes an enwj 

(erroneous “sm” instead o f “sum”)

35. The user asks for position information.

36. Position information includes the previously sampled comment (15).

The dialog generates the following C++ code:

in teger sum, i; 

sum  =  0;

f o r ( i= l ;  i< = 1 0 0 0 ; i+ + )  {sum  + =  i}; / * p o in te r  to  speech  com m ent */
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r
Even though the text form o f the dialog is much longer then three simple lines o f C++ code the 

aample demonstrates some important advantages o f the dialog system:

• [Dominant speech communication;

• Intuitive dialog control;

• Simple access to variable declaration inside the source code;

• Sappressing of pair-matching errors and many other syntactical errors;

• Immediate access to position information;

fflog generator of program source is presently developed for a fragment o f C++ language for 

leting purposes. The further work on the generator will be coordinated with the Czech Union o f 

lind and Visually Impaired.

12 The Library of Procedures for Support of Programming of Visualiy Impaired Peopie

Tlie library consists o f procedures and functions supporting work o f visually impaired 

^giammers;

• General routines supporting sound input and output; 

ledures for speech synthesizer applications;

:edures for speech recognizer applications;

General procedures for sound processing;

• Utilities for sound editing and mixing; 

edures and functions for semantical debugging support; 

ledures for access and utilization o f sound database;

• procedures for free form command input.

The library is supported by the speech synthesizer DEMOSTHENES ([2]) and speech recognizer 

RCG ([1]). Procedures for free form command input are supported by databases obtained by corpus 

malysis ([4]). The library is further supported by a sound database (samples o f messages, earcons, 

environmental sounds, background sounds, signal etc.).

U Application of the Blind User Oriented Hypertext System AUDIS

Î Ihe hypertext system AUDIS ([3]) is primarily developed to provide comfortable accessibility to 

■pbooks for visually impaired students. It pays maximal attention to the special needs o f users and 

Wows for comfortable customization. The system is fully supported by the utilities for speech 

fcmmunication and contains also utilities for text conversion and rendering. The system is 

developed and tested in close co-operation with the Czech Union o f Blind and Visually Impaired.

• iroci

• P '
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We assume that AUDIS will be used also to provide overview o f run-time libraries and to provide 

the information about the correct use o f procedures and functions. The system should be also 

integrated into the dialog generator o f program source code to support program building.

3. Programming in Logic Languages

There are several factors related to declarative paradigm that could be of some interest if we 

consider visually impaired programmers. We will demonstrate it on Prolog because it is typical,' 

standardized, and widespread representative o f logic programming.

Opposite to imperative languages, Prolog program is a composition o f the unique type of data 

structures -  terms. The meaning of a Prolog program is more intuitive as the components of the 

program are logical statements o f a given forrni.

The consequence for visually impaired users lies in the possibility to avoid treatment for various 

data structures and control structures, that makes the programming more natural and simple. 

However, the main difference issues from the style of thinking while programming. Imperaivt 

program is a sequence o f steps that lead to the solution of a considered problem. In logic 

programming the computer is provided with author's knowledge about the problem (specification of 

the problem) in the form o f facts and rules, thus enforcing insight o f the problem and supporting 

high-level abstraction.

The knowledge should comprise a model o f the problem. Well-designed model of the problem 

allows the user to ask different questions related to the problem, i.e. single program can give 

multiple solutions related to the problem.

Another benefits come from the inherited concepts of recursion and backtracking, simple 

manipulation with dynamic lists, powerful all-solution predicates, nondeterminism and many more. 

Newly added constraint solving features even allow to write programs just as a specification of the 

problem.

Dialog generator o f the program clauses working on similar principle as in the previous section 

would be helpful for visually impaired programmers. We assume to analyze the relevant dialog 

and to make some experiments. Some examples comparing C and Prolog programs can be founds 

the following URL: http://www.fi.muni.cz/usr/jergova/lp/comparisons.html.
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kObject-Oriented Programming and Functional Languages

liUÉHigh the basic ideas o f object-oriented programming (modeling o f the problem, encapsulation, 

Biferitance etc.) seem to be very promising, this programming technology is effective especially for 

liny complex program projects and needs high level support o f integrated environment. The use of 

lie object oriented programming can be hardly recommended without special integrated 

Mfironment developed for blind programmers and if  so, only for some special applications.

Since fiinctional programming is based on the knowledge o f  Lambda calculus it is comprehensible 

illy to limited audience of university students and some professionals. This limitation forces us to 

I jttfer imperative and logic languages.

|1
I jBoth object-oriented programming and functional programming are, according to our opinion, 

!«tside the sphere of real and effective possibilities for most o f the visually impaired programmers.

5. C o n c lu s io n s

In the paper we have discussed some problems that visually impaired encounter when 

iming. We have mentioned the project of the dialog generator of source code that is 

nrted by the library o f procedures for programming o f visually impaired people and by the 

user oriented hypertext system AUDIS. The fiinher work on this project will be directed both 

to implementation of new modules of the system and testing the system effectivity.

We have also briefly discussed the possible use of logic languages that seems to be (for selected 

applications) promising possibility for visually impaired programmers, since logic programming 

fts the process of programming from the level o f coding and thinking about the machine to the 

level of thinking about the actual problem (where the sight limitations may not play so significant 

role).
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■  An Assisting System For A GUI-Based PC For The Blind

I Yutaka Shimizu^\ Masami Shinohara )̂, Tadayuki Sasakî ) 

ft Tetsuya Watanabe"̂ ,̂ Hiroki Minagawâ  ̂and Hideji Nagaoka*̂

)k m t
kassistive system for a GUI-based PC was designed for blind computer users. Both tactile and 
táilory devices were used for user interface. A tactile mouse and a tactile graphic display, 
ésigned for tactile use, and a speech synthesizer were introduced for auditory use. Utility
^a re  was developed for Windows 95, the most popular in Japan.

l.|[rtroductionr
With recent advances in the speech synthesizers and the Braille converter, it has become possible 
fetWind persons to receive ordinary letter. However problems exist still, and further problems 
toe appeared with advances in recent user interface.
One existing problem is the reception of a graphical image. Although the speech synthesizer is
dlective for reception of text, it is difficult to transmit non-linguistic information such as a graphs, 
charts and images. Tactile displays have been devised to overcome this difficulty. However 
there are few on the market.
A further problem is that of the GUI (graphical user interface). Although introduction of the GUI 
10the PC (personal computer) improved usability for sighted persons, it has confused blind users.
A few screen-reading systems to access the GUI have began to be developed. In Japan they 
have not yet reached a complete solution.
The aim of the present study, is to design an assistive system to access the GUI type of PC and 
hither to access a graphical image for the blind.

2. Design Approach

2.1. Present Condition for Blind Computer Users
jl

[Blind students at the Tsukuba College of Technology who selected the course for information 
Irocessing usually use several PCs. Although assistive technology exists to access them, 
■oblems still exist. These are summarized in Table 1.
Although the Braille terminal and the spreech synthesizer are available now, these are used to access 
text oriented applications. To access a graphic image tactile devices have been studied at several 

^ix)ratories[l, 2, 3]. A challenging tactile display also has been developed recently [5]. 
Unfortunately, use of these are still limited at research laboratories because of cost and 
maintenance. An effort to access an OS (operating system) based on the GUI has yielded a

1) Tsukuba College of Technology, 4-3-15, Amakubo, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305-0005 Japan
2) National Institute for Bioscience and Human Informatics, 1-1, Higashi, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305-8566 Japan
3) Ibaraki University, 2-1-1, Bunkyo, Mito, Ibaraki, 310-8512 Japan
4) National Institute of Vocational Rehabilitation, 3-1-3, Wakaba, Mihamaku, Chiba, 261-0014 Japan

This research is supported by the Ministry of Education, Science, Sports, and Culture (grant-in-aid for scientific re- 

learch iW)9558042).
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screen-reading system named “the 95 Reader” in Japan [6], Unfortunately, this utility can only 
be adapted to Windows 95 and matched to only a few applications.

Table 1.
Assisting state for bibid computer user in Japan

object state and problems

OS DOS (possible), Windows and X-Window System(difficult)

word processor Braille and speech synthesizer, but difficult for GUI-based application

spread sheet speedi synthesizer, butdifficutto control eacJi cell

database Braille and speexh synthesizer, but difficult to select items to beretrievi

drawing impossible

DTP impossible

E-mail possible by the text mode, but difficultfor GUI-based application

WWW possible for text information, but impossible to aexxss image

programming possible for text-based language, but difficult for GUI-based apphcetil

wmputer education difficult to teach by graphic image

2.2. Needs for Assistance

From the conditions mentioned above, the following seem to be needed for the present system.
- assistance of the GUI operation
- reception of graphic image
- simple drawing for graphics
- basic layout for the DTP
- reception of WWW information

2 3 . User Interface

Recent PCs use the mouse frequently. There are two important functions for the mouse. One 
is a pointing and dragging function for the GUI-interface. Operation of the mouse by the blind hat 
been examined to some extent [4]. The other is a drawing function to draw graphics. For sighted j|
people, both functions work successfully.
Auditory and tactile modalities substitute for vision in this system. One tactile device, i.e., a
tactile mouse that contains tactor-pins, is used as a control device. The tactile mouse presents ■
partial information of the visual display. A second tactile device is a tactile graphic display. A ■ 
spatial configuration of a visual screen is projected on the tactile display. In addition, '
synthesized speech announces linguistic information by a screen reader. Furthermore, the tactile 
display presents a graphic image.

3. System Design

3.1. Development Approach

Our goal of this study is not to develop a new PC for the blind but to develop an assistive system 
the PC which can be used anywhere. The following have been adopted for the design of this 
system.
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■  • Uses Windows 95, the most prevailing OS at present and uses Windows NT in near future.
I - In conjunction with a Japanese screen reader, uses a tactile mouse and a tactile graphic display for operation of the GUI.

- Uses the speech synthesizer and/or the Braille terminal for reception of characterized 
information, and uses a tactile graphic display for not characterized information.

3i. Hardware Architecture

Figure 1 illustrates the hardware configuration is designed for this purpose.

Visual display Microphone HUB
G9C9 8BC3£3:ni

P C I ^ J l f  ISA

V S ou id  Blaster } E th e r

Tactile mouse

Figure 1. Hardware conflguration used in this study.

Table 2.
Summary of bus-line for peripheral devises

Peripheral Bus-Line

Visual PCI (S3 TrioV 64+ standard)

CD-ROM IDE (Mitsumi

Floppy Drive D is kette controller

LAN ISA (3COM 3C509)

Printer LPTl port (standard)

Sound Board PCI (Sound Blaster A WE32)

Tactile Mouse port (standard) and LPTl

Tactile Graphic ISA (parallel

Braille CO M l (standard)

to be connected soon
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The DELL’s PC (Pentium Pro 180 MHz) with 64 MB of RAM is used. Synthesized speech app 
from the sound board by the 95 Reader. The standard mouse port and the LPTl port are used for] 
the tactile mouse. An ISA bus is used for the tactile graphic display.
Bus lines used in this system are summarized in Table 2.

Tactile Mouse
The basic mechanism of the tactile mouse contains the PS/2 compatible mouse (MS InteliMou«)| 
well as tactor-pins. An ergonomic effort has been pursued to fit the palm and the fingers. 
Activating mechanism for the tactor-pins is shown in Figure 2. The tactile surface consists of aSj 
8 arrangement of tactor-pins with 3 mm interspacing. A bit-map projection of a visual scree* u 
presented on the pin array and a blind user recognizes it by the index and the middle fingers.

Figure 2. Picture of pin-array used in the tactile mouse.

Tactile Graphic Display
This device is the most expensive in the system. A new display will be developed next year 
with research funds. However, the previous 3-D display [5] is available now. In order to 
overcome the cost and the maintainability, specifications of a new display to be developed are 
simplified. These are compared in Table 3.

Table 3.
Tactile graphic display for this system

specification 3-D tactile display new atactile display

diameter of tactor-pin 2.5 mm 2.5 mm

interspacing of tactor-pin 3 mm 3 mm

maximum height of tactor-pin 10 mm 2 mm

number of elevating levels 100 levels Oor 1

number of picture cells 6 4 x 6 4 excess 128 x 64

presenting time 5 s /fram e 2 s /  frame
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figure 3 illustrates the software architecture defined for the hardware configuration. The 95
Reader is the auditory display, whereas the tactile mouse is the tactile display for the GUI access. 
Utility software has been developed for the tactile mouse. This software feeds bit-map information 
á the visual display to the tactor-pins. Gray scale of density information on the screen converts 
1)0 or 1 at any adjustable threshold for the tactor-pins. Presenting area of the visual screen is 
also converted into a minimum of 8 x 8 pixels. For reception of WWW, a commercially available 
software (GANNOSUKE) that presents Japanese voice reading is used. The Via Voice (IBM) is 
also used for Japanese speech recognition. Utility software for the tactile graphic display is now 
being developed.

3J. Software Architecture

Figure 3. Software architecture.

4. Concluding Remarks

A PC system by integrative use of sound and tactile devices was designed. This system seems to 
offer successibility for the GUI operation and for the reception of graphical images. Further 

^ d y  is warranted to improve the system and for evaluation of acceptance.
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r
■  GONVI

H  Non-Visual Access to Documents and GUIs with a 

V  Constraint-Based Approach

Gottfried Zimmermann
University of Stuttgart, Germany

mRACT

JMspaper describes a constraint-based interactive system for non-visual representation o f graphi- 

ddocments and graphical user interfaces {GUIs). GONVI („ Graphical Object Server for Non- 

\liml Interaction “) establishes spatial and other constraints between textual and graphical ob- 

fcts; these constraints rule the transformation process for non-visual interaction. Of central inter- 

tsisthe integration o f text and graphical elements considering the non-scalability o f braille. A 

prototype of GONVI is currently being implemented in Java using PostScript documents as graphi- 

cd information source.

1. In t r o d u c t io n

Graphical information plays an important role in communications. Most prints like school books, 

office documents or instruction manuals today contain images and sketches which are essential for 

understanding. Today’s human-computer interaction bases on graphical interfaces and visual inter- 

iclion techniques mainly designed for sighted users. One of the main electronic information sources 

in our society, the World Wide Web (WWW), also exhaustively makes use of graphical elements 

which are mostly not sufficiently described in the textual context and therefore cannot be regarded 

illltdundant.

li jeneral graphical images and sketches are interwoven with textual elements that form an integral 

part of the graphical representation. The graphical and textual elements with their mutual spatial 

itlations raise a main problem for blind readers and computer users. Graphics can be transformed to 

(bctile images to a certain degree, and text is traditionally converted to braille for non-sighted read

ers. But the fixed size of braille characters in contrast to the scalability of ink-print fonts causes 

dtherhuge tactile formats or at least the loss of spatial relations implied by the visual original.

(Email: goUfried.zimmermann@t-online.de
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There are several approaches to solve this problem. [Lötzsch94] mentions four types of tactile 

graphics: 1. full text graphics possibly with pointers, 2. labelled graphics (with additional legend) 

possibly with pointers, 3. textual guided pure graphics (with an additional guide in braille or on 

tape) and 4. pure graphics (requires help by a person or by a computer). The production of tactile 

graphics still remains a time-consuming process requiring manual design by experts for each 

graphical image.

In the non-visual representation of graphical user interfaces the so called screen reader programs 

generally concentrate on textual elements by speech output or output on a braille terminal, but more 

or less neglect the reproduction of graphical elements and their relations to the interwoven text parts 

[Burger/Stöger96]. This leads to a non-acceptable loss of information for blind computer users.

For the non-visual representation of text and graphics we need a solution that provides

• non-visual access to (almost) every information given in the visual original,

• extensive preservation of spatial relations between textual and graphical elements,

• the possibility of controlling the transformation process with respect to domain-specific require

ments and user skills,

• an automatic and reproducible transformation process in general, but the possibility of manual 

intervention in certain cases,

• different results for different user environments,

• type-specific (object-oriented) interaction techniques for graphical and textual elements,

• the availability of different braille modes (6-dot-braille, 8-dot-braille, contracted braille), and

• applicability to printed/electronic graphical documents and graphical user interfaces (GUIs).

2. Constraints

2.1. Constraint Programming

A constraint is a declarative description of mutual relations between a set of objects. Constraints 

affect the properties of objects on runtime in correlation to other objects’ properties. In contrast to 

the assignment in imperative programming languages which only defines a one-sided relation at 

evaluation time, a constraint affects all involved objects from creation until deletion time of the 

constraint. Constraints do not specify an algorithm for the determination of the constrained proper- 1 
ties -  it is the job of a constraint solver to satisfy as many constraints as possible. The constraint 

solver enforces a constraint every time an involved object has changed.

A set of constraints may include conflicting constraints which cannot be satisfied all together. To 

specify an order in which the constraints should be solved constraints can be organised as conslraintl
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kerarchy. The most important constraints belong to the highest hierarchy level. The constraint 

idver guarantees that when solving a constraint of a certain hierarchy level no other constraint of a 

higher level is violated.

uljjPonstraints and Their Use in GONVI

bGONVI constraints represent mutual relations between graphical objects^ or relations between 

graphical objects and an output or input device. Constraints set restrictions to the representation and 

interaction process in order to access the graphical objects. This means that the system’s behaviour 

iscontrolled by a set of graphical objects, a set of output and input devices and their associated 

constraints. Since in GONVI constraints are created by user-defined rules the interaction of the 

system has to be specified by implementing a set of constraint creation rules.

2.2.1. Spatial constraints

To maintain spatial relations in a visual graphical document or interface these relations have to be 

detected and expressed by spatial constraints between graphical objects. The spatial constraints 

include:

• common horizontal or vertical justification of graphical objects,

• minimal or maximal distance, e.g. between a text and an arrow tip, and

• qiatial inclusion, e.g. a text in a frame.

2.2.2. Medium-specific constraints

Medium-specific constraints specify the non-visual representation in the context of a given user 

environment. These constraints are generally given by technical restrictions of the output or input 

jtsdium. Medium-specific constraints define:

• The size of braille characters. This depends on the resolution of the tactile output medium. E.g. 

braille printers have a finer dot resolution and therefore allow a greater „braille step length" than 

dynamic braille displays.

•'Filtering of object properties. E.g. the property colour cannot directly be displayed on a tactile 

'output device.

• ‘Restrictions of information density on an output medium. In dependence of resolution and scale 

factor of a given output medium fine-granular information has to be neglected in favour of the 

whole context.

• .Filtering of graphical objects. Not every graphical object is suitable to be displayed on a given 

user environment.

In this paper the term „graphical object" refers to both graphical and textual objects.
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2.2.3. Interaction constraints

Interaction constraints directly affect the way the system interacts with the user. They specify 

„interaction rules" like

• braille mode for text objects (6-dot-braille, 8-dot-braille, contracted braille, labels), or

• controlling the output focus, e.g. selecting some objects to be zoomed in by dragging a pointing 

device.

3. GONVI System Architecture

GONVI is a constraint-based transformation and interaction process. It takes a set of graphical 

objects (from a visual context) as input and provides representation and interaction techniques for a 

non-visual user environment as output. In the GONVI prototype (see section 4) this process is im

plemented for a typical graphical information source (input) and user environment (output) (see 

Figure I).

GONVI Kernel

Graphial
Information

Source

Non-VItwÉ 
User EnviroiUM^j

Figure 1: System Architecture of GONVI.

3.1. Lingo

GONVI defines a special language for graphical object descriptions. Each graphical information 

source encodes its graphical description in Lingo („Language for /nformation Exchange on Graphi

cal Objects"). Since Lingo is used in the context of inter-process communication (IPC) and com

munication through character streams, it is a character-based language.

A special Lingo dialect is introduced for each graphical information source. On the other side, the 

GONVI kernel provides a special parser component for each Lingo dialect. In GONVI, builder 

objects [Gamma et al. 95] are responsible for building internal graphical object instances from
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lUlgo dialect descriptions.

| u  GONVI Graphical Objects

listinguishes three types of graphical objects. Graphical primitive objects are the atomic 

gi^hical or textual information; examples are straight line segments, curve segments, 

ters, filled areas or pixel-based bitmaps. Graphical composite objects consist of graphical 

live or other graphical composite objects and represent complex graphical descriptions which 

regarded as a greater unit; examples are rectangles, tables or text paragraphs. For application- 

ic contexts GONVI provides graphical application objects which consist of graphical primi- 

worgraphical composite objects. Graphical application objects represent semantic units of an 

(plication’s domain or the real world; examples are interaction objects (e.g. buttons, menus) or real 

W ild objects.

hrsingaLingo description results in a set of (mostly) graphical primitive objects. In GONVI a 

fnpkical object detector (see Figure 2) creates higher level graphical objects (graphical composite 

I adgraphical application objects) on top of graphical primitive objects.

GONVI Kernel

Figure 2; Internal components of the GONVI kernel.

3J. Attaching Constraints by Rules

kionstraint attacher (see Figure 2) seeks conditions for creating and attaching constraints (see sec- 

ion 2) between the graphical objects. Medium-specific constraints also consider the complete user 

environment with its output and input devices. This process is triggered by the constraint attaching 

' íií/e base which stores user-defined rule sets. They can be regarded as domain and environment- 

cific interaction descriptions. For experimental purposes the user can inspect the automatically
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created constraints and additionally attach constraints to individual graphical objects and/or envi

ronmental devices. The result of this phase is a set of constraints organised as constraint hierarchy.

3.4. Constraint Solving

After creating the constraints a constraint solver (see Figure 2) has to satisfy them. Many different 

constraint solving techniques are described in literature, e.g. in [Leler88] and [Saraswat/Van Hen- 

tenryck95]. In GONVI the constraint solver must be able to handle constraint hierarchies. Becausij 

of its applicability to GUIs it also must be incremental.

3.5. Non-Visual Representation of Graphical Objects

In the object-oriented design of GONVI each type of graphical objects can implement its specific 

representation and interaction techniques. Thus tables can display a cell’s content on a dynamic 

tactile device while on the same time the corresponding row and column heading are given by 

speech output, for instance.

4. Prototypical Implementation of GONVI

In our prototypical implementation the description of graphical objects is taken from a description 

in PostScript format [Adobe88]. For non-visual interaction the following devices can be connected: 

tactile output devices (pin matrix display and/or tactile printer), speech and sound output.

Graphical Information Source GONVI Kernel Non-VIsual Um 
Environment

Figure 3: System architecture of the GONVI prototype. The white components are direct parts of the prototypi
cal implementation.

4.1. Lingo PostScript Filter

For the GONVI prototype a PostScript program called LingoPSFilter implements a „plug in“ for 

any PostScript interpreter in order to generate a graphical description in the LingoPS format from a 

given PostScript description. LingoPSFilter must have been run in the PostScript interpreter prior to 

the actual PostScript description. It redefines some of the PostScript system operators and thus
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reproduces the „whole picture" in the LingoPS language, a special Lingo dialect used for PostScript 

information sources.

i o k  n|iienháuserAVeber94] introduce three main approaches for accessing graphics and graphical 

user interfaces for blind users: the bottom-up, middle-out and top-down approach. The GONVI 

ptotype with its PostScript information source implements a mixture of the bottom-up and the 

middle-out approach. The main reasons for using PostScript as graphical information source are:

• ^stScript is a vector-based, device-independent description language for text and graphics. In 

PostScript texts are coded as strings, so there is no possible loss of information through optical 

jtharacter recognition (OCR).

• Since 1982 PostScript became an industrial standard for graphical printer devices. Moreover 

[Display-PostScript, an extension of PostScript, is used for controlling the graphical user interface 

in some unix-related operating systems (e.g. Nextstep, Openstep). This indicates that it is possi

ble to have a common graphical description language base for both displays and printers.

• Many existing documents are coded in PostScript. They are presently (almost) inaccessible for 

blind persons. In context of hypertext systems like online help manuals there is also a growing 

interest in documents coded in the PostScript-based Portable Document Format (PDF). Princi

pally every paper document can be converted into the PostScript format by OCR and vectoring 

software.

The present prototype of GONVI is a very special application whereas the GONVI kernel is basi

cally independent from any concrete graphical information source. So it is possible to implement the 

GONVI system to use graphical information delivered by the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) 

orthe Java Abstract Window Toolkit (AWT), for instance.

4.2. The User Environment for the Prototype

The present user environment focus lies on tactile output; in this medium spatial relations can be

t
ost adequately expressed. Tactile output can be given on a tactile printer or on a dynamic pin 

alrix with an integrated pointing device, the latter allowing real user interaction techniques like 

zooming in/out and user-driven exploration of graphical properties.

Speech and sound output can be used as additional devices to support different interaction modes.

The use of speech and sound is driven by the constraints attached to the graphical objects and there- 

; fore depends on the constraint attaching rule base (see section 3.3).
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5. Conclusion

In our world in which information more and more consists of graphical representations designed for 

visual perception there is a great need to make this information also accessible to non-sighted per- .1 

sons. GONVI describes and shows how graphical information can be transformed into non-visual, 

representations without loosing its internal consistency. The powerful concept of constraint pro

gramming also allows specifying interaction techniques for a non-visual user environment.
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OPERATIONAL HELPING FUNCTION OF THE GUI 
FOR THE VISUALLY DISABLED  

USING A VIRTUAL SOUND SCREEN

Michio SHIMIZU )̂, Kazunori ITOH )̂ 
and Yoshimichi YONEZAWA^)

Ábstract

We already proposed a handwriting support system for the visually disabled by using a virtual sound 

screen. We confirmed that the support system is helpful when ad\>entitious blind people write 

characters and draw figures. Then, the drawing support system was developed in the MS-windows 

ftironment o f a personal computer. Some existing problems, such as leading a mouse or a pen 

airsor, still remain. In this paper we examine the possibility o f operational support in the GUI 

mironment for the blind u.sing a virtual sound screen. As the result o f many considerations, we 

found that a virtual sound screen could he applied to leading a mouse cursor, in addition to the 

éawing support.

1. Introduction

The population of the visually impaired in Japan is about 330,000 and this rate rises each year due to 

the addition of the aged. The number o f the early blind has decreased due to the progress o f medical 

tichniques. but adventitious blindness, resulting from traffic accidents and diabetes has a tendency to 

pwrease. The aged acquired blind would like to continue writing letters and drawing pictures as 

flighted people do 
I

Recently, computer user interfaces have been realized using graphical presentation that imitates a real 

sktop environment so as to simplify user operation by clicking on graphical objects with a pointing 

fcvice These kinds of interfaces are convenient for sighted people, but for the visually disabled it has 

come more difficult to use computers over the past few years In earlier systems the user interface 

■wasa simple character based environment. In those systems, blind computer users could access the 

ommand-line based interface by using a screen reader which usually read the text displayed on the 

Teen and provided information to either a speech synthesizer or a tactile text display.

i) Department of Liberal Arts. Nagano Prefectural College. 8-49-7 Miwa Nagano-shi. Japan. E-mail: 
itio'fl ns.nagano-kentan.ac.jp. ") Department of Information Engineering. Faculty of Engineering. Shinshu 

' University. 500 Wakasato Nagano-shi. Japan. E-mail: itoh@ cs.shinshu-u.ac.jp. yanezawa®cs.shinshu-u.ac.jp
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In order to help the acquired blind with handwriting, we already proposed the sound support system 

which converted a pen position into a point of sound image by using control o f sound localizatiMi 

[7,8], Handwriting patterns can be expressed in a virtual sound screen reproduced on headphones 

Recently, several non-visual interface system have been proposed [1,6,10] and a GUI-based screen 

reader has been developed by a spatial audio processing system with synthesized speech output [2,5]

We also previously proposed the drawing support system for the visually disabled by using a virtial 

sound screen [9], The same idea might be applied to the support of operation in a GUI circumstaij 

for the visually impaired computer users. This paper deals with the construction of a virtual sound 

screen based on the experimental factors of sound location. Position of a mouse cursor is converted 

into a point sound image, which is synthesized by the factors of sound localization.

We examine the possibility of the operation support in the GUI environment for the blind using i 

virtual sound screen. The purpose o f this paper is confirming the reliability o f leading a mouse cursa 

to any position in the window by use of a virtual sound screen. As the result of many considerations, 

we found that the virtual sound screen could be applied to leading a mouse cursor in addition to 

drawing support.

2. A virtual sound screen and it’s application to drawing

When a sound is coming from some distance away and from a particular angle to the listener, theie 

are a number o f cues that can serve to indicate the direction of the sound source. We determine the 

locations o f sound sources with differences in auditory information received by listening with tw 

ears. The location factors of the horizontal plane are interaural level differences and interaural time 

differences between both ears [3] It is not clear what elements contribute to the localization for tie 

median plane. Sound reflection and scattering on the pinna are important cues of location.

Moreover, low frequency sounds tend to be perceived the image to a low position, whereas for high 

frequency sounds the situation is reversed [4]. The computational simulation of spatial sound images 

was investigated by the head related transfer function (HRTF) [11] or the pinna related transfer 

function (PRTF). Therefore, the simulation of sound localization by listening on headphones can 

express the point where sound images correspond to the picture elements.

Figure 1 shows a virtual sound screen which is composed of 24 ^ 24 point sound images synthesized 

by factors o f sound location. The horizontal axis o f the screen is composed by interaural levd 

differences between right and left ears. Maximum difference is set at 14 dB. The vertical axis of tk 

screen is composed by a psychological factor due to frequency alteration. Each display point is hasd 1 1 

on the musical scale whose lowest frequency is 400 Hz and highest is 2000 Hz. We have itiD ‘
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V ir tu a l  a u d i t o r y  s c r e e n  

H o r iz o n t a l

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 2.0
F r e q u e n c y  o f  d is p la y  t o n e  (k H z )

C e n t e r

Fig.l A virtual sound screen of the support .system.

nstnicted a vertical axis of the sound screen with the pinna related transfer function.

. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the support system for handwriting and drawing by a mouse or a 

j tablet. The resolution of the CRT window display is 640^480 pixels and the client area of the 

window corresponds to a virtual sound screen. When we move a mouse cursor or pen cursor, two 

! dimensional data of positions are transferred from the pointing device to the personal computer from 

llie sound board (Creative Media Sound Blaster 16) and are converted into brief tones of 30 ms 

display duration and about 10 ms silent duration. Finally, these signals are amplified and sent to 

headphones.

i Tlie developed program acts as event driven. When an event such as the movement of a mouse cursor 

or timer interruption occurs, the windows system sends a message to the program and the program 

Dbeys it. Clicking a button of the mouse in the client area of a window, the program then enters 

painting mode and the mouse cursor is captured only within the client area, as the movement of the
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mouse and the positions of the mouse cursor are taken into the personal computer in the fixed time 

interval. The point sound images and the graphical images corresponding to the positions of the 

mouse cursor are displayed. Data of image is stored as a file, with the ability to be recalled to display 

at any time.

HEADPHONES 
Victor. HP-D666

PERSONAL SOUND
COMPUTER BOARD

Sound Blaster 16

Fi<;.2 Block (liagram of the support system.

(a) star (h) moon

Fi”.3 Examples of outline drasrings.
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We Éramined what happened when the acquired blind drew arbitrary patterns utilizing a mouse. 

%ire 3 shows the examples o f outline drawings by one subject using this system. The drawn figures 

re well balanced on the windows.

3. Mouse cursor-leading method

ll was found that the drawing support system developed on the windows is helpful for the visually 

impaired subject experimentation [9], However, moving the mouse cursor to the start point in the 

irawing area or menu operation such as the recording and replaying o f the drawn information are also 

required in addition to the drawing operation in order to completely utilize this application software. 

Then, we have to consider the operational support function that leads a mouse cursor to any position 

on the screen to be operated only by the blind user.

Now, we suspect that it also may be possible to lead a mouse cursor by using a virtual sound screen 

because the visual screen o f personal computer corresponds to a virtual sound screen; therefore, we 

tried to examine the possibility through our a basic experiment using a model that is made from 

twenty buttons on a screen

An explanation of experimentation criteria:

■tew) lay-oiil Twenty buttons with a size of 7 X 7 pixels are arranged on a 400 X 640 pixel screen as 

(btrated in Figure 4.

üiéjccts: Five university students. A, B, C, D and E, possessing normal vision. Each subject is 

blindfolded for the duration of the experiment. Two subjects, A and B are trained in mouse operation 

while C, D and E are novices.

hmd display. Brief tones of 30 ms duration and 10 ms tone pauses are alternately repeated. It has 

been shown that this display method is best to effect sound localization [8].

Fig.4 Screen lay-out.

i
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A preliminary experiment was simple. The subject tried to move a mouse cursor to the sound display 

point on the selected button through using the virtual sound screen. By the method described below, 

each subject was tested 100 times,

STEP 1: Randomly choosing one button from twenty buttons, the corresponding sound of thiQ 

position are displayed.

STEP 2: Subject tries to move a mouse cursor to the button by hearing the sound that correspott 

to the position of the mouse cursor.

subject C

Fi",5 Result of experiment.
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STEP 3: When subject decides that the mouse cursor might be on the designated button, he clicks the 

left button of the mouse immediately.

Figure 5 shows the result o f the experiment for subject A and C. In this figure, the mean value and the 

mdard deviation o f the click point for each button are presented. The difference between the click 

point and the actual display point is so large that it may be difficult to move a mouse cursor to the 

button in such a simple manner.

After several investigations, it was found that the following method may be the most effective to lead 

a mouse cursor.

STEP 1: Randomly choosing one button from twenty buttons and the corresponding sound of this 

|position is displayed.

STEP 2: Subject tries to move the mouse cursor to the button by hearing the corresponding sound of 

the position of the mouse cursor. Whenever he would like to confirm the position of the button as 

object, he can hear the sound for the button by clicking the right button of the mouse. If the mouse 

cursor is out o f the window, white noise is produced.

I STEP 3: When the mouse cursor is moved onto the designated button, the sound changes. As soon as 

I f  the subject confirms it, he clicks the left button o f the mouse immediately. The changed sound is given 

as an overtone o f the original sound and as well as cutting the volume in half

The experimentation procedure was conducted 100 times, with 20 buttons per window, each chosen 

! at random 5 times. We evaluated the mean value and the maximum value in the leading time, that is 

the time from the end of STEP 1 to the click in STEP 3.

Table 1. Leadinj> time.

subject mean(sec) maximum(sec)

A 8.67 22.03

B 4.81 15.18

C 24.53 117.06

D 21.06 117.35

E 23.75 123.56

The results o f the experiment for five subjects are shown in Table 1. As for subjects A and B, who had 

already mastered mouse operation, it was possible to move the mouse cursor within 10 seconds on 

the average. However, since subjects C, D and E were novices movement within 30 seconds the
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average, but took two minutes in the worst case. We observed that the leading time became shi 

in the process o f 100 attempts. Then, it may be concluded through the results of this experime|tlj 

leading time and skill o f operation are fairly related.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we examined whether or not it's possible to apply a virtual sound screen to the supp( 

of operation in the GUI circumstances for the visually impaired. As a result, in addition to< 

drawing support, it was proved that the virtual sound screen could be applied to the mouse cut 

leading method as one o f the operational support. For fiiture study, we would like to conducts 

experiments upon subjects who are visually impaired or by using various sounds or screen I 

Up to now, GUI for the blind was assumed to be a stand-alone system, but it may be able to beexl 
to usability on the Internet Web.
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GENERATING ON-LINE CROSS-REFERENCED HCI 
GUIDELINES FOR THE DISABLED

Luc Goffmet, Monique Noirhomme-Fraiture

Abstract

This paper deals with the problem o f  converting existing human-computer interface guidelines for  
the disabled into hypertext on the WWW. First, it introduces a method to generate hypertext from  
text. This method relies on the structuring o f  an ASCII text file  to generate hierarchical and 
navigational links. It also relies on statistical measures to generate cross-references. Then it goes 
on with a case study concerning the hypertext conversion o f  general HCI Guidelines. Finally it 
tackles the problem o f  specific HCI disability guidelines, by showing how four different sets o f  
piidelines have been integrated into a single on-line hypertext database.

1. Introduction

Guidelines for human-computer interaction are abundant in scientific literature. Famous examples 
include [15] and more recently [10], HCI Guidelines also exist for people with disabilities, though 
more sparingly. Here are some o f them : [17], [9], [8], [18], [19]. European research projects such 
as INCLUDE or HUSAT aim at bringing together the pieces o f the jigsaw puzzle.

Up to now, most o f these guidelines are available in electronic form, and some o f them even exist in 
a hypertext format (see [21]). But, to our knowledge, very little concerning HCI and the disabled 
has been turned into full-blown hypertext yet. Except maybe the INCLUDE project about Public 
Access Terminals [5].

Having on-line cross-referenced HCI guidelines would o f course be helpful to software designers, 
as guidelines dealing with the same aspects o f HCI for the disabled are currently scattered among 
different sources, making it hard for people to find relevant advice in the field [16]. The hypertext 
|ross-references within different documents on the WWW covering the same area would be a major 
improvement too. These are the issues that we shall try' to address in this paper.

2. From text to Hypertext

The problem o f converting text into hypertext is mainly twofold. The first part o f it is the generation 
of hierarchical links, such as “table o f contents” references, “next”, “previous”, “top o f  chapter”

‘ Institut d'Informatique, 21 rue Grandgagnage, B-5000 Namur, Belgium.
Phone : +32/81/72.49.93. Fax : +32/81/72.49.67. E-mail: {lgo,mno}@info.fundp.ac.be 
hnp://www.info.fundp.ac.be/~lgo/
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buttons, etc. This is o f course the easiest part o f the translation process. For example, generatin| 
several HTML documents from a single well-structured Word document only requires a good set of 
macros. More generally the problem of turning regularly structured text into hypertext has alread)̂  
been addressed by many researchers (see [3,12, 14]).

The second part o f the conversion process is the automatic generation o f cross-reference linb 
without any textual clues (such as « see also » or « c f »). So far this has largely been done by hand, 
by people that have sufficient knowledge about the domain and who can point out semantic links 
between different parts o f a document. Automatic cross-referencing is a challenging task, becaia| 
hypertexts tend to grow in size and this task is highly time-consuming.

After a brief introduction to the methods that we have used to generate hypertext (thanks to a real 
world case study), we shall tackle the specific problem of turning HCI guidelines into hypertext.

2.1. Generation of hierarchical links

The most obvious part o f the hypertext conversion process is thus the generation of a bunch of 
HTML files, all related to one another according to their spatial order (first, next, previous, last, top, 
bottom). All that is required as input to this process is a well-structured source text, where the 
hierarchical structure is marked by styles attached to paragraphs (such as "Heading 1", "Heading 2". 
etc... in a word processor).

We have used the RTFtoHTML software [11] to translate the text from the well-known RTF format 
into a hierarchy o f well-structured HTML files. This also implies that the output of the process has 
always the same structure, which ensures consistency across different guideline sets.

2.2. Generation of semantic links

The remaining task has been to generate meaningful cross-reference links that can help people 
gather useful knowledge about related items without browsing through the entire collection of 
guidelines.

There are in fact several approaches to detect cross-reference links. The first one is the synlaclic 
approach. Cross-references can be detected by occurrences of phrases such as .• "see also ...", “this 
can be liked to ... ”, "in ... Mister X sa ys that" or by more sophisticated mechanisms to detect 
quotations [1]. This approach is a first step towards the final goal. In the case of Smith & Mosier’s 
guide, it has been followed by [21] to automatically generate an hypertext for Windows. This 
approach can be extended by natural language analysis, used by some researchers to detect 
hypertext ‘anchors’ [7].

The second approach comes from the Artificial Intelligence field. It is based on neural networks. As 
the description o f this approach is beyond the scope of this article, the interested reader is referred 
to [6, 20].

The third approach is based on statistical methods used in Information Retrieval. When you search 
for a document in a database, a keyword vector is generated from your query and compared to the 
keyword vectors representing the documents inside the database. In a nutshell, a keyword vector
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consists of any significant word that belongs to a document. A similarity coefficient is then 
computed for every pair query/document. The best matches, i.e. those documents that have the 
higher similarity coefficient with the query, are given as output o f the process. More details can be 

found in [13].

This is the basic idea behind the generation o f cross-reference links based on the statistical analysis 
ofadocument. Every document in the database is compared with all the others and, when similarity 
coefficients are above a given threshold, a link can be generated.

3. A case study

We have picked up the guidelines from Smith & Mosier [15] to carry out our first experiment. A 
complete report o f this study can be found in [4].

Their guide contains 957 rules for designing more usable software interfaces. Our goal has thus 
been to find a way to create meaningful semantic links between those rules. This work has also been 
made easier by the fact that Smith & Mosier had already inserted 701 such links in their guide. This 
has been important not only for evaluation purposes, but also to serve as a basis for optimised 
leyword weights used in probabilistic information retrieval.

We have chosen the statistical approach described above, using the weighted keyword vector model 
that is commonplace in Information Retrieval. The main variations in the model are mainly in what 
words serve as keywords, how to weight those keywords and how to compute the similarity 
functions between two vectors.

3.1. Results

Our tests have shown that the best keyword extraction technique is to use full-text indexing. The 
best weighting function is the famous « Term Frequency * Inverse Document Frequency » which 
gives a bigger weight to keywords that are rare in the whole set o f texts and frequent in a single 
text. As for the similarity function it is the cosine function, which gives 1 for similar vectors, and 0 
for totally different ones.

After the computation of similarity coefficients and retaining the best 1000 links, we have observed 
ajrecision rate o f 80%, which means that 80% o f the generated links have been judged ‘relevant’. 
The recall rate has been 25%, which means that 25% o f existing manual cross-references have been 
retrieved. This result might imply that our techniques are not very efficient, but the high precision 
rate means that even if  we did not find back many manual cross-references, what we had generated 
was still meaningful.

More sophisticated keyword extraction techniques could be considered. For instance, identifying 
noun pairs or concepts. But this requires either important domain-dependent knowledge bases or 
■tural language analysis, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
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3.2. Using relevance feedback

In Probabilistic Information Retrieval (PIR), when some knowledge is available about the relevainl 
o f a document with regards to a query, the keywords can be re-weighted aecording to this 
information, so as to maximise the similarity fimction for the relevant pairs query/document. The 
reader interested in PIR will find more information in [22,2].

Thus, the 701 existing cross-reference links have been used to weight the 4096 keywords that had 
been identified in the text. We have noticed that there was a major improvement in the recall rate 
when we used this sort o f relevance feedback mechanism. More existing cross-references were 
retrieved (30 %), and so the quality of other generated links proved superior to other methods. This 
has not been fully confirmed as a precision o f  82 % had been observed when browsing through the 
generated links (about 400 out o f 700). Yet this result was interesting, as it maximised the retrieval 
o f links whose type had been judged relevant by somebody.

3.3. A semi-automatic procedure

After the experiment earried out above, we have outlined a semi-automatie procedure for cross- 
referencing in a hypertext. Its first step eould be to run an automatic linking algorithm on the set of 
documents to link (with simple full text indexing and TF * IDF similarity computation).

The second step would require some human relevance feedback about whether the links generated 
during the first step are relevant or not. In our case, for example, we have been able to evaluate 400 
links out o f 700 generated. The more, the better o f course.

This could lead to a second miming o f the linking algorithm where better links could be discovered 
and implemented automatically.

This opens the path to semi-automated cross-referencing link generation. One will notice that this 
procedure is very similar to the one used in Information Retrieval for relevanee feedback. As its 
efficiency has been aeknowledged many times in that field, this seems to be the case here too.

4. Disability guidelines

After gaining initial experience with the process o f hypertext conversion and cross-refereiwj 
generation on a general HCI guidelines book, we have processed other sets of HCI guideliiwiiJ 
Smaller sets o f  guidelines are indeed available on the WWW for those wishing to make theÉ 
software more accessible to the disabled. We have thus generated on-line hypertext guideline! froflf 
the following sources: [17], [9], [19] and [5]. The result o f our hypertext conversion process canb 
consulted on the WWW (http://www.info.fundp.ac.be/httpdocs/ guidelines/).

The first step of the process has been the generation of a hierarchy o f HTML files, all related to on 
another by hierarchical links. Then we have had to address two separate issues. The first one i 
the cross-referencing within a single set of guidelines (generation of internal links). The second ô  
was the generation o f cross-references between different sets of guidelines (generation of ext̂ j 
links).
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The starting point for all the conversions into hypertext has been ASCII files containing all the 
guidelines (one file per source). We have then added some structure to them thanks to a word 
ptDcessor (separating headings o f  level 1 from level 2, and so on). The hierarchy we have 
introduced by simply attaching styles to paragraphs was the basis for the generation o f  a well- 
^uctured set o f HTML files, each containing a single guideline, and related to one another by 
simple navigational links (next, previous, top, bottom). This job was achieved by a simple RTF to 
HTML converter.

The main advantage now is that all these sets o f  guidelines have the same presentation on the 
WWW. We have introduced consistency in the presentation o f all these guidelines from different 

■sources. From now on, we can easily add new sets o f guidelines to our database, from simple ASCII 
files. One can appreciate the result in Figure I. It is derived from the guide [9] that we have 
converted into hypertext.

4.1. The hierarchical links

=aj Netscape: Desinning BcceHlDle Hppllcatlont - 6. Contr IBS

6. Controls and Menus
> 6.1. Standard control?
* 6.2. Ovner-tfrav controls

•  6.4. Custom controls
•  6.5. OLE Controls
•  6.6. Qwwr-drav m m
•  6.7. the opooiDriate controls for disolaui no val uas

A Sighted user can o ften  u su a lly  Id e n tify  a c o n tro l such as a push button  o r
check box bu Its appearance, but a parson vho is blind has to rely on their 
screen review utility to describe the object to them in words. The utility 
presents the user with the name, type end etete of the control. For example, 
tabbing to e check box might sey '1}uick printing check box checked* 
Obviously it can only do this If it can detarmlncall those properties 
progremmatlcelly. Voice Input utilities have similar regül ráments, needing 
to Identify and name specific controls, and also hov to mani pulate the control 
in response to the user’s commends. In some cases, the user of non-standard 
controls can render the application completely unusable for people vho are 
blind or use voice input utilities.

We can divide controls into the followl ng categories, each of which will be
discussed In  tu rn :

Figure 1 : HTML file with hierarchical links

4.2. The internal links

After the generation o f  HTML files, we have used our algorithms to produce the internal cross- 
references within given sets o f guidelines. A matrix of similarity coefficients between all the 
guidelines has been computed. And we have kept the best 1% o f them to automatically generate 
^Dss-reference links. This has produced good results, though, given the relatively small size o f each 
guidelines set, the precision rate is not really significant here.

43. The external links

We have also computed similarity coefficients between guidelines belonging to different sets. The 
idea was also to retain the highest similarity coefficients to generate external cross-references.
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The results o f  the automatic cross-reference links generation are summed up in Figure 2. The four 
sets o f guidelines are in rectangles. The internal links are represented by semi-circles, while the 
external links are plain lines. Lines and circles are labelled with numbers giving the number of links 
[relevant/not relevant] generated by our technique. The thickness o f  a line/circle grows with the 
number o f  links. There is a total o f  84 links (either internal or external), 66 o f which have been 
judged relevant (by ourselves), and 18 not. This is an interesting result, as it shows that we have 
once again reached a precision rate of 80% (this is in fact the relevance rate, if you are not 
acquainted with the technical terms).

4.4. Evaluation

Figure 2. The generated links, both internal and external to our 4 sets of guidelines.

There are quite a few things we can learn from this graphic. First, it shows that most of the 
generated links are internal ones. It might be because people tend to define and use their own 
vocabulary when they write a guide, thus sharing fewer common words with other people. Or it 
might also be that the guides merely do not address the same issues. This is particularly true with 
the Public Access Terminal Guide [5], which deals a lot with hardware devices such as cards, that 
are not covered by other guides. This indicates that external cross-referencing is much harder than 
internal cross-referencing.

However, you may take a look at a good external link in Figure 3. It shows a good example of an 
automatically generated external link. The similarity coefficient betw'een the two guidelines is 0.16 
and one can notice that these guidelines are very close to each other indeed.
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Régle 7 G1-ttem-l6.html

Item H2: Audio Output Should be Adjustable es well es being AYallableinecleer form for
Amplification 
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Individuals with hearing Impairments have difficulty hearing
auditory output from computers, or cannot turn up volume sufficient!y due to
0 nvl ro n me ntal co nst ral nts.
Examples
Individuals who are hard of hearing (not deaf) have difficulty 
hearing beeps that Indicate errors when typing or Issuing commands

Régle 44  G2-12.2.MmI

12.2. Allow the user to turn off sounds
Support the ability to turn off sounds your application makes, because such 
sounds can be distracting or annoying for some people, such as those who are 
deaf or hard-of-hearing, or in some environments such as crowded or public 
spaces. This is aspeeially true of decorative sounds or sounds that are 
redundant to information on the screen.
If you do not went to provide your own option to turn off sounds, you can check 
the SM_BEEP option using the GetSystemMetrics function. If this option is FALSE 
then the user has chosen to turn of the standard system beep, end you can infer 
that they also want other sounds disabled.

PrOKimité 0 .16 | | | ^  | [ c a n c e l

H eieuance  good

Figure 3. A good external link between two guidelines belonging to different sets.

The other major problem is the 18 links generated by our algorithm that we have rejected as they 
I we not relevant. Here, the main fact is that statistical measures alone do not access the meaning of 
leniences, and thus produce cross-references that are not always relevant. The meaning o f  a word is 
rfcourse not "context free". In Figure 4, there is a sample o f a bad external link produced by our 
%)rithm. Although the similarity coefficient is 0.15, one can notice that these guidelines do not 
iddress the same topics. The confusion here arises from the use o f the same words in different 
ffintexts. The word 'control' has (at least) two different meanings, thus bringing confusion in the 
Ifocess of similarity detection. That reveals why a purely automatic algorithm will always yield 
»me bad cross-references that should be avoided in the final hypertext version o f  HCI guidelines.

I  T e n t e s  1

G l ’ l te m -S .h tm lRégle 18
I te m  P 5 : C o n tro ls  and Latches E a s tlij A cce ss ib le  and O perab le  

PROBLEM DEFINITION

Some I n d iv id u a la  v h o  a re  v e a k ,  have poo r o r  no use o f  th e ! r

ba n d a ko r have l im i te d  reach  have d i f f t c u l t g  access ing  and m a n ip u la t in g  some

co n ve n tio n a l c o n tro ls  ( o r  m o v ln g e q u lp m e n t In  o rd e r  to  access c o n tr o ls ) .

E>:8mples
Individuals with limited reach are unable to operate switches or 
controls located at the rear of the computer.
Individuals with limited dexterity (arthritis^ cerebral palsy, etc.) are unable

Regie ?Z cz-s.z.htmi
6.2. Owner-draw controls
Owner-draw controls can be quite accessible as long as a few precautions are 
taken In their use.
O w n e r-d ra w  c o n tro ls  a rc  s im i la r  to  a s u p e rc la s s  o f s ta n d a rd  c o n tro ls ,  b u t th e
program alters only the control's visual eppeerence Some applications use 
custom controls only to change the appearance of the control whan owner-draw 
controls would be on acceptable, and more accessible option. For example, they 
might want a check box to have an actual check-mark instead of anX, or might 
want a push button to be labeled with a picturelnsteadof a word. Using a 
standard Windows control with the OWNERDRAW stgle would make the control appear

P ro H im íté  0 .1 5  

R e l e u a n c e  b a d

Good Bad Cancel

Figure 4. A bad external link between two guidelines belonging to different sets.
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5. Conclusions

The statistical methods alone cannot generate well-linked hypertexts, but they can provide valuable 
help in the framework o f a semi-automated linking process. After an automated first step (the 
computation o f  similarity coefficients based on keyword frequencies), relevance feedback can be 
given to the process to yield better cross-reference links.

A human expert is thus needed. His role would also be to organise the guidelines before the 
conversion process, so that they are neither too long, nor too short, and can be integrated in as 
existing on-line cross-referenced hypertext database.

Anyway, we feel that an hypertext database on the WWW, with good cross-reference links is a 
valuable tool to software designers that try to include accessibility issues in their work. Our work 
might help them if  we manage to gather further guidelines to feed our database (if you have some 
guidelines available, please contact us). And it is accessible from all over the world thanks to the 
Internet.
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SPECIALISED KEYBOARD FOR WHEELCHAIR-BASED
COM PUTER ACCESS

Van Well, J.P.M., Cremers, G.B., Koomen, G.

Abstract
This paper reports on the development and usability evaluation of a specialised keyboard, in earb 
prototype phase, for wheelchair-based computer access. The objective has been to obtainlearh 
responses on the functional and technical aspects o f keyboard prototype design from expert usen 
Typing performance was measured and compared with that o f a standard keyboeri ■ 
Recommendations were made for improvement o f the layout o f the prototype keyboard. Tim ‘ 
evaluation has confirmed that the application o f a miniature keyboard for wheelchair-b 
computer users is a promising concept for people with reduced manual dexterity.

1. Introduction

Standard QWERTY keyboards used on most personal computers are often inaccessible to peopk 
with impaired mobility and reduced manual dexterity. Many disabled users do not have the strength 
required to press the keys on a standard keyboard. Those people with limited range of motion n  
not able to move their hands easily from the alphabetic keypad to the arrow keys, function keyta 
numeric keypad. Others with uncontrolled or involuntary hand movements make frequent typing 
errors by pressing the wrong key, or by pressing a key longer than normal, inadvertently activating 
the automatic key-repeat feature of many keyboards.
A miniature keypad and a keyboard emulator may solve some of these problems, especially that 
for people with limited range of motion, but unaffected fine motor control. Considering keyboard 
usage while seated in a wheelchair gives a second reason for selecting a mini-sized speciálisad 
keyboard. Big keyboards take up too much space. Mobility is under this condition a main 
requirement, whereas typing is of secondary importance.
For a wheelchair demonstration platform being developed under the ACTS Umptidumpti projecu 
first prototype of such a miniature keypad with emulator for personal computing was built. Tliis 
prototype has been evaluated with the help of able-bodied subjects. The prototype keyboard^ 
evaluation and results are described hereafter.

2. Goal

The evaluation is carried out to provide initial quantitative and qualitative responses from ahk- 
bodied users on the functionality, ease of use, performance and overall opinion of the keyboaid 
prototype. The results will be used to optimise software characteristics of the keyboard emulattc 
and input devices. This will be done with respect to the following aspects: keypad layoU 
optimisation, keypad ergonomics, system feedback, timing behaviour of key press and release, ba 
later stadium, aspects as functionality to allow switching between input devices or properties lot 
simultaneous and multiple input device usage will be evaluated.
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3. M e t h o d

Keyboard input with the keypad and the keyboard emulator has been tested for alphabetic typing. 
Typing speed between a standard laptop keyboard and the miniature M3S keypad has been 
compared. Subject's opinion on the overall system has been recorded. Two additional layouts for 
numeric keying and cursor key navigation were briefly tested. A rough indication on learning 
effects is measured through repetitive attempts on the same typing task.

4. S u b j e c t s

The subjects were eight able-bodied male and female researchers, in age between 20 and 58 years. 
Two of them were expert users (designers) of the keyboard emulator system. The other six subjects 
had never used the keypad system before. All subjects had a higher or university education and 
extensive personal computer experience.

5. Experimental set-up

Subjects were given the task to type an 11 word (72 character) sentence in English language with 
both keyboards. Task completion times were measured. The typing task was carried out on a 
portable computer with a standard QWERTY keyboard (5), Microsoft Windows 95 operating 
system and Notepad text editor. The task completion times were clocked with a stopwatch. The task 
was then repeated with the mini keypad. In figure 1, a block diagram of the experimental set-up is 
shown. A 16 key mini keypad (1), especially made for use on a wheelchair, is connected to a 
keyboard emulator (3) via an M3S-wheelchair bus-system (2). A description of M3S, the Multiple

Figure 1. Block diagram o f  the MSS miniature keypad and keyboard emulator evaluation

Master Multiple Slave bus system, is given by Nelisse, M.W., Overboom, GR. et al [9] and in the 
Ufflptidumpti deliverables 10 and 13 about Functional [12] and Technical Specifications of 
Applications and Services [11]. Brief information is also available on the internet at 
http://www.tno.nl/m3s. The keyboard emulator receives 16 on/off signals of the keypad, translates 
these into QWERTY keyboard commands and passes them onto the portable computer (4) via a 
serial bus at 19 Kbytes/sec. Inside the personal computer these commands are interpreted by the 
'Serial Keys" feature of the standard Windows 95 "Accessibility" function and passed onto the 
Notepad text editor.
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The typing on the mini keypad was done according to the layouts as shown in figure 2. For tbel 
sentence typing task only the alphabetic layout (left) was used. The key selection works similar»] 
alphabetic keying on a telephone keypad. Pressing the key with the character of your choia 
repeatedly until it appears on the computers' screen, then acknowledge this selection with the] 
bottom left OK key and move on the next character. For corrections, one uses the C-key, which] 
behaves as the Backspace-key on a QWERTY keyboard. The Enter key has the same function as t 
the QWERTY keyboard. The black > key arrows the user to switch onto the next layout. These a 
used in similar fashion for numeric and cursor navigational keying. Note that on the latter tw 
layouts, the use of an OK key for acknowledgement is not needed, because there are no multipl 
function keys.

c Abe Def ghi

Jkl Mno pqr

stu Vwx yz

Ok : >
Enter

c 1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

0 Enter

c I F
Esc

Tab

Alt Enter

Figure 2. Diagrams o fM SS miniature keypad layouts. From left to right: alphabetic, numeric, and navigational ia

6. Results & Discussion

6.1. Quantitative Data Analysis

In figure 3 and table 1 the time to task completion for eight different subjects is visualised,' 
mean task completion time for the QWERTY keyboard and the mini-keypad were 40,2 and 361 
seconds respectively, with standard deviations of 15,2 and 63,1 respectively. This means that Í 
average typing performance with able-bodied subjects is approximately 8,9 times faster with 1 
QWERTY keyboard compared with the prototype mini keypad. However, it is expected that I 
motor impaired subjects, who are much slower on QWERTY keyboards can reach a compai 
speed with both keyboard types.

Task completion {in seconds]

Input Device Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 Subject 4 Subject 5 Subject 6 Subject 7

Normal keyboard 28.0 26.8 36.0 74.0 48.8 42.0 22.8

M iniature keypad with 
emulator

495.0 360.0 391.0 396.0 316.0 315.0 277.0

Table 1. Time to task completion fo r  the simple alphabetic typing task using two different keyboards

The small size of a mini keypad reduces the need for problematic gross motor activity on theeli 
and shoulder and can therefore result in a better typing performance.
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Alphabetic typing task

Vs Vs liVa Iss
4 5 6

Subject id.

□  Standard keyboard ■  Miniature keypad with emuiator

Figure 3. Time to task completion fo r  simple alphabetic typing task using 2 different keyboards

Task completion [in seconds]

Input Device /  Subject 8 1st Session 2nd Session 3rd Session 4th Session

Normal keyboard 43,3 31,0 25,6 23.0

M iniature keypad with emulator 366.2 276.7 235.2 233.2

Table 2. Time to task completion fo r  the fo u r session repetitive alphabetic typing task

Repetitive alphabetic typing task

Eo „

400

350

300

250

200
150

100

50

0

—̂

2 3

Session no.

-  Normal keyboard Miniature keypad with emulator

Figure 4. Time to task completion fo r  repetitive alphabetic ty ping task using 2 different keyboards

Figure 4 and table 2 show the time to task completion scores for the repetitive alphabetic typing 
task. At the fourth session with the normal QWERTY keyboard, the subject was able to bring back 
his time to 53 % of the time he needed in the first attempt. On the mini keypad the time reduced in a 

(imilar way to 64 %. This may mean that the subject learned to type sentence by heart, or that he got 
used to use the keyboards faster, or just tried harder to be faster. However, the order of magnitude of
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speeding up through learning is roughly the same for both keyboards. Nonetheless, it is much too 
early to draw conclusions from these few sessions. Additional tests are necessary with more 
subjects, more sessions and a variety in typing tasks.

6.2. Qualitative Data Analysis

6.2.1. Using the alphabetic layout

In some cases, the system was not fast enough to capture rapid repetition of keystrokes. This slowed 
down the user during text entry. The reason for this probably lies in the performance of the 
Windows 95 accessibility function. The longer the escape sequence it needs to interpret is, the 
longer it takes the computer to carry it out.

In some cases, the abc-key did not start with an 'a' but with a 'b' instead. This was different from tic 
user expectations of keyboard emulator software functionality. The result was that the users made 
many typing errors and more importantly lost a lot of time recovering from these errors.

The keys of the layouts need to be clearly indicated on the keys of the keypad themselves. This 
demand may get less important after users are trained with the keypad. Then they will know where 
the specific keys are located on the pad. After some time of training “you will get a feel for it”, one 
subject said.
Other subjects liked to have a visual separation between the block of nine keys for a to z and the 
remaining seven control keys for correction, OK and Enter.
One subject liked to have a little knob on the mno- key, similar to the knobs on the f aj key on s 
QWERTY keyboard, so that you can feel that your finger is in the starting position.

An Alt key could also be added to the alphabetic layout, to enable shortcuts like alt-f for file or ali-t 
for exit. This would however only work if alt and f could be pressed at the same time or with a 
feature that allows to press alt and f  after each other.

The alphabetic layout was further far from complete, e.g. capitals-, diacritics- and keys for special 
signs need to be added.

6.2.2. Using the numeric layout

The keying on the numeric layout was experienced to be straightforward. The fact that no OK key 
needed to be pressed, was very positive to the user. Negative points however, were dx 
incompleteness of the numeric keypad layout: decimal point, colon, plus, minus, asterisk, divide 
were lacking as well as auto repeat key features.
Very confusing was the fact that it was never clear, which of the three was the active layout. Clei! 
feedback with lights, or pro-prioceptive feedback through a separate and unique key press per layod 
selection, are required.

6.2.3. Using the navigational layout

The navigational layout could only be used after the special key Fn FIO was pressed on the portabk J 
computers' keyboard. This enabled the cursor key mode on the computer. On desktop PC’s wi I
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' ifir 103 key keyboards, this is not necessary. Nevertheless, this caused a lot of confusion. Once 
iwas mastered pulldown menus could be operated with relative ease.

7. Conclusions

The keypad prototype implements a usable way of key selection, and is easy to learn. The average 
typing performance, with able-bodied subjects, reached in this test is 11.2 % of that of a normal 
QWERTY keyboard. Subsequent tests with motor impaired will need to be carried out. We expect a

I
 far higher percentage in that case, as the small size of the keypad minimises the amount of required 
Botor action. The technical performance of the keyboard emulator was not in all cases sufficient. In 
(ertain conditions the keying process was slowed down by the fact the characters just did not appear 
last enough on the screen.
The multiple layout approach of the keypad system clearly needs feedback, to indicate which layout 
isthe active one. Layout(s) need to be clearly indicated on the keys of the keypad. The layouts need 
to be completed, so that all possible PC keystrokes can be emulated.
Further usability tests are necessary to optimise the individual layouts, in such a way that the 
maximum number of keystrokes can be realised with a minimum amount of motor action on behalf 
of the user.
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HUM AN-COM PUTER INTERFACE BASED ON 

COM PUTER VISION

Joan Aranda, Joan Climent and Antoni Graû *̂

Abstract

A new man-machine interface has been developed based on computer vision that permits real time 

control o f  cursor position by the glance. The proposed interface consists o f  a camera connected to a 

PC fitted with a specific low cost hardware image processor implemented for this application. Ties 

image processor performs at video rate a discrete polar transformation on contour image that 

minimises computational cost o f  the motion quantification algorithm executed by PC processor. 

Local motion is estimated basically by subtracting the data provided by image processor relative to 

consecutive frames. Global motion quantification in the image is obtained from a set of these local 

measures over the image. The presented interface reduces physical barriers to people with several 

disabilities (as tetraplegic people) permitting them to access to computer technology and all its 

applications.

. u

1. Introduction '■

In this paper a new human-computer interface is presented to move the cursor position over the 

screen. Keyboards and mechanical mouse over the table present an access barrier to computer 

technology to some people with some kind of severely physical disabilities (as tetraplegic people). 

They limit the access to powerful applications to increase his/her personal development and degree 

o f autonomy. Among these applications we can show up educational interactive software, 

peripheral devices control (for instance at home) and communication capabilities (as access to 

internet).

Dep. o f Automatic Control and Computer Engineering (UPC).
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Some efforts have be done in the design o f specific mechanical interfaces for handicapped people. 

However, mechanical interfaces are sometimes annoying and moreover some o f them require for a 

second person for installation. On the other hand, speak recognition have been successfully used in 

[4] and [6] as a promising interface for high level oral orders, but it seems not suited for accurate 

control of cursor position.

To overcome these inconveniences, a new interface has been developed based on computer vision. 

The architecture o f presented interface is based on a PC fitted with a specific image processing 

board. The camera is cormected to the PC through this specific image processor. Then, user 

movements in front o f the camera are detected and measured in order to be used as input to PC 

mouse driver. In this way, user can move cursor over the PC screen by moving his/her head or any 

part of his/her body.

The image processor board has been implemented in our laboratory and is a low cost hardware 

based on programmable components that can be adjusted to application. A PC has been chosen as a 

host for this specific processor also due to its low cost.

Different methods can be used to detect and measure present motion in the visual field o f a camera 

such as image difference, Fourier Transform and optical flow. Also tracking o f  segmented objects 

, inside the image can be used. In [5] a human computer visual interface is presented consisting on a 

tereless glove with four coloured markers. The user is wanted to put this specific glove on and 

jinove it in front o f the camera to control a 3D graphic CAD model on the computer screen. The 

Intern presented in [1] is able to recognise and track a predefined feature in the user face 

I (corresponding to the middle point between the eyes). In [2] a new tracking method is presented 

that can follow any predefined singular point in the image.

As proposed in articles [1] and [2], the presented interface doesn’t require the use o f hands neither 

the use of specific markers sited on user body. The proposed method to compute the direction and

P
tity of the present motion in the image, is based on the analysis o f a set o f differential local 

urements over the image (or over a predefined window in the image). Local motion detection 

and quantification are obtained from an incremental procedure based on a specific image 

transformation o f contour pixel coordinates.
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2, System description

With the aim o f detect and quantify the motion generated by the user we have developed a new 

visual interface consisting o f  a camera connected to a PC fitted with a low cost specific image 

processor. This image processing board provides to PC only the relevant information for motion 

quantification. This information is extracted at video rate from the input image in two steps, first 

contour extraction is performed and second, a specific image polar transformation is appIied.'Tht 

complete architecture o f the image processor will be presented in section 4.

The acquired image is divided up to 32x32 processing windows o f 15x15 pixels. These windows 

are overlapped in 7 pixels (almost half window) in the horizontal direction and also in vertirat 

direction, so that a 263x263 region of the image is processed. As can be seen, central windows of 

this region are fully overlapped. Only the external 7 pixels frame around this region gives non 

overlapped information. This 32x32 grid o f overlapped windows provides with redundai 

information in order to increase the robustness of the motion quantification algorithm.

Contour pixels coordinates included in these processing windows are transformed so that their 

relative position from central pixel of window is calculated. This computation is performed based 

on a discrete polar transformation of the image. We use a polar coding with less resolution than 

others authors with the aim to attain video rate coding with a low cost hardware image processor. In 

this way, only eight distance values from central point o f the window are obtained, corresponding to 

the distances in the eight main directions (N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW). This defines a distanra 

vector p(6) GefO.. 7] that codifies the position of contour pixel inside every processing window (see 

figure 1).

3. Proposed algorithm

For every processing window in the image, a distance vector p(9) is acquired by the PC at vido

rate. This means that 1K distance vectors p(0) are acquired every 20 ms. These distance vectoti

determine the position o f contour pixels at every frame in a proper format. From these raw data,

local motion can be evaluated by subtracting the distance vectors of two consecutive frames.
Í1
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Figure 1. a) Distribution of radii in a processing 
window

Figure 1. b) Resulting distance vector p(6) for the 
example in figure 1 a).

Let pt-i (0) and pt (0) be the consecutive distance vectors o f the same processing window in the

linage, corresponding to frames t-1 and t. Then we can define the incremental distance vector d, (9)

'as:
1

d,{ij = p, (i)-p,.i (i) Vie[0..7]

from this distance vector, Ax and Ay o f contour pixels can be locally estimated for every processing 

window by using the next formulae:

ÚX = d, (2) + d, (l).cos(45°) + d,(3).cos(45°) - d, (6) - d, (5).cos(45°) - d,(7).cos(45‘')

Ay = d, (4) + d, (3).cos(45°) + d, (5).cos(45‘’)  - d ,(0) - d,(7).cos(45°) - d, (l).cos(45°)

Since these computations have to be done for every processing window (so IK times per frame) a 

look up table (LUT) has been used to optimise computation time. These 32x32 (Ax, Ay)jj values 

itute the raw information for global motion estimation present in the image. At every new 

tame, average global motion components (AX, AY) can be obtained from geometric mean o f local 

Ktion data:

A X  =
I  A.

1024
A r  =

1024

A temporal filter has been finally included in order to increase stability in front o f eventual error in 

^bal motion estimation (like those produce by light fluctuations that can momentary disturb the
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contour extraction process). The selected filter consists o f a median filtering o f last five avi 

global motion estimations (AX, AY). That is, the most probable value o f the last 1/10 sc. This kind 

o f filtering has given better results than classic lineal temporal filtering. The quantity of frames to 

take into account can be adjusted by the user himself by means o f an application menu.

Finally, the filtered global motion estimation is used to actualise the cursor position in the screen by 

incrementing the actual position. The (x, y) increment of cursor coordinates can be adjusted to 

application with the aim o f guarantee comfort in user movements and accessibility to the whole 

screen.

An easy strategy have been applied in order to simulate the click button o f the classic mechankj 

mouse to “open” a software application. This permits to an handicapped user the access to most of 

actual icon based operating systems and computer applications. To select one application, the user 

only has to keep the cursor over the corresponding icon for few seconds. The exact time is 

obviously adjustable by the user.

4. Specific hardware

In order to get video rate control of cursor position without consume most part of PC processing 

capabilities, a specific low cost image processor has been implemented in our laboratory. Tbi 

processor feeds to PC at video rate (50Hz) with data from polar transformed contour image, that is, 

with the IK  distance vectors (p(0)) o f corresponding processing windows in the image. As 

explained before, these vectors constitute the raw data for image motion quantification algorithm 

and cursor movement. Figure 2 shows the complete architecture o f  image processor.

In a first stage image processor performs a contour extraction reducing the digitised input image te 

a binary contour image. This reduces the amount of data to be processed maintaining the relevant 

motion information contained in the image. Also contour image has shown to be more stable a ' 

front o f lighting changes. This information is obtained at pixel rate and only pixel clock is neededto 

control the overall process. Pixel clock has been adjusted to 7,37 MHz in order to work with square 

pixel shape. This sets the image resolution to 383x287 pixels/frame.
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Sequence to parallel conversion is necessary to feed 15 pixels column to the polar transformation 

module at every pixel clock. This column is fed into 15 shift registers o f 15 pixels length, that form 

a 15x15 matrix (processing window). From this window o f 225 pixels only 56 are selected 

conesponding to 8 radii o f 7 pixels length {figure 1). Each o f these radii is conducted to a priority 

joKoder so the distance o f pixel contour in the analysed direction is coded in 3 bits (from values 0 to 

6). The value 7 is reserved for the case that no pixel contour would be found in that direction. Polar 

transformation module has been totally implemented into one FPGA chip, which permits to change 

the applied image transformation for others applications. More details about the implementation of 

this module can be found in [3].

Camera
Contour

Extraction

a Video out

Series/Paraltet
Conversion

15 Polar
transformation

24

synchronisms

Window
Controller

Image
Monitor

visualization ^

Write enable

V
FIFO

c
@X,Y

V

Distance
Vectors

PC BUS

Figure 2. Architecture of the implemented low cost image processor

At pixel rate, 24 (8x3) bits are obtained from polar transformation module which constitutes the 

distance vector p(6) associated to every pixel in the image. User can program the window controller 

dule to write only the selected information in the FIFOs. For this application, the image 

cessor has been programmed to save only the distance vectors corresponding to a 263x263 

leentral region in the image. Distance vectors information is then only saved every 8 pixels in line 

and every 8 pixels in column, configuring a 32x32 grid o f distance vectors.

FIFO module has been selected as a low cost alternative to dual port memory access. It also acts as 

a buffer permitting the PC processor to acquire the selected distance vectors of last frame while
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image processor writes those relative to present frame. So the read and write processeiiare 

overlapped in time, obtaining a sampling frequency o f 20 ms.

5. Results

A robot test-bed has been designed before proving the interface with human users. For this 

experiment, a robot has been located in front o f the camera. Then, it has been used to move a set of 

defined textured visual patterns following pre-programmed 2D trajectories. The selected trajectoria, 

for the experiment have been a straight line, a square, a rhombus, a star, a sinus and a circle. A 

robot has been chosen so that repeatability o f test could be guaranteed for the same pattern and for 

different ones. These trajectories have been executed by the robot at different speeds, ob 

good results even when robot moves at higher speed than a PC human user normally do.

Finally, the interface have been tested with human users. We use a standard monochrome camera 

sited on the PC monitor and pointing to the PC user position (in front of the PC monitor). This 

location of the camera provides an easy visual feedback of cursor position to the user. Also user can 

feedback what is in the field o f view o f the camera through image monitor. From PC monitor, 

camera has been located so that it points towards user face. In this way, user can move the cursa 

position with head pan and tilt movements. Cursor movement increment can be adjusted by the user 

himself in order to get easy control o f its position.

We have also experimented with other possible solutions like following the movements of usefs 

eyes. This strategy results more tired to the user than moving the head, because it requires from a 

high self-control o f eyes movements and capability of concentration. However, hand movement! 

and body movements in front o f the camera have been successfully proved.
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A Head Operated ‘Joystick’ Using Infrared

Roger Drew, Stephen Pettitt, Paul Blenkhom & Gareth Evans'

Abstract
This paper describes the principle o f operation, the design and the evaluation o f a low-cost kd  
operated joystick that uses infrared transmitters and receivers to determine the head position of a 
user and then emulate a Microsoft mouse appropriately. Firstly we introduce the requirements of ü 
device to control mouse cursor position by head movement and then, briefly, summarise approat^ 
that satisfy, or partially satisfy, the requirements. We then introduce the principle of using 
overlapping infra red beams as a basis o f determining head position in a fairly accurate, but low- 
cost, system. The design o f our Joystick is then presented, with particular consideration given to Ik 
method o f signalling between transmitter and receiver and to the techniques used to remem 
interference and that provide for improved operation. The results o f the evaluations of the joystiá 
are then considered including issues such as operational range (to 10 m and more) and power 
consumption (continuous operational life o f 1300 hours). We conclude with a brief overview of the 
status o f the work.

1. Introduction

For computer users who cannot use a conventional, hand-operated computer mouse, one option is lo 
control the position of the mouse cursor by head movement. A ‘head operated mouse’ has a 
number of desirable characteristics. The ‘mouse’ should work as a standard mouse and require no 
software to run on the computer. The ‘mouse’ should work with both standard desktop computers 
and laptops. The ‘mouse’ should be unaffected, or at least recover from, alterations in the physical 
environment, e.g.: changes in the level or spectmm of ambient light; changes to the locd 
electromagnetic field; changes in the distance between the user and the computer; and alterations in 
the orientation of a user and his/her computer. The connection between the user and the computer 
system should be ‘wireless’, in the sense that there should be no physical connection between the 
user and his/her computer. Ideally the system should not require the user to have to ‘wear’ any 
equipment. However, a number of practical approaches, including our own, do have thh 
requirement. If the user has to ‘wear’ some equipment this should be aesthetically pleasing, small, 
light and comfortable. It is desirable that the clicking of mouse buttons be integrated with the 
operational approach. In many cases this is not practical and some other form of mouse butt 
activation either by appropriate switches or by ‘dwelling’ can be provided. If switches are used, the I 
device should permit these switches to be connected to it and the switch depression mapped to 
mouse button clicks appropriately. In addition, a ‘head operated mouse’ will be subject to cost 
requirements, such as low initial purchase cost and a low cost of ownership.

Technology for Disabled People Unit, Department of Computation, UMIST, Manchester, 
IQD, United Kingdom. Tdpu@cl.co.umist.ac.uk
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1 Operating Modes

A mouse cursor can be controlled in two ways, namely as an absolute pointing device or as a 
Klative pointing device. For an absolute pointing device, the position of the device corresponds to 
d#|)osition of the cursor. For example, if the mouse cursor is in the centre of the screen and it is 
desired that the cursor be moved to the top left, the device is moved up and to the left and held in 
to position until further movement is required. Conventional hand operated computer mice and 
tncferballs operate in this way. Although in the case of the former, there is the opportunity to pick 
up the mouse and reposition it on a desktop without altering the mouse cursor’s position.

Rtlative pointing devices work by displacing the device until the desired position of the mouse 
cuisoris reached, then the device is moved back into a neutral area (a ‘deadband’) when movement 
stops. The mouse pointer will only move when the device is displaced from this deadband. 
Standard joysticks work in this way.

Head operated mice can use either principle, although absolute positioning requires typically more 
precise head position control and suffers from lower immunity to interference in its environment. 
The device that we describe in this paper is commonly used as a relative pointing device. However, 
it can be enabled to work as an absolute positioning device if desired, but the resolution is severely 
reduced (see later).

3. Approaches to Head Operated Cursor Control

There are a large number of approaches to the control o f cursor position through head movement 
hsed on a number of different operating principles. Space constraints preclude a detailed 
txanination here, but a brief summary of approaches is given.

A number of approaches use the analysis of video images to determine head position. Some 
systems simply use a camera [1], but require significant amounts of processing and are subject to 
variations in ambient lighting. Other systems constrain the lighting. One commercial system uses 
infrared and has a reflective target on the user (the HeadMouse’’’’̂  ̂ [2]). Another approach uses 
laser light. In this type of approach laser light can be directed at the head (with the reflected light 
used to determine head position) or directed at the monitor (by lasers mounted on the head) with a 
receiver local to the computer determining head position [3]. Other video based systems mount 
small image sensors close to a user's eye and determining where the user is looking (for example 
Video Control Systems Infrared-based mouse). A related approach that uses eye position, but is not 
video-based is the Eagle Eyes [4] system that detects eye position by measuring voltage 
differentials around the eyes, through skin-mounted sensors.

Other approaches may be based on determining the head's position relative to a field, for example, 
dative to the Earth's gravitational field [5], the Earth's magnetic fields [5] and local 
electromagnetic fields (generated by the computer monitor). The first two methods have been 
developed into prototype systems at UMIST. They are low cost solutions, but require the users to 
bend their necks toward their shoulders in order to achieve left or right movement of the cursor and, 
ihus, are tiring to use for long periods. Further approaches may use ranging techniques, timing

'HödMouse is a trademark of Origin Instruments, Grand Prairie, Texas, USA
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signal propagation (for example ultrasonic signals) between the user's head and a receiver situi 
at the monitor. Other approaches may use gyroscopes and accelerometers to detect movement.

The goal of our work over a number of years has been to produce a low-cost head operated systea  ̂
which is reliable and easy to use. The approaches based on video images are generally quite 
expensive as processing requirements are high and in many cases sensors and light sources may be 
expensive. Other approaches, for example those based on accelerometers or gyroscopes have high 
component costs. For instance the cost of a pair of gyroscopes in small quantities exceeds the cost 
of the entire system described in this paper by a factor of five. Other approaches, such as those 
developed at UMIST based on the Earth's magnetic and gravitational field have undesirah^ 
operating characteristics. The systems based on detecting eye position and determining where the 
user is looking may offer low cost alternatives. Indeed the target price of the Vision Control 
System is £1(X) [6], although this would appear to be dependent on mass-market quantities driven 
by the games industry. It also has a requirement that users keep their heads relatively still during 
use. Our approach is not dissimilar to the head-mounted laser approach described earlier.
However, it uses lower cost components (infrared LEDs) and a very simple detection mechanistBil

4. Principle of operation

4.1 Basic Principles

An LED could be chosen that operates in the visible spectrum or at infrared frequencies. However, 
LEDs are more efficient at wavelengths greater than 9(K)nm (nearly infrared) and silicon 
photodiodes have sensitivity peaks have around 9(X)nm, so infrared gives better range [7]. '

The irradiation pattern of an LED is not uniform in all directions. Figure 1 shows a polar plot of ah 
idealised irradiation pattern of an LED. Consider point B, which is the same distance from the LED 
as point A (OA=OB), but is displaced 0°. The radiant intensity here is reduced with respect to A, 
due to the non-uniformity of the LED's irradiation pattern. Now, we can relate, in theory at least, 
the irradiation at a point to its angular displacement from a given position, or, alternatively, relate 
the irradiation at a fixed point to the relative angular displacement of an LED.

Figure I: Polar Plot o f  an idealised irradiation pattern fo r  an LED

A single LED and single receiver are insufficient to determine the relative position in two- 
dimensional space. Consider Figure 2, which shows contours of equal irradiation at some fixed 
distance. Point A, the centre of the beam, has the maximum irradiation. Points B, C, D, E all 
receive the same irradiation, yet are in different positions relative to the maximum. To distinguish 
between these points we need to use multiple LEDs together with a single receiver or a single LED 
with multiple receivers. The principle is explained using multiple LEDs and a single receiver, and 
here we constrain the discussion to determining the position in one dimension, that is, considering 
Figure 2 whether we are at position B or position C.
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Figure 2: Contours o f  equal irradiation at some arbitrary distance

Ibtbasis of the approach is to use a pair of LEDs to determine angular position. Consider Figure 
3. Here we have two LEDs (X and Y) whose idealised irradiation patterns overlap. As one moves 
Imposition A to position B, the irradiation due to X decreases and Y increases, similarly as one 
mes from A or C, the irradiation due to X increases and Y decreases. If the light emitted from X 
IÉY is encoded, so that the receiver can tell them apart, the receiver can determine the irradiation 
4r to each. With appropriate processing, this method can be used to determine the relative angular 
position.

s.,

I
i.

Figure 3: Overlapping Irradiation Patterns from two LEDs

loietermine the position in two dimensions, one has to add an extra LED. However, if two LEDs 
Kadded so that there is a pair of LEDs for each axis (horizontal and vertical), the discussion, and. 
Bleed, the design of the system, are simplified. Four LEDs (a pair for each axis) are arranged so 
ibl their irradiation patterns overlap (similar to Figure 4). If the LED array is rotated to the right, 
ibout the vertical axis, the irradiation due to the LED on left of the array will increase and that on 
the right will decrease. However, the irradiation due to the vertical pair will also be reduced, 
•ilhout any movement in the vertical plane. However, the irradiation will reduce by an equal 
mount; with appropriate processing at the receiver, no vertical movement will be detected.

U System Configuration

IS basic system configuration is shown in Figure 4. The user wears a Head-Mounted Unit (HMU) 
ta iommunicates with a Base Station. The HMU is responsible for sending signals either 
iKeraing its relative position to the Base Station or from which the base station can determine the 

ill’s relative position and any mouse clicks. The Base Station is responsible for encoding clicks 
ml head movement to the PC as standard mouse signals.

To implement a practical system, we can choose to have a single receiver and multiple LEDs, or 
Biltiple receivers and a single LED. We chose to have multiple LEDs and a single receiver 
kcause this solution is much cheaper. A second decision is whether the LEDs or the receiver 
áould be contained in the HMU. We chose to mount the LEDs in the HMU, as the alternative 
iRjuires the received results to be relayed back to the Base Station by a separate LED link. This 
wuld require the overall system to have five LEDs and two receivers, whereas the option chosen 
lequires four LEDs and one receiver.
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Figure 4: System Configuration

4.3 LED Mounting and Device Characteristics

We need to be able to align the LEDs so that their beams overlap to give ideal characteristics at the ] 
receiver. Consider Figure 5, which shows irradiation due to two LEDs (A and B), in the same plane 
against angular displacement at three different alignments together with a plot of the difference (A- 
B) against angular displacement. Figure 5(ii) shows the ideal arrangement, whose difference 
function is linear in the range between the two peaks. The separation of the two peaks determiaj j 
the operating range of the device. If the spacing is narrow (Figure 5 (i)), discrimination is poor and, 
if the spacing is wide (Figure 5 (iii), the difference function become non-linear. It is difficult to 
analytically determine the best alignment. By experimentation at ‘normal’ operating distancei^a 
15° mounting angle was found to be optimal for wide-angle devices (60° half-angle devices). It 
would seem that this angle needs to be precisely set for efficient operation. We discuss this issue 
further below.

tetfla iil in teM lIy

<i)

Ite tfla iH  la te M lty Dls»lse*ew it

Figure 5: Alignment o f  two LEDs

The irradiation patterns shown in 
from this. Experience shows that 
have patterns that have ‘flat tops’ 
centre of the beam. The patterns 
Moreover, even between devices 
pattern. These characteristics are 
focal length and may be subject

Figures 1, 2 and 5 are idealised; practical devices will deviate 
their irradiation patterns may be asymmetric and they may alsi 
or even irradiation patterns that have maxima that are not at I 
often have very sharp cut-offs outside the centre of the beamj 
of the same type there is considerable variation in irradiatij 
thought to be due to the lenses of the LEDs, which have sh 
to manufacturing variations. These problems compromi^th
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Karacy of the measurement of angular displacement and may affect the optimal alignment for any 
pven pair of LEDs.

IS problems are not as serious as one might suppose. This is for two reasons. Firstly, we chose to 
operate primarily as a relative pointing device. This means that, in the simplest case, we only need 
6  detect when head position has moved from the central deadband and the direction in which it has 
neved Although we may chose to determine how far it is away form the deadband and control 
louse speed so that greater deviations from the deadband cause greater speed. Secondly, and more 
spiificantly, there is a feedback loop. The user monitors the position of the cursor on the screen 
nd moves his/her head accordingly. This makes the system very resilient to manufacturing 
wiations in the LEDs and also to the alignment of the LEDs.

S System Design

S.I Tiansmitter Design

Ib^ttsmitter consists of two parts, an array of LEDs that are mounted on the user’s head (the 
HMU) and a small control box that can be clipped to the user’s belt, rest on their lap or be held in 
dtir breast pocket. The HMU consists only of the LEDs and the control box contains the rest of the 
oicuitry and its battery power supply.

TWtransmitter needs to send signals to the receiver, from which the receiver can determine the 
agular displacement of the head and also the state of the two mouse buttons. The latter are 
ptecally implemented as sockets to the Control Box into which users can connect switches 
icording to their preferences.

A simplified schematic diagram for the initial design of the Transmitter is shown in Figure 6 . The 
output of each of the LEDs and the signal received by the receiver are shown in Figure 7. Figure 7 
sliows each LED is modulated by a 16.384KHz signal at a 25% duty cycle. With appropriate 
sctiver (see Section 5.2 below), the modulation removes interference from other light sources. 
Hiejwdulation frequency must be chosen so that it away from the line frequency of a computer 
Donitor (generally 30-35KHz) and modem electronic ballast fluorescent lights (around 30KHz), 
ifcrwise interference may be picked up at the receiver.

Figure 6: Simplified Transmitter Design

He transmitter uses a time division multiplexed protocol to transfer the necessary data (the four 
LED positions and two mouse button states) to the receiver, as shown in Figure 8 . Firstly all LEDs 
a  illuminated. The receiver uses this pulse as a synchronisation pulse. There then follows a gap 
rfler which the right LED and then the left LED are illuminated in turn. Next the state of the right
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mouse button is sent. If it is depressed, all LEDs are illuminated, as in the synchronisation pulse. 
The up and down LEDs are illuminated in turn, before the state of the left mouse button is sent. To 
ensure reliable synchronisation of the receiver, the transmitter waits for a period as long as the 
original symbol stream, restarting the transmission with the synchronisation pulse. This gives 16 
transmissions per second and which is acceptable operation.

One important design consideration is the size of the synchronisation and mouse button state pulses,] 
As these are the sum of all four LED outputs, they will, if full illumination of the LEDs is used, be 
considerably larger than the output for a single LED. As Automatic Gain Control (AGC) is used at 
the receiver and is controlled by the synchronisation pulse, this could mean that very low 
amplitudes are detected for the single LEDs. Thus the LEDs are not illuminated to their nonnal, 
levels during synchronisation and mouse button transfers. The required level is difficult to calculate 
analytically and has been set empirically. Occasionally this means that the signal received for a 
single LED exceeds that o f the synchronisation pulse. In this case the AGC simply adjusts and the 
system operates normally. The only requirement is that the synchronisation pulse is detected.

' 6 4 > u Im s  a t  16384 Ha, 26% Duty Cyela

ragh t LED

Up LED

i l i i i ______ i i i i _____ ___________ _____ _____ _________

_̂____ _̂____ ______________

■ l i  1 1 j i i i

1 1

1 1

l i i l l i i _____ _̂____ ______1_____ _̂____ I l i i

1 1 
1 1 
1. tanmiim

1 1

h ill I I I
1 1 

1 1

kimiuiniil 1
Synch Oap lU th t Left . Button. Up Down Dutton 
EuIm  ̂ ' ‘2  ' ' i  ^-7^

Symbol S o t 3 .125 m s G ap 3.125 m s

Figure 7: Transmission Protocol

The design of the final system is slightly different to that discussed above, although the principles | 
remain the same. The transmitter is implemented using a PIC 16C54 microcontroller to control the 
illumination of the LEDs; this reduces system cost and power consumption compared to the disciete j 
design implied by Figure 6 . The modulation frequency is reduced to 8 KHz, rather than the I6 KH2 1 
discussed above. This means that the amplification stages in the receiver can operate raorej 
efficiently.
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USeceiver Design

Tie receiver (Base Station in Figure 4) is responsible for processing the signals from the HMU and 
fflcoding these as standard mouse control signals. A simple block diagram of the receiver is shown 
■  Figure 8 .

k  light is received by a photodiode that is configured with a band pass filter. The band pass 
filler’s design is intimately linked to the characteristics of the photodiode and it is present to reject 
%meous infrared light. The filter chosen is a single LC resonator. This is low noise, has zero 
ppwer consumption, provides a high impedance load for the photodiode giving a good signal at the 
Édulated frequency, and gives excellent rejection of unwanted light.

Hie next stage, an HF preamplifier, has a maximum gain of around 1000. It is controlled using an 
AGC element. The AGC is generally controlled by the ‘slow AGC’ signal from the demodulator, 
lbs gives an AGC with a fast attack and a slow delay characteristic that minimises the changes in 
jainlietween sampling. However, if there are significant changes in the received signal, due, for 
ttample, to movement of the user toward or away from the receiver. There is a possibility that this 
AGC may not recover in time. Therefore a fast AGC is also provided. This is triggered by the 
■Wcontroller, in the gap between the synchronisation pulse and the other signals (see Figure 7), 
when the received synchronisation signal is outside a specified range. This ensures that the signals 
fiom the single LEDs are measured consistently.

rJ-

Figure 8: Block Diagram of the Receiver

A linear rectifier with a minimum voltage gain of approximately 3 then demodulates the signal. 
The signal is then amplified by a low frequency DC amplifier and passes through an active filter 
Éat removes the residual carrier component. This filter is designed to compensate for the slow rise 
lime of the LC resonator and means that the target voltage is reached more quickly and thus 
Jtapling accuracy is much less critical. The signal is then fed into the microcontroller’s A/D port.

The microcontroller is responsible for sampling the incoming signal, determining head position and 
switch status and sending appropriate mouse control signals through its serial port to the PC. We 
use a PIC 16C71 microcontroller. This has a more than adequate performance, a low parts cost and 
low power requirements. The analogue processing is carried out using a quad CMOS opamp 
^ 2 7 4 ) . This is also low cost and more than adequate for work at 8 KHz.

53 Microcontroller Software

This section focuses on the processing required to determine the mouse movement. As noted in 
(Section 4.1 the determination of angular position in one dimension, say the horizontal plane, is
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given by A-B (where A is signal derived from the left LED and B the right). However, this is r 
ideal for a number of reasons.

Firstly, as noted in Section 3, the signal derived from the left and right LEDs is also depend 
the movement in the vertical plane. However, one can easily scale the difference (A-B) by dividiiij 
by A-i-B. In practice, however, this approach has problems, because, as A-B/A+B becomes sit 
(toward the margins of operation) noise and quantization errors start to dominate. We therefa 
need to multiply the expression A-B/A-i-B by some factor. Experimentation shows that, if one us< 
a factor of A-i-B, i.e. uses only the difference function A-B, the system works acceptably' 
provided that the result is processed in the correct way, as discussed below.

Secondly, we need to consider the operational characteristics of the device as perceived by the user.
It is desirable that, as the head moves away from the deadband position, the cursor should move' 
more quickly. Thus, close to the deadband the user has fine control, further away from the 
deadband, the cursor should move much faster. This requires a non-linear response. An associal 
problem is that we require a deadband. If we directly use the result of A-B, head positionii 
becomes critical and there is significant ‘cursor creep’. These problems can be overcome if thej 
result of A-B is used as an index into a look up table, which effectively encodes the rules for tl 
deadband and mouse speed. Indeed, the system contains a number of rule sets that govern the si 
of the deadband and the speed of the mouse. These can be selected by DIP switches in the Basel 
Station.

Whilst this arrangement may not seem ideal, in that movement in the vertical plane is not factoieil 
out of the determination of horizontal position, and vice versa, the system works very well. This iŝ 
another example of the user’s ability to use visual feedback of the cursor position to correct for j 
defects in the design of the system and its components (see Section 4.3). The user does not realuel 
that he/she is compensating.

6. Performance

The system has an effective transmitter to receiver range of 15cm to 10m and is tolerant of changes 
in transmitter to receiver distance when the system is in use. If an array of three photodiod^is 
used at the receiver, the effective angle of use is better than 120° in the horizontal plane. This gives 
considerable freedom of seating position and movement.

The transmitter/HMU requires 2mA at 3V. For two alkaline AA batteries this gives a working lift 
of 1300 hours, which is around 160 eight-hour days. The Base Station is powered directly from the J 
PC’s serial port and requires no other power source. The system will work with laptops, but [ 
obviously puts a small additional load on their batteries.

n
It was noted earlier that the device operates as a relative pointing device. However, for certain 
applications an absolute pointing device is useful, one in which the cursor follows head position.' 
For the reasons given earlier, it is not possible to construct a device of this sort with a high degree 
of positional accuracy. However, our device can be used as an absolute pointing device with a 
resolution of 256 x 256. In this case the system does not emulate a Microsoft compatible mouse' 
and consequently a custom mouse driver must be loaded into the PC. i
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7. Status

■  At the time of writing, our head operated joystick exists as a pre-production prototype. It has been 
H  used with around 30 users, a small number of whom have been disabled. It is expected that the 
H  device will be commercially available by the time that these proceedings are published.
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TELE-LEARNING: OVERCOMING DISTANCES 
AND DISABILITIES

Norman Coombs

Chair of EASI (Equal Access to Software and Information) 
Professor Emeritus Rochester Institute of Technology

Richard Banks

EASI Electronic Resource Manager

lek-karning or distance learning is, probably, the hottest topic in education today in the United States 
md Canada. It has captured the attention o f universities and businesses alike as a means o f  delivering 
tducation and training that overcomes the barriers o f  time and distance. EASI (Equal Access to 
St^are and Information) believes that distance learning technologies also provide unique 

I pfíwrtunities to deliver such education and training to students with disabilities. However, i f  such 
systems are not designed with this population in mind, distance learning technologies may erect new 
md needless barriers to participation by students with disabilities.

First, distance learning is a misleading label. What began as a set of technologies to deliver education 
to students who were located some distance from tlie college or university became used as well by 
udents living near or even on the campus. While some users have tried to change to the term, 

ikchnology-mediated learning, the term in popular use in the United States today is "distributed

Second, most of these systems are either digital or use telecommunications to transmit content. They 
include telephone conferencing, video conferencing, computer conferencing, e-mail, fax and even radio 
in some remote rural districts. One way to lock at these different systems is to divide them into those, 
which are synchronous, and those which are asynchronous. The more synchronous systems like 
interactive video, computer chat rooms and telephone conferencing usually try to simulate the 
iassroom. .^synchronous systems like computer conferencing and e-mail try to adapt the content 
esentation to the strengths and weaknesses of the particular system.
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Advantages and disadvantages of Distance Learning

To some extent, the strengths and weaknesses of distance learning differ according to which specific 
technology is being considered. The subject matter is another ingredient in how well distance learning 
works. However, tíie most significant factor in measuring the effectiveness of distance learning is the 
teacher. This is no surprise as it is the same factor that is important in evaluating the effectiveneii of 
face-to-face teaching. To the surprise of many, distance learning has generally been found to increase 
interactiveness between students and teacher. It also has deepened the sharing of ideas and made many 
students more will to admit and share their problems. This short presentation does not permit time or 
space to expand on this point. These interactive factors are most important in subject ai eas that lend 
themselves to discussing ideas and theories and are less significant in topics that are largely based in 
rote memorization and which are fact-based.

Frequently, these distance systems provide a mix of guided learning and independent learning. This 
permits each student to work at his or her own pace. These systems are adaptable to a variety of 
learning styles. This individualization also means that these systems are usually adaptable to the 
learning needs of students with a variety of disabilities.

Distance Learning and Students With Disabilities

The computer which is integral to most of these distance learning technologies, as we all know at this 
conference, can be adapted to include and empower students witli disabilities in today's information 
age. This also means that it has the potential to include these students in distance learning. Even mor< * 
when we remind ourselves that this is much more than distance learning, it has the potential to provi 
better access to modem, technological education than ever before. We also all know that improper' .,g 
design may create roadblocks to learning that could become a serious problem. Many institutions are 
aware of the benefits and problems and are designing their systems with this in mind. (Tthers, in the 
rush to get on the distance learning bandwagon are not taking these needs into consideration.

Western Governors' University

The governors of 17 of the American western states, headed by the Governor of Colorado, agreed to 
jointly develop a distance learning university, and more states are expected to join. Actually, it is no| 
so much a new university as it is a consortium of existing programs given a new impetus and a bro; 
mission. During its development WGU created a focus group to study the need to provide access toil 
programs by students with disabilities. The report stated that WGU would want to provide quality 
access for disabled students because modem technology made this possible, because US civil rightsi 
required it and. because as public institutions, they would want to provide services to all their citizeni

The recommendations of this report are divided into the following eight topics;

1, Information technology systems which primarily means computer systems and computerized 
information which need to be designed to be accessible by adaptive computer software and hardware- 
screen readers, screen magnifiers, voice recognition, alternative keyboards end onscreen keybords.
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2. Regional and local centers which means that WGU will have some regional, physical locations 
where students can come for help and to access some of the needed technology, and these sites and 
Éeir equipment will need to be fitted with a spectrum of adaptive technologies.

3. University publications will have to contain a statement outlining WGU's commitment to access, 
and these publications will need to be available in alternative formats.

4. ''Academic courses, course materials and delivery technologies will have to be made as accessible as 
possible. Some of this requirement will be accomplished by point 1 which discusses access to 
information technology. Even there, however, individual professors will frequently design their own 
web pages and other interfaces and will be unaware of the special needs of disabled students.

^equently, well designed course presentations can adequately provide material in a format so that it is
I j^derstandable b> students with disabilities and minimize the need for special adaptations.

5. On-line library services are becoming of universities even when there are no distance learning 
courses. Besides the need to provide interfaces that are accessible as described already, the library
must take care to store information in generic, display-independent formats that can be used by students 
with disabilities. Text stored as pictures render those texts useless for someone using a screen reader 
Coincidentally, they will not be searchable either.

6 . Student services must be provided for distance students as well as for those living on campus. Many 
ofthese delivery systems, designed with care, will also provide a better level of service for those with

^babilities.

7. Training for disabled students on the use of both the distance technology and of their adaptive 
technolog\ is important. Unless these technologies are so common in previous education that students 
can be expected to be familiar with them, then training on the technology' is important. Without it, 

Itudents struggle with the technology. and this only increases the difficulty of learning the academic 
jnaterial.

8 . A coordinator of services to distance students with disabilities is an important position that must be 
[created. Someone needs to be responsible for overseeing the integration of these complex systems. If 
everyone is responsible, then, in fact, no one would be responsible.

The Western Governors' University is in the early stages of being developed. Only time will tell how 
well it puts these principles into action. WGU is only one of the exploding number of distance learning 
institutirns. Professionals with an awareness in this field need to alert other universities of the 

|opportunities and challenges.

Other Distance Learning;

.\lany .American businesses, especially those which are multinational, are making increasing use of 
j distance learning to provide training for their employers. Other smaller organizations that are try ing to 
* impact learnere at distances also use this technology.
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EASI (Equal Access to Software and Information) has three online workshops which have reached, 
participants in over 30 countries on six continents. See information on the workshops at 
http: www.rit.edu/~Easi and select the online workshop link. Adapt-it is a four-week workshops 
designed to provide institutions with the information they need to make their computer and infomutî  
s\ stems available to people with disabilities. EASI-SEM is a similar workshop with a focus on 1 
to mainstream students with disabilities in the fields of science and math. It has recently expandedtâ  
include information relevant to special education teachers of students in grades k-12-pre college). 
EASI-WEB is a four-week workshop on web design. It explains the needs of disabled web surfers.
It explains features in HTML code to help provide access for them. It also deals wuh making 
multimedia accessible by providing botit captioning and video descriptions. All workshops make 
extensive use of the web because it is a universal technology, and it readily promotes a lot of interacti| 
between participants and instructors.

EASI has recently obtained the ability to do streaming audio and video.
These technologies can either shut out the blind and deaf or, if  audio and video are used to pro\ ide 
redundant information, they can be used to increase access for these groups. Check the EASI 'veb 
http://www.rit.edu/~easi and especially the link. "EASI Listening" which has some multimeia 
examples. E.ASI is beginning to add multimedia slide shows to its online workshops in which it 
integrates graphics, text and audio in ways intended to increase access for all.
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Bio for Dr. Norman Coombs
Coombs is a professor of history and has been involved in distance learning for more than a decade. Being 
a blind professional, he makes extensive use of adaptive technology which led to his becoming the Chair of 
EASI (Equal Access to Softw'are and Information) and directing a National Science Foundation Grant for 
EASI, an affiliate of AAHE. Coombs is also providing consultation on disability access issues for the 
Western Governors’ University. He has presented on both the topics of disability access and of distance 
learning across the US and in Canada, England, Switzerland. Hungary, Turkey. Coombs co-authored with 
Carmela Cunningham INFORIvlATION ACCESS AND ADAPTIVE TECHNOLOGY, Oryx Pres, 1997.

Bio for Richard Banks
Banks has been an adaptive technology consultant for University of Wisconsin-Stout and has served as a 
consultant on adaptive technologv’ in Thailand for Ratchasuda College -  Mahidol University Bangkok. He 
is EASFs electronic resource manager and responsible for its extensive web pages and responsible for 
overseeing several of EASFs listserv discussion lists. Banks also assists Coombs in teaching an online 
workshop on adaptive computing which has reached over 500 people in more than 24 countries.
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Teleworking for Disabled People: 

Pitfalls and Ongoing Challenges

Michael Pieper, Henrike Gappa and 

Stefanie Meraiet

Abstract: The TEDIS-project (Teleworking for Disabled People) is a publicly funded research & 

development effort o f the research group on Human-computer Interaction o f the GMD - German 

National Research Center for Information Technology. The project was targeted at implementing a 

suitable teleworking environment for disabled end-users thereby taking into account usability 

issues as well as a social technology assessment. The promising potentialties of adaptive and 

adaptable user interfaces for the vocational integration o f the disabled are exemplified as well as 

the disappointing truth that their participation in todays working world with long-termed 

professional occupation is almost impossible to achieve. However, there are indications, that 

concepts o f a center-based organization o f the labourforceof disabled people could resolve this 

antogonism.

1. Introduction

Disability is mostly to a different degree restricting the mobility of handicapped fellow citizens. In 

Germany 33% of all legally acknowleged severely handicapped people suffer from a functional 

impairment in the upper and/or lower limbs, which often causes a - so to say - primary mobility 

restriction. Secondary mobility restrictions have also to be taken into account, which result mainly 

from receptive handicaps restricting spatial orientation, e.g. blindness or vision-impairment. On that
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background, TEDIS concentrated on telecooperation technology to overcome the often restricted 

mobility of disabled persons, which is particularly detrimental to their professional integration.

The TEDIS-project was carried out in cooperation with the internationally renowned FTB (i.e. 

Research and Development Institute for Assistive Technologies). The FTB contracted two severely 

physically handicapped end-users serving as pilot users within the TEDIS case study. They worked 

for the marketing department of the FTB with support of a telecooperation environment being 

developed at GMD’s Institute for Applied Information Technology. In the course of the case study 

the two teleworkers created a catalogue, consisting of mixed document pages with embedded text,

fc
hics and pictures illustrating devices of technical special needs equipment, provided by the

2. Technological special needs adaptation of a teleworking environment

Technologically, TEDIS offers technical integration of standard and special needs equipment, 

closing technological gaps between standard and special needs equipment by own technical 

developments. The TEDIS teleworking environment consists of the internet-based telecooperation 

system BSCW (Basic Support for Cooperative Work) with adaptable GermanBig user interface, the 

I Speech input system Dragon Dictate 2.2, a head pointing device („Headmouse"), SmartCard 

llechnology (contactless chipcard) and a WWW browser with special needs adaptation.

‘The internet-based telecooperation system BSCW has been developed by GMD's research group on 

Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) [1]. The system supports collaborative work over 

the Internet. One of the enhancements derived from a first usability study of the BSCW-system was 

the implementation of the additional feature „GermanBig". When the user selects this feature all 

^bnctional icons are enlarged. This facilitated navigation by mouse significantly for end-users with 

fme-motor impairments. It is not only easier for them to locate the cursor on top of a button, 

||erceptual problems with icon clusters can also be prevented. Nevertheless it also turned out that 

there is a trade-off between facilitating navigation by icon enlargement and a reduced overview of 

the workspace [2].

For SmartCard technology plastics cards as big as a credit cards are used containing a chip to store 

ersonalized user-profile data. The application domains for such a personalized technology can be
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ubiquitous (PCs, kiosks). TEDIS implemented a prototype of this technology into its teleworking 

environment to enable end-users to configure default options and preferences corresponding to their 

special needs independently since they can be set automatically.

Additionally TEDIS developed a prototype WWW browser called WebAdapter, which provides 

new special needs adaptations for physically handicapped, blind and visually impaired end users up 

to now not being offered by standard web browsers. This browser is more comprehensively 

circumscribed in another chapter of these conference proceedings [3].

3. Pitfalls: Examples from the TEDIS case study

In the course of the TEDIS case study focal points of the accompanying technology assessiMit 

related to social issues of telework, the task organisation, the work flow, the task related 

communication, and the already mentioned usability of the telecommunication environment. At this 

point it should be underlined that the results reported from the TEDIS case study are not seen as 

representative. It was more the goal of TEDIS to gain qualitative rather than empirical data.

Generally the two disabled teleworkers had a clear preference for home-based telework mainly 

because it gave them more flexibility in determinig their working hours individually. In turn the 

flexibility of individually determinable working-hours demands for a high degree of self

organization not to be underestimated. Telework in general must be managed much more by 

reaching definded objectives rather than allocating and controlling the time devoted to reach certain 

objectives.

In the beginning of the case study, teleworking was not as efficient as it turned out to be. Partially: 

that was due to technical restrictions in speed and reliability of data transfer which could be 

resolved later on. Thus, initially a visitor from the FTB acted in temporary manner as an 

intermediator for organizational task-oriented face-to-face communication between the employĉ ]j 

and the two teleworkers instead of using telecommunication facilities. It was mainly the. 

investigation of the organization of the teleworking process that revealed some obvious deficiencies:;] 

in workflow, time-management and task-related communication. Overall, not deficient: 

telecommunication - or deficiently adapted standard and special needs technology, but a suitabls>;| 

concept of organizational procedures for a mid- to long-termed management by objectives in i J
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iocio-technological telecooperation environment has been proven crucial for the success of 

isleworking.

allenges: The gap between TEDIS intention and reality

Social issues of home-based telework refer mainly to the fact, that support of disabled people by 

iPcooperation technology might be detrimental to their social integration and isolate these people 

in a world of technical devices which they are able to handle, but which secludes them from social 

life. First of all, in our analysis of the information gathered by guided interviews, closed and 

standardized questionnaires [4, 5], no evidence could be found for increased occurences of feelings 

of isolation. In the beginning of the case study it became apparent that the teleworkers most of all 

put emphasis upon a challenging type of work. Least of all, they used to be eager on forming social 

contacts through work. Concerning the tatter issues, it is to mention that in the course of a final 

interview of the TEDIS-project, both teleworkers showed differing attitudes. Both are still definitely 

in favour of working as a teleworker, however, they would now prefer meeting with other 

teleworkers at least once a week. They would like to form contact with other people belonging to 

the same professional subgroup of teleworkers they seemed to have identified with.

Resuming our social technology assessment has shown, that telework can be a feasible form of 

work organization for people with a severe mobility-impairment. However, in the mid-term future it 

is predicted that severely handicapped people, who acount for 6.5 million people in Germany, will 

be particularly affected by a still rising or at least high-level unemployment rate [6J. The current 

uneftployment rate amongst the severely handicapped in Germany accounts for more than 16%, 

|«npared with an overall average of about 11%. Surveys [7] show, that the majority of this group is 

very motivated to get work. They are even open to change their profession regardless of originally 

gained qualifications rather than staying unemployed.

Examining statistical data about the nature of most handicaps, it becomes obvious, that 33% of all 

severely handicapped people in Germany, suffer somehow from a functional impairment reducing 

their motor capabilities, which often causes restricted mobility. Arranging worksites as teleworking 

environments should offer an opportunity for compensation and competition on a tense labour- 

market for this target group. However, despite a lot of efforts and projects to (re-)integrate mobility- 

restricted fellow-citizens into the societal worforce, we only know of very few examples which
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have been successful in the sense that telework has founded a long-termed professional occipfioi 

If need be, telework has created work but not stable workplaces, secured by labour legisltt: 

concerning social insurance, pension funds and the like. Industrial sociologists agree, that espeÉl; 

in the services sector, telework will become an important new part of the occupational cultimd 

modem societies, but the teleworker will mainly be self-employed, or - if the worst cornel tett 

worst - pretendedly self-employed, which means that the teleworker highly depends on only a b  

or one customer.

It is thus the probability of lost customers, which not only disabled people being involved in 

teleworking projects aiming at their vocational (re-)integration will have to take into accounirin 

if not having been self-employed, the disabled teleworker may not be able to make claims outiÍJ 

working contract, because there is none. Generally two reasons may contribute to this. Eitherik 

terms of contract for getting public funding for a teleworking project do not allow spending pami 

the funds for contracting the disabled teleworker, because funding is for research and developaa 

only and not for vocational (re-)integretion, or there is no contract, because otherwise the wagcsl 

be paid out of it are legally demanded to be balanced with payments out of welfare funds, masiol 

the severely disabled are entitled to.

For reasons of pure national economics, this should by no means be criticized at all. Real ü  

experiences of the disabled however withdraw the ins and outs of this matter from pure naM 

economics reasonning. Especially the statistically proven experience of telework creating woáti 

no stable workplaces combined with the mostly nerve-racking struggle to apply for legally adequt 

and most of all timely payments out of welfare-funds diminishes the motivation to skijNhi 

monetary support in favour of an indeed paid but presumably only short-termed employmait.

5. Conclusion: Center-based organization of the labourforce of disabled people

The social organization of disability-related telework has thus to acknowledge a disappointing itBl 

It has to deal with the antagonism of people with severe handicaps and mobility restrictions wIn 

would very much like to participate in the working world of our society and the economic situatn 

of aggravating competition on the labour market being largely settled at the expense of peiscnk 

socio-economic security and partial demolition of welfare systems, disabled citizens depnlioniiii 

special extent.
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■  Teleworkcenters, at best attached to conventional rehabilitation centers, may be the answer. They

■  can best come up with a sufficient number of teleworkers, whose combined labourforce builds up a 

critical mass for reciprocally compensating social and economic security expenses of each other.

L■hennore homebased telework environments as shown in TEDIS, or even neighbourhood 

stellite offices shall also be attached to teleworkcenters for disabled people who are unable to 

attend somehow. That is why we actually ascribe the term ,,center-based“ instead of „centered** to 

our approach, because telework from „outside** needs center-based care. Or, as both our pilot 

teleworkers claimed it: Homebased telework in any case needs to be centrally supported by an all 

day accessible mobile technical service and a full time central online management on a regular base 

with temporary organizational face-to-face meetings.
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Opportunities for disabled jobseekers with 

“Online Teletraining”

Mag. Dr. Georg Tschare

l.Idea and programme

The project '"Online teletraining” started in March 1997.
The target o f the project solicitors was and is to integrate disabled people by the means of an 
intensive qualification programme in combination with appropriate efforts directed at finding loj 
term employment.
The primary target group consists o f people whose entry into the labour market is hindered or 
prevented by a disability restricting their mobility and for people who hold a confirmation of a J 
disability level o f at least 50 percent issued by the Federal Social Affairs Office.
The qualification programme lasts about four months and focuses on training computer skills, i 
which will put the course participants into the position to do a job also in the form of teleworidS 
Especially for people with mobility-disabilities telework represents a singular chance for integ 
into the primary labour market.
It seems only right that the course is done by teletraining, i.e. distance learning.
Firstly, this form o f training takes the participants mobility problems into consideration, and 
secondly it represents the best preparation for future teleworking specialists.

2.Contents and mode:

The main emphasis o f teletraining lies on developing computer skills, primarily with standardl] 
applications o f office software.
Training in data transfer, telecommunication techniques and telematic in general constitute a foi 
point of the entire course.
Participants shall also receive an introduction into graphics programmes.
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I Jfcmet application such as the use o f various online-services, e-mail as a means o f communication, 
lUlML-programming, etc. have become an additional focal point, 
liiensive telephone-training is a condition to be successful as a teleworker, 
la th er important step towards integration, besides the technical skills, is definitely the support 
1 with finding jobs. This support comprises application training, advice, the organisation of 

infennation seminars for interested companies, etc.
It is therefore not only computer skills what we are trying to convey.
Táetraining on a one-to-one-basis enables us to create an individual, tailor-made programme for 
[very single participant. This is how we can suit the capabilities o f every trainee and also his/her 

iKcds as regards the prospective jobs. If a company is interested in a particular trainee additional 
plifications for the future job can be offered at any time.

3.Chances

The "Online method" and especially its tailor-made and individual training concept is the result of a 
J |*ricet research on potential employers.
Í! The biggest chances for jobs (vacancies and new jobs) lie with small and midscale enterprises. It is 
! Ihem who hope for an additional advantage in competition and for new chances on the market by 
using the Internet. For that they need well-trained employees who can also provide the company 
with know-how on the new media possibilities.
T(kworking offers new chances on the free labour market especially for those people whose 
dtóility has so far hindered them from a regular occupation. A unique chance for people with 

I pstricted mobility but good qualifications.

Basic c o n d i t i o n s

I ilhe growing importance o f telework in the modem world o f work is undeniable and yet has only 
'Wntly been established. Telework still possesses an aura of modernity and attractivity due to its 
widely expected potential o f cost reduction. It is therefore an interesting subject for businesses 
decisions on implementations of this type of work.

I '‘Online teletraining” offers skills to trainees which are advantageous for their competition against 
IjlDn-handicapped jobseekers.
fAtthe same time one has to be careful not to paint wrong, not fullfillable and too optimistic 

I ptpectations, which are still widely shared.
I'These unfullfillable expectations are both on the side o f the employees and the employers -  
I  extensive information has to be provided.
Hereby, the aim o i“Online teletraining” is clearly defined:
To show new job possibilities for disabled people which have emerged from the huge expansion of 
information- and communication technologies.
The employment o f disabled jobseekers meets remarkable resistance from many companies. The 

I Reasons named are legal conditions, such as the extended protection against dismissal which are 
I'meant to provide a better job security for handicapped people. Furthermore, one has to fight 
prejudices, such as more frequent sick-leaves.

I An important means to convince enterprises to offer jobs to handicapped people is to inform them 
on the subsidy by the government and local authorities as part o f the active labour market policy.
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4.Aim

The project “Online teletraining” is an attempt to significantly improve the chances for 
handicapped people, often unemployed for long time spans, by the means o f investing in the :| 
qualifications with new and innovative areas on the job market.
This attempt to integrate disabled people can be successful if  it is accompanied by all the other 
measures mentioned above.
The results prove the necessity of such a project which can be seen as a mission for the future.̂

HUBER, H., KRASSNIG, E., TSCHARE, G., Projektstudie Teleschulung, Wien 1996.
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A TELE-LIBRARY SERVICE FOR THE M OTOR  

IMPAIRED: A QUALITATIVE STUDY ON THE  

MAN/M ACHINE INTERFACE.

Isabel Van Mele, Kirstie Edwards, Mieke Verheust, 

Arthur Spaepen

r

Ábstract

On the road to UMTS, a need for ergonomic user centred design is emerging, especially for  

services on portable devices where screen space is restricted. This paper describes the development 

of a multimedia tele-library service accessible over a mobile network for people who are motor 

'faired, using iterative user trials to determine the interface design. This prototype allows 

^ultation o f a catalogue service and ordering and discussion o f books remotely with library 

personnel through a real time video link. Initial user trials stressed the need to identify optimal on- 

I screen sizes o f interface objects, which are practically usable for people who are motor impaired 

where screen space is limited. Recommendations from these studies have been applied in the 

[prototype’s user interface, which will be demonstrated. Future research will evaluate the tele-
j

%rary prototype implemented in the homes of students who are motor impaired, with mobile 

mess from a wireless LAN.

1. Introduction

Mobile Telecommunications offer great potential for people with special needs in communications, 

I (tducation, employment, entertainment and everyday living. Currently, however, there is a shortage 

] of appropriate terminals, services and intelligent networks, so that useful UMTS applications for 

llhese users cannot be easily realised. Until useful applications are available, the telecommunications
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industries will not provide the necessary infrastructure. The UMPTIDUMPTI project aims 18 j 

demonstrate useful UMTS applications for users with special needs. In this paper, a multimedili 

tele-library service for people who are motor impaired will be discussed.

2. A multimedia tele-library service: rationale

Wheelchair-bound students have difficulty in accessing buildings such as libraries, so that beinf j 

able to look up and order digital copies electronically would save considerable time and effort. This j 

will only be possible if the users have input devices suited to their abilities, and providing the 

service has an accessible user interface, and is truly available from anywhere at any time. A portable; 

terminal with a small camera attached will be used, and a wireless LAN infrastructure to provide • 

mobile coverage for service provision.

3. Functional Specifications

The service provides multimedia information across a mobile network to users who are motor 

impaired, and comprises: the search for information in the digital library catalogue, retrieval of j 

information over a mobile network, and a real time ordering facility at the library help desk, [2,3,4).

We used LIBIS-Net digital library catalogue [6], which has two access options available on the 

WWW. Users will be able to request viewing and scanning of documents, through real time video- 

conferencing to a manned help desk. Scanned pages will be sent by e-mail to the user, and also 

saved on a server database for future use. The Advanced Technology group of White Pine Software 

are cooperating in the integration of video-conferencing in the service prototype. The web browser, 

the file transfer and the video-conferencing function will be integrated into a single stand-alone 

application through developments in Java.
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4. User Interface: LIBIS-Net

Two user interfaces of the LIBIS catalogue available on the Internet were tested [5], to determine 

which design was preferable to users who were motor impaired, and to identify any problems.

H U BIS-Nct G errgW m rdc WebtoccMig

*BI itrnf m/lm im lM é B m  i

~B m rl t é r n  j

Graphic 1 : Graphic user interface of the commercially available LIBIS catalogue

Standard deviations increased with the difficulty of the task, emphasising the magnification of 

iculty for users who are motor impaired. Recommended improvements to design address 

cing the motor actions necessary by improving consistency in design, optimising instinctive 

'areness of how to use the system, providing informative feedback and instructive messages.

To minimise screen space used for the toolbars of existing browsers, a browser with only the basic 

functionality necessary to use the library database has been developed in Java. HTML Forms have 

been adapted in-line with the above findings specifically for the library and stored on the Web 

l^rver. They contain the substitution codes for the CGI scripts, and will subsequently become the 

j'user requested HTML documents.
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Graphic 1 : Graphic user interface of the multimedia tele-library service
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This research highlighted the need for guidelines on the minimal size of on-screen objects usable by 

motor impaired users. Small buttons are an advantage where screen space is limited, but there is 

inevitably a threshold below which a button’s size becomes too small to use practically.

5. User Interface: On Screen Objects

Second trials [1] were designed to assess this minimum size of button and scrollbar/scrollbox 

practical for both able bodied and motor impaired users. Decreasing the button size from 225 mm’ 

to 9 mm^ has little or no effect on use by people who are able bodied, but affects the selection time 

and accuracy of people who are motor impaired. Reducing the button size to under 75 ram’ affected 

performance by subjects who were motor impaired in these trials. All screen objects in the tele

library service will be adapted accordingly.

6. User Interface: Videoconferencing

In these trials subjects who are motor impaired made videophone calls with text transmission. User 

feedback and researcher observations identified problems people who are motor impaired 

experience with the software. Usability appeared to be related to computer literacy of the subjects 

rather than level of motor impairment. Recommendations for improvement included larger buttons, 

scrollboxes, and mark boxes, preferably over 81mm^, minimising the distances which need to be 

moved with the cursor, and avoiding intricate tasks such as using drag bars. Optimising instinctive 

awareness of how to use the system, providing informative feedback and prompting messagejpi 

how to progress, and automatic procedures where possible would also eliminate costly effort in 

terms of motor actions for these users. The user interface elements of the videoconferencing facility 

in the tele-library service will be adapted accordingly.
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Human-Computer Interaction (3)





A VOICE DRIVEN SYSTEM TO 
SUPPORT DISABLED PEOPLE 

FOR USING COMPUTERS

Elaheh Pourabbas, Maurizio Rafanelli')

hstract

h this paper the authors discuss a "free hand access system" on computer by means o f which it is

usible to use different types o f software applications using, simply, a vocal interface supported by a 

Éátular software. The design and implemetantion o f this system are part o f the Italian Project on 

l^medicine which is addressed to support the disabled people in computer using activities. The 

spent uses also Telematic services for teleconferences and carries out a set o f operations for disabled 

Ipsple.

Introduction

I Disabled people were often considered as a minority and very often margined group, particularly with 

I igard to the technological aspects, such as, for example, the use of computers. If, from a given point 

I oiview the technology of the telecommunications obtained important progresses in many fields, from 

mother point of view, only a very few people are considered with making these technologies 

Ifessible to disabled people [1],

Ijircsent the Telematic networks are able to connect millions of computers, which communicate 

Bong them, so that we can consider, in every aspect, such computers as "means of Telematic 

lunication".

Ihe technological evolution, and in particular, the above mentioned communication means, facilitated 

iie social relations and the work of people without a physical handicap (or "physically normal 

people"), but, paradoxically disabled people have become even more isolated and elderly people have 

peater problems with ageing [2, 3,4],

Actually, it is impossible for a disabled person to be part of a working context. The results of this fact 

I iiboth his economic insufficiency and consequently the increase of the costs for the community, and 

isychological isolation.

iaitutodi Analisi dei Sistemi ed Informatica-CNR, Viale Manzoni 30,1-00185 Rome, Italy
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In the last few years an effort aiming to change attitude of indifference towards the socially weáer 

population needs has been made. In fact, disabled and elderly people, far from being a minority 

group, represent a significant percentage of the population, which will increase as time goes on more 

and more.

Moreover, it was demonstrated that a large part of them can recover to a normal activity, simply by 

using common devices which the advanced technology is able to provide.

Recent research projects [for example, TIDE (Technology Initiative for Disabled and Elderly people), 

of the European Communities] estimated that at present in Europe there are at least 80 million people, 

who have difficulties in working or in their daily life, and to a handicap and/or to aging.

These people wish strongly to keep their autonomy, and this desire creates a strong need for tools and 

services able to provide them with the assistance for maintaining their daily activities.

In these last years, different researchers studied and proposed tools for improving the life of disabled 

people. Many areas were investigated and, for each type of disability, hardware and software tools 

were proposed [5, 6, 7]. In this paper, the handicap of the inability of hands, which refers to the 

proposal discussed in [8], is studied, a user-friendly interface based on the vocal communication 

(instead of using the keyboard) is discussed and a prototype of a system able to support different 

functions is illustrated.

This research is supported by the Italian National Project "Telemedicine" and it is one of the theme 

goals "Help communication systems for the disabled" [9, 10].

The paper is structured in the following way: In section 2, the system architecture is illustrated. Is 

section 3, the temporal phases of the project are illustrated. In section 4, the principal characteristics of 

system, which lead to the description and the illustration of its functionality, ai'e discussed. Section 5 

concludes.

2. The System Architecture

The general aim consists of the definition and the implementation of a system for the access Ki 

peripheral units, telecommunication and Telematic "free hands" services (that is, without the use nf ] 

the hand) by vocal commands, specific for disabled people. From the hardware point of view, i 

phonetic terminal is implemented, which is characterised with the possibility to be used through vocd 

commands. The hardware configuration of the system is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The system architecture

The system consists of some prototype stations based on Personal Computers (PCs). For each PC a 

»cal interface has been implemented. It allows a disabled user to perform vocal commands through a 

inetic terminal linked to it. In addition, it also allows a vocal browsing and querying by a module 

irfaced to a computer and, by a modem, to a phone socket.

From the software point of view, the system consists of a tool able to understand a pre-defmed 

I, language, which is a customizable set of commands, somewhat like a template, and which can be 

Ijisued through the voice in different applications. The system contains some "voice files", which 

main the recordings of a person's voice saying specific commands (such as "new", " page 

evious", etc.) or keywords (such as "phone agenda", or "one", etc.). These files or commands are 

Igsed by the tool to execute the associated commands in a corresponding internal language.

By this vocal interface it is possible to implement and manage:

1. access to the communications network 
(e. g.; Internet);

2. local activities (e. g.; word or excel);

3. activity of Teleworking and Teleteaching.

[Tliey form the principal functionalities of the implemented system which is described in the following 

section.

3. The Project

I The temporal phases of the project are the following:

1) definition of the qualifications necessary to the user;

2) definition and project of the vocal recognition system;

3) implementation of the above-mentioned system and of the relative man-machine interface;
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4) use of the system by selected disabled people and debugging of the system.

In the following, we briefly discuss on the first three points.

3.1. Definition of the necessary qualifications for the user

The first step of the project consists in the definition of the necessary qualifications for the user. This 

fact is linked to the type of use of the system which the user wishes.

We have defined a subset of the user necessity which regard to simple operations (but for which it is 

necessary the use of hands), or tele-access to software programs (such as, the tele-access to a 

database or the use of commercial software), or the telework (this last one linked to both the previous 

points). We also foresee its use for developing a thesis in a university environment.

3.2. Definition and design of the vocal recognition system

The second step of the project consists in the definition and design of the vocal recognition system. 

The project, known the goal, consists of the following modules:

• a tool for transforming the voice in commands for the computer;

• a language for the application (that is, a list of structured vocal commands);

• a database in which the user can browse in order to choose the function(s) which he/she wishes 

to activate;

• a user friendly vocal interface for the man machine communication.

3.3. Implementation of the free hand system

The third step of the project consists in implementing the free hand system described as the 

functionality of the system.

4. The System Functionality

The functionality of the implemented system consists of three different activities. Each type of these 

activities presents the potentiality of the above mentioned system as a support to disabled users for 

performing the desired action.

4.1. M anagem ent of access modality to the communication networks

The functions which can be activated by this type of management are the following: a) activation of 

communication; b) execution of communication; c) disactivation of communication.
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[ In this phase, particular attention has been paid to "Internet". Network navigation through common 

owsers (i.e., Netsacpe or Explorer) is charaterized by small movements (i.e., placing the mouse on 

I tlie chosen voice) which in some cases are very difficult or almost impossible, as it is in the case 

ere users have limited motory abilities or have an imprecise functioning mouse. In the case in 

i'which the mouse is guided by a vocal identifier (for those unable to use their hands) things are even 

more complicated.

J! To solve this problem, the idea is to have a screening of the document on the network before it is 

I^Rialized by the browser, select all links present (those that allows us to address other documents) 

I and visualize them in a specific list so that the user can easily utilize them.

lerefore, a specific provider called Winsock2 Hook provider for monitoring and filtering the 

ork traffic has been designed and implemented. Through the use of Winsockl Hook provider a 

new application called Link Extractor has been created. It allows the motory disabled to navigate in the 

World Wide Web (WWW) in an easy manner through the creation of a link list easily available by 

lice through a vocal interface (see Figure 3). To each item of this menu a number or a letter is 

lociated, since they can be easily pronounced by a disabled user . In this way, a disabled user can 

e a "vocal" web surfing.

The Link Extractor is characterized by three modules having three activities:

• intercept network traffic by means of hook functions retrieved by the Winsock2 Hook provider,

• provide a cache mechanism alternative to the browser, since it is necesssary to discativate the 

internal cache in order to intercept all request coming from the browser;

• visualize the list of links selected from the document with a visual object integrated with the 

browser itself.

To begin with the Link Extractor can be seen as an extension of the Winsock 2 Hook Provider, from 

which it is charged as DLL (Dynamic Link Library) WinSock2. The architecture of Winsock2 Hook 

is shown in Figure 2.

The API (Application Provider Interfaces) of Winsock2 Hook provider provides a simple interface 

for configuration and for monitoring the network activities. The monitoring of network has been 

■lanaged by pre-stabilised hook functions which should be exported by each monitor, implemented as 

DLL. These functions will be retrieved by Winsock2 Hook provider. Instead, the configuration has 

been managed by some functions provided in the above mentioned provider which allows to register 

DDL monitors. Thanks to this potentially, Winsock2 Hook provider represents an optimal instrument 

in all of these cases which are necessary to extend the functionality of a provider.
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Figure 2. Architecture of Winsock2 Hook Provider

As mentioned above, it allows to manage different network protocols by means of a uniquy 

application interface for the configuration and management of monitoring requests. Through thin 

interface every application can indicate a series of hook functions which Winsock2 Hook provider 

perform to deviate the network traffic on the same applications.

Each application which desires to display the flow of data on the network must have the followii l̂ 

hook functions available for the Winsock2 Hook provider.

a- Hook before reception. It will be invoked every time the network is about to reach the waiting state I 
for data. The monitoring application prevents this operation from being carried out or simulate! its j 

completion.

b- Hook after reception. It will be invoked every time the network has completed an receptioH 

operation. The received data will be available for hook before being available to the network that] 

manage this operation.

c- Hook before transmission. It will be invoked each time the network approaches a transmissioi of] 

data. The monitoring application can modify the contents of the transmitted data or prevent totally! 

the trensmission.

d- Notification of interrupted connection. This notification makes the monitoring systems indepentkta] 

from the type of transmission.
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Figure 3. The menu of links related to a web page

: principal functionality of Winsock2 Hook provider consists of providing a versatile support 

lependent from the type of protocol used to extend the functionality of the network. Table 1 

nmarises all actions that are possible to undertake using Hook provider and tho.se that require a 

[direct interaction with the network.

Allowed actions
• Intercept and modify transiting 

data on network
• Determine the destination of 

transmitted data
• Determine the source of
received data
• Prevent a transmission from 

being finished
• Prevent a local application from 

receiving data
• Simulate the errors of network
• Deviate the transmissions on 

different addresses
• Simulate particular conditions
of network (events) such as
reception of data, etc.

N on-allow ed actions
' Throw down all stabilised 
connections from final 
applications

’ Carry out network interaction 
different from those stabili.sed 
from final applications

' Carry out any network activity 
which is not a simple 
modification of transmitted and 
received flow data from final 
application

' Monitoring the Quality of 
Service

Table 1. Allowed and non-allowed actions

IThis provider is not an implementation of a particular protocol and it is not a support to develop the 

Stwork applications. Its unique ta.sk is to ea.sily provide data transiting on network in output. In
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effect, it origins from the extension of HTML browser normal functionality to be adequate for the 

disabled user, in particular in the case of motory disabled.

4.2. Management o f local activity

The local activity management allows a disabled user to have, by a set of implemented macro.s, a 

normal u.se of the computer (for example, writing and printing a file text, etc.) through vocal 

commands.

In this way, every time the user has to select an action and to carry out a given action (for example, 

writing an equation), it is sufficient that the u.ser says the name of a given symbol to which the 

implemented macro is associated. In Figure 2, an example is shown: the u.ser pronounces "Integral" 

for visualizing the relative symbol in the Equation Editor’s window (see Figure 4).

It is important to note that the system answers to sounds, not to meanings.

If the u.ser says the number corresponding to a given icon (and, then, to a given function) which 

he/she wishes to activate, this action selects the associated button and, through the relative key-word, 

the system emulates the click on the icon, so that a new configuration appears on the .screen.

<awh>| i; j'

Figure 4. Example of a local activity

A simple vocal language is created in order to browse among the different levels and along the same 

level in which a given tool is generally divided. For example, to change level the u.ser can follow the 

previous procedure (saying the number near the icon) or, to go back (saying the key-word "close"). 

Instead, to browse inside the same level, the user uses the key-words "go", "back", "next" and 

"previous".
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This kind of facility is provided for each type of application. In this way, the disabled user can carry 

«itits own activity, through vocal training of the implemented macros.

1.3. Management o f Teleworking and Teleteaching activity

In the context of the proposed system, two important types of activity by means of Telematic services 

lor disabled users have been identified. They are teleteaching and teleworking, still in progress. As 

for teleteaching, it will be possible for a disabled user to put into action either an academic activity (for 

; preparing a theses at a distance) or a professional formation activity (for example; 

ing/leaming a programming language). While for teleworking, we have considered two different 

arios. The first one is relative to a typical office work, the second refers to learning those 

ities about the navigation on a Telematic network and accesses to multimedia databases.

5. Conclusions

The project" Help communication systems for the disabled " and its sub theme "Free hand access 

"system to the telecommunication and the telematic services by vocal commands" has, as a goal, the 

pdementation of a complex system, able to help this type of disabled people in different activities 

toough the use of a computer. In such a way, a disabled user carry a normal activity (with vocal 

j|Bimands associated to apposite macros) using all the applications installed in a computer. The user 

can also have an HTTP access to a WWW server through HTML pages in "Internet" and navigate in it 

by saying a simple key-word (a number or a letter) which corresponds to a command (or an icon) 

|ganised by the system in an additional menu in the web page. Finally, the system allows the user to 

arry out a teleworking and teleteaching activity in order to release them from a fixed location when 

be/she wishes to use computers.
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'Ábstract

This paper presents a computer system designed for disabled people to help them communicate with 

ithers like norma! people. One o f its main subsystems, a Chinese text-to-speech (TTS) system, is 

tkn introduced in detail. Some problems in TTS system are also discussed.

1. Introduction

Every day, many people unfortunately become disabled because of all kinds of inborn or postnatal 

reasons. Disability can be divided into three types: activity disability, such as lameness; 

sommunication disability with environment, such as blindness, deafness and dumbness; cogitate 

disability. Any disability will bring them great inconvenience in daily life and numinous pain. Today, it 

is especially difficult for those who lost ability of communication partly or fully to live in such an 

information society.

Generally, we get information of external world through different media, such as graphics, images, 

and sounds, by sense of visual, hearing and touch. We also deliver information to outside through

' supported by National Nature Science Foundation of China
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articulatory organ. So barrier of vision and hearing will break off the way of getting information 

dysphonia will block the output of the information. Scientists have tried to find other alternative for 

these people to communicate with environment for a long time. In fact, some methods have been 

found, such as Braille for the blind, sign language for the deaf and the dumb. But these methods are 

quite complex and not convenient to be mastered and used because they are not the nature way for 

people to communicate. Moreover, there are still some open problems, such as communicatipn 

between these people with disabilities and those normal people, communication between these 

people. It is impossible for them to communicate with each other without persons who master several 

methods. And the people with disabilities can not make use of things of normal people, such as 

newspaper, book, and broadcast. This makes these people disadvantageous position in the 

information society.

Nowadays, with the development of science and technology and popularization of computer, some 

more convenient and natural methods are provided for these people. A lot of products with speaking 

prompt for the blind have been put into the market. Including watches, reading machines, etc 

Furthermore, with the help of computer, communication between the normal people and the people 

with disabilities and communication between the people with disabilities becomes easier. The people 

with disabilities can live a normal life to a large extent.

yionitor

TTS

-  Text J
ASR

Speech

OCR
Character

on
paper

Figure 1. How the computer system help the people with disabilities in communication

As shown in Figure I., the computer system can transform speech of outside to text by automatic 

speech recognition (ASR) for people who are only deaf to read on the screen of the computer. The 

system can also convert the characters on the paper to text by optical character recognition (OCR), 

then convert text to speech through text-to-speech (TTS), for those who are only blind. Even for 

those who are both deaf and blind, it is possible to convert the text to Braille. The dumb can “talk”
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with others through keyboard, and the text they input can also be converted to speech by TTS, so 

they can even talk with others like normal people with the help of the system.

[Such system is no longer just an imagination. Scientists have made such great progress in the fields of 

SR, OCR and TTS that systems are more and more practicable. Research on Chinese 

psformation system is undergoing in our lab. The system architecture is as follows:

Character on 
paper

Speech

Kevstroke

Figure 2. System architecture

ently, we have constructed the whole system and are going to improve its performance. The task 

[of our group is to construct a text-to-speech subsystem. In the following, the architecture and some 

Chnical problems of the TTS are discussed in detail.

12. Key problems in TTS system

,\TTS system must solve two main problems. One is accuracy of the speech, the other is naturalness 

I of the speech. Although TTS systems today have achieved a high level of accuracy and intelligibility, 

leir voice quality is still quite poor. There are mainly two reasons:

I Firstly, the system can not get enough prosodic information during the stage of text analysis The 

iritten form of a sentence only specifies the words to be read. The pronunciation of each word, the 

iformation of prosody, including which word should be accent, the duration of each word, and 

[intonation of the sentence, must be determined by the reader (human or machine). In Chinese, there 

[are some special problems. For example, since a Chinese word consists of different numbers of 

linese characters, and its boundary in a sentence is not delimited by blanks, the boundary should be 

cided by the reader at first. This procedure is called word segmentation. In ancient Chinese, there 

[are even no punctuations. Most people can deal with these tasks easily and perfectly with the help of
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their understanding to the sentence and their experience and habit, besides the lexical and gratimaij 

knowledge. But TTS system does not. It is not strange that the synthesis voice quality is not good 

because the system is short of essential information. In fact, a computer does not understand what it is 

reading at all.

Secondly, the synthesizer is not perfect. Currently, the methods of speech generation can be classi&e| 

into two categories according to different representation of speech signal. One tries to explain the 

generation of speech signal and simulates this procedure, while the other tries to find out efficient 

encoding schemes for speech signal which are also appropriate for prosody control. There are two 

methods of speech modeling, articulatory synthesizer and formant synthesizer. At present, 

articulatory synthesizer is rather far from applications and marketing because of its computation cost 

and the unsolved underlying theoretical and practical problems. Formant synthesizer can produce 

good quality speech, if the appropriate parameters are obtained. It needs lower storage than encoding 

methods and less computation than articulatory synthesizer, but the appropriate parameters are not 

easy to generate. There are a lot of encoding methods for speech signal, such as pulse code 

modulation (PCM), linear predictive coding (LPC), code excited linear predictive coding (CELP), 

etc. With the help of pitch-synchronous overlap-add (PSOLA) method, the encoding methods are 

more and more popular now. The synthesis voice is very satisfying while the storage required is quite 

large compared with other methods.

3. Our TTS system

Our TTS system can be divided into seven modules, as shown in Figure 3.

3.1. Text preprocessing

Non-Chinese characters in the original sentence such as number, symbol, foreign language word are 

first converted to the corresponding Chinese characters.

3.2. Word Segmentation
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input text

synthetic speech

Figure 3. The block diagram of our TTS system

In Chinese, there are about 10000 characters and more than 50000 everyday words which consist of 

||several characters. Although most characters have their own pronunciations and meanings, the basic 

I'unit for Chinese linguistic processing is the word. For example, about 1/8 of the Chinese characters 

; have more than one pronunciation, so the appropriate pronunciation must be chosen according to the 

i particular word that the character belongs to. As mentioned earlier, however, the words’ boundaries 

in a sentence are not delimited by blanks. So it is necessary to separate the text into words first after 

preprocessing.

Word segmentation is always a hard problem in Chinese language processing. The simplest way is to 

match the word in a very large dictionary that enumerates the whole Chinese words. But sometimes it 

does not work because the input text has more than one possible segmentation. Both heuristic and
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statistic methods can be used to choose the best one. The most common heuristic method is 

maximum matching (MM) that finds the word with the most characters at any point from beginning to 

end of the sentence (forward MM) or from end to beginning of sentence (backward MM), This 

method can not solve the problem successfully because there are a lot of words that do not exist in the 

dictionary, such as person name, toponym, derivative. Thus nowadays, the statistic methods which 

calculate the most probable sequence of words according to some models become more and more 

popular.

However, it is found that reading the words with longer than three characters one usually divides 

them into several subwords that consist of one or two characters rhythmically. This phenomajpn 

indicates that the phraseological words and the rhythmical words perhaps are not the same and that 

word segmentation in a TTS system are not as strict as in natural language processing (NLP). It is 

observed that very few wrong pronunciations resulting from wrong word segmentation do not effect 

the naturalness of the whole sentence too much. Thus, in our TTS system, the simple MM method is 

employed. Since most of Chinese words are composed of two to four characters, the dictionary in our 

system only consists of these words. In order to improve the rhythm, we also combine two or three 

isolated characters into one word. In fact, the result is quite satisfying.

3.3. Pronunciation

Once the segmentation is completed, pronunciation of each character can be decided through a 

dictionary according to the word it belongs to. In fact, in our system, the dictionary is divided into 

two parts in order to save the storage and improve the efficiency. Only the words that contain at least 

one character having more than one pronunciation are stored in the first part. The second part 

consists of the whole Chinese characters and their pronunciation. Different pronunciations of the 

same character are ordered according to the frequency of the pronunciation. The pronunciation of 

each character in the whole word is assigned to the first pronunciation of this character in the second 

part of the dictionary. If there is a character having more than one pronunciation in a word, and if this 

word can be found in the first part of the dictionary, the whole word’s pronunciation is changed 

according to the item in that part.

3.4. Prosodic structure
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At present, an important and difficult problem in TTS system is to generate natural prosody from the

plain text. Prosodic structure must be obtained from the text at first in order to break the sentence

into several intonational phrases. It is different from grammar structure. It makes the text easily to be

read and more natural. A method introduced by AT&T, in which a decision tree model that is trained 
li

I a corpus of text annotated with prosodic phrase-boundary information is used to predict the 

odic structure [5].

13.5. Prosodic parameters

odic parameters including pitch, duration and energy are then calculated on different levels of the 

osodic structure. It is pointed that stress is an important parameter which connects pitch, duration 

I aid energy in Mandarin Chinese [2]. So, stress degree of each syllable is first determined in the whole 

Irentence according to some rules And then, the fundamental frequency (FO), duration and energy of 

leach syllable are calculated from their stress degree.

13.6. Unit instance selection and prosody modification

hour system, concatenative waveform synthesis, which is a kind of encoding methods, is employed. 

I Compared with other generating methods, it can generate more natural speech unit since the explicit 

ech model is avoided and all the details of the unit are reserved. But even though the synthesis 

nits in the speech database are selected carefully, the performance is not good, if we just concatenate 

iveral units together. The reason is that the context of the unit in the stored speech unit database, 

Itiuding phonetic and prosody, is different from the context in the synthesized sentence.

selection method is used to improve the naturalness of the concatenative speech synthesis [3]. 

|Many instances of the same synthesis unit are stored in the speech database. The most appropriate 

Ranee is selected from the database according to the context. Although the best instance sequence 

lof synthesis unit can be found, the context of each instance may be not the same as what we want, due 

flothe limitation of the database.

other improvement to the concatenative speech synthesis is to modify the speech unit according to
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prosody that we need. The most popular method is PSOLA, including time domain PSOLA (TD* 

PSOLA), LPC-PSOLA, etc. [4] Although they can adjust the supra-segment feature of the unit in | 

time domain, such as pitch, duration, and energy, there are some disadvantages with such an' 

approach. Firstly, the segment feature can not be modified. Secondly, the extent of prosody! 

modification can not be too large, otherwise there will be great distort.

In our TTS system, two approaches are combined in three ways. The first one, and also the simpleŝ  

one, is that after the best instance sequence is selected, prosody modification is applied to each 

instance according to distance between the target context and the original context. The second one is 

that after the best instance sequence is selected, the best extent of prosody modification is also 

calculated The third one is that the best instance sequence and the best extent of prosodĵ  

modification are computed in one step by calculating an improved cost function. It is clear that if each 

unit only has one instance, this method is degenerated to the second approach and that if no proso(̂ | 

modification is done, this method is again degenerated to the ordinary unit selection approadii 

Among these three methods, the first one is the simplest one, but the naturalness is inferior to otherij 

And the third one is the most complex one, while the naturalness is the best.

3.7. Speech signal generation

This module generates the speech signal from the input parameters. It can be implemented by 

hardware, or simulated by software. As mentioned earlier, it can be an articulatory synthesizer, a 

formant synthesizer or a coder synthesizer. In our system, we use a simple PCM coder synthesiz(| 

which just transfers the input data to the speaker.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have outlined a computer system for people with disabilities to communicate with 

others. A Chinese TTS system which can convert Chinese text into speech is then introduced in detaJj 

We will continue to improve the naturalness of the system. With the improvement of the system’s 

performance, the TTS system can bring more convenience to the people with disabilities.
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Current Developments in Low-Budget Speech Recognition

Systems

Jill Hewitt

Abstract

This paper explores the requirements for a general purpose speech recognition system for use at the 

university by people who have difficulty using a keyboard or prefer not to use one It investigates 

the ‘out o f  the box ’ claims o f three low cost recognition systems, reflects on the improvements in 

speech recognition over the past few  years and makes recommendations for their use.

1 Introduction

At last there are a range of affordable speech recognition products on the market which will run on 

“normal” PCs -  at least if not on the very basic machines, they will run, without the need for any 

specialist hardware, on the type of multimedia PC that many people are purchasing today. What is 

more, the current products are cheap -  all of the products mentioned in this paper are under £200, 

two were under £50.

In this paper we identify a set of requirements for a speech recognition system to be used at the 

university by people who have difficulty using a keyboard, or who choose not to use one. We 

consider five of the most common speech recognition products and evaluate the “out-of-the-box” 

performance of three of them in terms of recognition accuracy, speed of text production and ease of 

use. We identify their good and bad points and assess the extent to which these products might 

meet our requirements. Finally we reflect on the advances made in speech recognition technology 

over the past few years, identify lessons learned from the product evaluations and máé 

recommendations for further improvements in the products.
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2 Requirements for a Speech Recognition System

1

The purchase of off-the-shelf products is often a hazardous affair; we have to rely on information 

from company advertising and press releases, and often on what is written on the box. It is all too 

easy to be dazzled by the marketing claims or to overlook some vital information which shows that 

the product will not be suitable for our needs. The problem of acquiring requirements for off-the

-shelf products has recently been addressed by Maiden and Ncube [3] who propose a new method, 

PORE (Procurement-Oriented Requirements Engineering) which at the time of writing is still under 

Wevelopment. This uses a set of templates to guide the requirements engineer through the process 

of obtaining customer requirements. The first template is based on using supplier data, the second 

on a product demonstration and the third on a hands-on product evaluation; at each stage, the 

choice of products can be restricted to those which best match the customer requirements and the 

customer requirements can be refined in the light of the customer’s increasing knowledge of the 

products. The method is perhaps targeted at more complex scenarios than the one in hand, but there 

are nevertheless some useful lessons to be learned. We began by considering our requirements in 

the light of information provided by suppliers and the manufacturers’ web sites and we identified 

both essential and preferred requirements. We distinguish between requirements for keyboard and 

non-keyboard users since it is generally accepted that it is more efficient to use multi-modal input, 

for example for editing and moving around a document, i f  the user is capable of doing so (see for 

example [1] and [2]). We have been able to amalgamate the process for templates 2 and 3 in the 

case of the very cheap products, since we have dispensed with the product demonstration in favour 

of buying the product for a hands-on evaluation -  not a course we could have followed a few years 

ago when products like these cost in excess of £1,000!

2.1 Essential Requirements

We are looking for a speech recognition system which can be used by students and/ or staff at the 

I university to carry out tasks on a PC. The author is often asked to recommend products for disabled 

(Students who have limited or no use of the keyboard, and, increasingly, there is concern amongst 

staff who use a keyboard continuously that they may suffer from RSI. Some people, may simply 

prefer to use speech rather than a keyboard. There is therefore an eagerness amongst people to try 

speech input as a viable alternative to the keyboard for at least part of the time. The number of
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tasks people may want to carry out is varied, but all users need to be able to produce documents in 

Microsoft Word which is in common use at the university. Our essential requirements for a speech 

recognition system are as follows:

Reqt.
No.

Requirement kbd
user

non-
kbd
user

R1 It must work with our ‘standard’ multimedia PCs and Windows 95 i.e. I6MB RAM V /

R2 It must be easy to learn and use ‘out of the box’ without the need for specialist training / ✓
R3 It must be capable of producing documents in Microsoft Word or documents that can 

be translated into Microsoft Word.
✓

R4 It must produce text at least as fast as other means at the user’s disposal (e.g. switch 
input, special entry pads)

R5 It must be capable of producing text as least as fast as an unskilled typist. ✓

R6 Once set up, it must be capable of being used without recourse to the keyboard for 
error correction.

/

2.2 Preferred Requirements

In addition to the essential requirements, a number of other requirements were deemed desirable:

Reqt.
No.

Requirement kbd
user

non-
kbd
user

R7 The entry-level system must be low-cost -  preferably under £100. ✓

R8 It should be compatible with other Microsoft products e.g. MSAccess and Excel ✓

R9 It should be capable of controlling the functionality of Windows 95 7 '

RIO It should be able to support more than one user / /

3 The Products

Five products were chosen as a representative sample of affordable speech recognition systems 

which are currently available ‘off-the-shelf in the UK. These are all marketed as ‘entry level' 

systems with further features being provided in add-ins or in more sophisticated versions of the 

product. Three of the products provide ‘discrete word’ recognition -  that is, the user has to leaves 

small gap between words when dictating; the other two provide ‘continuous speech’ recognition. 

All of the products are ‘speaker-dependent’, that is they adapt to the user’s voice with the result that 

recognition should improve over time. Each product is supplied with its own microphone. A brief 

specification of each product is given below, details are taken from the product box or from the 

suppliers web site. The price given for the first four is the actual purchase price we paid, we were 

unable to purchase the fifth product in time for this evaluation:
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Name: DragonDictate® Solo Price: £44
Supplier: Endeavour Technologies [4] Manufacturer: Dragon Systems UK Ltd [5]
Purpose: “Dictate to your PC and control your Windows applications by voice alone” ... “no typing!” 
Platform: Windows 95 and Windows 3.1
Applications: Microsoft Word'"'” , Excel’’'” , Powerpoint™, Access®, Internet Explorer
Type of recognition: not explicitly stated on the box but discrete word utterances is implied: “Dragon’s
QuickTalk™ technology makes dictation faster than ever before by shortening the pause required between
words”
Vocabulary: UK English dictionary and language model, 120,000 word vocabulary with 10,000 word 
active customisable dictionary, (also available for American English, French, German, Italian, Spanish and 
Swedish.
System Requirements: 486/66 MHz IBM-compatible PC, Pentium processor recommended. Industry 
standard 16-bit sound card or built-in audio systems, including the SoundBlaster 16®, 37MB hard disk 
space, CD-ROM drive. Mouse and keyboard recommended. Minimum 16MB memory, recommended 
20MB.

Name: VoiceType® Simply Speaking Price: £49
Supplier/Manufacturer: IBM [6]
Purpose: “Turn your spoken words into... notes, papers, and e-mail by simply speaking to your computer” 
Platform: Windows 95
Applications: uses own ‘VoicePad’ for dictation
Type of recognition: discrete word -  “Simply Speaking recognises “discrete” speech patterns -  that is, 
speaking with a very slight pause between words”
Vocabulary: UK English dictionary and language model, 64,000 word vocabulary (also available for 
American English, French, German, Italian, Japanese and Spanish)
System Requirements: processor performance equivalent to Intel Pentium lOOMHz or faster IBM- 
compatible PC, Industry standard 16-bit sound card - Creative Labs SoundBlaster 16® or 100% compatible or 
IBM Mwave sound card, 38MB hard disk space, CD-ROM drive. Minimum I6MB memory, recommended 
additional RAM when using with word processors such as MSWord, Lotus, WordPro and Corel WordPerfect.

Name: Kurzweil VoicePro Price: £149
Supplier: L&H Direct [7] Manufacturer: AlphaSoftware [8], Kurzweil AI[9]
Purpose: “Create documents, spreadsheets, e-mails and more simply by speaking!”. “ ... works with 
virtually all of your Windows applications”
Platform: Windows 95, Windows 3.1
Applications: Microsoft Office 97 and Lotus SmartSuite 97
Type of recognition: discrete word -  “Kurzweil VoicePro'’” allows you to control your Windows 
applications; creating memos, e-mails, reports, and presentations through discrete speech” plus a 
“Continuous Digit Recognizer”
Vocabulary: 60,000 word active vocabulary, 200,000 word dictionary. American English only.
System Requirements: Pentium processor for Windows 95, 486/DX4 75 for Windows 3. lx, Soundblaster 16- 
compatible sound board, or other Windows-compatible 16-bit sound board, 35MB hard disk space, 24MB 
RAM

Name: ViaVoice'''”  Price: £99
Supplier/Manufacturer: IBM [6]
Purpose: “Talk to your computer. Easy to use, speak normally. Dictate directly into Microsoft® Word”
Platform: Windows® 95 , Windows NT® 4.0
Applications: uses own ‘VoicePad’ for dictation or Microsoft® Word
Type of recognition: continuous speech -  “ViaVoice uses continuous speech technology so you can speak 
without pausing between words”
Vocabulary: UK English dictionary and language model, 30,000 word base vocabulary , expandable to 
64,000 words (also available for American English, French, German, Italian, Japanese and Spanish.
System Requirements: 166MHz Pentium® processor or faster. Industry standard 16-bit sound card - Creative 
Labs SoundBlaster 16® or 100% compatible or IBM Mwave sound card, 120MB hard disk space, CD-ROM 
drive, 32MB memory for Windows 95, 48MB for Windows NT 4.0.
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Name: SoloNaturallySpeaking Price: £99
Supplier: Endeavour Technologies [4] Manufacturer: Dragon Systems UK Ltd [5]
Purpose: “Produce reports, proposals, letters, e-mail and more in one half the time it takes to type” 
Platform: Windows® 95, Windows NT 4.0
Applications: Uses own window for dictation, compatible with ‘common everyday applications’
Type of recognition: continuous speech “Speak to your computer naturally and at a normal pace -  up to 
160 words per minute and more -  without pausing between words”
Vocabulary: UK English dictionary and language model, 230,000+ word vocabulary with 30,000 word 
active vocabulary, (also available for American English)
System Requirements: Minimum 133MHz Pentium Processor IBM-Compatible PC (faster with MMX), 
Industry standard 16-bit sound card or built-in audio systems, including the SoundBlaster 16®, 60MB hard 
disk, CD-ROM drive, 32MB memory for Windows 95 ,48MB for Windows NT.

4 Compatibility with our Requirements

Having gained the technical data for each product we were in a position to compare this with our 

initial set of requirements, following the recommendations given in [3]. The table below sets out 

our findings:

Reqt DragonDictate®
Solo

VoiceType® Simply 
Speaking

Kurzweil
VoicePro

ViaVoice™ SoloNaturally
Speaking

R1 Yes Yes not all not all not all
R2 Apparently Apparently Apparently Apparently Apparently
R3 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
R4 Apparently Apparently Apparently Apparently Apparently
R5 Apparently Apparently Apparently Apparently Apparently
R6 Yes No Yes No No
R7 Yes Yes No Yes Yes
R8 Yes No Yes No No
R9 Yes No Yes No No
RIO Yes Yes Yes Yes No

At this point in our investigations it appeared that DragonDictate®Solo most closely met our 

essential requirements (R1 to R6) as well as our preferred requirements. It was apparent that only 

two of our products met R6 and would be suitable for non-keyboard users and only two of them 

would work on our lowest specification computers. We were still unsure about the ease of use of 

the products (R2) and their speed (R4 and R5), and we could have sought out product 

demonstrations at this point. However, as we were able to purchase four of the products we were 

able to proceed directly to hands-on evaluations. Additional information was obtained from [10] 

which compares ViaVoice and Solo NaturallySpeaking, praising both products and coming down 

slightly in favour of NaturallySpeaking. We concluded from this article that NaturallySpeaking 

would definitely be worth evaluating and propose to include it in our longer term trials. The choice 

between discrete word or continuous speech recognition had not been raised in our requirement*]
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nly because we had no prior experience of using a continuous speech system; the hands-on 

iluation would give us a better idea of their potential.

[5 Product Evaluations

The product evaluations were planned in two stages. The first stage, which is reported here, was to 

test the ‘out-of-the-box’ performance of the products with a number of potential users. The second 

|| stage is a longer term trial over two months where each system will be used by a volunteer to carry 

out part of their daily work.

5.1 First Stage Evaluations

Each of the four systems to be tested provided instructions for getting started which would enable 

the user to set up the system and undertake an initial dictation session without the need for 

complicated training sessions (although, to be fair, the manufacturers do point out that recognition 

is likely to improve if the user invests time in ‘enrolling’ their voice by speaking a number of pre

defined words or phrases which the system can use to learn the user’s voice patterns).
II
!

!ln a previous evaluation [11] carried out in 1994, we attempted a similar exercise with very 

I disappointing results and we were interested to see how much speech recognition had improved in 

! four years. In the 1994 trial we tested an expert, a novice and a new user on hands-free use of the 

DragonDictate system, getting them to input the same text and counting the error rates and speed of 

input The results were as follows:

Expert: 38 words per minute, a recognition rate of 91%
Novice: 8.5 words per minute, a recognition rate of 67%
New User: 3 words per minute, a recognition rate of 34%

We concluded from this that the initial poor performance of the system might be enough to dissuade 

users from persevering with its use unless they had no alternative but to use it. In a questionnaire 

received from 20 (then) recent purchasers of the DragonDictate and IBM VoiceType systems we 

found some degree of dissatisfaction amongst users who had needed an average of one month to get 

used to their system (and this after receiving typically half to one day’s training from a consultant).
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This involved seven users, all native speakers of UK English, one of whom was the new user in the 

previous study and three of whom (including the ‘new user’) had some previous experience of 

speech recognition systems. All of the users were experienced keyboard users, but three had 

experienced RSI-type problems and were keen to investigate alternatives to keyboard input. Since 

not all of the systems were capable of being used in totally ‘hands-free’ mode we decided to test 

them all in the environment where a keyboard could be used to input corrections.

Our original intention was to test all of the users with all four systems, but two problems made this 

impractical. The first was that we quickly discovered that the out-of-the-box performance of the 

Kurzweil VoicePro was unacceptably low -  we were getting a recognition rate of only 50%! After 

consultation with the supplier, we confirmed that this is because the VoicePro, unlike the other 

products, was not supplied with a UK English language model, in order to get acceptable 

recognition rates we would have to undertake the lengthy enrolment process. We decided therefore 

to leave VoicePro out of our stage one evaluation though we will include it in our longer term trials 

as it has received favourable press reports. The second problem was one of time and commitment - 

users could not evaluate all three products in the allotted 90 minute sessions. We settled on a 

compromise -  four users evaluated the two discrete word systems DragonDictate Solo and Simply 

Speaking and three users evaluated a discrete word system, DragonDictate Solo and the continuous 

speech system, ViaVoice.

In each case, the system was pre-installed for the user but s/he was asked to follow the 

manufacturer’s instructions for setting up the microphone and carrying out all the necessary steps 

for making a first attempt at dictation. The users were then asked to input a standard text which 

comprised 100 words (including punctuation) and follow the instructions for correcting any errors. 

They repeated the text two more times, each time correcting the recognition errors, prompts were 

given by the evaluator if they got really lost and notes were taken during and after each session. 

The tasks involved for each of the systems prior to the dictation test were as follows:

DragonDictateSolo®
• Create a new user
• Set up and adjust microphone
• Run Quick Enrolment (less than 20 words)
• Run the first four lessons of the on-line tutorial
• Bring up Word Pad by voice

5.1.1 The Evaluation
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Simply Speaking
• (no need to create a new user as this is done when the system is installed -  for the 

purpose of the evaluation each new user was created prior to the test)
• Set up and adjust microphone
• Follow the recommendations from the manual on ‘Learning How to Dictate to IBM 

Voice Pad’ -  this involves reading selected parts of the on-line Help system and 
dictating a sample sentence

ViaVoice
As this is an upgrade to Simply Speaking the instructions for getting started are almost 
exactly the same, with the additional requirement that the user must dictate 14 sentences into 
the Dictation Trainer before starting. Dictation can be made either into the SpeakPad or 
directly into Microsoft Word. For this exercise we used SpeakPad.

I DragonDictate Solo works in a different way from the two IBM systems. The user corrects errors 

I as s/he goes along. A list of possible words is presented to the user. If the word they said is at the 

top of the list then they need do nothing, if it is in the list they can say “Choose n” to select the nth 

word in the list, if it is not in the list they can start typing (or spelling if they are in hands-free 

mode) until it appears in the list and then say “Choose n”. The command “Scratch That” is used to 

delete the previous word and the command “Oops” brings up the word history so that words up to 

12 words back from the current word can be corrected. The details of error correction are described 

in the tutorial and the user is given the chance to practice. The IBM systems on the other hand 

assume that the user will correct errors at the end of a dictation segment (for example a paragraph). 

Single words (or in ViaVoice, phrases) can be corrected by double clicking -  the user’s utterance is 

played back and a list of suggestions is presented, including the option to delete the word, the user 

either chooses an option from the list or types in the correct word. The Dragon correction system is 

less intuitive to the new user and they are encouraged to follow the on-line tutorial which takes 

them through the process of dictating and correcting text.

5.1.2 Results

The table below gives the recognition rates and text creation speed achieved for all users at their 

first and best attempt of the three. In general the best attempt was the third one though in some 

cases there was no difference between the second and third attempts or the second was a percentage 

point higher. The recognition rate is a simple score of the number of words out of the possible 100 

which were recognised correctly first time The final column shows the user’s preferred system.
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User Solo
1“ attempt best

Simply Speaking 
T‘attempt best

ViaVoice 
T‘ attempt best

PrefereM

1* t73%
11 wpm

92%
20 wpm

95%
33 wpm

97%
50 wpm

Simply
Speaking

2 t66% 
20 wpm

98%
33 wpm

91%
25 wpm

98%
33 wpm

Solo

3 76%
11 wpm

96%
25 wpm

t91% 
25 wpm

97%
50 wpm

Solo

4 84%
20 wpm

97%
33 wpm

t65%
14 wpm

80%
25 wpm

Solo

5* t82% 
33 wpm

90%
55 wpm

81%
33 wpm

95%
100 wpm

ViaVoion

6* t81% 
50 wpm

95%
67 wpm

82%
33 wpm

82%
67 wpm

Solo

7 71%
11 wpm

96%
44 wpm

t80% 
35 wpm

96%
100 wpm

ViaVoiot

* had used a speech recognition system before 
t  used this system first

As can be seen, most users experienced very good recognition rates on each system at their best 

attempt. There does not appear to be any significance attached to which system was used first. The 

text creation rates, which include the time taken for error recovery, are also quite acceptable, 

particularly as this was a totally new experience for four of the users. Perhaps not surprisingly 

higher speeds were obtainable on the continuous speech system as it is possible to speak faster to it 

These rates compare favourably to the time taken by two of the users who were not touch typists to 

type in and correct the test -  40 wpm and 50 wpm. Users found the set-up instructions fairly easy 

to follow, although there were some irritations, for example giving the wrong program name in the 

manual, and giving instructions for putting on the microphone only after you have used it. The 

time taken to complete the tests was significantly longer for DragonDictate (between 20 and 45 

minutes compared to 5 to 15 minutes for Simply Speaking and 10 to 20 minutes for Via Voice) but 

this is because it is necessary to complete the Dragon tutorial to learn about error recovery which 

can if required be carried out without recourse to the keyboard. None of the users thought that the 

set-up time was excessive. All except one of the users (user 4) were very impressed with the 

performance of the systems and five of them would be prepared to carry out prolonged trials of one 

of them. The preference expressed was generally for the system on which the user had achieved the 

best recognition rate and/or the fastest speed. User 3 is an exception, she preferred Solo because 

she liked to correct as she went along, whilst conceding that SimplySpeaking might be better if you 

were reading the text. User 6 who had some prior experience of discrete word systems felt that he 

would need more time to adjust to continuous speech dictation and said that he felt more in control 

with DragonDictate.
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The performance of all three systems was impressive with no echo of the traumatic experience of 

our experiment in 1994 when the new user (No. 1 in our sample) just could not get the system to 

recognise him. We would expect speed and recognition rates to improve over time, though whether 

most users will be able to obtain the claimed rates of 80wpm for DragonDictate Solo and 140-160 

wpm for the continuous speech systems remains to be seen. If we had to choose just one system to 

meet our requirements it would be DragonDictate Solo -  for its cheapness, versatility, and ability to 

run on a low specification machine. The speed performance of ViaVoice was impressive and it 

outclasses its predecessor SimplySpeaking, so for straightforward dictation tasks with keyboard 

corrections this would be a good choice, but only for machines with 32MB of RAM or more. Users 

who cannot use a keyboard or whose tasks include more than just word processing should choose 

DragonDictate Solo or possibly the Kurzweil VoicePro although this is only available in the 

American English version. Both Dragon and IBM also offer more sophisticated versions of their 

products which would be worth investigating. The most comprehensive currently appears to be 

Dragon’s NaturallySpeaking DELUXE Edition which incorporates all the features of DragonDicate 

with NaturallySpeaking, providing a totally hands-free environment; this retails at £459, but with 

the current levels of competition it is likely to get cheaper
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Remote Assistive Interpersonal Communication 
Exploiting Component Based Development

C.Viglas', C.Stamatis' and G.Kouroupetroglou^

Abstract

Assistive technolofo' has beet? committed to offer a great deal towards facilitating the 
communication needs o f  the disabled. Nevertheless, existing developments tend to focus primarily 
on face-to-face communication, thus leaving remote communication possibilities unattended or just 
"put aside". Remote communication for the disabled however, namely the ability to correspond over 
a public or computer network and e.specially the Internet, either by transmitting written messages, 
voice mailing or even participating in a teleconference, is o f paramount importance nowadays. In 
this paper we pre.sent the development o f  a new generation o f  flexible, open, adaptable, 
configurable and cost-effective aids supporting both interactive and non interactive remote/ 
distance interpersonal communication. Details on the requirements, properties, components and 
services fo r  remote interpersonal communication along with specific component development are 
given. The implementations presented conform to the recently introduced ATIC (Access to 
Interpersonal Communication) application development framework which exploits Component 
Based Software Development technology to maximize modularity and reusability.

1. Introduction

Interpersonal communication, which is taken for granted in our everyday lives, constitutes a crucial 
issue for many disabled people. Commercially available, computer-based communication aids are 
usually oriented towards providing partial solutions to specific communication problems for 
individual users. In most cases they offer from little to none functional flexibility with respect to 
their adaptation to either different or evolving user needs [2]. Furthermore, current trends 
demonstrated a prominent preference to matching the disabled user's requirements for face-to-face 
communication, leaving almost out of reach any consideration for communicating remotely. 
Namely, the communication aid is considered a computer-based application that solely satisfies the 
needs of the disabled for communication and interaction with their social or work environment. 
This in turn, prevents from taking advantage of what contemporary technology offers, namely 
exploiting the Internet and its services, and thus being able to communicate without barriers with 
anyone, regardless of the communication partners' physical location or concurrent on-line presence. 
In other words, harnessing the benefits of electronic mail, messaging or even voice mailing and 
real-time conversation via tele- or video- conferencing facilities.

It is clear however, that over the past few years the communication requirements of humans have 
undergone quite a change [8]. Face-to-face communication, although remains highly desirable, is no

' Universit)’ of Athens, department of Informatics. Panepistimioupolis. Ilisia, Atliens. GR-15784, Greece, 
E-mail: koiipe®di.uoa.gr
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longer the only predominant need to be matched. People tend to use computer networks more and 
more utilizing electronic mail and conferencing facilities to communicate remotely (i.e. from a 
distance) with friends and associates from around the globe. In addition, the World Wide Web 
(WWW) is rapidly becoming the universal delivery medium affecting tremendously the domain of 
interpersonal communication as well [16]. Furthermore, the developments in electronics and mobile 
telephony makes reaching and utilizing the telephone device possible for a lot of people with motor 
disabilities. The contemporary communication aids' market however, has not efficiently tackled 
these new developments yet.

In this paper we present the development of aids supporting both interactive and non-interactive 
remote/distance interpersonal communication. The implementations presented conform to the 
recently introduced ATTC (Access to Interpersonal Communication) application development 
framework [6] which exploits Component Based Development technology. We have shown 
previously that the ATIC framework, leads to a considerable change in the way communication aids 
are looked upon and moreover affects the overall process of developing communicators into more 
effective products [12].

Our presentation will begin with an introduction of the requirements for remote communication in 
the assistive technology domain, accompanied by a short presentation of the ATIC framework. The 
remaining sections will deal with the technical solution we have devised for the implementation of 
communication aids with remote interpersonal communication support, with emphasis put on 
describing reusable components.

2. Requirements for Remote Communication for the Disabled

Aiming to develop communicators that would offer additional features than the average 
contemporary aid, and would be more efficient in dealing with their users’ characteristics, thorough 
studies were conducted, and a number of critical issues were revealed as a result [1]. In particular, 
the studies focused on the technical specifications of user needs and requirements as well as the 
features offered by commercially available communication aids. Further analysis of their results led 
to the identification of the properties for remote interpersonal communication for the disabled that 
can be mapped into appropriate software components and services.

2.1 Identified Properties for Remote Communication

The communication aid should cater for different modes of communication, including:
■ Message exchange (be that voice mail or e-mail, written or spoken) between a disabled 

person using a symbolic or orthographic language and an able-bodied individual and vice- 
versa.

■  Message exchange between disabled people using different symbolic or orthographic 
languages.

■  Interactive remote conversation (in the form of interactive chat or teleconferencing), 
between two disabled people or a disable and an able-bodied one, using, again, different 
languages.

■ Use of the communication aid by a speech impaired person to communicate through a 
telephone device with an able bodied individual using the speech synthesizer of the 
communication aid in order to output voice to the common telephony network.

■ Face-to-face communication between disabled persons and between a disabled person and 
an able bodied individual.
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To design a product that targets on the international market, dealing with not converging user needs 
in various counties, with not the same cultural backgrounds and using different languages, first of 
all multilinguality support of a number of altemative/symbolic and natural languages is imperative. 
As far as adaptability is concerned, the selection of the proper language or communication system 
and associated user specific vocabulary are crucial. At the same time one has to ensure that people 
using different languages and systems will not be prevented from communicating (locally or 

i remotely). To maintain effective communication, machine translation should be supported, either 
[ word by word or based on a common interlingua meaning, using proper techniques to overcome 
' mismatching vocabularies [3,5]. Multiple output modalities, such as speech, audio, visual, printed, 
should be supported. The aid should also be adaptable and flexibly configurable at a lexical user 

I interface level [6,15,17], to match the user’s motor, sensory and mental needs and abilities.
! Moreover, it should also offer extensive configuration aspects in terms of: input and output 
: language, input and output devices, and user vocabulary selection, along with a high degree of 
flexibility and adaptability to the -changing with time- user needs. Needless to say that there are 
even more issues to be considered, like maintainability and ease of operation.

The aforementioned analysis shows a great diversity as far as disabled user communication needs 
are concerned, making it extremely unlikely to adopt a general-purpose solution towards 
communicators' implementation. To achieve this complicated goal, component software 
development is adopted, as it does offer maybe the only viable solution to cost-effective products. 
This approach offers adequate interoperability to come up with a sufficient range of items/parts 
ready to be used off-the-shelf, enabling the desired versatility in a communication aid.

2.2 Identified components and services

Further analysis of the discussion presented in the previous section, leads to the following 
components and facilities that communication aids should support: establish connection over a 
PTSN network, establish connection over a computer network (namely maintain a TCP Internet 
connection), handle a communication partner address book, maintain and manipulate a 
message/mail/voice-mail box, and transmit/receive a message over a network. Such facilities call 
for either voice output (if connected to the common telephony devices), or proper output modality 
(text, voice, graphics, etc.) according to the given needs and circumstances if an Internet-based 
communication is desired.

On the other hand, a number of general purpose components have also been identified and should 
be considered as they offer basic functionality one would expect to find in any computer-based 
communication aid. Naturally, the specific components that would comprise a certain 
communication aid will depend upon the special features and functional characteristics we would 
like to be present in the communication aid in question. Typical components would support -at 
least- the following services [3,10]: vocabulary definition, symbol selection, message reception, 
sentence/message composition, multilingual support and translation between different user 
languages in a variety of output modalities (text, sound, voice, graphics), message output in a 
number of ways (such as transmission over a communication channel, speech production, on screen 
display, and printer output).

Additionally, there exists a set of equally important components also considered as desirable but not 
always mandatory, providing input acceleration facilities (usually implemented using word 
prediction techniques), an editor for the construction of symbols of non orthographic (symbolic)
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languages, and training on the user's communication system or language.

3. Development Framework for Communication Aids

3.1. Component Based Development

Component-based development (CBD) is at present the most widespread technology for application 
development. It refers to the practice of reaching software solutions by building or buying 
interoperable components [16]. CBD, is quickly becoming the dominant model for software 
development, as it has already been ranked most favorable amongst software developers. Supporters 
exist not only in the generic application domain, but also in the domain of commercial applications 
and databases. CBD, owes in part its widespread acceptance to the Internet which is responsible for 
almost all upheavals in recent developments. The Internet has influenced commercial and business 
logic and to support that in a cost-effective manner, component technology seems the ideal solution 
[16].

CBD, promises and delivers considerable returns of investment in terms of ease of use and training, 
to both commercial and corporate developers and vendors such as Microsoft, Netscape 
Communications and Sun Microsystems who are already actively involved in the CBD domain. On 
the hand, CBD has broken into rehabilitation technology as well, in a quite remarkable manner, 
having various developers putting a considerable amount of effort particularly in the interpersonal 
communication domain [4,10,13].

Furthermore, by demonstrating a high degree of reusability (both at the code and application level) 
and harnessing the advantages of Object-Orientation, CBD has been identified as offering a 
balanced flexibility and adaptability. Hence, CBD leads to modular and open products that comply 
to such requirements as: interoperability, modularity, distribution, extensibility, and independence 
from programming language, as far as building a component application is concerned [9,16].

3.2. Fundamentals of the ATIC approach

The implemented ATIC framework, aims to be used by a number of different vendors, harnesses 
the benefits offered by the component-based technology, and introduces a new perspective in 
building better, feature-rich and more manageable communication aids, affecting drastically their 
life cycle [11,12]. It endorses a modular design for communication aids complying to a general 
adaptable solution to serve a wide range of users, able to deal adequately with users having motor, 
perceptual and cognitive problems. A versatile technology is used [11], allowing for rapid changes, 
and supporting multiple features in order to meet the physical abilities, cognitive and language 
levels and conversational needs of persons using these aids [17]. Any user language, symbolic or 
natural, is supported via a database of multimedia language elements, to be utilized in all aspects of 
the disabled user's communication needs, be that face-to-face or remote communication and even 
group conversations (i.e. support for multiple output modalities). In order to reach the 
aforementioned goals, the ATIC approach utilizes and is based upon, the provision of a novel 
component architecture (defining communication protocols, components connectivity, building 
rules, and software tools inclusive) [10,12], and the implementation of a number of architecture- 
compliant components (modules), that can be interoperably used to built communication aids.

All in all, ATIC constitutes a development framework, which promotes reusability in the design, the
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■code generation and binary execution. These features render our framework in an advantageous 
Iposition as far as communication aids application development is concerned. Taking advantage of 
jits Object-Oriented design [11] and the features of CBD, the ATIC framework incorporates a set of 
Inotable advantages that are often demonstrated by object-oriented frameworks [7] leading to: 

better and more concrete control over the application development process, 
greater reusability and adaptability potential for the developed components, 
applications that can demonstrate either a general purpose or a highly specialized character, 
even more robust and customizable user interfaces,
ultimately, bigger productivity and variety of implementation, which can lead, in the long run, 
to a vaster range of choice but also to better quality (due to competition), which is of utmost 
importance as far as interpersonal communication for the disabled is concerned.

lAccording to ATIC, any identified user needs are mapped to appropriate communication functions 
[and translated into the software-oriented domain. The main flmctions identified are then broken 
Idown into sub-fiinctions leading to elementary functional elements (i.e. services) that the 
I communicator’s components would be expected to offer and serve]. In this context, a communicator 

considered a system providing a number o f functions and/or services dependent on the particular 
\user-needs, abilities and cognitive level. Each function may be implemented independent o f  others, 
hither as a separate entity or as a set o f elementary services, offered by a component or set o f  
interoperable components responsible fo r  the implementation o f a function or service in a way 
Itransparent to the architecture and the communicator itself

[The ATIC framework defines both the programming model and the required binary standard for 
[creating, managing, and accessing object-based components that provide (and use) services to other, 
[objects and applications. As a technology, it allows components to interact across process 
[boundaries as easily as objects interact within the same process. This is enabled by means of a 
[message registration and passing mechanism. ATIC does specify an object model that supports 
[concurrency, re-entrant multi-threading, internal synchronization of processes and inter-process 
[communication of components, which allow for component applications to be built using virtually 
[any programming language [11].

14, Remote Interpersonal Communication Implementation

[Remote communication was successfully implemented under the ATIC component software 
I framework, and its Ohjeci M ode! fu.sing Oh fT  notation [1 4 ])  being presented in  F igu re  1. Two different kinds 
[of objects can be distinguished: the module object, which represents a component of the 
[interpersonal communication aid responsible for the implementation of a specific function, and the 
\ATIC object. A more general object, the Communicator, represents the entire communication aid.

|The/177C component is responsible for any information exchange, plus error handling, between the 
[communicating components. All information between the components and the^77C is implemented 
[through message exchange: ATIC receives messages from the “client” component, decides which 
[component is the proper recipient (more than one module might be affected by a certain message), 
[and transmit the necessary message to the “server” module(s). This communication is represented 
[through the “message exchange” association [11].

Aggregation is identified between the Communicator object the ATIC and the component objects. 
More specifically, the Communicator is an abstract object, which consists of one ATIC instance and 
a collection of instances of the Module class. For this reason, the various instances of the Module
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object, which are most crucial in the model, are discussed in the following sections, using top-down 
generalization. Subclasses of the Module class can be derived by, identifying the desired 
functionalities of a most generic (all-encompassing) communicator, and then decomposing them 
into elementary functions. Each function is independent of the others and unaware of their presence 
or absence in the communicator system (if a service that is not provided is required, the relevant 
A 77C component is responsible for sending the appropriate error messages). This is the reason why 
no association or link whatsoever exists between Module subclasses. Communication between them 
is established through message exchange via XhtATIC component.
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Figure 1: The Object Model for remote communication

4.1 The Module object

The Module object is generally concerned with the implementation of certain services that the 
communicator is expected to provide. Its functionality and specifications depend upon the particular 
component that is being developed.
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Considering remote communication, two different functional 
modes can be identified; the sentence reception mode and the 
sentence transmission mode. The first is accomplished through 
the underlying network by using the SMTP protocol in  the case o f  

E -m ail (F igure 2). The message is received from the SMTP port 
by the Sentence reception component. This component firstly 
removes the header of the message and then it breaks the 
message in a set of discrete meanings associated with the 
original message composed in the user’s own language. The 
meanings are passed through the ATIC component to the 
translation component by the use of a message named 
TRANSLATE. The translation component, incorporating a 
database of meanings, translates the meaning to the proper user 

language and passes it to the interface where the message appears in an editor. Almost the same
scenario takes place in the case of interactive chat. The 
difference is that the received message is broken down in 
meanings, each individually carried in TCP/IP Internet packets. 
Then, each meaning is passed to the translation component and 
presented in the proper user language. This process takes place 
in real time as the meanings composing the user message 
arrive.

Figure 2: Message reception

User Interface

Sentence Composition Partner
selection

Translation

Sentence
Transmission

SMTP

I Figure 3: Message transmission for 
e-mail

User Interface

Sentence Composition

Sentence transmission mode is more complex. It begins with 
the user taking advantage of the services of the message 
composition component through the user interface component. 
The message is broken in different words. The discrete words 
are passed through the ATIC component to the translation 
component by use of the TRANSLATE message. The 
translation component using the database of meanings 
translates the message to a set of meanings which are passed to 

the proper network protocol, such as the Simple Mall Transfer Protocol (SMTP) in the case of e- 
mail and TCP/IP in the case of interactive chat. Note that the sentence transmission component is 
different in each of those cases. In  the f ir s t  case (F igure 3), the sentence transmission component passes

the whole message (as one chunk of text) to the mail protocol. 
The selection of the user’s communication partner is handled 
by the User Interface module, where the user chooses a 
graphical representation of his/her partner. This is then mapped 
to the corresponding e-mail address by the Partner Selection 
component and then passed to the mail protocol. In the second 

case (F igure 4), the message is passed word-by-word to the 
TCP/IP layer which in turn acknowledges reception to the 
Sentence Transmission component. In the case of a 
communication error the. User Interface component gets a 
notification of the error that occurred. Selecting a 
communication partner in this case is also handled by the User 
Interface where the user chooses a graphical representation of 
his/her partner. This is then mapped to an IP address by the 

Figure 4: Message transmission for chat Partner Selection component, which is responsible for passing
it to the Sentence Transmission component. Then this IP
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address is used by the Sentence Transmission 
component to establish connection, send, listen, 
check and retransmit packets utilizing the TCP/IP 
layer services, in  the th ird  case scenario (Figure 5), the 
Sentence Transmission component passes the 
composed message to a speech synthesizer which 
in turn produces output to a telephone device. The 
communication partner selection is once more 
achieved in the same manner as in the previous 
cases. The Partner Selection component utilized 
in this case invokes a modem device to dial 
directly the desired partner. As soon as the 
connection is established the User Interface 
component is notified so that the user can start 
composing his/her message.

Figure 5: Message transmission for PTSN 
connection

4.2 The User Interface Component

One of the most important components of the communication aid is the User Interface component. 
This component is compliant with the ATIC component software architecture. This means that it 
communicates with the other components using ATIC messages. The User Interface component 
registers the INTERFACE message, which 
carries a structure containing the specific 
command issued by a functional component to 
be handled and intended for the Interface 
object. One of the biggest obstacles that have 
to be overcome in order to provide a generic 
solution to the user interface design in a 
component based environment, is managing the 
GUI of the application. This becomes more 
evident in a communication aid where the user 
interface has to have special behavior 
supporting many different scanning techniques 
and interaction modes. Taking into account that 
the user interface objects must respond to 
special devices and that different components 
will have to interact as far as user interface is 
concerned, having each functional component 
developer to embody the user interface into 
each component would make building a 
communicator extremely complex. The 
solution to that is to provide a separate User 
Interface component with a high level GUI 
definition language that would be interpreted in 
real time by a user interface server in order to 
provide and manage the GUI.

Figure 6: Example of the user interface definition 
language
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The User Interface component of a communication aid is structured, namely, there is a hierarchy 
amongst the interface objects that comprise it. Thus, the interface definition language should be a 
structured one supporting multilevel encapsulation of objects. The hierarchy defined in this 
encapsulation determines the order in which the interface objects are scanned. The first level of this 
encapsulation is the “screen” object The Screen is the container, which contains all the other 
objects. Within a screen, scanning groups are defined. The scanning groups are objects that can 
contain other groups or childless objects. A Childless object is a button or a listbox or an editor. An  

example o f  the G U I defin ition  language is  presented in F igure 6.

5. Discussion

The remote interpersonal communication aids described above have been implemented under the 
MS-Windows 95 environment for an IBM-PC compatible platform. They offer enhanced 
functionality by fulfilling all the requirements identified in section 2 of this paper.

The communication aids described in this paper were evaluated by speech-motor and language- 
cognitive impaired users in Great Britain and Finland within the ACCESS project as well as in 
Greece under the HORIZON project HESTIA.

Figure 7 depicts a typ ica l remote communication scenario f o r  two d isab led people using A T IC  com pliant 

communication aids. More Specifically, they reside different countries (Greece and Finland in the 
example), one is using BLISS as a communication system while the other is using Pictogram, and 
they establish a connection over a telephone or computer network.

GREECE

Figure 7: Typical ATIC enabled, remote communication
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Abstract
One basic research approach fo r  assistive technology in Japan is proposed  in this 
>aper. Ifu ku b e  (one o f  the authors) has developed this research approach through  
out 25 y e a rs ’ experience in assistive  technology studies. He and his co-researchers 

me designed several aid devices as review ed in this paper and have obtained many 
lasic fin d in g s  concerning human inform ation processing. Som e o f  the devices have 
ven m anufactured in Japan and the technologies as w ell as the basic fin d in g s  have 
ten applied to construct both virtual reality system s and robots. M oreover, newly  

ieveloped virtually reality and robotics technologies have been fe d  back to design  
Viter models fo r  developing assistive  devices.

1. Introduct i on

e have been carrying out the assistive technology studies, especially communication 
[aid studies, for about 25 years, and have designed several aid devices which are in 
iractical use or will be put into use. M oreover, we have obtained many findings 
loncerning sensory  integration, concept form ation and sensory-m otor association in 
the human brain. We will refer to our research regarding the aid devices and mention 
low that research has been related to virtual reality and robotics. F inally , we will 
introduce our research approach to developing assistive technology.

I Ass i s t i ve  d e v i c e s  d e s ig n e d  by authors

1.1 T a c t i l e  v o i c e  c o d e r

ihrough fundam ental research on auditory and tactile inform ation processing, we 
Ieveloped a tactile voice coder for the deaf about 21 years ago which has been 
lanufactured in Japan. Our research was broadcast as a docum entary program  
milled "my finger can hear letters". The tactile voice coder is a device which 
iroduces sound spectral patterns that are analyzed in 16 frequency com ponents. When 
in index fingertip  touches a piezo-electric vibrator array (consisting  of 16 rows by 
iree columns as show n in figure 1), the device makes it possib le to d iscrim inate the

Laboratory of Sensory Inform ation E ngineering , Research In s titu te  for E lectron ic  Science, 

okkaido U niversity , Sapporo 060, JAPAN
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first and the second form ants of vowels as well as some consonants such as fricatives.! 

It assists in lip reading and also helps to obtain feedback for speech training. It has] 

already been put to practical use in Japan, and studies on its evaluation are being

at some institu tes for the deaf. From  identification tests of Japanese monosyllables|
consisting of /ku/, /su /, /nu/, /fu/, /ru/, /tsu/j 
and /yu/, the identification rate increased from] 
23% (lip-reading only) to 68% (lip-reading! 
plus tactile voice coder) after one week ofJ 
training [2]. In cooperation with an electronic! 
com pany, we are now im proving the tactile] 
voice coder using a digital signal processor] 
(DSP) to make it sm aller and cheaper [18].
The findings and technologies regarding tactile] 
voice coders will also be applied to a tactile] 
display for virtual reality system s.

F i g . l  A v ib r a to r  a rray  f o r  t a c t i le  vo ce  co d e r

2 . 2 .  V o i c e  T y p e w r i t e r

About 16 years ago, the tactile voice coder was applied to a voice typewriter for 
acquired deaf people for whom it is d ifficult to learn lip-reading and finger language.: 
This device can convert m onosyllabic voice sounds such as /a//ka//sa//ta//na//ha/ into 
Japanese letters alm ost in real time and show s them on a display. There are only 5 
vowels and 14 consonants in Japanese. Every Japanese word is pronounced as a 
series o f m onosyllables. For exam ple, Tokyo is pronounced as /to//u //k i//yo/ and /u/.̂

Every m onosyllable corresponds to one 
Japanese letter. This makes it easy to design a 
voice typew riter.

F igure 2 show s the voice typew riter in which a] 
m icroprocessor was used. Some algorithms] 
were perform ed by the hardware to decrease] 
the conversion time. Its recognition rate was] 
96% and its response time was about 0.2 [3].i 
The voice typew riter is a substitute for finger] 
language or conversation writing. It can also, 

be used as a typew riter for the upper-limb 
disabled. The voice typew riter has been applied] 

to the input device of a Japanese w ord processor. We are now improving the voice] 
typew riter using a m icro-processor to make it sm aller and cheaper.

F i g . 2 V o ic e  t y p e w r i te r
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2.3 .  C o c h l e a r  I m p l a n t

We have been studying auditory prostheses which stim ulate surviving auditory nerves 
of the deaf who have lost the function o f hair cell receptors inside the cochlea. 
However, it was alm ost im possible to continue the study in Japan because o f a lack 
of co-researchers. Therefore, one o f the authors o f the study (prof. Ifukube) went to 
Stanford U niversity  to continue the study o f auditory prostheses about 13 years ago. 
In our auditory p rosthesis, auditory nerve cells were electrically stim ulated by 8 
electrodes placed in the cochlea as show n in figure 3.

Spectral patterns were then analyzed in 8 steps. The 8 signals were transm itted 
electro-magnetically from  a transm itter outside the body to a receiver inside the body

[4][5]. H ow ever, when a te s te r’s voice 
stim ulated the auditory nerves o f a female 
patient, she reported that the perceived 
signals sounded very differen t from 
voices which she rem em bered from  the 
time she had norm al hearing. Furtherm ore, 
their ears were infected tw ice during prof. 
Ifu k u b e’s stay at S tanford.

Although our method was not so effective 

for recognition of speech, especially 

consonants, we have acquired some other 

F ig .3 Im p la n te d  e le c tro d e  a rray  findings regarding effectiveness of auditory

electrical stim ulation [14][6].

{2.4.  T i n n i t u s  S u p p r e s s e r

It has been known that fifty or sixty percent of 
hearing im paired patients suffer from  tinnitus 
which causes them stress and insom nia. The 
fact that electrical stim ulation to the cochlea 
suppresses tinnitus to some extent was 
observed in the course of developing our 
cochlear prosthesis for the deaf [16]. We have 
developed a tinnitus suppresser which we have 
used to treat tinnitus patients. With this 
treatm ent, about 30 % o f the patients claimed

jF ig .4  Im p la n ta b le  t in n i t u s  s u p p re s s e r  

i
Ithat the tinnitus had disappeared w ithout any side effects. H ow ever, since this 
{method suppresses tinnitus for only a short period o f time, many tinnitus suffers
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have long been w aiting for an im plant system  which can suppress tinnitus whenever it 
appears.

The im plantable tinnitus suppresser which we developed consists of a wave generator/j 
a prim ary coil outside the ear, a secondary chip coil im planted under the skin of an 
external ear and a P t-Ir electrode placed on the prom ontory o f the cochlea as shown in 
figure 4. The secondary coil connected with an electrode was im planted for 7 patients 
[13].

2 . 5 .  D i g i t a l  H e a r i n g  A i d

In general, elderly people who have suffered from a hearing impairment have less 
ability to understand spoken language even though they can hear the speech sounds. 
This phenom enon seems to be due to a decrease in the recognition of auditory time 
patterns in the speech area of the cortex. Therefore, in cooperation with the Central 
Research Laboratory of the H itachi com pany, we have designed a hearing aid which 
can slow down speech w ithout any pitch frequency change by using a digital signal 
p rocessor as show n in figure 5 [15].

This hearing aid was evaluated and improved 
by our university . In our hearing aid, first, 
the pitch frequency of a vowel part is 
extracted; then the pitch wave is repeated so 
that the duration of the vowel part can be 
slow ed down. We have proved that this device 
is effective in catching the meaning of rapidly 
spoken sentences for the elderly sensorineural 
hearing-im paired. This hearing aid has been 
m anufactured by H itachi LTD.

F ig .  5 D ig i t a l  h e a r in g  a id

2 . 6  E l e c t r i c  A r t i f i c i a l  L a r y n x

Various m ethods for vocal rehabilitation have been applied to patients who have! 
undergone laryngectom ee, thereby losing their speech function. We have studied the] 
vocalization m echanism  of a mynah bird, which can im itate the human voice, in order ! 
to apply it to a synthetic sound generator for such patients [7]. An electric artificial; 
larynx is one o f the artificial larynges for the people who have failed to master other' 
forms of substitu te speech. H ow ever, this p rosthesis makes it difficult to produce; 
natural voices. From  the analysis of the m ynah’s vocalization mechanism, we have 
found that the mynah can clearly imitate phonetic inform ation such as intonation and 
accent. This is the reason why m ynahs’ voices can be heard as natural voices by 
hum ans. In order to im prove a conventional electric artificial larynx, we have 
proposed a new method that can allow laryngectom ee patients to control intonation by 
using their respiration [12].
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The device consists o f three parts as show n in figure 6. The firs t part is a pressure 
sensor that can detect exhaled air p ressure produced from  a stom a made by a surgical 
incision into the neck. The second part is a transform ation circuit made o f a m icro

p rocessor that can convert air pressure 
into a pitch frequency for voice. The third 
part is an electrom echanical vibrator that 
can be attached to the neck. By using the 
optimal param eters, the pitch pattern of 
the electric larynx voice became clearly 
sim ilar to the pattern produced from a 
norm al subject after one day o f training. 
This type o f electric artificial larynx has

ju s t been m anufactured by a company in 

Japan. It has been proven that intonation 

is very im portant to make an artificial 

larynx voice natural [13].

F ig .6 E le c t r ic  a r t i f i c i a l  la r y n x  com pany

2 . 7 .  U l t r a s o n i c  E y e g l a s s e s

A new model of a m obility aid for the blind has been developed using a 
m icroprocessor and ultrasonic devices. In this model, a down sw ept frequency 
modulated ultrasound is emitted from  a transm itter with broad directional 
characteristics in order to detect obstacles as show n in figure 7.
Ultrasound reflections from  the obstacles are picked up by a tw o-channel receiver.

The frequency of the emitted ultrasound is 
sw ept from  70 to 40 kHz w ithin 1 ms, 
giving it alm ost the same characteristics as 
the u ltrasound which an FM -bat produces 
for echo-location. The frequency of the 
reflected ultrasound wave is reduced by 
about 50 : 1 by using a m icro-processor 
with A/D and D/A converters. These 
audible waves are then presented 
binaurally through earphones. In this way, 
obstacles may be perceived as localized 
sound images corresponding to the 
direction and the distance of the obstacles.

F i g . 7 U lt r a s o n ic  eye g lasse s
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With this device, a blind person can recognize a 2-m m -diam eter w ire at a distance of 
about 1 meter. We also found that the blind could discrim inate between several 
obstacles at the same time w ithout any virtual images. This mobility aid, modeled 
after the bats' echo-location system , is very effective at detecting small obstacles 
placed in front of the head [8].

(3) (2) ( 1)

H ow ever, m ost blind people can detect obstacles w ithout these devices. This ability 
is called the "obstacle sense". F igure 8 show s two steps involved in the obstacle

sense: firs t perception (2) and finalJ 
appraisal (3). We have been' 
investigating the mechanism of the, 
obstacle sense based on psychophysical^ 
experim ents using blind students. Wei 
have found the reason why the blind canj 
detect the obstacle is that they can] 
d iscrim inate the tiny difference of sound 
field between with obstacle and without! 
obstacle [7]. Furtherm ore, we were able! 
to make the blind hear "virtual* 
obstacles" by controlling the sound field. 

produced from a speaker array. This

30 50 A t (ms) 
t=HH—
5 i/Cm)

F i g . 8 T w o  s te p s  o f  th e  o b s ta c le  sense

Study has also been related to virtual reality research. In the near future, we intend to  ̂
design a m obility aid device which will use the ability of the obstacle sense.

2 . 8 .  T r a n s f e r  A id

F ig .  9 T ra n s fe r  a id

We have designed a transfer aid which, 
can move a bed-ridden patient from aj 
bed to a wheel chair or from a wheel] 
chair to a bed by using a metal hydride] 
actuator. A metal hydride (MH) actuator! 
which uses the reversible reaction! 
between heat energy and mechanical] 
energy of a hydrogen absorbing alloy, 
has recently attracted much attention. 
H ydrogen absorbing alloys are capable] 
of storing as much hydrogen gas a  ̂
approxim ately 1000 times their own] 
volume. By heating the alloy, hydrogen

equilibrium  pressure increases and hydrogen is desorbed, whereas by cooling the 
alloy, hydrogen equilibrium  pressure decreases and hydrogen is absorbed. In this
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Iway, it is possib le  to utilize the mechanical energy o f hydrogen gas pressure by 
jmanipulating heat.

|A Peltier element is used as a heat source, and by changing the direction of the 
electric current to the element, the alloy is heated or cooled. The functioning part 
uses metal bellow s, which insulate the hydrogen.

The drive function, which uses hydrogen absorption and desorp tion , has a buffer
effect and prevents extrem e pow er changes 
or shock. Thus, this MH actuator is milder 
for hum ans and more suitable for use in 
equipm ent which is attached to people. 
F igure 9 show s a transfer aid in which one 
MH actuator is used [19][17]. We have also 
developed a robot hand with tactile sensory 
feedback as show n in figure 10 [9][11] and a 
w heelchair with a lifter using an MH actuator 
with a 40 g alloy.

F ig . 10 T e le -e x is te n c e  ro b o t  h a n d

1.9. V ir t u a l  R e a l i t y  S t u d i e s  [10]

Based on the above techniques and the find ings, we have constructed  a virtual reality 
|(VR) system  which consists of a head mount display , a speaker array, a rotational 
chair, and a sound p roof room as show n in figure 11. The tem perature of the room 
an be changed in the range from minus 4 degrees to plus 40 degree. We are now

investigating m echanisms o f sensory 
integration. As one example, we have 
investigated how the rotational stim ulation 
influences the visual and auditory sensations. 
These kinds of findings will be useful to 
design both better models of VR system s and 
rehabilitation devices.

I

A research project o f a mixed reality (MR) 
system  was begun last year in order to 
construct a kind o f augm ented reality in 
cooperation with the M inistry of Fig. 1 1

nternational Trade and Industry  (M ITI), and Canon com pany. MR involves 
iitegrating elements from the real world with a virtual w orld. Inform ation from

i g . l l  V ir tu a l  r e a l i t y  s ys te m
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reality and virtual reality is put together and displayed. In order to create a smooth 
MR environm ent, a num ber o f problem s have to be dealt with.

We have been asked to evaluate how the problem s influence the human body; In 
particular, the visual function, the autonom ic nervous system , and the sense of 
equilibrium . In order to investigate these influences, the Sapporo research branch 
was constructed . In the center, we have three room s: (1) a control room in which 
there are some com puters such as an Onyx 2 to create images and control equipment, 
(2) a display room  in which an arch-screen (figure 12), a motion base with two force 
plates , a speaker array and a 3-D m otion analysis system  have been installed, and (3) 
a bio-m edical m easurem ent room  in which we can m easure the visual function, the 
autonom ic nerve function and the sense of equilibrium  using several kinds of 
equipm ent.

We are planning to investigate how sensory 
integration is formed in the human brain 
when differen t stim ulations such as the 
visual and the balance stimulations are 
displayed sim ultaneously or successively. 
The findings that will be obtained from the 
research project of MR will be useful in 
creating better aid devices.

F i g . 12 M ix e d  r e a l i t y  s ys te m

3.  C on c lu s i on

It can be said that present-day robots and com puters are also “disabled” from the 
point of view of their sensory-m otor functions. The basic findings concerning human 
sensory-m otor functions and aid devices for the disabled will be useful for designing 
virtual reality system s and robots.

In the near future, the newly developed technologies o f virtual reality and robots 
will be applied to design better models of com m unication and mobility aid systems 
for people with sensory-m otor d isorders. This is our research approach of assistive 
technology as schem atically show n in figure 13.
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CHINESE DISABLED PERSON INFORMATION 

RETRIEVAL SYSTEM AND RELEVANT WORK

Quankai Li

Abstract

Chinese Disabled Person Information Retrieval System contains information about survey o f  

persons with disabilities , disabled persons’ organizations , laws and regulations , national 

programs, outstanding disabled persons, education, cultural life , poverty alleviation, welfare and 

etc. It is developed by China Rehabilitation Research Center. The establishment o f  the system is 

sponsored by China Disabled Persons ’ Federation and its aim is to assist the government fo r  the 

development o f  disabled persons undertakings as well as to serve disabled persons and their 

organizations.

1. Introduction

There are more than 60 million persons with disabilities in China. They constitute one fifth of the total 

families in China. China, as a country with the largest disabled population, is fiiUy aware of its 

responsibility and the role it should play.

China Rehabilitation Research Center (abbreviated CRRC), a state owned institution afiSliated with 

the China Disabled Persons’ Federation , serves to collect , analyze and exchange information on 

disabled persons and on rehabilitation services for the disabled persons so that a national information 

network for the disabled will be established.
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Five years ago, Disability and Rehabilitation Database in Chinese Language (abbreviated D R ), the 

first database made for disabled persons in China, was developed by CRRC specifically for physicians 

specializing in the practice of medical rehabilitation . The records we produced in DR database were 

collected fi'om 400 journals ,100 newspapers, conference papers and laws published in China. In the 

past several years, DR database has been used by people who are interested in medical rehabilitation 

in China. Through individuals’ searches, DR database is found lack of policies, education , national 

program, advocacy and legislation and other information relevant to disabled persons . We decided to 

make the second database for disabled persons in China -- Chinese Disabled Person Information 

Retrieval System (CDPIRS ) , which relates to disabled persons’ social problem except medical 

rehabilitation. This program got financial support from China Disabled Persons’ Federation., a 

national organization for all categories of disabled persons in China, which established in March 1988 

with the Chinese government approved and mandated by law . China Disabled Persons’ Federation 

represents and protects the legitimate rights and interests of the disabled as well as provides services 

to the disabled, and at the same time, assists the government in managing and coordinating the work 

for the disabled with the functions of representation, service and management, China Disabled 

Persons’ Federation has established local branches at the provincial, municipal, county and township 

levels.

2. Method

2.1. C D PIR S’s operating environment

Available hard disk space 14 MB and IBM386 compatible PC or above

2.2. Data structure

Structuring data design of the database consisted of 2 files: FDT(field definition table),PFT(prmt 

format table).Once the FDT was produced, the data structure of CDPIRS was generated. CDPIRS 

is easier to be used than Disability and Rehabilitation Database.

2.3. Range of selection
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Documents, summary , reports , newsletters, stories o f  outstanding persons , lecture notes and 

statistical tables with the China Disabled Persons’ Federation approved and other unportant 

documents relevant to the course o f disabled persons.

Formal and informal newspaper , periodical and non-periodical edited by local organizations o f  

Disabled Persons’ Federation at the provincial ,municipal, county and township levels.

Books relating to the field o f  disabled persons.

Important articles about disabled persons published on local newspapers.

Documents collected by Ministry o f Civil Affairs , Ministry o f  Public Health , Ministry o f  Labor , 

State Education Commission and Ministry o f  Justice.

3. Fields of each record

Below is the CDPIRS fields, their corresponding codes and full descriptions o f  7 essential fields. 16 

fields are definited in the field definition table.

3.1. 010 publication type

The 010 field indicates the kind o f information or the format in which it is presented. Examples of 

publication types include:

I newslerter 

C conference 

D official document 

T table

P periodical and non-periodical 

B book

W writing cut from newspaper 

E etc.

3.2. I l l  accession number
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The 111 field contains the unique eight-digit number assigned by the Library of China Rehabilitation 

Research Center(LCRRC).The first two digits represent the province of the published article. The 

second two digits represent the year of entry.

3.3. 200 title

The 200 field contains the title of the article.

3.4. 250 address o f  author

The 250 field contains the address of author.

3.5.3 0 0  author(s)

The 300 field contains author(s) of the article.

3.6. 470 source

The 470 field contains the complete bibliographic citation, including journal title, date of publication, 

volume number, issue number.

3.7. 620 Chinese Subject Headings(CSH)

The 620 field contains the controlled vocabulary terms or subject headings assigned by indexes at 

Institute for Chinese Scientific Information and is used to group documents on similar topics . 

Chinese Subject Headings are standard vocabulary terms that describe the concepts covered each 

article in the CDPIRS . Chinese Subject headings allow users to retrieve all references to a particular 

topic, even if different terminology is used in these records. Each record contains several CSH. After 

each article has been indexed ,it will be put into the CDPIRS .

4. Search
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4.1. Basic search and refining search

Once users have developed their search concept and identified the keyword or keywords they need to 

search the database for records containing those terms. There are two ways users select to search the 

database: The first one is also the basic one that is to use the Find command to search for your 

keywords. The second method is refining search that is to select search terms fi’om the Index or the 

Thesaurus and automatically have CDPIRS find them. The CDPIRS has Indexes an alphabetical 

list of all words in every field or several fields as you choose.

4.2. Narrowing a search

When users search retrieves too many records .they can use any of the following techniques to 

narrow it:

operators (AND and NOT)
Field-Specinc searching

4.3. Broadening search

When users search retrieves too few records .there are several techniques they can use to increase the 

number of records retrieved, such as :

the OR operator 
truncation 
the Index 
the Thesaurus

4.4. Display , print and download

Once users have retrieved records .they can display them with the Show command .they can mark 

certain records for later Printing or Downloading .they can Print records, and Download records to 

save them on floppy or hard disk.

Users can output records in a variety of formats by changing the settings for the Show .Print and
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Download options.

5. Targets and Expectation

CDPIRS contains a large collection of standards, methods, policies , laws, programs, ,  various of 

information and other data in this field. It contains information for the state and Chinese Disabled 

Persons’ Federation in order to assist the government in mobilizing society for the development of 

disabled persons undertakings. Based on the information collected in CDPIRS , we provide service 

including :

Submitting reports of document statistic and data analysis to China Disabled Persons’ Federation.

Providing report of document and data on special subject as needed.

Sending updated CDPIRS floppy and newsletter about CDPIRS to China Disabled Persons’ 

Federation and its branches at provincial level.

Serving the organization and persons who are interested in the field of disabled persons.

Serving disabled persons directly.
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Alternative pointing devices: 
some emphasises at designing of 
visual-independent HC-interface

Alexander Agranovski, Tatiana Evreinova, Grigori Evreinov 
SPECVUZA VTOMATIKA Design Bureau 
Lab. fo r  Designing o f  Information Image Systems 
44/5, 13 Lenin St., 344038 Rostov-on-Don, Russia 
E-mail: asni@ns.rnd.runnet.ru

Abstract
The paper are devoted to investigation of possible ways of designing of body- 
coupled manipulators. Described prototypes of alternative pointing devices were 
designed and tested. It is supposed that they are used jointly with audio feedback.

Keywords
feedback, panoramic adjustment, visual-independent interface, graphic manipulator

1 BACKGROUND AND PROTOTYPES

For estimation and correction of mouse operations an operator exploites not only 
afferent information of visual or unvisual receptors but also internal mental models 
as a coordinates system and comparison units: sizes of own body parts or of their 
relative displacement [Gurfinkel, V.S., Levik, Y.S. (1991)]. Using conventional 
pointing devices in absence / interruption of visual feedback an operator loses "a 
panoramic adjustment". It results to essential infringements of subjective 
impressions about environment objects. For blind users by the ideal tool could 
become input-output devices as much as possible using a metaphor of "mental 
notions of own body" (MNOB). Only in this case to an operator, irrespective of his 
physiological opportunities, the information about external objects and their 
relations will be adequately presented regarding individual coordinates. A 
becoming of inlermodal MNOB is largely cormected to a development of 
functional cormections between tactile, kinesthetic and vestibular analyzers.

Capacitive joystick was performed with tactile markers (a clock-face metaphor 
of coordinates grid [Akamastu, M. et all (1995)]), Manipulator sizes corresponds to 
conventional mouse ones, and hand freely coveres a surface of joystick. The top 
movable part of the device is a hemisphere, radius of which is a little bit more than 
enclosed bottom hemisphere rigidly connected to the basis. A top hemisphere has
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perforations (holes) against of which on a bottom hemisphere the pins are placed. 
Functional buttons can be located on a bottom lateral surface of joystick. During 
positioning, the pins will be appearing in holes of appropriate sectors, a level of 
elevation and quantity of those is ample for recognition of position, type, state or of 
other attributes of external objects.

Figure 1 shows another type of manipulators designed on the same conception of 
MNOB. The input of graphic information is carried out via copying a trajectory of 
the pointer moving along a free surface of skin of the operator.

Figure 1 Graphic manipulators for pen-based computers using a skin feedback

Trajectories are calculated by triangle's method processing reactance’s values 
between pointer, corpus and electrodes established on skin (on fingers). An 
electrical measurement of skin reactance is not deprived of common errors of 
contact methods. It complicates the processing of data. More higher resolution at 
low cost can be received using in manipulator construction potentiometric 
converters. The pointing accuracy with the help of tactile devices of such type 
surpasses a similar parameter of gestures interpreters based on force feedback (in 
pilot experiments it was not worse than ± 2 mm), as the range of signals of an 
accessible feedback is much wider (tactile and kinaesthetic cues are exploited 
simultaneously). Forehead, shoulder, hand, thigh or a surface of another body part 
can be used similarly, depending on an individual differential sensitivity and 
features of the device designing.

The described projects are supposed to be used jointly with audio feedback and 
speech synthesizer for blind computer users. But the last project can be effective as 
a communication device at more hard sensory pathology (deafblindness).
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Strategy for Implementation of Information Technology in 
Health Care Sector for Developing Countries.

R. S. TYAGI ^

Abstract
The application o f  Information Technology to Health Sector in the developing and 3rd world 
countries has not brought forward results with that pace as it has in economically developed 
countries. Experience provided by such an implementation at the All India Institute o f  Medical 
Sciences has been analysed and presented here to propose a strategy that is being adopted and 
implemented by the author for its hospitals and the other institutions in India. The past has been 
analysed and a proposal has been projected to provide sharing o f  resources by several hospotals in 
order to subsequently put the same to the benefit o f  all to achieve the goal -  Health for all through 
TT applications.

SUMMARY

In the developing countries the application of Medical Informatics for the improvement of patient 
care, enhanced medical training, practices, and to provide exchange of information across the 
country has not been able to find its place so far. All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS) is 
a premier Medical Institution in the country having a large hospital of its own and four other 
associated centres having their own hospitals. AIIMS introduced the use of information technology 
in the information processing for the Patient Care System . It is a flexible system and allows for 
additions of new laboratories, new services and other facilities. It incorporates very special features 
for implementing the computerisation in a phased manner across the modules and across different 
locations for a module. This system was first started in 1989 meeting all its objectives. It was 
financed to its full in the initial period. Later it became difficult to meet the financial requirements 
for supporting the upgradation of the software , hardware and the application. The facts were 
analysed and after taking into consideration various factors it was proposed that solution is to be 
found by the industry and the user or a group of users by working together towards a common goal, 
though the interests of the two may be different. This requires responsibilities to be defined for each 
one of them and also shared between the two. The benefits accrued through such a joint venture 
shall go a long way. The All India Institute of Medical Sciences is one of such premier institutions 
in India that has put it to practice and the response from the industry have been extremely 
encouraging. The results of such a collaboration shall only be known after a passage of time. The 
information technology has a great potential and it holds the key to provide the proper and timely 
health care treatment .

' Department of Computer Facility, All India Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi, INDIA
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The Poster Overview

Strategy for Implementation of Information Technology in Health Care Sector for Developing 
Countries.

Dr. R.S. TYAGI^

The poster is organised to project the subject matter under the following headings.

1. Abstract

2. Introduction to the subject matter

3. The computerised Patient Care System which was designed and implemented at the AIIMS.

4. The description of the functionalities of the following modules of the system.

4. 1. Central admission and charge collection.
4. 2. Wards 
4. 3. Laboratories 
4. 4. Operation Theatre 
4. 5. Out Patient Services 
4. 6. Emergency Services 
4. 7. Blood Bank 
4. 8. Billing
4. 9. Ancillary Services of Sterilisation and Crystalloids
4. 10. Diet for patients
4. 11. Roster for Doctors and Nurses, and
4. 12. Appointments

5. Analysis of facts leading to slackening and retardation of the system.

6. The identification of the problems responsible for hindrance in the implementation of the 
Information Technology in Health Sector.

7. The proposal to counter the problem and the responsibilities to be shared by Industry and the 
user.

8. The benefits through the joint venture of Industry and the user.

9. Conclusion

10. Diagramatic representation of certain existing systems.

‘ Department of Computer Facility, All India Medical Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi, INDIA.
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Audio and Haptic Access to Math and Science - Audio graphs, Triangle,

the MathPlus Toolbox, and the Tiger printer.

Steve Sahyun and John Gardner 
Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon

and

Carolyn Gardner
Linn Benton Community College, Corvallis, Oregon

One of the greatest challenges for people with print disabilities has been the learning of, 
and access to, scientific information. Often, this information contains data, graphs, and 
equations which are represented in a highly visual manner. In an effort to make this data 
accessible to all individuals, the Science Access Project at Oregon State University has 
developed a number of new technologies that improve access to math and science for 
people with print disabilities. These projects include: audio representation of data graphs, 
the Triangle and MathPlus Toolbox programs, DotsPlus and the TIGER printer.

In the interest of creating an environment whereby students and professionals with print 
disabilities can have access to scientific information the Science Access Project at Oregon 
State University is working on a number of programs and research projects.

Audio representation of data, also known as sonification [1] of data, is a useful technique 
in providing quick, qualitative access to data sets. [2] Sonification has advantages over 
tactile printouts in that they require fewer resources, and are quickly and easily produced 
with appropriate software and standard computers. Recent studies [3] conducted by the 
authors explore the ability of students to interpret single-valued Y vs. X graphs created 
from tone plots. These graphs provide semi-quantitative non-speech auditory information 
on the value and slope of the function or data in question. It has been found that this 
technique shows promise as a method of displaying graphical information.

The TRIANGLE program demonstrates a self-voicing, self-Brailling computer 
application intended for access by blind people to math and science. This program acts as 
a mathematical scratch pad and permits reading, writing, and manipulating information 
using a linear notation convenient for both voice and Braille. The main features of 
Triangle include a text field, a table viewer, a graphing calculator, and an audio/tactile 
figure viewer. The text field allows for several independent editor text buffers with the 
ability to display and voice mathematical symbols. The table viewer allows easy access 
and display of elements in a table by moving from one cell to another. The graphing 
calculator can calculate mathematical fimctions and display data in a graphing window. 
The displayed graph allows for audio representation of the data for
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full access. Also, columns of data from a table can be plotted with the graphing 
calculator. The audio/tactile figure viewer provides voiced labeling of items in a 
previously constructed and annotated picture. The image is printed on a Braille printer 
and then placed on a touch sensitive device. The Triangle program is available in both 
Windows 95, and DOS versions.

The MathPlus Toolbox is a fiilly-accessible computer application intended primarily for 
teaching arithmetic and lower level math to children with learning or visual disabilities. It 
is a self-voicing program that provides work areas in coimting, addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and fractions. It also includes a calculator and the ability for teachers to 
construct instructional lesson scripts that students can follow and work through.

DotsPlus is a device-independent typeface developed for blind readers that intends to 
encompass a large set of symbols in addition to standard braille. While computer 
technology has made it possible, often quite straightforward and inexpensive, to make 
words accessible to blind people, [4] making anything except words accessible remains a 
formidable challenge. Math equations, and figures such as maps, graphs, drawings, and 
charts that contain both graphics and characters (particularly those such as plus or equals 
that have no representation in standard literary braille) at unpredictable places pose a 
great challenge. [5,6] Some are almost impossible to make accessible to blind readers.

The DotsPlus tactile fonts [7-9] are designed to overcome these difficulties. In DotsPlus, 
literary braille symbols are used where possible, along with the raised representations of 
symbols not normally encompassed by braille, such as many mathematics and 
punctuation symbols, so the reader does not need to be familiar with math braille or 
computer braille codes. A one-page "cheat sheet" of the most common DotsPlus symbols 
contains enough information for a literary braille reader to be able to read almost anything 
in DotsPlus. Standard computer applications may be used, and little special training is 
needed by the person preparing a DotsPlus document.

The Tactile Graphics EmbosseR (TIGER) is a high resolution (20 d.p.i.) Braille printer 
capable of embossing text and graphics from standard Windows 95 computer 
applications. It offers unparalleled ease of use and functionality in that it can print files 
which contain both text and graphics directly from the applications from which one 
would normally print a document.

In addition to printing standard Braille fonts, the TIGER has been designed to print 
DotsPlus without difficulty. A document can be easily printed from Word, WordPerfect, 
or any other application that allows for font selection. The text is first formatted with 
either a six or eight dot version of the DotsPlus Courrier or Symbol fonts. These fonts 
contain the standard print characters, but the width of each character is set for proper 
layout when embossed as DotsPlus. The user then selects the print option from the word 
processor, chooses the Tiger printer from the list of available printers, and the TIGER 
embosses the DotsPlus page. Any vector graphic elements in the page are automatically 
embossed.

i
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There is no difficulty in the combination of text and graphics other than layout 
considerations.

This research was supported in part by the National Science Foimdation under grants 
HRD9452881 and HRD9353094.

1 .Kramer, G. Ed.
(1994) . Auditory Display, SFI Studies in the Sciences of Complexity, Proc. Vol. 
XVIII, Addison-Wesley.

2.Flowers, J. H., & Hauer, T. A.
(1995) . Musical versus Visual Graphs: Cross-Modal Equivalence in Perception of 
Time Series Data. Human Factors, 37 (3), 553-569[2]

3.Sahyun, S. C. & Gardner J. A.
(1998) Testing the Equivalence of Visual and Auditory Graphs in Physics. 
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VOICE
Giving a VOICE to the deaf, by developing awareness of voice 

to text recognition capabilities

Klaus Miesenberger, Gerold Wagner 
Department of Computer Science, Johannes Kepler University,

Linz, Austria

1. Background:

Deaf and hard of hearing people suffer from the lack of access to verbal communication. Help in 

reducing the gap between the deaf and the hearing world should be enforced. Automatic recognition 

of speech has to be considered as a powerful tool for closing this gap. Although voice to text 

recognition packages are already available and used for different purposes the community of the 

deaf and hard of hearing hesitates to use this new technology. This situation derives more or less 

from the lack of

• information about this technology

• knowledge about users needs

• studies of how and where to apply (feasibility studies)

2. Targets:
The VOICE Project intends to
• promote new technologies in the field of voice to text recognition (workshops, meetings, 

demonstration in practice)

• develop a demonstrator prototype

• set up test-applications (conversation, telephone, conferences, schools, TV)

• stimulate and increase the dissemination of information on the Internet

• act as an intermediary between the highly fragmented framwork of associations, companies, 

universities, schools, public administration,....

• specify and translate the users needs into technical specifications

Contact:
Modellversuch "Informatik fur Blinde", University of Linz, Altenbergerstrasse 69, A-4040 Linz, 

Austria; Tel.: +43 732 2468 9232, Fax - 9322; E-mail: info@mvblind.uni-linz.ac.at 
Acknowledgements
This work is being carried out in the context of the VOICE project (DE4104) TESTLAB project 
(LB 4003) funded by DG XIII of the European Commission under its Telematics Applications 
Programme.
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Giving a to the deaf, by
developing awareness of 

toice to text recognition capabiiities
T a r g e t s :  p r o m o t e  n e w  t e c h n o l o g i e s  o f  v o i c e  r e c o g n i t i o n  

d e m o n s t r a t o r  p r o t o t y p e
t e s t  a p p l i c a t i o n s :  c o n v e r s a t i o n ,  t e l e p h o n e ,  c o n f e r e n c e s ,  s c h o o l s ,  T V  
d i s s e m i n a t i o n  o f  i n f o r m a t i o n  
s p e c i f y  u s e r  n e e d s

Information Technologies for 
People with Special Needs

c o n s o r t i u m :  J R C  -  I S I S  -  T P 3 6 1 ,  I s p r a ,  I t a l y  ( m a m  c o n t r a c t o r )
S o f t w a r e  S o l u t i o n s ,  M i l a n o ,  I t a l y
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I n s t i t u t  f ü r  H ö r -  u n d  S e h b i l d u n g ,  L i n z ,  A u s t r i a  
J o h a n n e s  K e p l e r  U n i v e r s i t a t ,  L i n z ,  A u s t r i a

C o o p e r a t i o n s  O R F  ( A u s t r i a n  B r o a d c a s t i n g  C o m p a n y ) ,  V i e n n a ,  A u s ^ i a  g g ®  
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picture SENIOR CITIZENS
ON THE NET

a groupware for bridging generation gaps

picture

SeniorOnline project

Organisation - who we are?
Picture and text

Objectives - what we want to achieve?
Picture and text

Research Methods - how we work?
picture and text

Web4Groups - groupware

How it came about?
Text

How we intend to develop it?
Text
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Web4Groups Service Architecture

\  Public 
. Intotmation

\  Rating /
Public
Fbtum NfiTP

Joint \  
Editing ' )  
Support /

Shared 
Workspaces

INTERNET

Usenet 
News

World
Wide
Web

J
Personal Workspace

E-Mail
Sf!TP E-Mail(  . i :? .  )

V o tin g /

Personal Messaging > ~ ^

Based cn a distributed server netwak, Web4QtDups integrates private, group arvl piAlic riBssagirq in a unified 
service ccncept, tdlowing strictly a "design-for-ail-appnoech".

Feedback booklet
for your comments How to contact us
SeniorOnline is a project with the goal of stimulating elderly people to use information 
technology and the Internet. The project is funded by the European Union Telematics 
Applications Programme and there are partners from Italy, Sweden, Austria, and Ireland involved 
in it.

Background

The elderly are the fastest growing segment of the population in Europe, and it is estimated that 
their numbers will steadily increase towards the 21st century. At the moment, nearly a quarter of 
the population within EU (73,000,000 people) is 55 years or older. This development will create 
several new challenges for the society. How will the special needs of the elderly in the areas of 
leisure, health care, information, housing, etc. be met by society?

Many of the European governments are taking action in order to promote the use and knowledge 
of information and communication technology among the younger generations. This far the 
elderly have been forgotten. This is why SeniorOnline project is having the elderly in focus.

Objectives
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SeniorOnline will provide simple access to the Internet for the elderly. The project will identify 
and assess the user needs and requirements and apply these to the technology earlier developed in 
the EUtelematics project Web4Groups. Basic to the project is:
1) The elderly is not a homogenous group and we need to identify the different needs of the 
different groups of elderly. However, the main principles of the software provided should be the 
same for all users in order to guarantee easy communication.
2) In order to prevent further fragmentation of the market, SeniorOnline will be based on existing 
technologies which will be further developed when necessary.
3) An assistive technology approach is specifically based on the elderly and their needs.

The description of the project

SeniorOnline consists of nine working packages: project management, external co-ordination and 
standards, active promotion among elderly people, user needs, functional specifications, 
demonstrator development, verification, demonstration, dissemination and exploitation. The 
project runs from 1998 to the beginning of 2000.

The Product

The Web4Groups is a group communication service. The innovative aspect of the Web4Groups 
service is that it will bring the full potential of a state-of-the art group communication tool to the 
Internet. It is designed to handle millions of users on thousands of interconnected servers. The 
focus of group support is on exchanging messages in forums or shared workspaces. Beside other 
advanced features, Web4Groups will support the collection and processing of votings and ratings.

Web4Groups allows any Internet user to join or start a public forum or a closed workspace, in 
order to exchange messages or multimedia documents (like word processing files or calculation 
tables). Objects are users, activities or messages. They are accessible not only through the 
WorldWideWeb, but also through e-mail (where they could replace list servers for mailing lists) 
as well as through fax or telephone.

Contact:
Sirkku Mánnikkö
Dept of Computer and Systems Sciences
Stockholm University/KTH Technical University
Electrum 230
S-164 40 Kista /SWEDEN
email: sirkku@dsv.su. se
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Mechatronics Education for People with Physical 
Impairments (PPI)

Iwao Kobayashi‘\  Toshiharu Nakazato'^ Sachiko Shiratori
and Masatoshi Iwamoto

Abstract

We report our experience o f teaching mechatronics for people with physical impairments (PPI). 

We explain the kit o f  the autonomic and a differential drive robot named "Bontenmaru" designed 

and developed as a teaching material. The result o f  questionnaire showed that most o f PPI are 

interested in mechatronics and the class was successful.

1. Introduction

Mechatronics, the compound word of mechanics and electronics, is an engineering discipline for 

handling machines with circuits such as robots. We have taught classes on mechatronics for about 

250 young students including people with physical impairments (PPI). We believe mechatronics is 

useful for PPl's independent living because in their everyday life they have to operate many 

products that are works of mechatronics, like electric wheelchairs. In addition, we expect that the 

development of PPl's software skills, that is gained through the mechatronics classes, is a way to 

increase their job opportunities in society. In this paper, we report on the educational materials we 

developed and on our teaching experience.

2. Educational materials

In 1996 we developed the kit of the autonomic and differential drive robot named "Bontenmaru" as 

a teaching material for a course on mechatronics aimed at young students. In order to design the 

autonomic robot for educational purposes, we designed the kit having the following five features:

1) Motor driver: Bontenmaru has a pair of rear wheels driven independently by two DC motors 

through a gear box.

2) Sensor: Bontenmaru can recognize obstacles in its forward direction by detecting the reflected IR 

light emitted by a pair of photo-diodes.

3) On board computer: Bontenmaru is controlled by a one-tip microcomputer PIC16C84 (Microtip 

Technology Inc.).

' Faculty of Software and Information Science, Iwate Prefectural University, Iwate, Japan, iwan@iwate-pu.ac.jp 
 ̂R & D Group, Scientia Co. Ltd., Sendai, Japan, nakazato@scientia.co.jp
 ̂Miyagi Branch, Japan Muscular Dystrophy Association, Sendai, Japan. cyfD3607@niftyserve.or.jp 

'• Faculty of Engineering, Tohoku Gakuin University, Miyagi, Japan, masa@cope.tohoku-gakuin.ac.jp
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4) Programming language: The Japanese-based language "Makimono" was specified and developed 

for Bontenmaru and it allows Japanese children, who have poor literacy of English, to code down 

the control program on Microsoft Windows 95. The instruction set consists of moving commands 

such as "turn to the right" and condition branches such as "if the left detected then".

5) Remote control: As the IR detector is the same as those used in TV set, Bontenmaru can be 

remote-controlled by TV keybuttons. This helps Bontenmaru’s operation by PPl who can not put 

it on the floor.

3. Management of the classes for PPI

Two classes for PPI, 2 hours each at one week interval, were held in National Nishitaga Hospital. 

The first class was on hardware assembling of Bontenmaru and the second was on coding the 

control program in Makimono. Most of PPI participants (denoted students) were patients with 

muscular dystrophy. 13 among 24 students were using computers and their age structure consisted 

of 14 in teens, 8 in twenties, one in forties and one unknown. Twenty-four volunteers (denoted 

teaching staff) had skills of computer use. After the class, questiormaire was conducted on both 

students and teaching staff to evaluate the class. Supplemental hearing investigation was carried out 

on students and nursing staff.

4. Results and discussion

96% of the students answered that they enjoyed classes, 100% understood the assembling 

Bontenmaru, and 95% got Makimono. Judging from the results, Bontenmaru excited and evoked 

their interest in the mechatronics. However, the students needed much help during the classes 

because 42% could not handle the screwdrivers nor nippers, and 21% could not finger keyboard of 

computer for program development. As 71% students could not put Bontenmaru on the floor and 

58% could not cormect/disconnect the Bontenmaru with ROM writer, most of PPI could not test 

their program by themselves. Then we prepared a special table for test trials and a pair of modular 

connectors which can be handled easily.

These results indicate that the classes have been successful, but that we do need to examine deeper 

a number of issues, like the design of educational materials for PPI and devising better ways to 

support the students during the classes such as improvements of a special table or a connector. 

Taking these experiences into account. Promotion Association of Mechatronics Education for 

Children is developing the next Bontenmaru.

We appreciate Promotion Association o f Mechatronics Education for Children, National Nishitaga Hospital, 

Miyagi Branch, Japan Muscular Dystrophy Association and those who participated the classes for their 

support and cooperation. One o f the authors (IK) thanks Mr. E. P. Duarte Jr. for his English correction.
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REMOTE-CONTROLLED COMPUTER MOUSE FOR 
PHYSICALLY DISABLED CHILDREN

Terry Donnelly, James Windmill

Abstract
The use o f  a laser beam to move the screen cursor via a number o f  photo cells has been 
investigated, this proved difficult fo r  some children to control. A later, and improved, system 
uses a pair o f  accelerometers to sense head movement which is then interpreted by digital signal 
processing (DSP) to move the cursor. Wrist-mounted tilt switches operate as mouse-select 
buttons. Future work will investigate the application o f sensitive magneto-resistive (MR) sensors 
to detect limb movement. This will be a ‘wireless ’ system but a significant problem will be the 
intensive, real-time computation required.

1. Introduction

Many children bom with Cerebral Palsy have no power of speech and little control over their 
limbs. They require an effective means of interfacing with computers as soon as possible in their 
life so that they may participate fully in the educational process. Keyboard usage is usually out of 
the question and many cannot use a conventional mouse. The requirement, therefore, is for a 
cursor-controlling device capable of being operated by a part of the body, such as the head, over 
which the child has some control.

2. Modulated laser

This device was designed for a child who only had control over her head movement [1]. A small 
laser diode (taken from a laser pointer) is mounted on the front of a headband. It is powered from 
a small, battery-operated, 2kHz modulator to eliminate the effects o f ambient light. The laser 
beam is directed at one of five photo-cells situated close to the computer screen. The photo-cells 
generate mouse-compatible clock signals when the laser beam impinges on the active part of the 
cell. Four of the cells represent x,y directions plus a fifth for select. The device proved useful but 
the child experienced difficulty keeping the beam focused on a photo-cell whilst watching the 
screen. A simpler system was required.

3. Accelerometer

The problems associated with the laser-beam mouse were taken on board in the development of a 
device which uses two accelerometers placed at right angles to each other. Rather than measure 
acceleration due to motion, the ‘acceleration’ due to Earth’s gravity is measured. Used in this 
mode the accelerometers provide an output voltage proportional to tilt in the range ±90 degrees. 
This output is applied to a DSP platform for software Interpretation and generation of mouse-
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compatible signals. The select function is accomplished using tilt switches which can be attached 
to any limb. The accelerometers are small and light enough to be mounted on any part of the body 
which, when tilted in the x,y directions, controls the cursor.

One advantage is the freedom to tailor the system to the user via the software. For instance, to 
enable the user to hold the cursor stationary at the point of select a ‘deadzone’ was programmed 
in to prevent minor movement at zero degrees tilt. This can be varied to allow for the extent of 
involimtary movement of a potential user.

4. Magneto-Resistive (MR) Sensor: future work

The accelerometer (and laser beam) is an active device and requires a power supply and interfece 
circuitry. Also, the user must be wired to carry the signals to the DSP platform. This inhibits 
extending applications to other areas, such as computer recognition of sign language, where a 
very small, passive motion/position detector is desirable.

It is planned, therefore, to investigate the application of Magneto-Resistive (MR) sensors [2]. 
These, solid-state, sensors measure magnetic fields and are very sensitive. Small, yet powerfiil, 
permanent magnets will constitute signal sources attached to parts of the body the position and 
motion of which is to be measured. The MR sensors, and associated processing electronics, can 
be located several meters from the user thus allowing freedom of movement.

A fundamental problem to be solved is the determination of the position and attitude of each 
magnet from the composite magnetic field detected by the MR sensors. The theory of 
superposition, which states that the composite field is the sum of the fields due to each magnet 
deployed separately, will be investigated. Other problems to be solved will be the elimination of 
the earth’s magnetic field and the need for rapid, real-time computation o f complex field quations.

5. Conclusions

The modulated laser device has been in use for three years. It has proved very useful but the user 
finds difficulty in concentrating on the position of the screen cursor whilst aiming the beam at the 
photo-cells: the accelerometer offers a solution to this problem. Also, in addition to interpreting 
co-ordinate movement and select functions, the accelerometer offers scope for interpreting key 
words or the alphabet thus opening up possibilities of access to the world-wide web.

The next phase of the work is to investigate the use of MR sensors. These will permit the use of 
small, passive, signal sources which will extend application, for instance, computer recognition of 
sign-language.

6. References

[1] DONNELLY. T., et al. Laser-Operated Mouse for a Physically Disabled Child, presented at 
lEE Colloquium: Computers in the Service of Mankind: Helping the Disabled, London, March 
1997.
[2] MAPPS. D. J., Magnetoresistive Sensors, Sensors and Actuators, A Physical. A 59 (1997) 9- 
19, Elsevier. 1997.
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